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1

Introduction

October 18, 2010, was a day that changed European politics. German 
chancellor Angela Merkel had traveled to the Normandy seaside 

town of Deauville to discuss the European crisis with France’s president 
Nicolas Sarkozy. Press photographs show them in dark raincoats, strolling 
on the wet and deserted autumnal boardwalk, Sarkozy gesticulating argu-
mentatively and Merkel apparently responding with a look of blank 
incomprehension. In fact, after a moment in which it looked as if contrast-
ing German and French visions of the world were bound for a head-on 
collision, they reached a dramatic compromise: Germany would loosen its 
approach to rules and make concessions to France, if France would in 
return agree to “an adequate participation of private creditors.” Chancel-
lor Merkel—who enjoyed substantial public support in her country—
believed that banks had been responsible for the unwise extension of 
credit and should bear the cost of it. An end had to be put to the bailout 
mentality that had followed the global financial crisis of September 2008, 
including the failure of Lehman and the rescue of AIG. The basic elements 
in the Franco-German agreement had been achieved, and kept secret, two 
weeks before, during an informal conversation between the two leaders at 
the margin of a NATO summit in Brussels.

Other European leaders were stunned when they learned of the out-
come on their mobile devices. The head of the European Central Bank 
(ECB) immediately thought that the agreement was a mistake, and US 
treasury secretary Tim Geithner was enraged by the proposal, warning 
European policy makers that “if you’re going to restructure Greece, . . . you 
have [to have] the ability to in effect protect or guarantee the rest of Europe 
from the ensuing contagion.”1 Markets shared this sentiment. Immediately 
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after Deauville, interest rates on periphery government bonds shot up. 
Germans welcomed the imposition of market discipline on the periphery 
in Europe, while French commentators viewed the spike in rates as unjus-
tified from a fundamentals standpoint—a pure liquidity effect.

The Deauville episode first of all made clear that differences in the Ger-
man and French visions of appropriate economic policy were at the heart 
of the difficulty in finding a response to Europe’s financial crisis. The inci-
dent also highlighted how much power in Europe had shifted away from 
the European Union’s institutions in Brussels, the Commission and the 
European Council, and toward two big nation-states—countries that 
found it hard to talk a common language.

The euro crisis has led to the outbreak of a war of ideas in the European 
continent and to a seismic shift of power within Europe. Starting with 
fiscal problems in one of Europe’s smallest economies, Greece, in late 2009, 
a long-simmering battle over the appropriate economic philosophy and 
future design of the European Union broke into the open. It is a struggle 
between northern, but above all German, and what are sometimes called 
southern, but above all French, theories. The debate is not limited to 
French and Germans: Finns, Austrians, and sometimes Slovaks and Poles 
behave as if they are more Germanic than the Germans, and France is 
often seen as a champion of a Mediterranean Europe. The clash played a 
part in the debate that pushed Britain to vote for Brexit. But in practice, the 
clash is often treated as if it were a war of ideas fought out across the River 
Rhine. Italy is divided between a north that looks intellectually and eco-
nomically like Germany and a south in which there is more sympathy for 
French-style theories. The French and German positions outlined here 
should be understood as ideal types, a concept developed by the sociologist 
Max Weber to better understand problems, debates, and institutions by 
thinking in terms of sharply differentiated features. Weber, and every 
good subsequent analyst, knew well that reality was messy but thought 
that conceptual clarification could bring a greater realization of the roots 
of social peculiarities.2

It is this war of ideas that lies at the heart of our book. Our main aim is 
to provide an explanation of the long-term historical, intellectual, and cul-
tural roots of the contrasting German and French economic philosophies. 
One might think that each country exclusively fights for its own material 
interests. Such a narrow perspective overlooks an even more important 
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aspect: interests are interpreted through the lens of ideas, or visions. Some 
countries have developed their own economic traditions and schools. 
Given their historical paths, different countries in Europe follow different 
economic philosophies and derive different policy descriptions for how to 
respond to crisis events. Previously, these differences were always taken 
for granted but glossed over and never thoroughly discussed. The Euro-
pean integration process—arguably one of the most successful peace ini-
tiatives in history—was characterized by a tendency to be Panglossian in 
the face of crisis. Indeed, differences between countries were often so 
ingrained in national policy makers’ thinking that mutual incomprehen-
sion ensued. Policy makers even used the same word for different con-
cepts. As an example, “economic governance” for Germany meant 
convergence around a common stability culture, while for France it meant 
common initiatives to direct economic development. Similarly, Germans 
interpreted the euro as an improved version of the old Exchange Rate 
Mechanism—built around the virtues of the Deutschmark—while the 
French saw the euro as a new global currency and conduit for more effec-
tive Keynesian stimulus policies.3

Of course, there are also straightforward differences in interests between 
European countries, including between France and Germany. But interests 
are often seen through the lens of ideologies. The difference between Euro-
pean countries is often reduced by some analysts to a simple contest 
between creditors and debtors based on net asset positions.4 Since the 1960s, 
Germany has built up a substantial net creditor position via sustained cur-
rent account surpluses. France has occasionally had surpluses, but inter-
spersed with substantial deficits. So it might be thought that Germany (and 
creditors in general) would focus on strict debt repayment, even if it means 
squeezing the pips out of debtors, and that it would prefer low inflation to 
increase the real value of nominal debt. By contrast, France (and debtors in 
general) would be amenable to debt forgiveness, or higher inflation to 
erode the real value of debt. But this line of argument is open to objections. 
The net asset position, total claims of a country’s citizens toward foreigners, 
is the sum of net flows. However, net flows mask much larger gross flows 
and an accumulation of a wide variety of personal and institutional posi-
tions: there may be powerful and substantial debtors in the net creditor 
countries.5 Equally important, a wise creditor will normally hope that the 
debtor is prosperous and dynamic so as to be able to repay debt in the 
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future. Squeezing the pips may reduce the chances of being fully repaid. A 
debtor will also be aware that nonrepayment or default will damage 
future chances of borrowing for productive purposes. So the judgment 
calls on both sides depend on ideas about the other side: is debt growth 
enhancing (good) or a sign of profligacy (bad)? These are ideological judg-
ments: as Weber put it in a famous analogy, “Not ideas, but material and 
ideal interests, directly govern men’s conduct. Yet very frequently the 
‘world images’ that have been created by ‘ideas’ have, like switchmen, 
determined the tracks along which action has been pushed by the dynam-
ics of interest.”6

The process of European integration is full of the same kinds of misun-
derstandings and misinterpretations that often characterize relationships 
between men and women. According to a popular American psychologist 
who wanted to provide a “practical guide for improving communication 
and getting what you want in your relationships,” men and women are 
from different planets.7 The book was wildly successful, with seven mil-
lion copies sold. His title was adapted to international politics by Robert 
Kagan, who argued that Americans were from Mars and Europeans from 
Venus. “It is time,” he said, “to stop pretending that Europeans and Amer-
icans share a common view of the world, or even that they occupy the 
same world.”8 Europe has now discovered that it has its own version of 
mutual incomprehension.

The basic elements of the contrasting philosophies can be delineated 
quite simply. The northern vision is about rules, rigor, and consistency, 
while the southern emphasis is on the need for flexibility, adaptability, and 
innovation. It is Kant versus Machiavelli. Economists have long been 
familiar with this kind of debate and refer to it as rules versus discretion.

Some more specific policy preferences follow from the general orienta-
tion. The rule-based approach worries a great deal about the destruction 
of value and insolvency and about avoiding bailouts that will set a bad 
example and encourage inadequate behavior among other actors (econo-
mists call this the moral hazard problem). The discretionary approach  
sees many economic issues as temporary liquidity problems that can be 
easily solved with an injection of new lending. Here the provision of 
liquidity is costless: A bailout incurs no losses; in fact, the knock-on  
effects make everyone better off. There are, in this vision, multiple possi-
ble states of the world—multiple equilibria—and the benign action of  
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governments and monetary authorities can shift the whole polity from a 
bad situation to a good one. To this, the long-faced adherents of the moral 
hazard view point out that costs will pile up in the future from the bad 
example that has just been set.

ECB president Mario Draghi’s “whatever it takes” proclamation on 
July 26, 2012, in London—just before the opening of the Olympic Games—
was, after Deauville, the second watershed moment in the euro crisis.  
Draghi’s promise that the ECB was willing to do “whatever it takes” to 
save the euro later led to the creation of the Outright Monetary Transac-
tions (OMT) program, under which the ECB would stand ready to buy the 
government debt of distressed countries (under some conditionality). Pro-
ponents of the liquidity view felt vindicated that the tide had turned and 
that interest rates in the peripheral countries significantly declined with-
out any outright transactions taking place. The implicit support of Angela 
Merkel and German finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble was crucial  
to the effectiveness of Mario Draghi’s promise. However, conservative 
Germans challenged the ECB’s OMT program in the German constitu-
tional courts and the European Court of Justice. For them, interest rates 
had subsided only because the ECB implicitly guaranteed peripheral gov-
ernment debt. In the end, the credibility of the measure hinged on the 
interpretation of whether it was consistent with the German vision.

The rules principle emphasizes the importance of solidity—of not 
living beyond one’s means. In the novel David Copperfield, Charles Dickens 
has Mr. Micawber tell David, “Annual income twenty pounds, annual 
expenditure nineteen nineteen and six, result happiness. Annual income 
twenty pounds, annual expenditure twenty pounds ought and six, result 
misery. The blossom is blighted, the leaf is withered, the God of day goes 
down upon the dreary scene, and—and in short you are forever floored. 
As I am!” The southern or French approach, by contrast, emphasizes 
social solidarity. Paragraph 21 of the 1793 Declaration of the Rights of 
Man and the Citizen—the ultimate statement of the ideals of the French 
Revolution—states that “Public relief is a sacred debt. Society owes main-
tenance to unfortunate citizens.” The southern view also tried to extend 
the principle of solidarity across national frontiers, a move that the north-
erners resisted. In general, the rule-based view is concerned with price 
stability; the discretionary approach embraces the idea of managing the 
economy.
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Economic Traditions Are Not Written in Stone
Almost all contemporary commentators have recognized the chasm 
between the two competing ideas. Many treat it as a product of plain stu-
pidity and ignorance on one side: Paul Krugman talked about a “Dark Age 
of macroeconomics” in which the good lessons of the Greeks and the 
Romans had been countermanded by the obscurantist barbarians (from the 
north!) who overrun Mediterranean civilization.9 The second interpretation 
is that these preferences represent deep historical traditions, cultures, and 
memories—so deeply rooted that they cannot be erased by the persuasive 
powers of superficial rationality and logic. In particular, Germans were so 
seared by the experience of catastrophic hyperinflation in the early twenti-
eth century that ninety years later they repeat a meaningless mantra.

But wait a moment: Krugman’s Dark Age is about the revival in the 
twenty-first century of the principles of Jean-Baptiste Say, a nineteenth- 
 century economist—from France! In fact, in the nineteenth century, most 
French (and for that matter Italian) economists were, like Say, classical liberals 
who mentally inhabited a rule-based world. On the other side of the Rhine, 
in Germany, economists and politicians did not care much about rules—
seeing them rather as a hypocritical device used by English free traders to 
impose their preferences on a backward continent. In other words, for a long 
time—basically until the middle of the twentieth century—the French were 
advocates of laissez-faire, and the Germans were profligates who thought 
that fiscal spending was the key to prosperity and success. So it cannot be 
true that the economic cultures are deeply and irrevocably entrenched.

As will be explained later, the German and French view of rules reversed 
as a result of a historical crisis of unprecedented severity: the Nazi dicta-
torship, World War II, and the fall of France in 1940. Germans learned that 
they needed rules to restrict the possibility for arbitrary government 
action, while the French thought that their political system under the pre-
war Third Republic had too little fiscal, military, and intellectual flexibility 
in dealing with the Nazi threat. Later, the new members of the European 
Union from formerly communist central Europe would learn a similar les-
son as the Germans after 1945: good government and the limitation of 
corruption and political abuse require strict rules.

This book sets out a rather different interpretation of the persistence of 
clashing economic cultures. First, there are indeed different national ways 
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of thinking about economics, but they are changeable when dramatic new 
circumstances arise. Second, up to now—in the context of a new crisis—
rethinking has not proceeded very far. On the contrary, countries are fol-
lowing, on the whole, an approach of “business as usual”—digging 
trenches around established intellectual and theoretical propositions. The 
rational business of negotiation strategies developed in the course of the 
European crisis intensified rather than resolved the clash of cultures. As 
the relentless logic of events went on, the French appeared ever more 
French and the Germans ever more German.

The Maastricht Negotiations: Ambiguities and Master Plans
The Maastricht Treaty—the document that provides the legal framework 
for the euro—lies at the root of the current problems. It assumed too sim-
ply that price stability was sufficient to ensure financial stability and that 
fiscal policy had no role to play in the provision of price stability. It allowed 
French and German thinkers and politicians to operate with incompatible 
visions of economic governance. In short, it was about what the treaty 
labeled “European Union,” but the Europeans looked as if they did not 
really intend or understand the concept of “union.”

For some, Europe had now become a new sort of political entity, a post-
modern, twenty-first century state in which the traditional principle of 
national sovereignty no longer applied. The treaty looked like a detailed and 
helpful itinerary to “ever-closer union.” But others believed that Maastricht 
was simply a treaty arrangement that could be broken if conditions changed. 
Customary international law includes a clause known as rebus sic stantibus, 
things being as they are, that allows treaties to be broken if fundamental 
conditions change. There was also another ambiguity about Maastricht: all 
members of the European Union, with the exception of the United Kingdom 
and Denmark, which negotiated opt-out clauses, were committed to joining 
the currency union when the accession criteria were met. The result was that 
there was a European Union that was separate in terms of membership from 
the narrower euro area. That separation gave rise to a debate about multi-
speed Europe. In 1994, in the immediate aftermath of Maastricht, two Ger-
man Christian Democratic politicians, Karl Lamers and Wolfgang Schäuble, 
issued an influential paper setting out the idea of a Europe of “varying 
geometry” that relied on a “hard core” provided by France and Germany.10
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For many politicians, especially for former German chancellor Helmut 
Kohl, economic aspects did not play a major role in the origins of the euro 
area. Rather, the currency union was a high-minded European political 
project that went way beyond economic realities. It was needed to stop the 
recurrence of war between France and Germany. Proponents of the “peace 
project theory” ignore that one does not need a currency union to improve 
relations with neighbors. Even worse, a malfunctioning currency union 
may even lead to civil war, as the American economist Martin Feldstein 
had warned in the late 1990s.

The debate about interests produced a much more sinister view of the 
origins of the euro—a conspiracy theory about a vicious, deep-seated 
German master plan. Because Germany typically has a lower rate of wage 
inflation than France and much lower rates than the Mediterranean 
countries, a locked currency would guarantee increased export surpluses, at 
the price of misery elsewhere. In this manner, a German grasp for European 
economic primacy would succeed at the end of the twentieth century and in 
the new millennium where a similar German military plan had failed one 
century earlier. Some of the earliest exponents of the notion that the cur-
rency was a German instrument of dominance were British, notably the for-
mer UK chancellor of the exchequer Denis Healey, but now this same notion 
is circulating widely, above all in Southern and peripheral Europe. In the 
euro crisis, Southern Europe began to talk incessantly about German hege-
mony. Italian prime minister Matteo Renzi complained that “Europe has to 
serve all 28 countries, not just one.”11 This view seems implausible, as lend-
ing and subsequently plunging one’s neighbors into national bankruptcy is 
not a good way of building any kind of stable prosperity.

A mirror image of the idea of a German master plan is provided by the 
equally often-expressed claim that the euro was the price that France 
exacted in 1990 for its agreement to German unification. President François 
Mitterrand, according to this version, wanted to put an end to a Europe 
that was controlled monetarily by the Bundesbank. He thought that a 
monetary union would go hand in hand with a “gouvernance économique” 
in which France could project and extend its statist orientation to encom-
pass the whole of Europe. Monetary union, in short, would be the Trojan 
horse that would carry French thinking into the heart of all of Europe. 
So in the euro crisis, German commentators started to talk about a dicta-
torship of Southern Europe or to complain that the ECB had been taken 
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over by Southern European government officials. But this view is also 
implausible, as in fact Germany continues to be at the center of European 
policy debates.

In the end, the story of monetary union is one about dealing with imbal-
ances and fiscal and monetary adjustments in the least politically costly 
way possible. As such, the monetary union reflected—and failed to 
resolve—many of the differences in economic philosophy between the 
French and the German sides. These differences came to the fore in the 
recent crisis.

Structure of the Book
We therefore examine in part II, “The Ghost of Maastricht,” the major 
 battlegrounds and ideological difference in economic thinking that had 
resurfaced again. They had already played a major part during the Maas-
tricht negotiations in the late 1980s and early 1990s, and the global finan-
cial crisis rekindled the intra-European debate. The different visions of the 
economy, the clash of a preference for rules with a preference for discre-
tion, affected the way the interests of the different countries were pre-
sented in policy debates. The creditor and debtor countries played a 
strategic game: both reckoned that the other side could not have an inter-
est in letting the system collapse, and so a game of not yielding and mov-
ing closer to the brink looked plausible and attractive. In this way, the 
interaction of ideas and strategic reflection on interests brought Europe to 
the edge of the abyss. When it appeared that Germany’s constitutional 
court—which delivered ponderous rulings on whether rescue packages 
were in conformity with German laws and constitutional principles—was 
giving the German government a reason for taking a more intransigent 
line, constitutional courts in Portugal and Greece started their own brand 
of activism by handing down rulings that austerity measures were 
unconstitutional.

Part III, “Maastricht’s Stepchild,” explores the problem of dealing with 
financial instability—an important omission in the Maastricht Treaty. It 
outlines the shift in the financial architecture and how the banking union 
tries to reduce financial instability in the monetary union. Prime examples 
of the dangerous dynamics of financial stability in the context of monetary 
union are Spain and Ireland—two fundamentally fiscally sound countries 
thrown into crisis by their own banking systems.
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The third watershed moment in the euro crisis, after Deauville and Dra-
ghi’s London speech, was the European debate over Cyprus in the spring of 
2013. The German discussion was dominated by the perception that a great 
deal of the liabilities of the Cyprus banking system consisted of the assets of 
Russian oligarchs, which constituted a possible criminal or even security 
threat, and hence required no special protection by European governments. 
For Berlin, there was little that constituted systemic risk in the Cyprus situ-
ation, and German officials complained that “if Cyprus is systemic, then 
everything is systemic.” By contrast, many policy makers in France, but 
also in Italy and Spain, feared that penalization of Cypriot depositors might 
lead to a bank run in other countries (including their own).

The Cyprus crisis changed Europeans’ attitude toward bailouts. The 
new chair of the Eurogroup, the Netherlands finance minister Jeroen 
Dijss- elbloem, spoke of the Cyprus approach as offering a “template.” 
Even outside Europe, it looked like an attractive solution to the problems 
created in the wake of the financial crisis. For instance, the influential gov-
ernor of the Bank of Canada Mark Carney deduced that his country should 
move away from bailouts, and in May 2013, Canada launched a “bail-in 
regime.” In Europe, the bail-in principle was integral to the proposals for 
banking union. Critics argue that this undermines the transaction role of 
money, as demand deposits should remain informationally insensitive 
(one shouldn’t need to worry about their value), and argue instead for 
stricter and higher equity cushion for banks. As the proposals on a bank-
ing union were elaborated, an ever-decreasing number and type of assets 
were liable to the bail-in procedure. The bail-in principle suffered another 
hit in late 2015 and early 2016. Italian banks had sold risky subordinate 
bonds to Italian retail investors with little financial knowledge. As some 
banks ran into trouble, these investors lost large parts of their retirement 
savings, leading to social hardship; tragically, one pensioner even commit-
ted suicide.

While parts I to III focus on the German-French differences, part IV 
collects various other perspectives on the crisis. Chapter 12 examines Italy, 
one of the six founding members of the European Economic Community. 
Italy largely stood on the sidelines of the Franco-German debate and long 
stood as an example of the problems of inadequate economic integration 
in a common political area. Its historic North-South conflict was a micro-
cosm of tensions within the currency union—and perhaps an indication 
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that fiscal transfers alone are incapable of resolving these problems. In 
terms of economic philosophy, Italian economists were split between the 
major schools of thought outlined above as “German” and “French.” Post-
war Italy was initially made by such economic liberals as Luigi Einaudi, 
an economics professor who became the first postwar president of the 
Banca d’Italia and then (in 1948) president of the Italian Republic. Einau-
di’s emphasis on the importance of rules had a clear similarity to the 
thought of the German Ordoliberals. Keynesianism was at first repre-
sented by two famous Italian economists who had fled from Mussolini’s 
Italy: Piero Sraffa at Cambridge University in the United Kingdom, who 
tried to combine Keynesianism and Marxism, and Franco Modigliani at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the United States, one 
of the architects of the neoclassical synthesis.

Chapter 13 starts with an outline of Anglo-American economic think-
ing. Overall, Anglo-American and French philosophies have many paral-
lels, in particular deep roots in Keynesian thinking and an emphasis on 
liquidity over solvency considerations. Notably, whenever US or UK pol-
iticians lectured EU officials about optimal economic policy, they almost 
always sided with the French liquidity interpretation—favoring big 
bazooka and bailout solutions. Both the French and the Anglo-American 
interpretations of the euro crisis stress the importance of fiscal union as  
a necessary stepping stone for the smooth functioning of a common  
currency union, although the British and the Americans primarily 
regarded fiscal union from an outsider’s perspective. However, the 
Anglo-American and French philosophies also differ in important ways. 
First, Anglo- Americans are more skeptical about the general desirability 
of government intervention than the French. Both agree that the govern-
ment can and should intervene in a deep crisis, but the French are more 
sympathetic toward a government that coordinates economic activity all 
the time, which includes the involvement of the government in the finan-
cial sector. Second, debt in the Anglo-American approach is a contingent 
construct. That means there is some flexibility in repayment that depends 
on particular circumstances. In times of hardship, debt is not repaid and 
bankruptcy laws enable a new start. The Continental European interpreta-
tion of debt and the need for repayment is, in contrast, more stringent. 
Third, French policy makers push for an actively managed international 
monetary system and see the euro as an alternative to the long-lived 
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hegemony of the dollar. For Germany, the UK stance in favor of more 
trade-friendly solutions played an important role to lean against the more 
interventionistic French approach. The British referendum on June 23 to 
exit the European Union, the Brexit, can be seen as the fourth watershed 
moment of the crisis. It has the potential to untie the United Kingdom 
with Scotland (and even Northern Ireland) separating. At the same time, 
it also strengthens the centrifugal force within Europe. Immediately after 
the Brexit vote anti-European parties in the Netherlands and France called 
for Nexit, Frexit, and other exit referenda. Europe, and especially Ger-
many, faces a dilemma. One has to be firm toward the UK and uphold 
European rules in order to avoid other countries asking for special deals—a 
moral hazard that could threaten to unravel the European Union. On the 
other hand, Germany has to avoid fueling anti-German sentiment in the 
current atmosphere of euro skepticism. Chapter 13 also covers the global 
dimension of the crisis, paying particular attention to the Chinese and 
Russian attitudes toward the troubles of the euro area.

The economic philosophy of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is 
discussed in chapter 14. The IMF is open to debt restructuring to make 
debt burdens sustainable. The IMF also brought much-needed expertise 
and external discipline to the table. IMF conditionality and focus on struc-
tural reforms aligns with Germany’s view. On the other hand, in terms of 
fiscal stimulus, the IMF took the French view of relaxing fiscal rules and 
expanding government spending. The IMF was part of the brief and 
apparently successful interlude of stimulus cooperation in fall 2008 and 
spring 2009 in the intermediate aftermath of the US subprime crisis. Com-
placency about government capacity to cooperate led to a resurgence of 
zero-sum thinking—a style of politics that had last been seen during the 
Great Depression.

In chapter 15, we turn to the analysis of the European Central Bank 
(ECB)—the only European institution whose power dramatically increased 
during the crisis, but an institution (like central banks all over the world) 
that also fundamentally changed through the adoption of nonconven-
tional monetary policies and a new mandate on bank supervision. A  
game of chicken in the euro crisis occurred between the ECB and the 
national governments. The ECB was aware that if it were too generous, 
national governments would falter and stall in their reform efforts. And 
the national governments also knew that if they did nothing and there 
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were a crisis, the ECB would ultimately have the responsibility of finding 
some way out: it would be forced to be generous. In terms of debt restruc-
turing, the ECB’s economic stance is to resist it. Their main argument is 
that it would undermine the role and function of money. As a consequence, 
the ECB also has a tendency to treat problems as temporary liquidity 
rather than solvency issues.

Our book highlights these differences by looking at the crisis through 
various lenses: the Teutonic lens and the Latin lens. The aim is to analyze 
differences in the hope of finding common ground, or at least a better 
understanding of each other’s positions, and thereby possibly speeding 
up the crisis response.

In the following pages, the three of us discuss how this common 
language can be achieved. We share different national origins—German, 
British, French—as well as different intellectual pedigrees: economics, 
economic history, and public service. The following sections deal with 
the fundamental economic dilemmas that exist everywhere, have been 
magnified in the wake of the financial crisis, and are still greater in the 
complex situation created by a currency union; the long-standing differ-
ences in intellectual and political traditions concerning economic life; and 
the way that the policy discussions are reflected (and their outcomes 
shaped) by both constraints. When we started this collaborative enter-
prise, we were convinced that if we could overcome all our differences, 
such a reconciliation might occur on a European level. We did not want to 
despair, and we do not think that Europe should either.
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Power Shifts

The reason why the tensions between the contrasting economic philos-
ophies came to the forefront during the euro crisis lies in a seismic 

power shift that occurred in two stages. The first occurred in the spring of 
2010, with decision-making capacity shifting from European institutions 
in Brussels to the capitals of member states. Subsequently, most important 
decisions were taken at an intergovernmental level. The European Coun-
cil of heads of states and the Ecofin meetings of all finance ministers 
became the predominant players, and the European Commission was rel-
egated to a backseat.1 The second power shift occurred from the national 
capitals, first to Berlin and Paris and ultimately just to Berlin. That was 
when differences in economic philosophy and traditions of political econ-
omy between France and Germany emerged with great clarity and when 
it was obvious how profoundly contrasting the worldviews (weltanschau-
ungen) were. In fact, small countries—such as Greece—at the height of the 
crisis felt as if they had been relegated to the role of pawns in the greater 
chess game between Germany and France.2 The only European institution 
that gained significantly in stature and influence during the euro crisis 
was the European Central Bank, which will be examined in chapter 15, 
and which served—among other tasks—as a think tank in which the 
Franco-German differences could be assessed analytically rather than 
fought over politically.

This chapter explains the circumstances in which the Paris-Berlin axis 
came to the fore and in which the different approaches became sharply 
articulated. More specifically, the questions we address in this chapter are

•	Why and how did the German-French relationship become central 
to the management of the European crisis?
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•	What are the decisive moments and decisions that triggered a 
sequence of events resulting in a reallocation of power?

•	What are the underlying reasons for these shifts in power?
•	What role did market discipline and in particular the ongoing 

threat of rising interest rates play?

Lethargy of European Institutions

To start, we have to answer the question of why European institutions 
were so weak and ineffectual, or more generally why Europe collectively—
in its supranational institutions, the Commission, the Council, and the 
Parliament—essentially left the business of finding solutions to just two 
large member states. Within the EU, the main driver for progress on inte-
gration has traditionally been the European Commission, the “Guardian 
of the Treaties.” By extension, it often also saw itself as the “Guardian of 
the Union,” and even the institutional embodiment of the European 
dream. The European treaties gave it a near monopoly on regulatory prop-
ositions and initiatives. Traditionally, the Commission and its president 
also felt responsible for defending and promoting the “European spirit,” 
brokering compromises between member states and even speaking for the 
small (underrepresented) countries in international forums.

Traditionally, the Commission prided itself on its skillful use of set-
backs and crises to push for further integration. Jean Monnet, the intellec-
tual father of the European Union, was quite explicit about the need to 
take advantage of a crisis: as he put it, “Europe will be forged in crises, and 
will be the sum of the solutions adopted for those crises.”3 This attitude 
became received wisdom for the inhabitants of the world of European 
institutions in Brussels. It produced a certain complacency, a mental bub-
ble, with Brussels insiders firmly believing that bad news is always good 
news because it demands more Europe as an answer. The Brussels view of 
crisis is that it provokes an institutional tweaking, an enhanced efficiency, 
but no fundamental change: Brussels fosters a story of incremental inte-
gration. That has worked effectively in the case of relatively small crises—
say over farm subsidies, herring fishing, or mutual recognition of 
products—but becomes problematic in the face of existential crises.

In the current crisis, the Commission’s attitude has been strikingly 
modest and its engagement persistently ineffective. It never took any 
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meaningful policy initiative outside its immediate institutional fields of 
competence—economic governance and financial regulation. There was 
no big speech by Commission president José Manuel Barroso, and he was 
worried that the Commission might be discredited if it overstretched itself 
politically. The initiatives taken by the Commission were largely requested 
by member states (in the case of new fiscal discipline and economic gover-
nance). Initiatives that did come from Brussels—on topics such as finan-
cial transaction taxes and Eurobonds—simply fizzled out. The fact that the 
Commission had to share its essential competence in establishing and 
monitoring programs for Greece, Portugal, and Ireland with the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and the European Central Bank (ECB) in the 
troika (which after the Greek 2015 elections were renamed “institutions”) 
was an obvious sign of no confidence from the member states. It is not a 
matter of personalities: insiders rated Barroso as the most effective Com-
mission president since Jacques Delors.

This weakness of the Commission comes from the fact that it is funda-
mentally hampered by institutional constraints. One obvious such con-
straint was the size of the Commission. Despite the EU enlargement in 
2004 and 2007 that brought it to twenty-five and then twenty-seven 
members, the principle of having national commissioners was retained. 
Each of these (now twenty-eight) figures had to have a particular policy 
responsibility, and the large number meant that policies were divided in 
often overlapping ways: thus there exists a separate directorate-general 
for the internal market and another one for competition. The large size of 
the expanded Commission means it often resembles a parliament rather 
than a policy-making and implementing institution: only the new Com-
mission under Jean-Claude Juncker in 2014 brought an administrative 
simplification.

The particular instruments and powers available to the Commission are 
essentially regulatory and are not well adapted to the necessity of crisis 
management. Managing the aftermath of major financial crises, as opposed 
to trying to prevent them from developing, always involves the mobiliza-
tion of substantial fiscal resources. That task inevitably remained in the 
hands of national governments, as the European Union had only a very 
small fiscal capacity of its own. Furthermore, the budget belongs to the 
European Union as a whole and not specific to the euro area, so budgetary 
measures would have faced a pushback from non-euro-area countries. In 
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that sense, much of the popular criticism of the Commission for misman-
aging the crisis is misplaced: large financial crises inevitably trigger 
demands for a fiscal response, which the European Union was unable to 
provide.

The Commission had missed three major opportunities where it might 
have both shaped the course of the European crisis and minimized the 
cost of the response. First, it was thinking about financial supervision 
issues in the early stages of the world financial crisis, but it failed to trans-
late very general ideas about a financial framework into a concrete action 
program. Second, it might have considered the possibility of using the EU 
budget to serve as a pillar for the crisis management mechanism. Third, it 
might have supported Wolfgang Schäuble’s short-lived initiative for a 
European Monetary Fund, which was briefly discussed in the Ecofin 
meeting on March 16, 2010. Unlike the ECB, a European Monetary Fund 
could have lent to sovereigns and imposed conditionality on them, that is, 
made structural reforms a precondition for new loans.

In addition to the European Commission, the 2009 Lisbon Treaty estab-
lished the position of European Council president, with Herman Van 
Rompuy as the first incumbent, succeeded in 2014 by Donald Tusk, who 
had previously been Polish prime minister. The presidency was more vis-
ible and took on important prospective tasks (the Van Rompuy reports 
and a variety of task forces), but it hardly managed policy initiatives. The 
national governments clearly did not want the EU institutions in Brussels 
to adopt an important role.

The First Power Shift: From Brussels to National Capitals

The initial tussle between Germany and France concerned the question of 
whether Europe could solve the crisis on its own or whether it needed an 
external enforcer such as the IMF. It was German insistence that brought 
in the IMF.

IMF Involvement
Since the outbreak of the global financial crisis in 2008, the first major signs 
of troubles in the euro area occurred in Ireland. Irish banks were badly hit 
by a combination of liquidity and solvency issues, and it took a blanket gov-
ernment guarantee of banks’ liabilities, taxpayer-funded recapitalization  
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of major Irish banks, and later bailout programs from the ECB and IMF to 
stabilize the banking system. 

By January 2010, it became apparent that Greece might also need external 
help. Were Greece to request assistance, euro-area members knew they 
would be confronted with a major difficulty: there was no financial instru-
ment available. The “no bailout” clause of the Maastricht Treaty prevented 
euro members from directly supporting each other. The treaty also prohib-
ited any financial help from the EU budget to a euro country. Later, in June, 
a way was found around this legal restriction, but at the beginning of the 
Greek discussions, this legal constraint was considered absolutely binding.

Euro-area governments and their leaders were thus faced with an 
unpleasant choice that required some sort of innovation: either they 
reneged on the no-bail clause; or they created new instruments; or they 
called for external support, which could only in practice come from the 
IMF. Already in 2009, the IMF had played a major role with respect to 
Hungary and Latvia—two EU members that were not in the euro area. 
The IMF program had stemmed a dangerous source of contagion that 
might then have affected the euro area as well as large EU cross-border 
banks, which owned much of the Hungarian and Latvian banking sys-
tems and also held large portfolios of government securities. In the 
first “Vienna initiative,” all the relevant public and private sector stake-
holders of active EU-based cross-border banks in emerging Europe were 
brought together. In 2010, the European governments ended up taking all 
three options. They seemingly invalidated the no-bailout provisions, cre-
ated new lending vehicles, and called on the IMF to support euro-area 
governments.

The advantages of IMF procedures in comparison to a regional support 
mechanism were twofold: First, an IMF program clearly follows estab-
lished procedures. It is thus less likely to produce moral hazard and the 
assumption that a country can, just by letting matters slip and getting into 
a bad situation, trigger a costly international rescue operation. Second, the 
attractions of an IMF deal lie in the fact that they take some of the political 
sting out of support operations. In the mid-1990s, for instance, a purely 
bilateral support operation of the United States for Mexico would have 
revived memories of a century-old history of US interventions. In the mid-
1970s, when Italy needed international support, it could have concocted a 
deal with Germany, but the Germans preferred to see the IMF negotiating 
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with Rome. Multilateralizing the deal through the IMF in both cases was 
a way of extracting political poison from a situation that was complicated 
by historical sensitivities and injustices.

On the other hand, there were many European objections. It started 
with the politics: French president Sarkozy was reluctant to let his political 
rival Dominique Strauss-Kahn, then head of the IMF and his potential 
opponent in the 2012 French presidential elections, gain significant influ-
ence on the European stage. But Europe’s reservations went much deeper. 
It was a matter of European identity and European prestige. The disad-
vantages of the IMF approach lay in the fear that Europe might give the 
impression that Europeans are not capable of dealing with their own 
problems; that the IMF action might come too late and thus cost more than 
if financial crisis and contagion had been prevented at an earlier stage; 
and that the involvement of the IMF might give a negative signal to mar-
kets and lead to credit-rating downgrades. These were exactly the argu-
ments that led the Japanese government to propose an Asian Monetary 
Fund in 1997. At the time, the plan was blocked by the US Treasury, but it 
might indeed have played a role in stopping contagious panic in Asia in 
the late 1990s.

The vision that euro-area problems should be dealt with by euro-area 
countries was most strongly promoted by the ECB, and it appeared to be 
shared, at that time, by almost all euro countries and governments.

Soon after the Ecofin meeting on March 16, 2010, the German govern-
ment officially took the position that an intervention by the IMF was desir-
able. The decision seems to have been directly inspired by the chancellor’s 
inner circle. Her counselors, including Jens Weidmann—a former student 
of Bundesbank president Axel Weber who succeeded him in 2011—did 
not entirely trust the EU institutions. In particular, they did not believe 
that they were capable of imposing sufficient adjustment on fiscally per-
missive countries. A telling historical example had occurred during the 
negotiation of the 1986 Single European Act, which laid the foundation for 
the subsequent process of monetary union. At that time, Greece was fac-
ing substantial fiscal and payments problems and feared being forced into 
a difficult negotiation with the IMF. Because the Single European Act 
required the unanimity of all European Community members, Greece 
could leverage its vote into a more or less condition-free emergency credit 
from the European Community. In 2010, the German government might 
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also have thought that financial burden sharing should be extended 
beyond the euro area and that the IMF was well equipped and specialized 
in managing crisis situations. But Germany was also prepared to think of 
more radical measures that might be adopted, including an expulsion of 
Greece from the euro area.4

On March 27, 2010, the leaders of the sixteen euro-area countries agreed 
in principle on a package of instruments combining bilateral governmental 
loans to Greece with support from the IMF. The measures were presented 
as a safety net that would only be used as a last resort. For the first time in 
many decades, the prospect of an IMF program for a European country 
was becoming real. No member of the euro area has had to borrow from 
the IMF since the common currency officially began in 1999, and no major 
industrialized country in Europe has done so since Great Britain and Italy 
in 1976–77. This development triggered some consternation—including in 
Frankfurt. But Jean-Claude Trichet, then president of the ECB, realized that 
he needed to adjust to the new circumstances and denied having criticized 
the IMF, now saying only that he wanted to remind governments of their 
responsibilities. He qualified the result as a “workable solution,” that 
reflected the hopes and the spirit of the time, affirming himself “confident 
that the mechanism decided today will normally not need to be activated 
and that Greece will progressively regain the confidence of the market.”5

The German imprint on the future solution was becoming clear. First, 
Berlin had insisted early on bringing in the IMF. Second, German repre-
sentatives, especially from the Finance Ministry, made it clear they did not 
want the Commission to be in charge of the rescue program. France did 
not object to either of those proposals, as it had its own reservations about 
the Commission. At this stage, crisis management turned away from 
Europe’s supranational institutional structure and toward an intergovern-
mental mode, with significant consequences for the future.

Just before the European Council met on March 25–26, 2010, Germany 
and France worked together on a statement that proposed a European 
“willingness to take determined and coordinated action” to safeguard 
financial stability, which would involve IMF financing. Council president 
Van Rompuy was excluded from the talks, and the other European leaders 
(notably Spanish prime minister José Luis Zapatero) complained bitterly 
about the bilateral fix.6 Germany at this time was under considerable pres-
sure from domestic politics, with a fear of adverse reaction against the 
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government parties in local elections. Finally, on April 15, Greece formally 
requested a bailout from Europe and the IMF, and Schäuble emphasized 
that a possible assistance loan should be voluntary, as Article 125 of the 
Maastricht Treaty prohibited states from assuming responsibility for the 
debts of other states.

By the end of April 2010, the main issue was to build a funding struc-
ture for the Greek program. But it was also clear that the Greek problem 
had morphed into something broader and that a more systemic European 
response was required. It was also apparent that whatever would be done 
would necessarily represent a fundamental innovation and that there 
were no traditional mechanisms in the European Union that could serve 
as a basis for a policy response. There could be no concrete proposal on the 
table at the outset. The governments were left to improvise and create a 
new financial structure and mechanism.

On May 2, the Eurogroup agreed on a package for Greece of €110 billion 
(with €30 billion coming from the IMF). They went on to decide on the 
principle of a general European stabilization mechanism for an amount of 
€500 billion with strict conditionality in the framework of a joint program 
with the IMF. The IMF itself under this plan would commit around €250 
billion, which would allow the political leaders to announce a combined  
€750 billion or $1 trillion package. This was the first of such announce-
ments, and it carried, at that time, credibility. This plan was never imple-
mented, and history looked very different as a result.

Schäuble, initially skeptical of IMF involvement and instead a propo-
nent of the creation of a European Monetary Fund, soon started to see the 
virtues of IMF involvement in the European crisis. In the end, this external 
involvement—and in particular the move away from centralized Euro-
pean power—contributed significantly toward the power shift from 
supranational institutions to capitals.

Intergovernmental Funding Vehicles: EFSF and ESM
The second decisive moment that marked the transition from a suprana-
tional European to intergovernmental decision mechanism occurred when 
European governments created a new funding vehicle—which became 
the temporary European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) and later the 
permanent European Stability Mechanism (ESM). Both institutions are 
headed by Klaus Regling.
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In early May 2010, it became apparent that financial support might be 
needed despite the fact that the treaty did not allow, and in fact prohibited, 
any balance of payments support from the EU budget to a euro-area mem-
ber. There was a sense of urgency, and the drama of the new stage unfolded 
over several days. The nervousness was compounded by the “flash crash” on 
May 6, when high-frequency traders produced extraordinary volatility on US 
stock markets, with the Dow Jones index falling 300 points that day. That 
external event highlighted the possibility that a Greek crisis could produce a 
new Lehman-like meltdown. A leaders’ summit of euro-area countries took 
place on May 7, immediately followed by an exceptional Ecofin meeting on 
May 9–10. On May 7, Sarkozy had proposed that the leaders should simply 
instruct the ECB to buy sovereign bonds, declaring that “this is the moment 
of truth.”7 An additional element of drama in the Ecofin meeting came from 
a health scare for German finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble, who had 
been partly paralyzed after an assassination attempt twenty years before. He 
had to leave the meeting and was admitted to a Brussels hospital. At the last 
moment, German interior minister Thomas de Maizière substituted for 
Schäuble, delaying the start of the meeting by several hours. At the same 
time, the ECB announced its Securities Market Programme, with the move 
immediately opposed by Bundesbank president Axel Weber (see chapter 15).

The intergovernmental design of intervention became institutionalized 
as the so-called troika of the Commission, IMF, and ECB. “Troika” sounded 
rather sinister: it is significant that in formulating descriptions of new crisis 
initiatives, Europe developed a proclivity to use terms that recalled Sovi-
et-style central planning. By 2015, renaming the troika became a rhetorical 
part of the new Greek package; it is now simply called “the institutions.”

Four important choices were made at the time of the Ecofin meeting. 
First, the structure created for channeling support to member states in diffi-
culty would be private rather than public—at this stage it was called a spe-
cial purpose vehicle (SPV). Second, mutualization would take place through 
a system of guarantees of the SPV where commitments by each country 
would be limited to its share in the ECB capital. Third, the European mech-
anism would only intervene in the framework of an IMF program with 
conditionality. Finally, after an intense struggle, the Commission secured 
the responsibility for managing conditionality on the European side (with 
advice and cooperation from the ECB). At that time, the legal constraints to 
not bailout any euro-area members were considered absolutely binding.
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Later, in June, a way was found around this legal restriction. The EFSF 
was assigned a mandate to “safeguard financial stability in Europe by pro-
viding financial assistance” through loans to euro-area countries in finan-
cial difficulty, which they then might use for the recapitalization of banks. 
It was built as a private company incorporated in Luxembourg and could 
raise up to €440 billion on the basis of joint and mutual government guar-
antees, by the members of the Eurozone, allocated on the basis of shares in 
the ECB capital. To ensure that the EFSF had a Aaa rating, Germany and 
other countries with a Aaa rating subscribed more than their capital share 
according to the ECB capital key, and when subscribing countries were 
later downgraded by the rating agencies, the remaining Aaa countries 
needed to back more of the EFSF capital (this development helped to stoke 
European resentment about the rating agencies). The EFSF would borrow 
on the capital markets and lend the proceeds to countries that agreed on a 
reform program. It could also intervene in the primary and secondary 
bond markets, act on the basis of a precautionary program, and finance 
recapitalizations of financial institutions in nonprogram countries through 
loans to governments. The non-euro EU members were not obliged 
to contribute, but they provided bilateral loans for one program (with 
Ireland).

In addition to the intergovernmental EFSF, there was a second, much 
smaller, facility run by the Commission. The latter, the European Financial 
Stabilization Mechanism (EFSM), issued bonds worth €60 billion collater-
alized by the revenue of the European Commission. The volume differ-
ence between EFSF and EFSM reflects very well the power shift toward an 
intergovernmental arrangement. Furthermore, there was IMF support 
and the engagement of the ECB through an innovative program to pro-
vide liquidity to stop crisis contagion.8

Soon, however, the constraints brought by the design of the facility 
became apparent. Almost immediately, the question of the size of the 
EFSF, which had initially been set at €440 billion, became a major concern. 
As early as December 2010, the ECB was discretely pleading with govern-
ments for a doubling of the EFSF, and was trying to design a permanent 
successor that later materialized in June 2011. The ECB wished to make 
the EFSF available as a precautionary line with less stringent conditional-
ity. The Commission supported that proposal together with a more mod-
erate expansion of EFSF. Governments were initially not receptive. There 
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were, in particular, some concerns that an increase in size would indirectly 
lead to a downgrade for some of the main guarantors.

On June 24, 2011, the European Council decided to establish a perma-
nent crisis-resolution mechanism—the European Stability Mechanism 
(ESM). The function of the ESM was to perform the same activities as the 
amended EFSF: issue bonds or other debt instruments on the market to 
raise the funds needed to provide loans to countries in financial difficul-
ties, intervene in the primary and secondary debt markets, act on the basis 
of a precautionary program, and finance recapitalizations of financial 
institutions through loans to governments, including those in nonpro-
gram countries. While the EFSF had legally been a private agreement of 
the participating states, the ESM was a new international institution estab-
lished through an amendment of Article 136 of the Treaty on the Function-
ing of the European Union.

European institutions were being created, but the impetus was coming 
from the large countries. Chancellor Merkel’s speeches in the initial crisis 
debates are quite characteristic. In celebrating the Charlemagne Prize 
awarded to Donald Tusk on May 13, 2010, she warned, “If the euro col-
lapses, then Europe and the idea of European union will fail.”9 A few days 
later, on May 19, 2010, she told the German Bundestag: “The rules must not 
be oriented toward the weak, but toward the strong. That is a hard mes-
sage. But it is an economic necessity. That must have consequences for the 
European Union.”10 Such statements may have been overinterpreted as a 
move toward the imposition of a German Europe, especially by Merkel’s 
critics inside as well as outside Germany. The critical German sociologist 
Ulrich Beck portrayed the diplomacy as a Machiavellian power grab: “The 
Chancellor saw the crisis as her occasione, ‘the propitious moment.’ A com-
bination of fortuna and Merkiavellian virtù enabled her to seize the historic 
opportunity and to profit from it both domestically and in foreign 
relations.”11

The Second Power Shift: To Berlin-Paris  
and Ultimately to Berlin

The intergovernmental negotiations become increasingly a clash of welt-
anschauungen between France and Germany. While the French initiatives 
focused on crisis management and enhancing liquidity provisions using 
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German fiscal solidity as a backstop to assert European confidence and 
stability, Germany took a long-run perspective and initially focused on 
updating and repairing the fiscal rule book provided by the Stability and 
Growth Pact. Only after these efforts failed did Germany come to rely on 
market discipline, reviving the no-bailout rule, and push for a debt restruc-
turing of Greek debt.

In previous crises, Europe could count on the Franco-German couple to 
act as the engine of Europe. For some time, in 2010, things still looked like 
business as usual. Meetings between German and French leaders were tak-
ing place with high frequency. Joint positions were defined and defended in 
European and global summits. The Franco-German engine was running full 
speed, pushing Europe ahead and shaping the evolution of the Continent. 
Between Merkel and Sarkozy, the dialogue—sometimes direct and some-
times through backchannels—was constant and confidential. Divergences, 
no matter how deep they might be, were seldom aired in public, at least in 
official communication. It became customary, indeed almost an institution-
alized feature of the European policy machine, to hold bilateral meetings to 
prepare and present common positions before any European summit. In 
effect, the basic framework was decided during those meetings.

A First Attempt: Repairing the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP)
With a lack of adherence to old rules lying at the heart of the euro-area 
crisis—just take the persistent misstatements about and rapid deteriora-
tion of the Greek fiscal position, directly against the requirements of the 
SGP—European leaders tried to develop a new, more robust rules-based 
framework. An important pillar of the early policy initiatives was the 
“six-pack”—a mechanism to identify the causes of persistent economic 
divergences within the European Union and correct macroeconomic 
imbalances (see chapter 8 for more details). The nature of the debates sur-
rounding this and other related policy proposals illustrated again the 
powerlessness of the Commission. Translating ideas into concrete policy 
and national laws requires a push from powerful member states, in partic-
ular Germany and France.

Subsequent modifications of the functioning of European institutions 
showed the same pattern. To further enshrine budgetary discipline into 
the constitutional framework, Germany was willing to transfer some fiscal 
sovereignty to the European level at Brussels, but France was very 
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reluctant to make such a step. As the French finance minister Christine 
Lagarde put it, “France has always been favourable to a solid and credible 
economic governance but not for a totally automatic mechanism, a power 
that would be exclusively in the hands of experts.”12 Germany had already 
agreed to its own law on a debt brake (Schuldenbremse) in 2009, in part 
inspired by the very successful approach that Switzerland had taken in 
2001: the German law mandated progressive reductions in spending until 
the target was met in 2016. This principle was now extended on the Euro-
pean level. In the end, France reluctantly accepted the principle of a treaty 
revision. It would have to be limited (“surgical,” as mentioned by an offi-
cial spokesman): “We don’t want it to open a debate on the constitution or 
the Union.”13 France agreed to sanction ex post those countries found in 
breach of fiscal rules. Their voting rights could be suspended in case of 
serious violations. Sarkozy was adamantly opposed, however, to any ex 
ante control on national budgets by European authorities, especially by 
the Commission.

Although there was support, especially from the French side for the 
crisis management via EFSF and ESM, the support for a rule-based frame-
work to contain the future crisis was always halfhearted. The crisis 
response required another pillar—market discipline on peripheral mem-
ber countries.

Deauville: The Power of Market Discipline
When Sarkozy and Merkel met in the old-fashioned resort town of Deau-
ville on the French Normandy coast on October 18, 2010, they agreed on a 
Faustian pact. They had already extended discussions on the fringes of the 
Asia-Europe Summit in Brussels on October 4–5. But now the encounter 
had more urgency, and a remarkable deal was struck. Germany aban-
doned its requirement for strong ex ante control on national budgets. As a 
counterpart, Sarkozy accepted that the new crisis framework should pro-
vide “for an adequate participation of private creditors.”14 That new prin-
ciple became known as private sector involvement (PSI) and is quite 
consistent with the Maastricht Treaty’s no-bailout rule. It meant that hold-
ers of bonds issued by euro-area governments would be asked to take 
losses (in the financial jargon, “haircuts”) if the issuing country needed 
support from other euro-area members. At least markets should provide 
some ex ante discipline for fiscal excesses.
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Deauville was the first watershed moment of the euro crisis. It came as a 
total surprise, including for finance ministers, who were meeting at the 
same time (in Luxembourg) for an Ecofin Council. All of them discovered 
the Deauville communiqué—and its content—on their handheld devices. It 
was a total game changer, although very few government and central bank 
officials at the time thought through the implications for the market. One 
exception was ECB president Jean-Claude Trichet, who was deeply upset 
by the move, complaining, “You’re going to destroy the euro”15 (see chapter 
15). For the first time, an official statement was casting doubt on the willing-
ness of euro-area governments to fully service their debts, whatever the 
circumstances. Government debt was not safe anymore in the euro area. It 
had huge—and immediate—consequences on market dynamics. It instantly 
shifted the balance of power in Europe. And it opened a new and very dif-
ficult debate on the nature of the crisis and how it should be managed.

On the face of it, PSI made a lot of sense. Economists liked it because it 
provided a clear framework for dealing with debt sustainability. Politicians 
liked it because it meant “making the bankers pay” for their mistakes. 
Debtor countries liked it because it limited their potential contribution. 
Official creditors liked it because it strengthened market discipline on 
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fiscally irresponsible countries. But investors hated it, because on top of 
taking a haircut, they had to face the new uncertainty attached to sovereign 
debt, which up to then had been considered perfectly safe.

Soon after PSI was decided in principle, and even before it became offi-
cial policy, interest rates on peripheral countries’ debt (as well as sover-
eign CDS) increased markedly. (See figure 2.1.) The market thought that a 
default of the peripheral sovereign bonds became more likely. Hence, the 
spreads for credit default swaps (CDS), the periodic fee a buyer of “protec-
tion” against the default has to pay, increased. The crisis also spread to 
Italy and Spain. Before Deauville, those two countries could have still 
been considered immune from the crisis, although a small deviation in 
interest rates had already appeared earlier. Immediately after, they started 
to diverge strongly from Germany, France, and other core countries. The 
financial pressure would later be felt by France as well. Beginning in Octo-
ber 2010, the crisis took a whole new turn. Markets became more sensitive 
to economic and political news. Funding pressures emerged both for 
peripheral sovereigns and banks. Some of the biggest debt markets in the 
world became unstable and illiquid. It was no longer a question of small, 
peripheral economies. The foundations of the euro area were shaken, and 
the repercussions were felt all over the world.

Whether consciously or not, Merkel and Sarkozy had now put Germany 
in a position where it could dominate the policy debate and, de facto, impose 
its views. Markets were now exerting direct pressure on major European 
economies to converge on Germany. German interest rates and German pol-
icies were the ultimate benchmarks through which all economic policies 
and attitudes in Europe would be judged. And the markets were the referee. 
Divergences and deviations from German orthodoxy would be swiftly 
sanctioned by deterioration in financial parameters and conditions.

This had happened before. In the 1980s and 1990s, the exchange rate 
was the policeman for Europe’s governments. Countries with high infla-
tion or bad economic conditions would unavoidably be confronted with 
exchange rate pressures inside the European Monetary System, and they 
would have to negotiate a realignment of their central parities under con-
ditions agreed on by Germany. From the beginning of the euro to its tenth 
anniversary, there did not appear to be any equivalent police on the Euro-
pean fiscal street. But after 2010, interest rates on government debt sud-
denly appeared as a major threat to governments. Starting in October 
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2010, as soon as a country was seen as deviating from strict fiscal rectitude, 
spreads with Germany would increase. And they would also be pushed 
higher if growth was seen as too weak, therefore increasing the perceived 
risk of default. For those countries affected by the crisis, there was no win-
ning solution in the short run, as there was no way to maintain growth 
while undergoing strong fiscal consolidation. Keeping the spread with 
Germany under control would become if not the main objective, at least 
the binding constraint under which all euro-area governments operated.

Mariano Rajoy, the new Spanish prime minister brought to power by 
parliamentary elections in November 2011, briefly thought he could free 
himself from the new and implicit rules of the game. He made strong 
statements on Spain’s intentions to fully recover its fiscal sovereignty. 
Soon, spreads on Spanish debt started to rise, and doubts appeared about 
the ability of Spain to rollover its debt. As the Spanish crisis intensified in 
the summer of 2012, he became so irritated and afraid that he basically 
withdrew from politics for a few weeks and preferred to concentrate on 
the fortunes of the Spanish team in the European soccer championship.

France and Germany reacted very differently to this new environment. 
It may have taken some time for Sarkozy to measure the new balance of 
forces; however, by the first quarter of 2011, he had changed position. The 
French were forcefully trying to backpedal on the principle of PSI. In 
numerous encounters with their German counterparts, they tried to per-
suade them to give up PSI or, at least, to limit it to Greece. They never 
succeeded. Around those dates, leaks from the Élysée made clear that, for 
the first time, the French sovereign rating was becoming a concern, and 
the government tried to mobilize to avoid any downgrading. The dynam-
ics triggered by Deauville were becoming increasingly clear and their 
implications worrisome.

By contrast, many Germans welcomed this new behavior in the mar-
kets. They were frustrated that European institutions had proved power-
less in disciplining fiscal policies. They feared that even the IMF and the 
troika would not succeed in imposing sufficient conditionality and that 
moral hazard would be pervasive if financial support had to be granted to 
peripheral countries. The Bundesbank president, Jens Weidmann, bluntly 
stated, in December 2011, that he did not see any problem with Italy need-
ing to pay interest rates as high as 7 percent on its long-term debt “for 
years.”16 Some German policy makers accepted the risk of contagion and 
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increased financial instability in the euro area as a price to pay to get things 
right, once and for all. Although other governments often resented the 
new corset imposed on them, they could not resist the facts: the German 
economy was doing well, unemployment was low, and exports were 
booming. That made it difficult to challenge the German vision now that 
it had been adopted as the norm by investors and markets.

After the Power Shift

The decision on the Greek program in spring 2010 and the fact that fiscal 
power rested with national authorities led to the first power shift from the 
European Commission to national capitals. The Deauville decision to rely 
on market discipline in fall 2010 shifted power to Berlin and Paris. Politi-
cians from other countries now complained that they could only get infor-
mation about the real decisions from German or French contacts and that a 
game of “broken telephone” (known in the United Kingdom as “Chinese 
whispers” or “pass the message”) was being played.17 But there was also an 
immediate financial fallout. The Normandy beach agreement widened the 
interest rate differentials across Europe. From then onward, the crisis coun-
tries primarily became worried about their funding costs and lost influence 
in policy debate. France now played a double game, pushing its economic 
views through numerous policy initiatives but at the same time not willing 
to make an open break with Germany out of fear of losing the low interest 
rates on its debt. Any real move to policy heterodoxy would lead to a surge 
in debt service costs, as markets would push bond prices down and yields 
up. Germany was in the driver’s seat, and not only because everyone 
wanted to extract financial support from Germany. The European institu-
tions in Brussels did not have a good crisis. The old Monnet mechanism of 
using crises to integrate Europe further seemed no longer to work. States, 
with their own fiscal capacity, looked more and more as if they were the 
backstop for confidence. The logic of that process, however, would require 
a renationalization of the European Union, and financial markets indeed 
became more nationally focused than they had been before the crisis.

France and the European Commission alike have tried to reclaim some 
of their lost power from Germany. Take first the case of France. In 2012, 
French voters narrowly rejected Sarkozy’s bid for a second term as presi-
dent of the French Republic. The Socialist candidate, François Hollande, 
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became president of France in May 2012, and the election initially signifi-
cantly altered the dynamics of the German-French relationship. Like other 
newly elected leaders before him (notably the Spanish prime minister 
Mariano Rajoy), as well as later (Matteo Renzi in Italy and Alexis Tsipras 
in Greece), Hollande had placed shaking off the Germanic austerity fetters 
at the center of his political campaign. Hollande saw himself, and France, 
as the connecting link between North and South in Europe, whereas Sar-
kozy (despite his periodic surges of interest in a French-dominated Medi-
terranean) wanted to appear as coleader with Germany. In an interview, 
Hollande said that “France is the bridge between northern Europe and 
southern Europe. I refuse any division.”18 Those words infuriated German 
leaders who were quite aware that Hollande was hoping that the Social 
Democratic Party (SPD) might be in a position to form a great coalition 
with Merkel’s Christian Democrats after the German parliamentary elec-
tion of September 2013, to constrain Merkel, and to change the course of 
German and European policies. There was indeed a great coalition, but 
not much change in the tone of German politics. As a consequence, France 
developed a new mental map in which a new Latin bloc would form. 
Spain and Italy would join France in the struggle against budgetary 
austerity.

Once in office, Hollande literally had a bumpy start to his new relation-
ship with the German chancellor. On the same day as his inauguration, 
May 15, 2012, after a rain-soaked parade down the Champs Élysées, in 
which he stood defiantly in an open and tiny French-made Peugeot car, 
Hollande traveled to Berlin for a first meeting with Merkel. Shortly after 
takeoff, his plane was caught in the terrible storm, hit by lightning, and 
was almost forced to turn back. To some observers, this was a portent of 
the new state of the Franco-German relationships: stormy and uncertain.

Hollande had campaigned against the treaty on fiscal discipline signed 
by Sarkozy and was committed to obtaining a revision. At the European 
Council on June 28–29, 2012, he was blocked on this issue by Merkel. Hol-
lande had to accept the treaty as it was and got an additional growth pack-
age through, consisting essentially of a special loan program by the 
European Investment Bank (EIB) based in Luxembourg.

Apart from substantial divergences, there was also a major break in the 
style of the relationship. Contrary to the Sarkozy period, when the leaders 
took great pains in publicly masking their divergences and pretending they 
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acted in a concerted way, Hollande and Merkel did not bother to conceal 
their differences. The tensions between the new French leader and Merkel 
went beyond the political—they were also emotional. During the electoral 
campaign in France, Merkel had, in an unusual intervention by the leader 
of one country in the domestic politics of another country, openly taken a 
position for Sarkozy. Indeed, she would have been prepared to hold joint 
public rallies with him—a proposition that Sarkozy nevertheless rejected 
as polls showed that support from the German chancellor was counter-
productive. This support contrasts markedly with Merkel’s stance toward 
Hollande, whom she refused to meet in the run-up to the election. Per-
sonal relations also did not improve much after Hollande’s electoral suc-
cess. For example, while Merkel invited the British prime minister David 
Cameron and his family at her guest residence, Schloss Meseberg, near 
Berlin, she did not extend the same hospitality to Hollande.

There were no systematic preparatory bilateral meetings ahead of the 
euro leaders’ summit. Hollande publicized his differences with Merkel 
and seemed determined to engage in some ideological confrontation. In a 
wide-ranging interview for several European papers in October 2012, he 
acknowledged for the first time that divergences between Paris and Berlin 
could impede the progress toward European integration. He defended his 
vision of European solidarity, including Eurobonds, which he contrasted 
with the no-growth policies followed in Europe. At the same time, he 
rejected fiscal federalism and defended national sovereignty. Publicly, he 
would not hesitate to mention his doubts about the German course, as 
when he explicitly said that Merkel was essentially driven by her desire to 
be reelected.

The French Socialist Party went much further than the president in 
attempting to define a clear alternative to German policies and a “German 
Europe.” Hollande’s party produced a document for their party convention 
speaking of Merkel’s “egoistic intransigence.”19 But eventually Hollande 
was obliged to distance himself from this ideological position, and the gov-
ernment started to discuss the desirability of a set of microeconomic and 
structural reforms. The turn to reform—or to making France look econom-
ically more in line with Germany—became explicit when the government 
was reshaped and Manuel Valls appointed as prime minister and Emanuel 
Macron as minister of economy. The relationship between France and Ger-
many at the high political level also improved in response to the security 
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crisis that followed Russia’s annexation of Crimea and Russian-backed 
fighting in eastern Ukraine and then the escalation of the terrorist threat 
with the Islamist gunmen’s attack on the offices of the satirical magazine 
Charlie Hebdo in January 2015. The picture of Chancellor Merkel leaning on 
Hollande’s shoulder was widely diffused and interpreted as a symbolic rec-
onciliation of the two European powers. France’s role as a great military 
power made it a central player in the negotiations about containing instabil-
ity in the east and brought France and Germany into a closer alignment.

A second challenge to the German dominance in Europe came through 
changes in the institutional structure of the European Union. In May 2014, 
elections to the European Parliament were intended to give a new demo-
cratic legitimacy to the Commission, as each of the European “families” of 
parties nominated a leading figure as their candidate for Commission 
president (this figure was then termed, in German terminology, the Spit-
zenkandidat). Before the elections, euro enthusiasts saw the vote as evi-
dence that a new pattern for European democracy was emerging. Euro 
skeptics countered with a claim that this invention of a new political order 
would not work. Voters would treat the elections as they had in the past, 
an opportunity to sound off in protest not against Europe so much as 
against their own national governments. They would also vote against 
austerity, the fiscal orthodoxy imposed as a consequence of the need to 
defend the monetary union.

The most striking outcome of the election was the emergence of a new 
pattern. Countries voted quite differently, with two fundamentally con-
trasting patterns. There was no uniform Europe-wide antigovernment pro-
test vote, no common front of the “nos.” On the contrary, in many countries, 
including some of those most severely hit by the financial and economic 
crisis, voters turned out to endorse both their governments and the Euro-
pean project. The proincumbent effect was discernible in Southern Europe, 
in Spain, and most dramatically in Italy, where the new reform government 
of Matteo Renzi defeated expectations that Italians would deliver another 
big protest vote. It also occurred in the Baltic states, where the economic 
effects of austerity programs were most severe but where voters endorsed 
centrist candidates for the European Parliament. The unexpected weakness 
of the populist right in the Netherlands and the solid performance of the 
ruling Christian Democrats in Germany was a reflection of the same phe-
nomenon: a new core Europe that is politically stable and self-confident.
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Across the Rhine and across the Channel, matters looked very different. 
There was little stability or self-confidence. In both France and the United 
Kingdom, the success of insurgent populist parties shook the political land-
scape. In both countries, the incumbent party of government—the French 
Socialists and the British Conservatives—were not only beaten but came in 
a humiliating third place at the end of the race. The French Socialist prime 
minister described Marine Le Pen’s National Front victory (with 24.86% of 
the vote) as a political earthquake. It could easily be ascribed to the massive 
unpopularity of France’s relatively new Socialist president and his govern-
ment. The parallel triumph of the UK Independence Party in Great Britain 
cannot be explained as just a protest vote against the coalition government, 
which was delivering an economic recovery. It was unambiguously a pop-
ular rejection of Europe and in particular of immigration from the Euro-
pean Union, foreshadowing the Brexit vote in June 2016.

Neither the optimistic nor the pessimistic forecasts about the experi-
ment in European democracy were correct. No obvious European leader 
emerged by a simple operation of democratic choice. The selection of Jean-
Claude Juncker, the Spitzenkandidat of the center-right European People’s 
Party, as the next Commission president looked complicated and rather 
undemocratic. But on the other hand, there was also no uniform wave of 
anti-Europeanism or disillusion with the European project.

Juncker then reshaped the European Commission in two important 
ways. First, he introduced a new layer to the hierarchy, with seven vice 
presidents standing above other commissioners. Second, he appointed 
Pierre Moscovici, the French finance minister, a prominent critic of the arbi-
trariness of the 3 percent rule, as commissioner for economic and financial 
affairs and thus in theory in charge of the enforcement of the fiscal deficit 
rules. Cleverly, Juncker assigned authorities within the Commission in such 
a way that two commissioners—one from the left and one from the right—
had to agree before passing a proposal up to his office. For example, the 
left-leaning Commissioner Pierre Moscovici has to find common ground 
with “austerian reformer” Vice President Valdis Dombroviskis first. Juncker 
also worked very closely with the European Parliament president, Martin 
Schulz, the social-democratic Spitzenkandidat, creating what was in effect a 
Great Coalition of center-right and center-left on the European level.

A third challenge, when France again seemed to try to recover the intel-
lectual leadership in Europe, came after the election in January 2015 of a 
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radical Greek populist government, dominated by the left-wing Syriza 
party, which explicitly sought to formulate an alternative to German aus-
terity. The calculation of the new Greek government was that it could 
spearhead a more general movement in Europe, building a cross-national 
coalition, above all in Mediterranean or Latin Europe, dedicated to chal-
lenging German thinking. The head of the leftist Spanish Podemos (trans-
lated as “we can”) party tweeted enthusiastically about Syriza’s election 
victory: “2015 will be the year of change in Spain and Europe. We start in 
Greece. Let’s go Alexis, let’s go!” Anti-austerity parties in Ireland and 
Portugal reacted similarly.20 In France, support for anti-austerity came even 
from the far right who wanted to get rid of the euro. The French National 
Front leader Marine Le Pen saluted “the start of the trial of euro-austerity.”21 
In the crisis negotiations of June and July 2015, the smaller European coun-
tries, above all from the north and the east, took a tough line against con-
cessions to Greece. It often appeared as if the only reliable ally of Greece 
was France, and France’s finance minister Michel Sapin, on a number of 
occasions, made his support explicit. But those moral gestures did not help, 
and Greece was obliged to accept a radical reform packet that fundamen-
tally expressed German priorities. Ultimately, however, neither the French 
shift away from Germany nor the institutional changes in the European 
Union have changed the balance of power in Europe much.

A fourth challenge came in the summer of 2015 with the eruption of a 
crisis over the stream of refugees to northern Europe. French ministers 
joined in the widespread attack from inside Germany and from other 
European countries on Merkel’s alleged invitation of Syrian refugees to 
come to Europe. In fact, German policy was set by a prior constitutional 
court ruling that made migrants into recipients of welfare payments that 
were often higher than wages in their home countries; of a decision by the 
German Federal Office of Migration to suspend the elaborate Dublin rules 
on the treatment of refugees; as well as of Merkel’s response in a television 
show that “Germany can do it.” With complaints about the behavior of 
some refugees toward German women, and fears about terrorists taking 
advantage of the stream of migrants to plan attacks in Europe, including 
in Paris and Brussels, the distance between the French and the German 
government grew wider again.

Finally, the Brexit vote on June 23, 2016, has shaken not only the UK but 
also the rest of Europe. The markets were caught by surprise, and the 
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immediate outcome was a fall in the British pound and also in stock mar-
kets across Europe. On June 24, British Prime Minister David Cameron 
announced that he would resign and that a new government should do 
the hard work of the Brexit negotiations. Both major parties fissured. 
Other Europeans feared that delaying tactics would cause general uncer-
tainty, a decline in investment, and also perhaps further exits from the 
European Union. European leaders gathered in Berlin—another sign of 
the power shift. Chancellor Merkel looked again like the undisputed 
leader of Europe. She responded by saying that while Britain should not 
be treated “cruelly” and should have time to develop the exit strategy, the 
official Article 50 exit procedure that limits the exit negotiations to two 
years would not be preceded by preliminary negotiations.

Germany looked more and more dominant in Europe. The only Euro-
pean institution that gained slowly but significantly in influence through 
the euro crisis was the ECB, “the guardian of the European currency.” As 
countries whose economic philosophy is closer to crisis management 
approach rather than a moral hazard long-run solidity approach hold the 
majority in the ECB council, Germans felt sidelined. In a sense, the ECB in 
Frankfurt became both a main opponent and a key partner for Berlin. 
Chapter 15 is devoted to the role of the ECB in the euro crisis.

The euro-crisis management saw a remarkable shift of the gravity of 
power from European institutions and a European process to national 
capitals—in particular, Berlin and Paris after the Deauville decision. Paris 
lost out, and the old Franco-German axis tilted in a lopsided direction 
largely because of the deeply entrenched French political malaise that 
was partly—but not entirely—a consequence of a relatively poor eco-
nomic performance. The Franco-German balance affected the types of 
action that could be contemplated in dealing with the crisis. It is essential 
to not only understand the difference in economic interest but even more 
importantly the differences in economic philosophies. The tradition of 
economic thinking in Germany and other northern countries is signifi-
cantly different from the more Keynesian approach prevalent in France 
and Southern Europe. The next two chapters highlight the differences in 
culture and outline the historical roots in economic thinking. Chapters 5 
to 8 then sharpen the analytical difference in economic thinking and how 
the differences influenced the various phases of the crisis.
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Historical Roots of German-French Differences

In the early nineteenth century, Madame de Staël, the daughter of the 
prerevolutionary French finance minister Jacques Necker and a leading 

intellectual who attempted to conduct a philosophical debate with Napo-
leon, wrote a tract, De l’Allemagne, in which she tried to explain Germany 
to the French. She began with the observation that “French and Germans 
are at two extremities of the moral chain, because the former consider ex-
ternal facts as the motor of all ideas, while the latter think that ideas gen-
erate all impressions. The two countries nevertheless are in basic agree-
ment on social relations, but there is nothing more opposed than their 
respective literary and philosophic systems.”1 After her, a varied range of 
distinguished literary and intellectual figures have undertaken the same 
task of trying to explain Germans and French to each other, from Heinrich 
Heine through Heinrich Mann, François Perroux, Raymond Aron, Jean-
Paul Sartre, and Joseph Rovan. On the political level, the great leaders of 
the mid-twentieth century who remade France and Germany after ca-
tastrophe, Charles de Gaulle and Konrad Adenauer, were both fascinated 
and attracted by the history of the other country. The incompatibility of 
thought is as striking in economics as it is in other intellectual domains, 
but no one has really tried to produce an intellectual reconciliation.

This chapter discusses the following questions:

•	How did the very different approaches to the economy arise in 
France and Germany?

•	How did cultural differences affect the construction of Europe’s 
monetary and financial framework?
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•	What role did the difference between German federalism and a 
French centralized state structure play?

•	Did the German Mittelstand economic structure that contrasted 
with the French national champions approach make formulating a 
common economic policy more problematic?

•	How do the wage-bargaining processes in both countries differ 
with a cooperative German model between labor unions and em-
ployers and more confrontational labor unions in France?

•	What role did the different historical inflation experiences in both 
countries play?

•	What do these countries think of the linkages that connect them to 
other neighboring economies and to the global economy?

Cultural Differences

That there should be a significant divergence between Germany and 
France may initially be quite surprising. After all, the two countries are 
neighbors and have shared many political traditions and outlooks. Their 
legal traditions are both shaped by Roman law rather than the common 
law (or  precedent-based) system that characterizes Great Britain and the 
United States. In both France and Germany, the traditions of the Enlight-
enment and specifically of eighteenth-century cameralism (or state sci-
ences, Staatswissenschaften) laid the foundation for the involvement of the 
modern state in the economy. In this approach, the state and its high-
minded servants were in a unique position to make judgments about the 
public interest and the long-term public good. What is even more surpris-
ing is that the fundamental economic orientations changed dramatically 
after crisis moments: in particular, the catastrophe of the Nazi dictatorship 
pushed Germany away from a state-centered tradition toward a rule-
based liberalism. On the other side of the River Rhine, in France, tradi-
tional liberalism was discredited. France had fallen heavily in 1940, and its 
political, military, and economic elite had been completely discredited, not 
merely by the defeat but more enduringly by the subsequent cooperation 
or betrayal of the French elites. French thinkers became obsessed with eco-
nomic planning. The reversal of economic cultures in both countries pro-
vides an extreme instance of the way that change—or progress—when it 
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occurs in Europe, almost always takes place in the aftermath of cataclysms 
and catastrophes.

Cultural attitudes can combine extraordinary durability and extreme 
changeability. Alexis de Tocqueville, in The Old Regime and the French Rev-
olution, referred in 1856 to the French as “a people so unchangeable in its 
leading features that it may be recognized by portraits drawn two or 
three thousand years ago, and yet so fickle in its daily opinions and tastes 
that it becomes at last a mystery to itself.”2 France was “endowed with 
more heroism than virtue, more genius than common sense; better 
adapted for the conception of grand designs than the accomplishment of 
great enterprises; the most brilliant and the most dangerous nation of 
Europe, and the one that is surest to inspire admiration, hatred, terror, or 
pity, but never indifference?” By the twentieth century, a similar paradox 
existed in Germany, a country of intense intellectuality but also of tre-
mendous brutality and destructive power, where foreign observers felt 
tempted to trace the origins of twentieth-century disorders back hun-
dreds of years, to Martin Luther, or even thousands of years, to the tribes 
of the ancient Teutonic forests. In Thomas Mann’s iconic late-life novel, 
Doctor Faustus, in which he analyzed the condition of Germany, the main 
character states that the Germans are “capable of realizing antithetical 
principles of thinking and existence.” His friend responds by saying, “A 
rich people.” And he replies, “A confused people that confuses others.”3

Some modern economists try to operationalize their perceptions of 
long-enduring national character traits into an economic model. Thus a 
recent attempt to understand the euro crisis tells of the incompatibility of 
national cultures and in particular the incompatibilities of a culture ob-
sessed with “cheating” (Greece) and a contrary culture obsessed with 
“punishment” (Germany). The authors then develop a model of the inter-
actions of choices between these two cultures and show that

interactions between Greeks and Germans result into excessive 
“cheating” (by the Greeks) and excessive “punishment” (by the Ger-
mans), with a generalized loss of welfare, which is increasing in the 
degree of cultural heterogeneity, and which cannot vanish rapidly 
given the inertia of cultural norms. In such circumstances countries 
may reconsider participation in the union facing either the choice of 
breaking up and reverting to a national currency equilibrium or 
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otherwise considering the creation of a fiscal authority that can be 
endowed with any punish-forgive strategy the players agree to, 
hence giving a better chance of converging to a superior steady state 
and with lower transition costs.4

The intellectual exercise raises the question of how and in what circum-
stances a revolutionary improvement in the institutional framework can 
change behavior and thus also apparently deeply entrenched cultural 
norms. To take a famous case from another European country, Poles were 
held to have a lazy and cheating culture—which the Germans dismissed 
as polnische Wirtschaft—and then Poland ended communism, introduced 
democracy and a market economy, and within a few years occupied an-
other stereotype, as the hardest-working Europeans. There is a powerful 
case that simply identifying the particularities of supposed cultural diver-
gences allows a design of institutional mechanisms not just of accommo-
dating but also of changing them.

Federalism versus Centralism

The Roots of French Centralism
The easiest explanation of the thought divergence of France and Germany 
follows simply from political structure. Cameralism, the early modern 
model of the bureaucratic guidance of an economy, might be an appealing 
philosophy for one state, but it clearly requires some sort of central direc-
tion. France, of all modern European countries, most closely resembles the 
ideal type of a centralized unitary state. (Italy, with great regional diversity 
of outlooks, social structures, and incomes, also—perhaps  mistakenly—
adopted the French centralized political model when it was built as a na-
tion-state in the 1860s.) Indeed, historians have seen the centralizing urges 
of the French state as a long-term feature of continuity that spans deep di-
vides between dynasties and even ideologies, from the missi dominici of 
Charlemagne and the Merovingians, to the intendants of the Bourbon Louis 
XIV, and then to the structure of departments with centrally appointed 
 prefects after the Revolution and Napoleon, and back to the Restoration 
monarchy, the 1848 republic, the Second Empire, the Third Republic, and 
so on. According to analysts such as Alexis de Tocqueville and Albert Sorel, 
the historical function of the French Revolution was simply to finish or 
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accomplish the task set by the ancien régime. So centralization has a history 
in France that goes back a thousand years or so.

From the Holy Roman Empire to the Federal Republic of Germany
By contrast, modern Germany has always been a federal system, with the 
catastrophic exception of the twelve years of the Nazi dictatorship that im-
plemented a policy of unification and centralization, or Gleichschaltung. Be-
fore 1806, the German-speaking territories were organized in a loose asso-
ciation of the Holy Roman Empire, with some 350 territorial units directly 
subject to only a loose and cumbersome imperial judicial system and some 
notional limits on their foreign policy. Some of these units were quite large 
states—Brandenburg-Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony, and Württemberg—while 
the smallest were little towns or even just parts of villages. After the 1815 
Vienna Settlement, some vestiges of the old order were kept with a German 
Confederation, composed of thirty-eight states (again, some of them were 
still quite small). The German Empire of 1871 was created as a result of the 
initiatives of Bismarck’s Prussia, but it remained a league of princes, and 
the three large south German states, Baden, Bavaria, and Württemberg, 
even kept their own armies. The state structure of 1871 was retained in 
1919 in the Weimar Republic, even though many critics argued that it was 
politically and economically dysfunctional. After 1945, the  Allies—in par-
ticular the United States—rightly insisted on a revival of Germany’s fed-
eral tradition. Madame de Staël made this tradition the center of her anal-
ysis when she wrote that Germans provided a contrast to Latin countries in 
which there was “skill in escaping from duties”: by contrast, Germany 
lacked this souplesse hardie (bold suppleness) and instead was obsessed 
with the “honorable necessity of rules and justice.”5

The German tradition emphasized the idea of the Rechtsstaat, the rule of 
law, or perhaps more accurately, the rule of rules. German constitutional 
lawyers love to quote an anecdote about a miller at the time of the eigh-
teenth century King of Prussia, Frederick the Great. When the King wanted 
to seize his mill, the miller proudly replied, “Il y a des juges à Berlin.” 
(There are judges in Berlin.) But the French playwright who popularized 
this anecdote, François Andrieux, also noted a certain German hypocrisy 
about rules: the same monarch who was forced by courts to respect the 
property of a humble miller had no compunction when it came to the law 
of other countries, and simply sent his troops to seize the province of 
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Silesia. “On respecte un moulin, on vole une province.” (They respect a 
mill, they steal a province.)6

Federations are mechanisms for preserving differences while minimiz-
ing conflict, while central states repress conflict by overriding differences 
through the assertion of authority. Federations thus need rules as a way of 
dealing with substantial differences in outlook. In Steven Spielberg’s strik-
ing 2015 movie Bridge of Spies, the central figure, the lawyer James B. Don-
ovan, played by Tom Hanks, is pushed by a CIA agent to disclose his 
conversations with his client, a Russian spy, and then talks to the agent 
about the differences in their backgrounds: “I’m Irish. You’re German. But 
what makes us both Americans? Just one thing. One, one, one. The rule 
book. We call it the Constitution. And we agree to the rules. And it’s what 
makes us Americans.”

In the French Third Republic (1875–1940), it was often claimed that the 
education minister, or the president, could look at his watch and know 
immediately what page every French eleven-year-old was currently 
studying. By contrast, in Germany, issues such as education and policing 
but also the promotion of economic activity remained a state affair, and 
the imperial government kept out of those matters. The resulting contrast 
is very evident from any map of the two countries’ railroad systems. 
France looks like a gigantic spoke system emanating from Paris, the polit-
ical center (and some important economic areas were not well-connected 
until the middle of the twentieth century: the coal-mining Nord and the 
ore fields of Lorraine), while Germany has multiple nodes, all connected 
with each other. That superior German interconnectedness doubtless also 
constituted an economic advantage.

The suspicion of centralizing principles in a federal state means that the 
Federal Republic of Germany insists more on the principle of parliamentary 
approval of legislation and also on checks through legal review by a supreme 
court (Constitutional Court, Bundesverfassungsgericht). A constant irritant to 
Germany’s partners in the European Union throughout the euro crisis was 
the German government’s worry about the need to obtain the approval of 
the Bundestag for each of the rescue packages. Critics also then subjected the 
government case to a complaint before the Constitutional Court. By contrast, 
controversial legislation can be implemented in France by decree law, even 
though critics will then denounce the failing democratic legitimacy. In 2015, 
a package liberalizing economic measures (the law Macron) was pushed 
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through by decree after 111 hours of parliamentary debate and 82 hours of 
committee hearings demonstrated the strength of opposition within the rul-
ing Socialist Party: the government could simply use the provisions of the 
Constitution (Article 49-3) on the vote bloqué, provisions that have been used 
fifty times since 1958, including twenty-eight times by the reformist  
center-left government of Michel Rocard, who was French prime minister 
from 1988–1991.7 Germans by contrast associate decree laws of this type with 
the constitutional subversion that had undermined the interwar Weimar  
Republic and led to the Nazi dictatorship.

Banking and Finances
The federal emphasis that marks modern Germany is also evident in dif-
ferences in the financial systems. The French banking system is highly 
concentrated. In the postwar economic upswing, the big three deposit 
banks were nationalized, and their investments were carefully coordi-
nated by the French Treasury so as to accomplish the goals of economic 
planning.8 A great deal of German banking remained—and remains— 
regional, despite the prominence of some big universal banks: between 
1870 and 1945, these were called the Berlin banks, or sometimes Great 
Banks (Grossbanken), and after 1949 their successors relocated to Frankfurt 
(Deutsche Bank and Commerzbank). These existed alongside a well- 
developed system of cooperative banks and also of savings banks, which 
were grouped together through wholesale regional banking establish-
ments (Landesbanken), until recently owned by the regional states.

A federation requires a stricter legal framework to balance the interests 
of different regions and to ensure that one does not ruthlessly triumph 
over the other. There need to be tighter mechanisms to control fiscal activ-
ism at the center. This is especially true of financial matters and of fiscal 
policy. Transfers within Germany are regulated by a complex arrangement 
called the Finanzausgleich, the terms of which are so contested that it can-
not be frequently reformulated or renegotiated.

The question of federalism also affects the outlook on monetary policy. 
In European perceptions in the postwar world, the dollar was manipu-
lated and instrumentalized as a tool of US policy, with “benign neglect” 
(in the late 1960s) or “malign neglect” (in the late 1970s) forcing other 
countries to carry the cost or the burden of American policies. The dollar 
was a “can-do” currency, in this view. The French response was to devise 
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ways for Europe to develop its own capacity to respond by affecting the 
external valuation of its currency. Germans were skeptical and preferred 
to think of their currency as limiting rather than enhancing the room for 
maneuver: currency was a “cannot do that” instrument. Their view fol-
lowed from the monetary character of a federation: federations need to 
restrict money creation because it could affect incomes in a disparate way.

Monetary instability in the past decisively helped to threaten or even to 
blow apart fragile political systems. The monetary authority never simply 
agrees to convert every outstanding obligation into money. Instead, it will 
decide that some industries, or some banks, or some political authorities 
need to be kept going for the good of the general community and that 
their debts should as a consequence be monetized. Those industries, 
banks, and political authorities that are not so privileged are inevitably 
resentful and see the central bank’s actions as an abuse of power. In fed-
eral systems, in particular, those businesses and political authorities far 
removed from the center of the federation are most likely to be excluded 
from the monetary stimulus and hence inclined to be alienated.

Hyperinflation in early 1920s Germany fanned separatism in Bavaria, 
the Rhineland, and Saxony because these remote areas thought that the 
German central bank and the central government in Berlin were discrimi-
nating against them and privileging the capital and its interests. The sep-
aratists were radical, on the left in Saxony and on the far right in Bavaria 
and the Rhineland. The scar created by the memory of inflation is particu-
larly acute in Germany, but it is by no means a purely German phenome-
non. There are also more recent cases of federations eroded by inflation. In 
late 1980s Yugoslavia, as the socialist regime disintegrated, the monetary 
authorities in Belgrade were closest to Serbian politicians such as Slo-
bodan Milosevic and to Serbian business interests. The Croats and Slo-
venes wanted to get away. In the Soviet Union, inflation appeared as an 
instrument of the central Moscow bureaucrats, and more remote areas 
wanted to break away. Hyperinflation thus fueled the national tensions 
that broke up federal systems in the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia.

The response to German hyperinflation in the 1920s was the institution 
of a new banking law that protected the central bank (Reichsbank) from 
government intervention. The 1957 Bundesbank Law also guaranteed the 
autonomy of the new central bank’s monetary policy. In consequence, 
there were spectacular conflicts when Chancellor Konrad Adenauer in the 
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late 1950s or Helmut Schmidt in the late 1970s attacked the Bundesbank 
for acting as a brake on growth (in other words, for behaving as an inde-
pendent central bank is supposed to behave).

In France, until the mid-1990s, there was a general consensus that in a 
unitary republic an independent central bank was undesirable because it 
would escape from the control of the central political authority that directly 
reflected the will of the people. In the early 1990s, the Treasury director 
Christian Noyer (who later became governor of the Banque de France) 
stated that central bank independence was incompatible with France’s 
 republican traditions in that the Republic was “one and indivisible.”9 Cen-
tralized states such as France or Japan (which as he pointed out had an ex-
cellent record in fighting inflation) exercised political control over central 
banks, while independent central banks were fundamentally suited to fed-
eral states such as Germany, Switzerland, and the United States (and hence 
also, presumably, although he did not point this out at the time, the Euro-
pean Community or European Union).10 But it was those models—largely 
the German and perhaps also the US one—that offered the most promising 
blueprint for how to construct a new European Central Bank.

Mittelstand versus National Champions

National Champions
The question of federalism has had an impact not just on the structure of 
the state but also on the kind of economic organization. The French econ-
omy is dominated by large, highly competitive international companies. 
There are more French firms among the 500 largest firms in the world than 
German firms: in the FT 500 list for 2014, twenty-eight French versus 
twenty German (Forbes gives a narrower difference on the basis of a 
slightly different methodology, thirty-one French versus twenty-eight 
German). The large firms have a close relationship with the government, 
and the government sees the promotion of their interests as a general pub-
lic interest. There is a long history, from at least the nineteenth century, of 
French firms struggling to capture political rents, of businessmen entering 
politics to influence legislation, of family businessmen encouraging their 
daughters to marry state officials to extend their control, and of producers 
defining their businesses as central to national identity. Such behavior cre-
ated a tradition. An infamous modern example occurred when the French 
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government intervened to protect the large food business group Danone 
from a foreign takeover as a strategically vital company on the grounds 
that food was an expression of France’s cultural identity.

Germany also has large internationally competitive firms backed by 
the government. There was the same sort of rent-capturing behavior in 
the nineteenth century: the giant electrical firms Siemens and AEG 
moved their headquarters and a great deal of their production to Berlin, 
not for resource reasons but simply because it was the new seat of the 
German government. But Germany also has a substantial sector of small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs) that are generally referred to as the Mit-
telstand. The small and medium-sized businesses have generally been 
the incubators in which middle-class dynamism developed and galva-
nized society as a whole. This is as true in the immediate past of Europe 
as it was in the pioneering days of the Industrial Revolution or in the 
European Middle Ages. In recent years, small (and often new) busi-
nesses have been the major creators of jobs. The fortunes of the small 
business sector have major effects on the economy as a whole. In the 
United States, between 1980 and 2005, all net new private sector jobs 
were in companies less than five years old. By contrast, most large com-
panies have tried to rationalize or downsize employment. German sta-
tistics also show small and medium enterprises as net creators of jobs in 
2000–2005 (with a million new jobs) and large enterprises as losers (a 
loss of 800,000 jobs).

German Mittelstand
The German Mittelstand is geographically concentrated, above all in the 
south of the country, in the states of Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg (as 
well as to some extent in the southern states of former East Germany, Sax-
ony and Thuringia). The historical heart of the German economy in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Rhine-Ruhr basin, was just 
as dominated by large companies as France. There thus ensured what the 
sociologist Gary Herrigel calls “contrasting industrial landscapes.”11 Fed-
eralism, however, meant that the small businesses had political champi-
ons in the state as well as local governments.

As with the development of contrasting economic philosophies, the 
roots of the contrasting economic structures lie back a long way in time.  
In Europe, the key to development lay in the character of social space. In 
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particular, it was the dynamic of urban development that produced a 
unique chance of mobility. Medieval and early modern Europe had two 
models of city. On the one side, there were the bureaucratic capitals of a 
large state, of which Naples was the largest sprawling example. The alter-
native lay in those cities dominated by mercantile activities, which were 
often self- governed. In these, order, justice, and harmony, coupled with ed-
ucation and virtue, transformed not only the city but also the surrounding 
lands. In the famous frescoes of Ambrogio Lorenzetti in Siena’s Palazzo 
Pubblico depicting the “Effects of Good Government on Town and Coun-
try,” there is not only dancing in city streets but the farmers outside the 
walls are peacefully tilling their fields. The contrasting picture shows 
crime, disease, and drought undermining community.

City-states in particular offered a magnet for the ambitious offspring of 
the land. This late medieval political form also provided a model for civic 
engagement that in the famous analysis of Robert Putnam still had a major 
impact on the effectiveness of government and of democratic politics in 
the twentieth century.12 West European cities had a unique independence 
that produced a base for innovation. Cities acted as magnets, where peo-
ple with ideas could discuss, develop, and realize them. Modern business 
depended on urbanity. Urban centers then connected with each other and 
provided a quite different basis for trade than the centrally directed efforts 
at procurement on the part of great authoritarian regimes.

This model of small businesses that constantly interact with each 
other—as suppliers, purchasers, or rivals—is still a characteristic of the 
business landscape of Southern Germany, Northern Italy, and Switzer-
land, with clusters of dynamic export-oriented niche producers. It is a 
model that other countries have occasionally tried to emulate with the 
instruments of state policy and state planning, but it is surprisingly diffi-
cult to transplant to other terrains because it depends on such a peculiar 
and deep historical origin.

Civic engagement, as in the Siena painting, depends on a spontaneously 
emerging social order. Where it is ordered from above, by a large bureau-
cratic state, the initiative tends to be stifled. The quest for the general good 
produces resources that invite the capture of rents by the politically 
well-connected. In that sense, the model of a dynamic middle stratum, 
preserved through mechanisms for self-government, is bound to be con-
stantly vulnerable.
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In continental—or more accurately in German-speaking—Europe, the 
productive layers are dignified with a label that seems to imply their uni-
versality: Bürger. The French rendition (bourgeois) captures the depth of 
meaning less adequately than the German term, although it is often used in 
an international discourse (many English-language indexes of historical 
books contain entries of this type: “middle class, see bourgeois”). Bürger 
can have a universal meaning (citizen or citoyen) as well as a socioeconomic 
one, or one that refers to educational attainment. But in each case, the 
 central meaning is clear: a Bürger is someone who is capable of self- 
determination, who can see the fruits of his own economic, political, 
 cultural, or social efforts. A Bürger is not a being that is at the blind mercy 
of impersonal forces; rather, the Bürger makes a world on the basis of a 
forceful and dynamic imagination. A Bürger is above all someone who 
takes responsibility for his or her own actions.

Collaborative versus Confrontational Labor Unions

Soziale Marktwirtschaft
Labor relations substantially differ across European countries. A key prob-
lem historically lay in the extent to which workers were prepared to see 
themselves as Bürger, with an interest linked to the general good and in a 
cooperative relationship with employers, or alternatively as citoyens, strug-
gling for the general good of the republic against the particular  interests—
and the vices—of employers. Both sorts of identification can be seen as a 
kind of responsibility: but the former is to a concrete present reality, while 
the second is to an abstract notion of what the future might become. One of 
the remarkable transformations of Germany after 1945 was from a country 
where labor relations had been highly conflictual into one where labor was 
institutionalized as part of the overall social system, the Soziale Markt-
wirtschaft, through works councils and codetermination at the enterprise  
level. France, by contrast, continued with a basically conflictual pattern.

The extent of political and economic responsibility is directly affected 
by the way labor movements are organized: that helps to shape the way 
they see themselves. A feature of the bad political economy of Germany’s 
interwar democracy was the existence of multiple trade unions that com-
peted with each other and used bargaining strategies aimed at maximiz-
ing returns for their members. The case is a perfect example of the logic of 
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collective action as explained by Mancur Olson: each collective bargaining 
unit looks for gains for its members at the expense of the overall commu-
nity.13 The outcome is costly for society as a whole. The best solution is to 
simplify the organizational structure so that there are fewer actors who are 
more aligned with the general interest.

That organizational simplification occurred in West Germany after 
World War II. There were now generally single unions that covered an 
entire industry, and they were not linked to a particular political party or 
worldview. In addition, codetermination brought worker representatives 
into the upper-level board (supervisory board, Aufsichtsrat) of German 
companies. In the particularly politically sensitive heavy industries—coal 
and steel—after the law of 1951, workers had half the seats on the super-
visory board; in other industries, a law from 1952 provided for a third of 
the supervisory board being composed of employee representatives. In 
1976, the principle of half the representatives was applied to all German 
businesses employing more than 2,000.

Competing French Labor Unions
By contrast, in France, the labor movement was split both before and after 
World War II into communist and noncommunist unions. For most of the 
time, by far the strongest and most organized of the union federations was 
the CGT, which was close to the Communist Party. The different unions 
competed against each other: in particular, the noncommunist unions orga-
nized in the CFDT, and the Force Ouvrière needed to demonstrate that they 
were not just patsies of the bosses. They generally saw their interests as fun-
damentally opposed to those of the factory owners, not aligned with them. 
In the words of the famous French workers’ anthem, Eugène Pottier’s “The 
Internationale,” written in the aftermath of the Paris Commune of 1871,

No saviour from on high delivers,
No faith have we in prince or peer.
Our own right hand the chains must shiver,
Chains of hatred, greed and fear.
E’er the thieves will out with their booty,
And to all give a happier lot.

As a result, rhetoric escalated, and there is a substantially more antagonis-
tic history of labor relations. It is filled with symbolic actions to 
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demonstrate the principle of noncooperation: radicalized workers, for in-
stance, liked to demolish statues of business pioneers (the result is that 
there are hardly any such monuments left in France).

The way the unions organized and negotiated affected economic and 
monetary policy. The German government, especially after the 1960s, saw 
the setting of guidelines for pay settlements as part of its responsibility. 
From 1974, when the Bundesbank moved to monetary targeting, its repre-
sentatives also insisted that a major part of setting the monetary target 
was to give employer and worker representatives a sense of how the econ-
omy was developing and, consequently, of what would be an appropriate 
wage settlement. As the economist and Bundesbank president Axel Weber 
put it, Germany “did not deliberately opt for strict monetary targeting 
proposed by Milton Friedman, but rather carried out a pragmatic policy 
of monetary targeting.”14 Karl Klasen, the president of the Bundesbank at 
the time monetary targeting was introduced, explained, “On the one 
hand, monetary policy has in large part a psychological effect, and on the 
other hand the central bank needs above all to ensure that it contributes to 
the realization of fundamental objectives (employment, stability, etc.).”15 
As a consequence, American monetarists often treated the German prac-
tice with some contempt, thinking that it was more about talk or suasion 
than about creating a firm limit on the volume of money circulating. But 
later, when it became clear that the Friedman approach to monetary tar-
geting had “consistently failed,” in the phrase of Lars Svensson, Friedman 
started to cite the Bundesbank experience as “the first and most successful 
application of his ideas.”16

Even in the 1970s, European officials tried to recommend the German 
mode of social relations as a model for the rest of Europe. For instance, 
Commissioner Wilhelm Haferkamp, the (social-democratic) German vice 
president of the Commission responsible for economics and finance in the 
1970s, spoke of how “The establishment of normative projections of mon-
etary growth as in Germany had a positive effect on the behaviour of eco-
nomic actors and represented a useful concept which should be adopted 
on the Community level” as a means to promote “a better cooperation 
between the social partners and the government.”17 Monetary policy is a 
key part of the story of inducing an ethic of responsibility in Germany—
and in prompting a renunciation of the theatrical politics of conflict and 
struggle.
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Historical Inflation Experiences

Monetary policy can be a testing point for the principle of responsibility. 
How far can the interaction of powerful social actors—trade unions,  
employers, the government—force monetary authorities to provide an  
accommodative response? And does a bad memory help to shape an eco-
nomic  culture? The most dramatic and famous inflationary experience of 
the twentieth century occurred in Germany after World War I, although 
other Central European countries, including Austria, Hungary, and Po-
land, had similar experiences at that time, and the Hungarian inflation 
after World War II was more severe as measured by the extent of the loss 
of value of the currency.

The monetary disorders of the early 1920s—the Great Inflation—had a 
profound and long-lasting effect on Germany. But the reason why is not 
obvious to many modern observers, who point out (correctly) that almost 
no Germans alive today have experienced the Great Inflation and that 
there are even relatively few whose parents had a direct experience. It is 
often puzzling to outsiders why an event that is now so distant should 
have had so traumatic an impact. In addition, does the historical record 
not show that the economic event that immediately preceded the interwar 
collapse of democracy and the dictatorship of the Nazis was not the infla-
tion but a catastrophic deflation?

It is undoubtedly true that by November 1923, the German currency, 
the mark, had fallen to one-trillionth (1/1012) of its prewar value (the Hun-
garian forint depreciated to 1/1023). Contemporary accounts of the Great 
Inflation emphasize the extent to which the devaluation of money de-
stroyed every normal expectation. In the last stages of inflation, prices 
changed several times a day. Shopkeepers followed the foreign exchange 
rates and immediately adjusted their charges. Vast amounts of paper 
money were needed to make even single purchases. In the longer run,  
inflation destroyed German savings, wiped out the capital of corporations 
(including banks), and made the economy of the unstable democratic Wei-
mar Republic vulnerable to yet more shocks. It also had a dramatic effect 
on popular and political psychology.

The constant alteration of prices, the immiseration of large swathes of 
the population, and the dramatic story of fortunes made and fortunes lost 
as a result of speculation made ordinary Germans vulnerable and neurotic. 
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The rapid movement of prices made it appear that every transaction was 
some sort of a swindle: customers rushed to buy goods before the  
announcement of a new exchange rate of the dollar and blamed traders if 
there were no goods in the shop. Because it played along with very old, 
established clichés about Jewish dominance of finance, the inflationary  
uncertainty fueled anti-Semitism. Later on, some shrewd observers such as 
the scientist and writer Elias Canetti reached the surprising conclusion that 
it was the Great Inflation that made the Holocaust possible by creating a 
world in which large numbers simply seemed unreal and incomprehensi-
ble. Bureaucrats simply wrote down impossibly big sums without think-
ing of the human consequences.

The early 1920s were not the only German experience with inflation. In 
the early 1930s, it was in part fear of inflation that made the deflation and 
the economic crisis so severe. Then, within a few years, monetary and 
fiscal expansion enabled Hitler’s rearmament. The effects on prices were 
suppressed through price controls, and the effects of the repressed infla-
tion appeared instead in increasing shortages and in quality deteriora-
tions (so that shoes, for instance, wore out in months rather than years). 
The aftermath of Hitler’s inflation only became fully apparent after World 
War II, when part of the process of monetary reform was to cancel the 
“monetary overhang” and write down monetary assets by a factor of ten.

In the 1960s, such German economists as Egon Sohmen gave persistent 
warnings about the international inflation generated by the United States, 
especially through its financing of the Vietnam War. French economists 
were even louder on the same theme: Jacques Rueff in particular, the key 
adviser in de Gaulle’s stabilization at the end of the 1950s, provided the 
clearest indictment of irresponsible dollar politics, and it was French poli-
ticians who took on the task of criticizing America’s “exorbitant privi-
lege.” When, however, inflation took off internationally in the 1970s, Ger-
many was one of the first countries to try to break inflationary expectations 
rather than accommodate them, while France was more accommodative 
and in the second half of the 1970s had rates of inflation two or three times 
higher than those of Germany. France no longer had the political struc-
tures that supported a sound money culture: the explosion of revolution 
in 1968 had the effect in France—but not on the other side of the Rhine—of 
unleashing a fragmentation of the left and the labor movement and a com-
petition to take up radical stances.



4

German-French Differences  
in Economic Philosophies

Economic thinking is shaped by historical experience. As this chapter 
details, the experience of dictatorship, World War II, and military 

defeat played a special role in influencing the development of economic 
traditions in Germany and France. The differences stretch from questions 
such as how to arrange competition and macroeconomic planning at home 
to the preferred arrangement of the global international monetary system. 
These differences are related to but do not clearly fall in the classic 
Keynesian-Austrian divide.

Overall, this chapter will try to address the following questions:

•	At a high level, how do German and French economic philoso-
phies and traditions differ?

•	Are these differences written in stone or do the economic tradi-
tions evolve or even switch sides over time?

•	What events shaped the economic traditions? What role did aca-
demic economists, leading newspaper writers and political fig-
ures play?

•	How do French and German views differ with regard to the inter-
national monetary system? When facing the same trade-offs, do 
both countries choose the same outcome?

Fluid Traditions: Switch to Opposites

In the nineteenth and for the first half of the twentieth century, France 
could generally be characterized as dominated by economic liberalism (in 
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the European sense) and Germany as largely statist. Then, quite abruptly, 
after 1945 the pattern reversed.

Nineteenth-century France had an economic philosophy largely domi-
nated by laissez-faire, as brilliantly expounded by Frédéric Bastiat and 
Jean-Baptiste Say, while German thinkers elevated the state as the major 
economic actor. In both countries, there was always a back and forth. But 
the older traditions have been largely forgotten, to the extent that a recent 
guide on “how the French think” includes no reference to liberalism, Bas-
tiat, or Say, but simply focuses on French étatisme and planisme.1

The great French classical liberals were reacting against the powerful leg-
acy of Louis XIV’s powerful finance minister Jean-Baptist Colbert as well as 
against abusive manipulation of money. As Louis XIV’s wars produced 
increased economic misery, and after the death of Colbert, an alternative 
liberal tradition developed. Indeed, the Jansenist theologian Pierre Nicole 
has a strong claim to have been the first modern figure to explain that, in the 
world of fallen humanity, social well-being depended on mechanisms that 
harnessed man’s self-interest and not his benevolence. His 1670 tract on The 
Education of a Prince explained that “Cupidity takes the place of charity to fill 
human needs, and it does this in a way that is not sufficiently admired, and 
that charity could not arrive at.”2 This was the worldview of Adam Smith, 
derived from a theological foundation. The antiliberal view powerfully 
reasserted itself in very destructive ways, notably, during the bubble 
unleashed by the Scottish adventurer John Law, who wanted to destroy 
competition through a new system to “combine the competing interests and 
make the nation wealthier.”3 By the nineteenth century, liberalism in France 
had clear enemies: the monetary and inflationary abuses of Law along with 
the paper money (assignat) financing of the French Revolution.

At the same time, German economists developed Staatswissenschaft, in 
which state authority solved collective-action issues and then applied that 
philosophy to an increasing range of economic and social problems. Ger-
man liberal thinkers had in the early nineteenth century developed the 
idea of rule of law in a state formed by right (Rechtsstaat), and there was an 
alternative tradition of thinking about rules as the characteristic compo-
nent of the well-ordered state. The term Rechtsstaat was popularized by 
Carl Theodor Welcker (1790–1869), a lawyer and member of the 1848 
Frankfurt National Assembly, and by Robert von Mohl (1799–1875), 
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another lawyer, in his 1844 treatise The Science of Policy According to the 
Principles of the Constitutional State. Then, however, a reaction set in, and 
Bismarck’s political practice eroded the principles of a legally ordered 
constitutional state.4 There were a few German Smithians, and Germans 
invented the concept of Smithianismus. For the most part, British thinking 
was dismissed as Manchesterism, a form of materialism devised by the  cotton 
masters. One example is Friedrich List’s famous criticism, largely unno-
ticed during his life, of British free-trade economics as a cynical device for 
ensuring that Great Britain retained preeminence while trade openness 
kicked the ladder away for other countries that may want to climb up to 
advanced industrialism. The German school had a strong interest in insti-
tutional design and in the use of institutions to tweak policy in a desirable 
outcome. Adolph Wagner formulated a “law of increasing state spending” 
(which he saw as an accompaniment of modernization), and he and his 
colleagues—notably Gustav Schmoller and later Werner Sombart—
acquired a reputation as leftists, or Kathedersozialisten. In the 1930s, a bril-
liant French economist, François Perroux, produced an analysis of the 
contrast between French and German thinking, by noting that “the great-
est danger lies when the two partners do not speak the same language and 
have different intellectual and moral values.” In particular, he believed 
that France insisted on rules and contracts, while Germany had a feudal 
sense of good faith that was personalized and “mocked contracts and sig-
natures.” “The German does not have like us the sense of the permanent 
and absolute value of the contract.”5

Perroux’s depiction of a strict French insistence on contracts and their 
enforcement and a personalistic German orientation appears exactly the 
opposite of modern stereotypes. So it appears that German and French 
economic thought flipped sides from the nineteenth to the late twentieth 
century: the Germans moved to more economic liberalism, while the 
French retreated.

Both the old traditions in both countries were discredited as a conse-
quence of the political catastrophes of the mid-twentieth century. The 
extent of the catastrophe, on both sides of the Rhine, indicated the neces-
sity of a basic change of course. German writers could see how the 
 prominent role accorded to the state in traditional economic theories 
might have favored Nazi etatism. By contrast, younger French thinkers 
blamed the do-nothing noninterventionism of the traditional liberal 
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school for sluggish economic growth, but also specifically for fiscal aus-
terity and consequently the failure to coordinate a viable defense econ-
omy in the 1930s. Thus, after World War II, France reacted against old-style 
laissez-faire and emphasized the desirability of systematic planning, and 
Germans recoiled from the idea of the state because its actions were 
arbitrary.

Of course, interest as well as ideology or institutions may have played 
a role in making the intellectual or ideological reversal in national think-
ing. But it is worth pointing out that the switch in attitudes between Ger-
many and France cannot simply be explained by their net debtor or 
creditor positions. Germany, it is true, was a big debtor in the interwar 
period, with large current account deficits and capital inflows in the 1920s, 
when it was mostly in favor of debt cancellation and also ran two large 
inflation episodes; but it was a creditor in the nineteenth century, when 
the statist orientation originally evolved. France had substantial current 
account surpluses from 1992 to 2004.

German Economic Tradition

Hayek’s Critique of a Planned Economy
The most far-ranging critic of the German or Central European model of 
etatism was Friedrich Hayek, an Austrian who mostly worked in the 
United Kingdom but toward the end of his life settled in Freiburg, in 
Southwestern Germany. He was largely without political influence until 
the 1970s. Hayek accurately identified that the interventionist approach of 
the Weimar Republic (which had its origins in wartime planning) created 
a sort of path dependency, in which the answer to failure was not an aban-
donment of the approach but rather a more radical version. In The Road to 
Serfdom, Friedrich Hayek asserted that Walter Rathenau, the intellectual 
who devised Germany’s innovative planning regime of World War I, 
“would have shuddered had he realised the consequences of his totalitar-
ian economics” but nevertheless “deserves a considerable place in any 
fuller history of the growth of Nazi ideas. Through his writings he has 
probably, more than any other man, determined the economic views of the 
generation which grew up in Germany during and immediately after the 
last war; and some of his closest collaborators were later to form the back-
bone of the staff of Goering’s Five Year Plan [sic] administration.”6 Partial 
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controls looked ineffective, so the Nazis wanted more extensive and 
 radically enforced control. Rathenau’s major collaborator, Wichard von 
 Moellendorff, formulated his view of a new communal economy, or 
Gemeinwirtschaft, provocatively and concisely: “Up to now in Germany 
the principle reined: free in economic matters, constrained in intellectual 
and spiritual affairs. The purpose of Gemeinwirtschaft is to turn that upside 
down.”7 In practice, however, the experience of interwar Germany showed 
that economic constraints also contributed to the erosion of intellectual, 
spiritual, and political freedoms.

A widespread response to the great financial crisis of 1931 was the 
imposition of capital controls, which brought the state further into the 
micromanagement of economic activity. Economic planning, as Hayek 
recognized, was inherently discriminatory: “It cannot tie itself down in 
advance to general and formal rules which prevent arbitrariness. . . . It 
must constantly decide questions which cannot be answered by formal 
principles only, and in making these decisions it must set up distinctions 
of merit between the needs of different people.”8 The issue of arbitrariness 
applies in a particular way to the actual implementation of capital con-
trols. They were implemented in both Austria and Germany from 1931, 
that is, before the onset of the political dictatorship (Hitler came to power 
in January 1933, and Austrian conservatives created the reactionary cor-
porate state, or Ständestaat, in 1934). But the dictatorship provided more 
means of enforcing controls. Hayek cites the German liberal thinker Wil-
helm Röpke, to the effect that “while the last resort of a competitive econ-
omy is the bailiff, the ultimate sanction of the planned economy is the 
hangman.”9 Hayek might actually, if he had at the time known Hitler’s 
table talk, have cited the musings of the dictator himself: “Inflation does 
not arise when money enters circulation, but only when the individual 
demands more money for the same service. Here we must intervene. That 
is what I had to explain to Schacht [the president of the Nazi central bank], 
that the first cause of the stability of our currency is the concentration 
camp.”10

The decision on who should benefit from the allocation of foreign 
exchange became political and arbitrary. The institution invited a political 
process of rent-seeking, and it was those who could develop the closest 
contacts with the regime who benefited most. The allocation of scarce raw 
materials was in fact the basis of Nazi economic planning and also an 
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initial instrument in the application of anti-Semitism: Jews were discrimi-
nated against as far as access to imports of raw materials, and their busi-
nesses suffered as a result.

Ordoliberalism
A softer version of the Hayekian critique of the old German tradition was 
deeply influential in Germany and had a major political impact. Known as 
Ordo-Liberalismus (or sometimes as the Freiburg School), and chiefly 
expounded by Röpke and Walter Eucken, it developed the emphasis on the 
state that was characteristic of the old German historical school, but altered 
the emphasis. According to the new doctrine, rules needed to be formu-
lated in general terms and the state’s actions should be confined to the 
enforcement of such general laws, for instance, the laws on competition and 
against cartels, which had been an important part of the older German tra-
dition of business management. Unlike Hayek, who more and more insisted 
on the spontaneous creation of order and rules, the Ordoliberals empha-
sized the need for an initial elaboration of an appropriate framework.

Their vision of order includes both a system of general rules and a mech-
anism by which those rules define the liability (or responsibility) of individ-
uals, and of economic agents. The system fundamentally depends on the 
accountability of market participants. Any measure that limits accountabil-
ity or responsibility by promising some sort of contingent rescue would 
create destructive incentives that would lead to the accumulation of unful-
fillable expectations on behalf of the economic actors and unfulfillable lia-
bilities on the part of the government as the ultimate insurer. As a 
consequence, Ordoliberals worried greatly about moral hazard, a term taken 
from insurance (a well-insured person may not take sufficient care that his 
house does not burn down). On these grounds, the Freiburg School and its 
modern successors even worry about the limited liability principle for cor-
porations. “Unlimited liability is part of a competitive system,” Walter 
Eucken wrote. In his eyes, the problem was that the development of the 
legal system and the increased complexity of laws tend to subvert the liabil-
ity principle: “Its destruction by legal policy endangers the functioning of 
this system.”11 So too many, and too complicated, laws would breed moral 
hazard, and the economic agents are given incentives to game the system.

The antitrust thinking of the new German economists also meshed well 
with the thinking of the US military administration. General Lucius Clay, 
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the military governor, liked to sum up American goals for the postwar 
German order as the four Ds: denazification, demilitarization, democrati-
zation, and decartelization. The critical document for the initial postwar 
occupation policy, JCS 1067 of April 26, 1945, required the prohibition of 
“all cartels or other private business arrangements and cartel like organi-
zations.”12 One of the German Ordoliberals, Franz Böhm, wrote that there 
was “no influential and socially strong group” supporting competition 
“excepting the American occupation authorities.”13

Competition law thus became a crucial part of the new German philos-
ophy and, as advanced by Walter Hallstein, the German economist and 
civil servant who became the first president of the European Commission, 
also of European law. Ludwig Erhard, the economics minister who pushed 
Germany’s liberalization program, made the link between competition 
policy and European priorities explicit. In 1952, at the launching of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, he stated, “We plan to create a com-
mon European market. The aim is incompatible with a system of national 
or international cartels. If we want to create a higher standard of living 
through technical progress, rationalization, and an increase in production, 
we have to be against cartels.”14

The resulting vision did not completely remove the state. The Freiburg 
economists and also Erhard saw their ideal as a middle path between the 
extremes of an unregulated free market and unlimited state command, 
and some other economists, notably Alfred Müller-Armack, spoke of a 
social market economy (soziale Marktwirtschaft). Walter Eucken formu-
lated the philosophy of the Freiburg School as follows: “A genuine, equi-
table, and smoothly functioning competitive system cannot in fact survive 
without a judicious moral and legal framework and without regular 
supervision of the conditions under which competition can take place 
pursuant to real efficiency principles. This presupposes mature economic 
discernment on the part of all responsible bodies and individuals and a 
strong impartial state.”15

The German position always remained somewhat ambivalent, and the 
middle way could oscillate. The rejection of the past was not as extreme as 
it appeared in some of the Ordoliberal manifestos. Indeed, the economic 
historian Albrecht Ritschl has argued (controversially) that a large part of 
the distinctively German and rather corporatist approach to the state-busi-
ness relationship was inherited from the Nazi era.16
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Ordoliberalism in Today’s Germany
In the 1960s, the German model incorporated a good deal of Keynesian-
ism, reaching a high point in 1967 with the Law on Stability and Growth.  
But even the way that German Keynesianism was formulated in terms of a 
foundation of stability—or a rule-based order—was very characteristic of 
the German tradition. In addition, in academic economics, Ordolib eralism 
ceased to be the prevalent tradition and was largely replaced by a US-style 
neoclassical synthesis. There is virtually no serious academic economist 
who would today describe himself as an Ordoliberal (and indeed no 
female academic Ordoliberal); most modern Ordoliberal academics are 
lawyers rather than economists. Hans-Werner Sinn, one of Germany’s 
most publicly prominent economists, is often portrayed by outsiders as an 
extreme case of the German obsession with moral hazard issues, and at his 
retirement, the conservative Bavarian minister president Horst Seehofer 
celebrated him as a “Great Ordo-liberal” (which he distinguished from 
“narrow neo-liberals” and Milton Friedman’s “Chicago boys”); but Sinn 
himself instead tries to present himself as simply a classical economist. 

Some Ordoliberalism survived in think tanks and in the economic 
research institutes that are a feature of the German intellectual landscape 
and constitute a bridge between academia and politics. In particular, the 
Hamburg Weltwirtschaftsinstitut and the Cologne Institut der Deutschen 
Wirtschaft have been quite consistently Ordoliberal in outlook, while the 
Berlin German Institute for Economic Research (DIW) has long been 
Keynesian. The German Council of Economic Experts (Sachverständi-
genrat), which was set up by Ludwig Erhard in 1963, and which is intended 
to inform and educate the public rather than specifically to advise the gov-
ernment, often thinks of itself as emphasizing microeconomic foundations 
rather than macroeconomic interventionism and sees itself as embodying 
the legacy of Ordoliberalism.17 But in general, Ordoliberalism has a bad 
reputation, especially outside Germany, with the Financial Times journalist 
Wolfgang Münchau excoriating “the wacky economics of Germany’s par-
allel universe”: “German economists,” as he put it, “roughly fall into two 
groups: those that have not read Keynes, and those that have not under-
stood Keynes.”18 It would indeed be peculiar if a whole country fell prey 
to a collective ideological imbecilism.

The traditions of the postwar era certainly exercise a substantial, almost 
subconscious, appeal to many Germans, and especially to German policy 
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makers in the Bundesbank and perhaps also the Finance Ministry. It is 
also conspicuously represented in the economics pages of the major 
 German newspaper the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) and power-
fully reinforced by the fundamentally even more liberal Swiss newspaper 
Neue Zürcher Zeitung. The FAZ is generally considered to be moderately 
right of center, but even the moderately left Süddeutsche Zeitung devotes 
space to the German economic tradition. In particular, since 2009, both 
these large German newspapers have worried about the moral hazard 
 implications of euro rescue measures. Those traditions represent what 
Keynes famously called “the gradual encroachment of ideas” that 
 rendered  politicians and practical men as “slaves of some defunct eco-
nomist.” As the Bundesbank had a major input in the design of the 
 European monetary union, some commentators speak of the “Ordoliber-
alization of Europe.”19

But there is also something of a political pushback against the residues 
of Ordoliberalism. German officials in some Berlin ministries like to voice 
their dissent from alleged “fundamentalists” in the Bundesbank.20 The 
 government also started to distance itself from the Council of Economic 
Advisers, complaining that the economists there were too dogmatic and 
inflexible and were looking “too much through German spectacles” and to 
taking into account the weakness of demand in peripheral Europe. The 
Social Democratic Party (SPD) economics minister Sigmar Gabriel point-
edly delayed supporting the renomination of the chairman of the economic 
advisers, Christoph Schmidt. The council had provoked the government 
by criticizing many of the policies of the coalition government and 
demanding a return to more Erhard-style market-friendly policies. The 
SPD’s general secretary complained that the council was proceeding in an 
unscientific way.21

In the course of the euro debt crisis, German critics of the euro and the 
various rescue packages and measures liked to present themselves as the 
voice of the economics profession. “Economics professors” in Germany 
came to have a sort of ideological definition. They were the five professors 
who conducted a complaint against the Greek rescue package in 2009 
(Wilhelm Hankel, Wilhelm Nölling, Karl Albrecht Schachtschneider, 
Dieter Spethmann, and Joachim Starbatty—only one of these was really 
an academic professor of economics, and he was retired).22 They were the 
172 professors who in July 2012 signed a letter to the FAZ attacking the 
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banking union plan.23 Or another group of five who together with other 
groups and with over 37,000 individual complainants organized by the 
Left Party in 2012 launched a constitutional complaint against ECB bond 
purchases.24 The phenomenon of economics professors even eventually 
appeared as a new political party: Bernd Lucke (an economics professor 
from Hamburg) and Konrad Adam (a retired FAZ journalist) formed an 
anti-euro protest party, the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), which 
polled surprisingly strongly in the European Parliament elections of 2014. 
These organized mobilizations of economics professors were not truly 
representative of the economics profession in Germany, but they wanted 
to give the impression that they were. Later, the economic professors were 
forced out of the AfD, which turned in a radical right direction.

Ordoliberalism in a European Context
The lineage from the Ordoliberals of the immediate postwar era to the 
modern politics of the euro does not only run in a solely German, or 
national, direction. Some of the background to the reversal of the German 
stance from etatism to an assertion of the liberal principles of economics 
occurred on a European level. One of the most interesting attempts to pro-
mote new economic thinking on a European level took place in Paris in 
August 1938. Twenty-six economists and other intellectuals, from all over 
Europe, had been summoned by the French philosopher Louis Rougier to 
discuss Walter Lippmann’s 1937 book The Good Society. In that book, Lip-
pmann had defended political and economic liberalism in the face of a 
rising worldwide tide of illiberal antiparliamentary movements based on 
centralized economic planning: communism, fascism, National Socialism. 
The meeting included two figures who would be prominent in developing 
the German approach to Ordoliberalism, Wilhelm Röpke and Alexander 
Rüstow, although interestingly (and characteristically in the light of the 
historical moment) none of the participants were described as German: 
Rüstow was described as coming from Turkey, where he lived in exile, and 
Röpke as “école autrichienne, Austrian school,” along with Ludwig von 
Mises. Some of the most influential postwar French economic figures par-
ticipated, Jacques Rueff, Raymond Aron, and Robert Marjolin.25

After 1945, the development of the European Union lends itself to the 
kind of analysis that the Ordoliberal school undertook immediately after 
World War II of the problem of the proliferation of rules and the tendency  
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to augment or even replace general laws with particular decrees. Designed 
on Ordoliberal principles, as Bundesbank president Jens Weidmann recently 
pointed out, because of the need to observe rules in a federal setting, the 
European Union is vulnerable as a result of the ever more complex rules  
that after the financial crisis seem necessary to ensure its functioning.26 As 
Eucken warned, the elaboration of such detailed rules opens the way to the 
assertion of particular interests and the undermining of the collective project.

The elements of the German economic intellectual tradition can be 
summed up as follows:

 1. A focus on the legal, moral, and political foundation of free mar-
kets in agreed rules, which may be treaties or laws or also com-
mon or shared understandings.27

 2. A strong emphasis on responsibility and accountability. Partici-
pants in the market and those in the political process both have a 
responsibility. For market participants, the responsibility is a 
financial one—they need to pay the price of failure; politicians are 
accountable to voters. In short, as a Bundesbank official recently 
put it, those who have control and take risks also need to face the 
consequences of their actions.28

 3. A concern with the potential for moral hazard arising out of lender 
of last resort activities. The IMF package for Mexico in 1994–5 was 
heavily criticized by German officials as encouraging reckless 
behavior on financial markets by increasing the likelihood of 
future rescue operations.

 4. A concern that lender of last resort (LLR) action may corrupt or 
pollute monetary policy, because a central bank that has an LLR 
obligation might be force to give financial sector stability priority 
over price stability.

 5. A belief that firm or binding rules are needed to shield monetary 
policy from fiscal dominance, namely, the view that government, by 
raising the permanent level of expenditures without at the same 
time raising taxes, can affect the current and future flows of the mon-
etary base and, hence, of the money stock and of the inflation rate.29

 6. A strict approach to government debt and to debt ceilings. Ger-
many pioneered an approach that it now proposes to European-
ize, with a 2009 law mandating a deficit limit at the federal level 
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of 0.35 percent of GDP by 2016 and an elimination of deficits for 
states by 2020. German think tanks like the idea of a Europeaniza-
tion of fiscal rules enforced by some sort of fiscal or debt 
council.30

 7. Growth is not achieved by the provision of additional money or 
resources but by structural reforms.31 Additional money is a sort 
of trickery, doomed to failure, and analogous to trying to pull 
yourself out of a swamp by pulling on your bootstraps.

 8. A belief that present virtue—or austerity—is rewarded by future 
benefits.

French Economic Tradition

France too began the postwar era by rejecting the economic orthodoxies of 
its past and by seeking to Europeanize its new priorities. The economist 
and economic historian Alfred Sauvy characterized the old economics, 
which emphasized the limitations on government action, as contributing to 
“Malthusianism,” low growth and stagnation. Low growth and stagnation 
had weakened France politically, socially, and also militarily. The obsession 
with balanced budgets had led to a cutting of defense expenditures that 
made France more vulnerable. The architect of the “super-deflation” of the 
1930s, Pierre Laval, was also the man who after 1940 went furthest in the 
political compromise with Hitler. Malthusianism thus was held to bear  
the ultimate responsibility for the military collapse of 1940 and the end of 
the French Republic.

Part of the Malthusian picture had been French unwillingness to take 
John Maynard Keynes seriously. Keynes was not a popular figure in 
France, doubtless because of his well-known criticism of the 1919 Ver-
sailles Treaty, and in pre-1940 French debates, the role of the state was not 
seen primarily in terms of macroeconomic stimulus. The new postwar 
French alternative to Malthusianism particularly emphasized the need for 
the state to coordinate and plan investment. An unplanned or sponta-
neous market order was likely to lead to underinvestment and low growth. 
There was thus a need for planisme.

The new concern always sat uneasily with many of the views of the 
most prominent French economists. Jacques Rueff had gone to London 
with General de Gaulle but remained an advocate of an enlightened 
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liberalism as well as of monetary orthodoxy: he pleaded continually for a 
version of the gold standard. The later Nobel Prize laureate Maurice Allais 
made his reputation with a 1943 book, A la Recherche d’une Discipline 
Economique. L’Economie Pure, in which he sought to find a solution to “the 
fundamental problem of any economy”: how to promote the greatest fea-
sible economic efficiency while ensuring a distribution of income that 
would be generally acceptable. Though it is sometimes claimed that 
Allais’s approach to capital and time preference laid the foundations for 
subsequent planning, he always considered himself an economic liberal. 
He attended the first meeting of the Mont Pélerin Society in 1947, and 
though he refused to sign the Statement of Aims, he wrote to Hayek that 
he wished to express his “profound agreement with economic and politi-
cal liberty.” His dissent was based on the view that land should be held as 
national property: in every other respect, he was a classical liberal.32

The Influence of Engineering
The new French tradition had its roots not so much in high thought, in the 
works of France’s most prominent economists, but rather in the work of 
practical economists who were trained in institutions that had been con-
ceived as oriented toward the service of the state. Allais in fact had begun 
as an engineer trained at the École Polytechnique. The strength of that 
engineering tradition is the basis of the conclusion of the sociologist Mar-
ion Fourcade that “French economists hold more favorable attitudes 
toward state intervention than practitioners in other advanced industrial-
ized countries.” Among French economic practitioners occurred a conflu-
ence of “a ‘sociological’ tradition, which affirmed the need for economists 
to look for the human act behind any economic phenomenon,” with “a 
financial technocracy in the form of the Inspection des Finances, as well as 
various specialized elite corps (Mines, Ponts) in the interests of orchestrat-
ing the development of key industries.”33

That tradition went back a long way. The Corps des ponts et chaussées 
(Corps of Bridges and Roads) had been set up in 1716 and organized as a 
school in 1775. The original intention was to provide an accurate mapping 
system so as to allow the construction of a national road network for the 
whole of France. In 1794, a parallel École Polytechnique was established to 
train “national engineers.” A third mining school (École des Mines) had 
been founded in 1783. The products of these schools pushed for elaborate 
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and unified transportation, communications, and eventually also energy 
transmission systems. They made roads in the eighteenth century, canals 
and railroads in the nineteenth century, and electricity grids and high-
speed train networks in the twentieth century. They habitually disdained 
economic calculation in realizing their technical vision.

Critics observed that the schools were proud of their complete igno-
rance of the economic principles of diminishing marginal utility and the 
time value of capital.34 The French planning tradition achieved a new 
momentum in wars: in World War I, when Etienne Clémentel and Ernest 
Mercier tried to imitate the German war planning approach of Rathenau, 
and again in World War II. Some historians have consequently argued that 
the planning approach that dominated the post-1945 Republic was already 
evolved under the collaborationist wartime Vichy regime of Marshall 
Philippe Pétain.

Even the brief narrative of the evolution of the French planning tradi-
tion makes it clear how much interaction there was with Germany. Fred-
erick the Great in Prussia admired French economic planning methods 
and tried to promote similar developments. He imported technicians and 
engineers from France and England. So did other German states, with a 
famous mining school founded in Freiberg (Saxony) in 1765. The École 
Polytechnique found many imitators in Germany, from the Technische 
Hochschule in Karlsruhe (1825) onward. Indeed, Germany came to be 
more widely regarded as the best practice model of technical education.

Past Liberal Tradition: Say and Bastiat
The practical economists or technicians who were produced by the corps 
and polytechnics were not major economic theoreticians. The theoreti-
cians on the other hand were classical economic liberals. The nineteenth 
century in France was intellectually dominated by a passionately articu-
lated economic liberalism, with Jean-Baptiste Say (1767–1832) arguing 
immediately after the French Revolution in his Treatise on Political Economy 
(1803) that it was a “gross fallacy” and “productive of infinite mischief” 
that “what government and its agents receive, is refunded again by their 
expenditure.” He went on to establish Say’s Law: “Supply creates its own 
demand.”35 The journalist Frédéric Bastiat (1801–1850) became probably 
the most brilliant expositor of the principles of laissez-faire and the 
denouncer of the fallacies of protectionism. He radiated an indelible 
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optimism about the beneficence of economic processes. In his last pam-
phlet, in the aftermath of the 1848 revolution, he concluded that “legisla-
tors and do-gooders [should] reject all systems, and try liberty.”36 Later, 
those principles of liberal economics were magisterially expounded by 
Paul Leroy-Beaulieu at the new School of Political Science (Sciences Po) 
and then at the Collège de France. The liberal tradition of economics had 
in part evolved—and Sciences Po founded—as an explicit counterweight 
to the engineering or technocratic vision presented by the graduates of the 
professional schools.

Planning
The first “Monnet plan” was already formulated in 1946. Heavy industry 
and especially steel figured prominently in the national investment plans, 
and individual businessmen were frightened of appearing as laggards or 
saboteurs. The result was massive investment and quick expansion. The 
government was obsessed with targets of production: growing more 
quickly than German steel and warding off the new and threatening Ital-
ian challenge to its industrial strategy. The political scientist Jack Hayward 
terms the French steel complex one of “industrial patriotism.”37 The 
French political class saw big steel mills as modern cathedrals that gave 
expression to a national revival, “redressement national.” The chief archi-
tect of France’s postwar plan, the banker and visionary of European unity 
Jean Monnet, in Gaullist language, called for “une politique de grandeur pour 
l’acier,” and indeed he saw some mechanism for extending French control 
over the continental European steel industry as key to postwar political 
stability.38

Technological specialists would bring France out of stagnation.39 In the 
immediate aftermath of the war, there was an intense discussion of nation-
alization as a way of raising production. The old Colbertist tradition of a 
state-guided economy was augmented by admiration for the achieve-
ments of Soviet planning. French policy makers believed the Soviet Union 
had both avoided the Great Depression of the 1930s and won the war 
because of planning. There was an additional moral aspect of this question, 
a biblical conversion of swords into plowshares: as the left-wing Force 
Ouvrière argued, “What had made war should now serve peace.”40 Gigan-
tism itself was sometimes also presented as a response to the new German 
challenge: Le Figaro, for instance, in 1956, in a gloriously mixed metaphor 
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referred to a “steel fever on the other side of the Rhine in which France 
should not let herself be outpaced.”41 Rueff compared the idea of planning 
to the author Edmond Rostand’s depiction of the famous cockerel, Chante-
cler, who believed that the sun rose each morning because he crowed.

Such initiatives at the European Recovery Program (or Marshall Plan) 
helped to establish a general idea that planning might transform the whole 
European business structure. What the historian Charles Maier termed the 
“politics of productivity” demanded a new relationship with labor, which 
would be mediated through the state.42 For steel and coal, planning was 
given a European context by the Schuman plan and the establishment of 
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). France also European-
ized its preference structure, and many political figures saw the primary 
desideratum as the establishment of a mechanism for economic gover-
nance that allowed Europe to undertake the same coordination as French 
policy makers had managed to apply on a national level.

The highest achievements of the French tradition were seen in the coor-
dinated nuclear power network built up by Electricité de France and also 
in some spectacular examples of ingenious but ultimately failed technol-
ogy. In civilian aerospace, France built the first short- and medium-range 
passenger jet aircraft, the Caravelle, in the mid-1950s, and then in the 
1960s, the supersonic aircraft project that resulted in the beautiful and fast 
but not commercially viable Concorde. In 1978, Frances’s telephone com-
pany launched Minitel, a sort of predecessor of the Internet, with online 
videotext linked to commercial applications. France’s high-speed train 
system, the TGV, launched in 1981, was unique in Europe and only emu-
lated much later by Italy, Spain, and Germany—with the United Kingdom 
still contemplating such a move.

The aura around France’s attachment to the plan as an instrument of 
national revival lasted a long time. France’s planning institution, the Com-
missariat Général au Plan, existed until 2006, when it was renamed the 
Center for Strategic Analysis, which in 2013 was renamed the Commissar-
iat général à la stratégie et à la prospective (CGSP). There had already 
been an attempt to transform the institution in the mid-1980s, but it had 
been vigorously resisted. At that time, Pierre Massé, an engineer from the 
École des Ponts et Chaussées and the principal architect of planning in the 
1960s, who was also a disciple of the public pricing principles elaborated 
by Maurice Allais, had complained that “suppressing the plan in the name 
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of an impulsive liberalism would be giving up the major weapon in the 
struggle against the dictatorship of the short term.”43

Aspects of the older tradition remained in one area: the argument that 
currency stability was an important objective of policy and that something 
like the gold standard was a desirable international discipline had a pow-
erful appeal. This case had been brilliantly and persuasively made by 
Jacques Rueff, who emerged as the economic guru for General de Gaulle; 
but it was also taken up by the left quite enthusiastically, above all because 
it could be mounted as a critique of the United States and the manipula-
tion of the dollar in the Bretton Woods era in the interests of American 
foreign policy. We deal with the international economic aspects of French 
thinking in the last part of this chapter.

Contemporanous Economic Thinking in France
As in Germany, most modern French economists have largely moved 
away from the traditional concerns of both nineteenth-century liberal 
economists and postwar French politics with planning growth and with 
dirigisme. Indeed, French academics have made a decisive contribution to 
the literature on time consistency and the consequent significance of the 
correct formulation of rules. In that sense, they have done more than the 
German Ordoliberals to present a version of a system of rules that is really 
applicable to the complexities of a modern economy, in which competition 
is not an obvious result of economic activity. Jean Tirole and Jean-Jacques 
Laffont in particular have been instrumental in developing a new approach 
to the provision of incentives by regulators, in which the dangers of creat-
ing moral hazard play a key role.44

The visions of the past influence the way that economics is seen. Most 
French economists complain—as did the recent best-selling author Thomas 
Piketty of Capital, a dramatic manifesto on how capitalism does not pro-
vide a self-sustaining and politically acceptable model of growth—that 
“economists are not highly respected in the academic and intellectual 
world or by political and financial elites.”45 In fact, a popular and 
intellectual culture exists that sees economists as narrow-minded and 
soulless technocrats who force a dehumanized concept of rationality on 
their fellow citizens. Raymond Barre, a European commissioner who then 
became prime minister from 1976 to 1981, was lauded by the president at 
the time, Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, as “the best economist of France.”46 But 
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“economist” was a dirty word. As the late 1970s were a time of increased 
inflation and unemployment, the end of the postwar euphoria of les trentes 
glorieuses, and a period of general disenchantment with the political elites 
that had until then managed the Third Republic, the concept of economist 
as ruler looked sinister rather than beneficent. In the 1990s, another econ-
omist finance minister, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, also attracted more crit-
icism than praise. A dissident economist who saw himself in the left-wing, 
critical, and above all political tradition, Jacques Sapir, complained that 
economists were undermining democracy.47 Bernard Maris, the journalist 
and economist who was tragically killed in the terrorist attack on the satir-
ical magazine Charlie Hebdo, concluded, “What were economists for, one 
will ask a hundred years from now? To make people laugh.”48

That kind of critique sat well with a country that was increasingly 
obsessed with the parallel stories of national decline and triumphant glo-
balization. The approach of modern mainstream French economists does 
not translate well into the policy debate, which is still dominated by the 
older and rather eclectic visions of how an economy functions. In gen-
eral, The French press—notably Le Monde—is committed to the attrac-
tions of interventionism. French politicians from every part of the 
spectrum denounce neoliberalism (though this term was born in Paris in 
1938 in the Rougier-Lippmann seminar). Jacques Chirac denounced 
“Anglo-Saxon ultraliberalism.” Sarkozy criticized “Anglo-Saxon Europe, 
that of the big market”49 and repeatedly said that it was his mission to 
assert the values of French and European humanism as an alternative to 
the international economic system. A powerful statement of the world of 
French thought—which was presented as a revolution against traditional 
Anglo-Saxon economics—was the report of a commission called by Sar-
kozy and cochaired by Jean-Paul Fitoussi (along with two distinguished 
but left-leaning non-French Nobel Prize winners, Joseph Stiglitz and 
Amartya Sen), in which the central role of government in the economy 
was emphasized and a plea made for a more extensive assessment of the 
role of “well-being.”50

Even economists like to participate in the backlash against modern eco-
nomics. Distinguished (and numerate) figures such as Edmond Malin-
vaud and Thomas Piketty complain about the overmathematization of 
economics. The same sort of public mobilization of economists for a polit-
ical cause that took place in Germany against rescue packages occurred in 
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France against the German doctrines and against austerity politics. In Sep-
tember 2010, over 700 French economists signed a widely publicized man-
ifesto for “an alternative economic and social strategy” for Europe, 
attacking the “false economic platitudes” of “neoliberal dogma.”51 The 
manifesto was drawn up by four economists, three of whom worked at 
governmental research institutes, and the fourth was an adviser to the 
antiglobalization organization Attac.

The modern French consensus that presidents and economics profes-
sors alike shared may be summarized as follows:

 1. Rules should be subject to the political process and may be 
renegotiated.

 2. Crisis management requires a flexible response.
 3. Constraining the freedom of government to act—and to borrow—

would be undemocratic.
 4. Monetary policy needs to be used to serve more general goals 

than simply price stability, such as being concerned with eco-
nomic growth.

 5. The lessons of the Great Depression include the principle that 
adjustment to international imbalances should be undertaken 
symmetrically, with surplus countries doing their part.

 6. As multiple equilibria are possible, choosing an unpleasant trajec-
tory for the present is likely to perpetuate rather than remove con-
straints on growth.

 7. Present virtue is self-contradictory and self-defeating.

International Economics

Another important dimension of economic thinking along which the 
German and French philosophies differ markedly is international eco-
nomic relations, in particular as regards cross-border capital flows. These 
disagreements also flared up during the negotiations preceding the rati-
fication of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. The German philosophy calls 
for free trade, fair (or undistorted) competition, and open international 
capital markets. Capital controls were considered as arbitrary, favoring 
certain industries, and inviting political lobbying. Thus, a world in 
which exchange rates are free to move, in which no coordinated 
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multilateral interventions are necessary to deal with macroeconomic 
shocks, and in which capital can flow freely is very much in keeping 
with the German tradition. The French philosophy, in contrast, is much 
closer to the original Keynesian position (evolved as a response to the 
Great Depression) of fixing exchange rates, controlling capital flows, and 
fostering multilateral adjustment via inflationary policies in surplus 
countries.

Trilemma
A useful organizing principle for a discussion of these philosophical dif-
ferences is the trilemma of international macroeconomics. Basically, this 
trilemma states that an economy cannot simultaneously have a fixed 
exchange rate, an independent monetary policy, and allow capital to flow 
freely; it must pick two out of three (figure 4.1). What kind of arrangement 
a country ultimately chooses has profound implications for its ability to 
deal with and adjust to adverse macroeconomic shocks. The German and 
French philosophies differ notably in their attitudes toward the desirabil-
ity of capital flows—is one of the apparently desirable goals at the heart of 
the trilemma actually a desideratum?—and in how different economies, 
especially those linked together via some kind of exchange rate mecha-
nism, should respond to asymmetric shocks.

Figure 4.1. Trilemma Depicted as a Triangle
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Theoretically, the trilemma tells us that we have to pick one side of the tri-
angle. Practically, Germans picked the capital flow side, while the French 
had a preference for fixed exchange rates. Along many dimensions, this 
trilemma is of course a simplification. In practice, as scholars investigating 
the exchange rate trilemma demonstrated, it is empirically hard to deter-
mine a pure policy stance in the trilemma: there are varying degrees of 
 commitment to a fixed exchange rate regime, varying degrees of openness 
to international capital, and varying extents of monetary autonomy.52 In 
practice, there are thus almost no cases where policy is positioned so as to 
fully abandon one corner of the trilemma, and practical policy stances fall 
somewhat in between the corner positions. The corners simply represent 
the boundaries of the possible. The discussion of the trilemma thus serves 
as a Weberian ideal type rather than an exposition of the world as it actually 
is.53 But France and Germany tugged to be in different parts of the triangle.

Economists and policy makers alike have paid special attention to 
countries with debt issued in a foreign currency, and this was an issue that 
became a central component of the euro crisis. The fact that debt has to be 
serviced in a foreign currency puts a substantial constraint on monetary 
policy freedom, even in a world with floating exchange rates and freely 
flowing capital. Still, the trilemma is useful as a first-pass organizing 
device, and history provides us with numerous useful examples of how 
the underlying trade-offs were resolved in the past.

Gold Standard
The gold standard was the dominant international exchange rate system 
between the mid-nineteenth century and the early to mid-twentieth cen-
tury, and many modern commentators make analogies between the gold 
standard and the European currency union, in that both suppressed the 
autonomy of monetary policy. Under the gold standard arrangement, the 
central bank of every participating country must stand ready to exchange 
its currency for gold at some fixed ratio. How do economies in this system 
deal with asymmetric shocks, say an expansionary demand shock for one 
country and a contractionary one for another? The answer is the famous 
price-specie flow mechanism. In a system with gold backing, trade natu-
rally leads to a flow of gold into surplus countries. As long as central banks 
in the surplus countries do not sterilize the gold inflows, prices will be 
pushed up. The opposite happens in deficit countries, and so imbalances 
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tend to auto-correct. In a world where trade deficits can be financed via 
credit extended from surplus to deficit countries, however, this mecha-
nism does not work anymore as there is no compulsion to adjust. Explicit 
policy interventions are thus needed to move the price levels in the 
desired directions. This important caveat illustrates well the importance  
of capital flow considerations in the analysis of international monetary 
arrangements.

Bretton Woods
After World War II, the gold standard was succeeded by the Bretton 
Woods system, a system of fixed exchange rates (with occasional realign-
ments) and constraints on capital flows that was explicitly designed to 
give more monetary policy autonomy. At the heart of this system was the 
US dollar as its leading currency. All currencies were fixed against the dol-
lar, and the dollar itself traded at a fixed rate against gold. This system was 
clearly closer to the French than to the German ideal. But France did not 
like the extent to which it relied on the US dollar, and General de Gaulle 
famously tried to revive gold as an alternative. Greatly influenced by the 
economist Jacques Rueff, de Gaulle had repeatedly insisted that a genuine 
gold standard would work better than the mixed gold-dollar system of the 
Bretton Woods regime.

The Bretton Woods regime allowed for occasional realignments, but 
still—as in any fixed exchange rate system—the adjustment problem 
always loomed large. Tensions particularly rose in the later stages of the 
Bretton Woods system, especially in the later 1960s, as Germany increas-
ingly built up trade surpluses that reflected a favorable development of 
productivity gains as well as the containment of wage costs through a 
collaborative and collective approach to wage setting. (Trade surpluses 
would become the hallmark of late twentieth-century German-style capi-
talism.) By contrast, deficits in Germany’s trade partners reflected either 
lower innovation or (especially in late 1960s France and Italy) a less disci-
plined approach to wages in an era of full employment and increased 
social and political radicalism (reflected in large numbers of days lost in 
strikes).

At the beginning, in the era of fixed exchange rates and controlled capital 
markets, even relatively small deficits could not be financed, and they pro-
duced immediate pressure on the exchange markets. The deficit countries 
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then had to apply fiscal brakes in a stop-go cycle. Germany’s partners, nota-
bly France, were faced with the prospect of austerity and deflation to cor-
rect deficits. This alternative was unattractive to the French political elite 
because it constrained growth and guaranteed electoral unpopularity. Their 
preferred policy alternative was thus German expansion, but this course 
was unpopular with a German public worried about the legacy of inflation 
and was opposed by the powerful and independent central bank, the Deut-
sche Bundesbank. Solving the question of the German current accounts in 
the European setting at first appeared to require some sophisticated politi-
cal mechanism, and also public debate, that would force French politicians 
to undertake more austerity than they would have liked and Germans less 
price orthodoxy than they thought they needed.

By the early 1970s, capital flows had become so large, and the system so 
unstable, that an answer needed to be found. Again, the German view was 
that capital flows simply could not be contained and controlled effectively 
(and, furthermore, any sort of control would invite lobbying and lead to 
favoritism toward certain sectors). The logical conclusion was that capital 
should flow freely and exchange rates should be left free to adjust, restoring 
the balance between countries. The French view was diametrically opposed, 
calling instead for even more active management of capital flows (through 
tighter capital controls) as well as inflationary policies in surplus countries. 
This is the spirit of Keynes, who back in the early 1940s called for the entire 
international monetary system to be structured so that countries running 
excessive surpluses would be penalized, while those in deficit were to be 
supported. The tightening of capital controls was related to the deep-seated 
French belief that exchange rates, if left to float freely, are excessively vola-
tile, and similarly so are capital flows. Exchange rate overshooting and 
 sizable international capital flows are then argued to actually be destabiliz-
ing. French policy makers often expressed a longing for stable rates, and 
exchange rate stability required more policy coordination. In particular, the 
inflationary policies in surplus countries were supposed to restore a balance 
in competitiveness and so restore equilibrium for the wider global economy.

The flipside of such stabilization policies are the destabilizing effects of 
divergences in inflation between high-inflation debtor countries (under 
Bretton Woods, Italy, for example) and low-inflation credit countries (for 
example, Germany). Cross-border capital flows into debtor countries 
often financed investment in nontradables (in particular in the housing 
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sector) and consumption (both public and private), thus pushing up 
domestic wages without improving international competitiveness. Given 
fixed exchange rates, such divergent trends in wage inflation go hand in 
hand with a relative loss in competitiveness for the debtor countries; that 
is, unit labor costs in debtor countries rise markedly vis-à-vis the creditor 
countries.

Persistent inflation divergences in a system of fixed exchange rates with 
free capital flows have yet another destabilizing effect, as highlighted by 
Alan Walters (the economic advisor to Margaret Thatcher) in his well-
known “Walters’ critique.” The basic argument goes as follows: Consider 
two countries in the system, say Italy and Germany, with Italy experienc-
ing an expansionary aggregate demand shock and Germany hit by a con-
tractionary shock. Following the shocks, inflation rises in Italy and falls in 
Germany. As capital flows freely, and assuming that the fixed exchange 
rate system is credible, nominal interest rates in Italy and Germany must 
be the same, so the inflation divergence means that the real interest rate in 
Italy is lower than in Germany. This low relative real interest rate provides 
an incentive for Italians to borrow, while the high rates in Germany induce 
Germans to save. Walters’ original argument then was that this would 
spur a further economic divergence; output would rise even further in 
Italy and drop even further in Germany. Taking a more international per-
spective, we also see that the divergence in real interest rates means that 
credit flows from Germany to Italy will occur. Interestingly, these patterns 
very much resemble the buildup of imbalances within the euro area prior 
to the eruption of the euro-area crisis (with the role of Italy being taken by 
many periphery economies).

In the end, the Bretton Woods system collapsed; it simply did not incor-
porate a sustainable and credible way of dealing with the adjustment 
problem. Afterward, the global exchange rate system started to move very 
close to the German ideal: free capital flows and floating exchange rates. 
Later (in the 1980s), this became part of the Washington Consensus (which, 
interestingly, was also pushed by various French politicians, for example, 
Jacques Delors), as we discuss in chapter 14.

European Exchange Rate Mechanism
In Europe, however, matters continued to look different. European gov-
ernments felt that volatile intra-European exchange rates would be 
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detrimental to the European project, and so, in 1978, they launched the 
European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM for short), an attempt to recre-
ate the Bretton Woods system in a European context. The philosophical 
differences between the German and French sides as regards the adjust-
ment question of course continued. Indeed, the German Bundesbank had 
always been hesitant about the ERM and so had insisted at the outset on 
an opt-out should the exchange rate system impose too heavy a cost (i.e., 
too much expansion) on German monetary policy. In a further nod toward 
German interests, this rather loose form of exchange rate management 
still allowed for quite flexible rebalancing. Otmar Emminger, who became 
Bundesbank president in the 1970s but was a central intellectual presence 
of the German Bundesbank already before then, had advocated flexible 
exchange rates in the late 1950s.

In the European Monetary System, the Bundesbank consistently 
pressed for more regular realignments. In the eyes of the Frankfurt bank-
ers, it was France’s reluctance to devalue in line with changes in labor 
competitiveness that was placing strain on the system. Abolishing the 
exchange rate (through the institution of the monetary union) and com-
mitting to a notion of price stability provided the only way of resolving 
this long-standing debate. A case in point is Italy: Every once in a while, 
Italy would have its target parity vis-à-vis the other currencies in the sys-
tem adjusted downward. But precisely because such realignments are 
allowed for, the arrangement cannot be fully credible, and so it remains 
very much prone to attacks.

With the availability of capital, current account imbalances were sus-
tainable for much longer periods (though, of course, not forever). The 
effects of movements in capital in allowing current account imbalances to 
build up to a much greater extent and ensuring that corrections, when 
they occurred, would be much more dramatic was already noticeable in 
the 1980s, before the move to monetary union. These forces were, of 
course, not limited to Europe but also played out on a global scale. As the 
dollar was soaring in the mid-1980s, American manufacturing came under 
threat, and so a protectionist backslash appeared possible. In response, the 
finance ministers of the major industrial countries pushed for exchange 
rate agreement. At the G7 meeting at the Louvre in 1987, the finance min-
isters agreed to lock their exchange rates into a system of target zones. In 
practice, nothing came of that global plan, but then Edouard Balladur, the 
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French finance minister who had largely been responsible for the Louvre 
proposal, came up with a tighter European scheme—a first step toward 
European monetary union. When German foreign minister Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher appeared sympathetic, Europe’s central bankers were asked by 
the president of the European Commission, Jacques Delors, to prepare a 
timetable and a plan for currency union. The Delors committee met 
between September 1988 and April 1989 and produced its report, long 
before anyone had German unification in mind.

Large buildups in imbalances convinced Europe’s policy makers that a 
monetary union was the only way of avoiding the risk of periodic crises 
with currency realignments whose trade policy consequences threatened 
the survival of an integrated internal European market. Also, a reorienta-
tion of French policy—the adoption of the policy of the franc fort after 
1983, a strong French currency with lower inflation—laid the basis for the 
appearance of convergence after an episode of political and monetary 
instability in the early 1980s due to a brief experiment in socialist econom-
ics by the French president François Mitterrand.

With the 1986 Single European Act, the single common market was also 
established. Importantly, it included the liberalization of capital flows. 
Germany pushed hard for a quick implementation, whereas France, 
unsurprisingly in light of its historical attachment to exchange rate con-
trols, initially wanted to delay freedom of capital as much as possible. In 
the end, France agreed to implement the capital flow liberalization in 
1990, but many blamed the liberalization for the crisis that soon engulfed 
Europe.

The combination of fixed—but not irrevocably so—exchange rates and 
free capital flows set the system up for crisis, and indeed in 1992 and 1993, 
there were two big exchange crises that nearly killed the European Mone-
tary System. The background for these crises was the fiscal stimulus asso-
ciated with German reunification, which brought with it substantial 
inflationary pressure in Germany and a tightening of Bundesbank policy. 
To defend the ERM currency parities, other central banks then naturally 
also had to tighten but, fearing the associated recession, were generally 
unwilling to do so.

Speculators realized this fundamental dilemma and bet on it. In Sep-
tember 1992, the British pound was attacked. George Soros, a wealthy 
Hungarian-born hedge fund manager, sold short more than $10 billion in 
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pounds. Ultimately, on Black Wednesday, September 16, 1992, the United 
Kingdom was forced to withdraw from the ERM. A day later, Italy with-
drew as well. In July 1993 the speculators also started attacking the French 
franc. The French and German central banks (under pressure from the 
German government) spent large sums to defend the French franc, and 
German interest rates were lowered. Ultimately, on August 1, 1993, the 
band within which the exchange rate was to stay was widened from 4.5 
percent to 30 percent.54

Germans persistently believed that such a union could only occur on 
the basis of a prior policy convergence. A term that was frequently used, 
especially by the Bundesbank, was that monetary union could only come 
as a coronation—the final symbolic act—of an integration that had been 
prepared by solid policy work. That position was contrasted with the 
French one, which held that adopting new institutions could quickly force 
convergence (an approach that was sometimes derided as “rushing 
fences”).

In sum, one should add the following two international points to our 
list for the German economic philosophy above:

 9.  Net exports are considered a gauge of competiveness and a sig-
nal of economic health and strength.

10.  Germans prefer flexible exchange rates in an international set-
ting with open capital markets.

In contrast, for the French economic tradition, the following two points 
are more appropriate:

 8.  Exports that are too high are not a sign of strength but an indica-
tion of the application of a beggar-thy-neighbor mercantilist 
principle.

 9.  The international monetary system should be multipolar, and 
effective policy coordination should include the active manage-
ment of capital flows to stabilize exchange rate movements. 
Fixed exchange rates are a desirable reflection of states’ ability to 
impose discipline on disorderly markets. 
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Rules, Flexibility, Credibility, and Commitment

As the previous chapters highlighted, there is no single, coherent 
economic philosophy within Europe. Rather, different nations have 

retained their own distinct economic philosophies and view European-level 
institutions—and ways to improve them—in this light. Before 2007, these 
differences in interpretation and outlook merely lurked in the background. 
But with the advent of the European crisis, deep fissures have come to the 
fore. Many of the differences that were hotly debated in the lead-up to 
Maastricht arose from different economic traditions on each side of the 
Rhine River. These differences reemerged during the euro crisis. It is char-
acteristic of the European integration process that many fundamental dif-
ferences were brushed aside, with each side going away after a successful 
negotiation, believing in their idiosyncratic favorite interpretation of the 
international agreement. André Szász, a Dutch central banker, once formu-
lated the characteristic outcome in these terms: “a compromise not in the 
sense that member states resolved their differences by meeting each other 
on intermediate positions, but rather they agreed on documents which 
they felt left them free to continue to push for their own preference.”1

The second part of the book, consisting of chapters 5 to 8, will analyze 
the differences in economic thinking that were already part of the 
Maastricht negotiations and resurfaced again during the euro crisis. This 
chapter focuses on rules versus flexibility and commitment.

Germany insisted throughout the Maastricht negotiations that future 
rules for the European Union should be enshrined in strong institutional 
design. The main German concern was that large fiscal debt burdens would 
lead to monetary financing and ultimately to a quasi-default through price 
inflation, as occurred in the 1970s, most prominently in Italy and in the 
United Kingdom. The independence of the European Central Bank would 
provide another important safeguard against the monetization of public 
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debt. Combining this with the no-bailout rule in the Maastricht Treaty, 
“outright default”—rather than default via inflation—was the only remain-
ing safety valve in the system. Sovereign debt interest rates were to reflect 
this default risk and so provide individual governments in the monetary 
union an incentive to keep their debt at a sustainable level. The agreed 
Stability and Growth Pact should provide an additional safeguard that 
government debt does not exceed certain levels. These institutional pillars 
were key to the German vision of the euro area. The French endorsement 
of these principles, in contrast, was more lukewarm; the French view 
stresses the costs associated with the loss of flexibility that comes with a 
rules-based framework and praises the virtues of ex post intervention. 
French policy makers focus on managing the current crisis. They are will-
ing to interpret rules flexibly, but they are also willing to enter extreme 
commitments if it helps to overcome the current crisis. In contrast, Ger-
mans see rules as a way to avoid the build-up of future risks and are wor-
ried that a flexible crisis response sows the seed for the next crisis.

In particular, this chapter tries to answer the following questions:

•	What advantages do rules and autonomous safety valves have in 
avoiding and managing crises, and what are their costs?

•	How do rules help to overcome time-incon sistency problems—
that countries find it advantageous to first create the impression 
that they would do one thing but ex post do another?

•	Historically, how were the gold standard, currency pegs, and other 
external commitment devices used to find the right balance between 
containing time-inconsistency problems and maintaining flexibility?

•	How can reputation replace external commitment devices?
•	How can delegation to an independent central bank help to overcome 

time-inconsistency problems? In particular, can an institutional envi-
ronment in which an independent central bank and a government are 
engaged in a “game of chicken” help to find the right balance?

Time-Inconsistency: Ex Ante versus Ex Post

Flexibility, but Favoritism
At the heart of the “French” philosophy lies the possibility for flexible policy 
responses for crisis management purposes. This central authority approach 
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reflects an underlying trust in the corrective powers of government. In 
France, a highly centralized country, crisis management was fully delegated 
by the people to the presidency—since Charles de Gaulle had drawn up a 
new and more effective constitution for the Fifth Republic with a “domaine 
réservée” (de Gaulle was thinking mostly of foreign policy, though). In times 
of crisis, the French see redistribution as an effective crisis management tool. 
For example, after the Lehman bankruptcy in September 2008, the French 
president Sarkozy was perceived as an effective and decisive leader in times 
of financial troubles.

Germans fear such centralized redistributive powers may lead to favor-
itism and excessive lobbying efforts, especially by influential and well- 
connected parts of the society. The “German” philosophy, in contrast, 
emphasizes the virtues of a rules-driven framework. The state establishes 
an ex ante system of rules and autonomous safety valves. Individuals, 
regions, and the state itself act within the confines of this system. Rules 
also guide people’s expectations. In the words of Jürgen Stark, a German 
former member of the ECB executive board, rules act as guardrails and so 
provide long-run stability. Experimentation in crisis times is, in contrast, 
frowned upon as ad hocery. Most importantly, from the German perspec-
tive, the knowledge that ex post in a crisis situation the government will 
provide some help to some groups in society leads to huge distortions in 
behavior ex ante, which sows the seeds for the next crisis. Moral hazard 
problems are thus a major concern for Germans. In short, the French focus 
on managing the current crisis; Germans focus on avoiding future crises.

Time-Inconsistency since Odysseus
Ideally, a government would like the public and market participants to 
believe that they will to a large extent refrain from accommodating vari-
ous interest groups in times of crisis. However, when crisis occurs, with-
out binding rules they would surely change their minds out of expedience. 
Forward-looking market participants anticipate that words are cheap and 
earlier promises will not be followed through in the absence of binding 
rules. In the economic literature, this tension is known as a time- 
inconsistency problem. What’s optimal ex ante is not optimal ex post. For 
example, a government might want to convince the public and investors 
that it will not default on its debt or dilute it through inflation. If investors 
believe the government, they will charge a much lower (risk-free) interest 
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rate. However, the government’s temptation to default or monetize debt is 
high after an adverse shock, say a small recession, when in principle it is 
able to repay its debts. A potential default would free up funds to stabilize 
the economy, and this is naturally more attractive than increasing tax rev-
enue or slashing expenditure to satisfy government debt obligations. 
Default, however, comes with some cost. As the country is temporarily 
excluded from international financial markets, it cannot have a primary 
deficit and has to balance its budget. But, financial markets forget and 
forgive relatively quickly, and so governments regain access to funding 
relatively soon after restructuring has taken place.

In short, governments would like to bind their hands ex ante to a 
pre-specified response, but deviate from it ex post. Even the Greeks of 
antiquity were aware of these time-inconsistency problems. Odysseus 
anticipated that he might be tempted and distracted by the irresistible 
sound of the Sirens so that he might deviate from his planned course and 
navigate his ships into the rocks and sink—but he nevertheless wanted to 
hear their sound! He therefore ordered the oarsmen in his ship to put bees-
wax in their ears and to tie him to the mast of the ship. He also instructed 
his men not to heed his cries while they passed the Sirens, anticipating that 
he would need the commitment device (the mast) not to change his 
planned behavior. This raises the question whether there are analogous 
commitment devices for honoring public debt.

Self-Committing Sovereigns, an Oxymoron?
How can a sovereign nation-state credibly commit to anything when the 
definition of the sovereign is that it makes (and can change) the rules?

The earliest answer to this conundrum was given by the English in the 
aftermath of the Glorious Revolution—the overthrow of King James II by 
a union of English parliamentarians and Dutch stadtholder William III—in 
the late seventeenth century.2 Prior to the revolution, the increasing fiscal 
needs of the Crown led to expropriation of wealth through the redefinition 
of property rights in favor of the sovereign and periodic defaults (such as 
the “exchequer stop”). All of this was possible because the sovereign could 
readily alter the rules of the game—it was not credibly bound by them in 
any shape or form. The institutional changes brought along by the revolu-
tion were designed to address this. In particular, after 1688, the (new) 
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Crown had to obtain parliamentary assent to all its changes to existing 
arrangements. Because the Parliament represented wealth holders, this 
substantially limited the ability of the Crown to renege on its debt. In this 
setup, the newly created Bank of England (as the main holder of govern-
ment debt) played a key role. It held sovereign debt, and its equity was by 
and large provided by the class represented in Parliament, who could con-
trol the budget; thus, sovereign defaults became politically unacceptable.

In today’s economies, governments credibly commit to repaying their 
debt in a similar fashion. Debt is widely held by domestic citizens—that is, 
voters—which makes it politically extremely costly to default. This mech-
anism is important even if most claims were held by foreigners: in times of 
crisis, foreigners know that they can sell their debt to domestic investors, 
and these investors will be willing to buy the bonds precisely because 
their holding of the debt makes default less likely. Similarly, selling newly 
issued debt to institutions that are at the heart of a country’s economy can 
serve as another powerful commitment device. For example, a govern-
ment will think twice about whether to default on systemic (undercapital-
ized) banks, as at the end of the day it simply has to bailout these banks 
and so has achieved little from the restructuring of its debt.

External Commitments: Currency Pegs, Unions,  
and the Gold Standard

Historically, government often looked for other external commitment 
devices that make it difficult to inflate away the public debt. The basic idea 
underlying the use of external commitment devices is rather simple. A 
country pegs the value of its own currency to some anchor—either foreign 
currency or a commodity (gold)—over whose value it has little control. If 
the value of the anchor does not change too quickly, and if the peg is cred-
ible, then the domestic currency will also remain stable.

From Currency Pegs to Currency Unions
Many countries around the world tie or have tied the real value of their cur-
rency to a foreign currency (or a basket of currencies). The strength of such 
a commitment depends on the cost of escaping it. A target zone setup or a 
currency peg, like the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (Snake), which 
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was introduced before the euro in March 1979, is a relatively weak form of 
fixing. The exchange rate can fluctuate within a certain band, which is sub-
ject to occasional realignments. A stronger form of commitment is a currency 
board. For example, Hong Kong has a currency board with the US dollar. In 
such a system, the domestic money supply is backed entirely by foreign 
currency. In other words, the central bank will be willing to freely exchange 
(at par) local currency for foreign currency. The strongest commitment is to 
join a currency union, as exiting the union typically destroys the banking sys-
tem and makes the payment system dysfunctional. In a sense, then, a cur-
rency union is the tightest imaginable straitjacket. Such external commitment 
devices do, however, come with a costly loss of flexibility. When bad states 
of the world arise, countries with a strong monetary reputation can use up 
reputational capital, while countries bound by an external commitment 
device have to pay the breakup costs exactly when it hurts the most.

Golden Fetters: Ex Post Costs and Lessons for Today
During the era of the gold standard in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth century, most advanced economies had pegged the values of their 
currencies to the price of gold, keeping the value of their currency practi-
cally fixed. To ease the pressure of these golden fetters, countries quite 
routinely went on and off gold, in particular during the turbulent 1920s 
and 1930s.3 The tradition of a peg to gold was continued after 1945 with 
the Bretton Woods quasi gold exchange standard. At the heart of this sys-
tem was the US dollar, fixed to gold at a price of $35 per ounce. All other 
currencies then had fixed exchange rates against the dollar. To give the 
system some flexibility, occasional realignments of foreign exchange rates 
vis-à-vis the dollar were allowed. Alternatively, exchange rates may be 
fixed against each other, not against an underlying commodity.

A brief look back into history illustrates the ex post costs that monetary 
straitjackets can impose on an economy. In the aftermath of World War I, 
the United Kingdom returned to the gold standard in 1925, and did so at 
the old parity. Its export industry never quite recovered from the associ-
ated loss of competitiveness in international markets. Soon after, in 1926, 
France returned to the gold standard at a substantially devalued parity 
and enjoyed a rapid recovery in the later 1920s. The mirror image of this 
took place in the early 1930s: the United Kingdom abandoned the gold 
standard early in 1931 and recovered quite quickly after the Great 
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Depression, while France fought at all costs to defend the parity and was 
mired in a long recession until it was forced off gold in 1936, five years 
after the British devaluation.

Many commentators—in particular on the political left—see these 
experiences as a cautionary tale for the current Greek predicament. Hard 
money and austerity, the strategy followed by the United Kingdom in 
the immediate aftermath of World War I, and by Greece currently, is 
self-defeating, for deflation increases the real debt burden faster than any 
feasible amount of fiscal prudence can reduce it. The British experience 
after the Great Depression, or even more starkly in the aftermath of World 
War II, offers an alternative path: sharp devaluations and financial repres-
sion are believed to have facilitated a fast recovery—applied to Greece, of 
course, this would mean that the euro itself is the straitjacket holding up 
recovery. But if there are fundamental rigidities that limit adjustment, a 
devaluation would only provide a temporary stimulus. Leaving the euro 
would in that case carry with it costs that far outweigh the benefits of 
depreciation.4

Internal Commitments: Reputation and Institutional Design

Reputation
As an alternative to credible external commitment, a government may try 
to build a reputation for not defaulting either outright or through inflation. 
So far, we viewed the interaction between government and financial mar-
kets in a static light—the government may or may not default today, then 
borrow again in the future, and our analysis ended. In reality, however, 
governments and financial markets interact on a repeated basis. It may be 
worthwhile for a government to swallow today the bitter pill of not 
defaulting (and raising tax revenue instead), thus signaling credibly that it 
will restructure its debt only in extreme circumstances. As a consequence, 
investors will charge a lower risk compensation, and so the borrowing 
rates are lower.

Regaining Reputation after the 1970s:  
United Kingdom versus Italy
Acquiring a reputation to honor the debt and not to inflate takes a long 
time of sustained effort. But reputation can easily be lost. In the 1970s, high 
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inflation in both Italy and the United Kingdom lowered the government 
debt burden. A surprise inflation with annual rates exceeding 20 percent 
brought with it a massive redistribution from households to the highly 
indebted state. In the 1980s and 1990s, Italian households had learned 
their lesson and were no longer willing to buy long-term, fixed-rate secu-
rities issued by the government. Italy was punished for its earlier sins by 
having to pay high real interest rates for over a decade. The United King-
dom escaped this trap only by adopting, under Margaret Thatcher, a pro-
gram of fiscal stabilization that was unpopular and controversial (having 
been denounced at the time by 364 leading economists). No Italian govern-
ment contemplated anything along the Thatcher lines.

Credibility and Clean Slate
A reputation is only credible if the promise is not too extreme. That is, 
ruling out debt default even in extreme circumstances and hardship is 
never credible. Indeed, the concept of reputation building is also closely 
linked to the idea of a default designed to create a clean slate. Naturally, 
countries with a low overall debt burden have more room to maneuver, as 
investors believe—even in the case of reasonably large adverse shocks—
that a rebalancing is possible without debt restructuring. Hence, a rule 
that limits ex ante the debt buildup, like the Stability and Growth Pact, 
helps to maintain a good reputation. In addition, maintaining credibility 
might require a government, under certain circumstances, to first renege 
on its existing debt, thereby getting rid of its legacy debt and improving 
resilience to future shocks. This is, for example, the case if a country suf-
fers from debt-overhang problems.

Delegation to Independent Institutions and a Game of Chicken
Another way to mitigate the time-inconsistency problem to which elected 
policy makers, especially before elections, succumb is via a clever institu-
tional design. The above mentioned Glorious Revolution in 1688 England 
is one example of such an (self-committing) institutional arrangement. Del-
egating authority to a credible independent institution is one answer to this 
problem. For example, an independent and conservative central banker, 
who is not bound by electoral considerations, could be put in charge. A 
conservative central banker can credibly stick to a specific inflation target, 
as he would not be tempted to engineer an inflation surprise to temporarily 
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boost the economy.5 An institutional separation of authority was seen as a 
commitment tool to overcome the time-inconsistency problem.

Central Bank Independence and Germany’s Experience  
in the 1970s
In countries with independent central banks, inflation was less of a prob-
lem during the 1970s stagflation decade. The German Bundesbank 
acquired a reputation for achieving monetary stability at a time when the 
economy had to overcome two oil price shocks. The idea of the fathers of 
the EMU was to transfer the stellar reputation of the independent Bundes-
bank to the new European Central Bank so that all euro-member countries 
could enjoy the same low-interest rate environment. Legally, the ECB 
became one of the most independent central banks in the world. Its presi-
dent and the executive board are elected for eight years, without the pos-
sibility of renewal. Chapter 15 describes the institutional features of the 
ECB in detail.

Monetary and Fiscal Dominance
Central bank independence should shield the ECB from undue fiscal 
influence. Splitting up the euro-area authorities into a single monetary 
and multiple (currently nineteen) fiscal authorities was considered a safe-
guard against high inflation. If the fiscal debt burden started to mount, an 
independent central bank would refrain from inflating the debt away and 
force the fiscal authorities to cut expenditures or raise taxes. Under such a 
regime, the monetary authority is in the driver’s seat. The academic liter-
ature on the fiscal theory of the price level refers to it as monetary domi-
nance. The contrasting regime—in which the fiscal authorities through the 
issuance of large amounts of debt determine the outcome—is referred to 
as fiscal dominance. In that regime, the central bank is forced to use the 
printing press to guarantee government debt sustainability.

A Game of Chicken
In reality, a game of chicken between the central bank and the fiscal author-
ity arises in times of crisis. Figuratively speaking, one can imagine two 
drivers, each heading for a single-lane bridge from opposite directions. 
Each driver knows that if he veers first, he will concede the bridge to his 
opponent. However, if neither swerves, the ultimate outcome will be a 
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collision. Each side hopes to intimidate the other by refusing to swerve. 
What makes all of this an escalating game of chicken (or war of attrition) is 
that losses do not have to be realized now but can be pushed into the 
future—at the cost of getting larger and larger over time. Individually, 
each party hopes that the other one will blink first and assume the losses, 
and so resolution of the crisis is pushed back further. An escalating game 
of chicken in which neither party can be forced to submit and in which 
neither party has strong commitment power could well lead to delays 
magnifying initially small losses into unbearable ones.

The founding fathers of the EMU wanted to ensure that the ECB, with its 
rigid focus on inflation and strong form of independence, is able to play the 
game of chicken without being pressured into submission by the national 
fiscal authorities. This grim game of chicken scenario was thus supposed to 
provide the required checks and balances on fiscal policy. Except for some 
brief and mostly rhetorical interventions by French policy makers, the inde-
pendence of the ECB was never under question during the euro crisis.

A good example of the constraining role of the ECB in relation to gov-
ernment actions came with the two letters addressed to the Italian and 
Spanish governments in August 2011, with the signatures of both the pres-
ident of the ECB, Jean-Claude Trichet, and the national central bank gov-
ernors, Mario Draghi (who would be Trichet’s successor) and Miguel 
Ángel Fernández Ordóñez. (See chapter 15 for details.) The letters included 
not only fiscal demands but precise conditions on pension reform, the lib-
eralization of services, a loosening of collective bargaining, and the imple-
mentation of an unemployment insurance scheme. Italy started to 
implement the reforms, but most were left to Silvio Berlusconi’s succes-
sors as prime minister, Mario Monti, Enrique Letta, and Matteo Renzi. 
Similarly, in Spain, Prime Minister Zapatero did not act, but the letter pro-
vided a basis for the policy agenda of the government of Mariano Rajoy.

Managing Current versus Avoiding Future Crisis

Germans like to emphasize that rules guide the expectations of all market 
participants and in particular that a commitment to a rules-based frame-
work can yield long-term benefits, for example, in the form of stable gov-
ernment debt and low inflation. Imbalances are less likely to build up and 
future crises can be avoided altogether. French policy makers are focused 
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on managing the ongoing crisis. Their approach is two-pronged: They 
don’t mind breaking rules if the additional flexibility helps to resolve the 
current crisis; and they don’t mind entering straitjacket commitments in 
order to lower current funding costs even when it potentially exposes 
them to a much more severe crisis in the future. They are convinced that 
any hint of sovereign default is likely to set off a crisis of confidence. It 
would be like making a small hole in the dam that would not be a safety 
valve but rather produce a torrent and tear the dam. In contrast, Germans 
always liked the idea of a systematic availability of escape valves. Many 
historical examples teach us that  straitjacket commitments, such as a strict 
adherence to the gold standard, can have detrimental consequences. Rules 
have to be sufficiently fine-tuned and adjust to circumstances. However, 
as no rule can include unforeseen contingencies, it is important to main-
tain some degree of flexibility.

Monetary Policy Rule with Time-Varying Flexibility
Central banks are always oscillating between rules and discretion, and are 
reluctant to think that they could simply be replaced by a machine that 
would mechanically apply a policy rule. Particularly in moments of dis-
tress, they are used to being called to deliver extraordinary actions. The 
US Federal Reserve was permitted under Section 13(3) (as amended in 
1932) to supply extraordinary lending in “unusual and exigent circum-
stances.” It did not use that power very much in the Great Depression, but 
did a great deal in response to the crisis of 2008. The power was then sub-
jected to political control in the Dodd-Frank Act.

A key feature of an adequate rules-based environment is monetary 
independence. However, as illustrated well by the crisis of the euro area  
as well as by the American experience, this independence should and  
will be weakened in times of crisis, as fiscal and monetary authorities nec-
essarily work together. A prominent example of the new importance of 
politics was Berlin’s implicit backing of Draghi’s London “whatever it 
takes” speech; without this backing, Draghi’s words could never have the 
impact that they in fact had. (See chapters 7 and 15 for more details.) But 
the prominence of politics also raises new problems. As ties between mon-
etary and fiscal authorities increase, a game of chicken commences. How 
this game of chicken is resolved will then set the stage for the future insti-
tutional environment.
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Straitjacket Commitment versus Debt Restructuring as Insurance
Similarly, it is difficult to ex ante specify the exact circumstances when a 
government could default. Note that (government) debt has a dual role. 
First, it allows the government—just as ordinary debt instruments do for 
individuals—to smooth its expenditure. This also means that government 
debt can potentially be used to stabilize the macroeconomy. Second, gov-
ernment debt is also an insurance vehicle—if default occurs only in 
extreme circumstances and hardship is shared with bond holders.

A historical illustration of this is the default history of King Philip II, 
who ruled Spain from 1556 to 1598. For him, both income and expenditure 
were highly volatile, and so default was always in the cards. On the reve-
nue side, he had a relatively stable domestic tax base from Spain, but he 
also received considerable income from the New World. The latter reve-
nue was highly volatile and mainly depended on whether ships filled 
with silver (and other treasures) managed to make their way safely back 
to Spain or were sunk in storms or captured by English privateers or pirate 
vessels. On the expenditure side, the constant threat of war (including 
defending the silver fleets and the silver mines) loomed large. His creditor 
banks—the German Fuggers and various Genoese banking families—
understood the precariousness of the sovereign very well, and so default 
(meaning a conversion of high-interest, short-term securities into 
longer-term bonds) was always part of the implicit government debt deal. 
Government debt thus clearly had the insurance aspect described above.6

Overall, European policy makers and the public should agree on the 
extreme circumstances under which they will find default as a last 
option—essentially acting as a safety valve. The events around Deauville 
in October 2010—when the restructuring of private Greek debt was first 
announced, which ultimately occurred in February 2012—revealed that 
various euro-area member states disagreed about the circumstances under 
which a debt restructuring should occur. While the IMF and Germany lob-
bied for restructuring of privately held debt, France and especially the 
ECB were strictly opposed to it.
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Liability versus Solidarity :  
No-Bailout Clause and Fiscal Union

To further safeguard against the monetization of government debt, par-
ticularly in the case of outright insolvency, Article 125 of the Maas-

tricht Treaty provides for a no-bailout clause. The German economic 
tradition puts a strong emphasis on liability for one’s own actions rather 
than ex post transfers to shift the costs onto another party. The German 
philosophy, which derives from a long history of decentralized power and 
a federal nation structure, is naturally inclined to give freedom to individ-
ual economic agents and regions and is correspondingly wary of the moral 
hazard problems that excessive insurance brings with it. German policy 
makers often reiterate that every member country has to do its own home-
work and that relying on bailouts from others distorts incentives. They 
often refer to Goethe’s aphorism: “Let everyone sweep in front of his door 
and every city quarter will be clean.”1 The liability principle 
(Haftungsprinzip)—that entities with the freedom to act are also liable for 
its consequences—is sacrosanct in Germany. German policy makers see 
two ways forward: (1) a decentralized fiscal order in which each country 
is liable for its own debt or (2) a fully integrated fiscal union in which 
spending powers are transferred to a European authority. Only the second 
arrangement would permit Eurobonds with joint liability.

French policy makers never attached the same importance to the no- 
bailout clause in the Maastricht Treaty. France’s philosophy, which reflects 
its centralist tradition, is by contrast more willing to facilitate ex post trans-
fers. The solidarity motto “fraternity” is after all part of the slogan of the 
French Revolution. This willingness to insure, even at the cost of moral 
hazard problems, resonates with the tradition that within France the cen-
tral government in Paris essentially controls all important areas of policy. 
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Interestingly, while French policy makers were more receptive to the idea 
of fiscal transfers to peripheral countries, they were very reluctant to cede 
fiscal control to a European authority in Brussels. Having joint liability 
without joint control can only be rationalized if one believes that all trans-
fers and bailouts are solely needed to overcome market inefficiencies and 
temporary liquidity problems, as we will discuss in the next chapter.

This chapter addresses the following questions:

•	Why did the no-bailout clause fail to provide adequate incentives 
for prudent fiscal behavior? Also, why do financial markets fail to 
provide the right incentives in good times and then overreact with 
sharp interest rate increases in bad times?

•	 Is a fiscal union the answer to the euro area’s current ailments, and, 
in particular, will it be effective in reducing mounting debt repay-
ment burdens? Can fiscal union insure individual countries against 
asymmetric shocks or will it necessarily end up as a transfer union?

•	Do fiscal unions without a transfer of control to Brussels provide 
the right incentives for governments?

•	How should we interpret the historical experience of Italy’s lag-
ging South, the Mezzogiorno? Is it a warning example that fiscal 
unions might not lead to convergence in living standards but 
rather to a productive European core and subsidy-dependent 
periphery?

•	Do Eurobonds with joint liability help to solve the current crisis 
while at the same time laying the groundwork for the next crisis? 
Are there alternative solutions that are not subject to the problems 
associated with joint liability?

The No-Bailout Clause

A Rule and Its Consequences
Legally speaking, the German view clearly prevailed in the Maastricht 
Treaty negotiations. Both a monetary bailout through monetization of debt 
and a fiscal bailout were made illegal, and the restriction was enshrined in 
an international treaty. The ECB was prohibited from directly buying gov-
ernment debt. In addition, a fiscal bailout provided by the European Union 
or any national government was made illegal by the no-bailout clause.
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Hence, outright debt default was the only remaining safety valve for a 
country to absorb national shocks possibly resulting from the previous 
excessive buildup of imbalances. The possible contagion and spillover 
effects that such a default may impose on others were underestimated 
when the Maastricht Treaty was signed in the early 1990s. The effects that 
might occur from contagion and spillovers only became apparent later in 
that decade during the Southeast Asian crisis and Russian crisis.

In the German view, the no-bailout clause of the Maastricht Treaty was 
seen as a key part of the overall institutional rules of the game. Making it 
part of an international treaty, rather than simply domestic law, was seen 
as a particularly strong rope with which to tie countries to the mast of fis-
cal orthodoxy. This, coupled with rigid fiscal rules, could keep the incen-
tive structure for all member states as before. From the French perspective, 
by contrast, the no-bailout clause in particular was seen as an unimportant 
add-on. As was the case so often in the history of the European project, 
these differences were papered over for a long period of time.

Market Discipline
The no-bailout rule through market discipline ideally provides incen-
tives for the fiscal authority to behave prudently in good times and 
avoids a possible run-up of government debt. Countries with higher 
debt levels are more likely to (outright) default on their debt and hence 
pay a higher interest rate to creditors ex ante. Market discipline relies on 
informationally efficient markets, the existence of which some observers 
questioned even then. This was the reason why Germany pushed for a 
second pillar to the treaty, the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), with its  
3 percent deficit rule.

The problem before the euro crisis was that market participants and 
financial institutions never took the no-bailout rule seriously, adopting the 
French nonchalance vis-à-vis the no-bailout clause. That approach made 
sense in that the French view was reflected in bank regulation. The Basel 
rules require banks to hold an equity cushion against their risky positions, 
but all euro-area government debt was treated as free of default risk, carry-
ing a zero-risk weight. In other words, despite the fact that outright default 
was seen as the only safety valve, banks were not required to fund holdings 
of government debt with any equity. Moreover, the ECB treated all euro-
area government debt equally: all government bonds could be used as 
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collateral without any differential haircut or safety margin. Both rules were 
in direct contradiction to and undermined the principle of the no-bailout 
clause. Not surprisingly, the interest rate differential across various govern-
ment bonds virtually vanished with the introduction of the euro.

When the euro crisis broke out, Germany believed that the no-bailout 
clause embedded in the treaty would be strictly enforced. It was, there-
fore, keen on preserving strong conditionality, even if that meant bring-
ing outsiders, that is, the IMF, to enforce multilateral discipline inside 
the euro area.

That position was shared by a large number of Northern countries that 
were determined to stick to a strict interpretation of the no-bailout clause 
of the Maastricht Treaty. They viewed any support to problem economies, 
even temporary, as setting a dangerous precedent. The European Eco-
nomic and Monetary Union (EMU) was a monetary union with clear and 
strong safeguards against fiscal irresponsibility.

Fiscal Unions

Fiscal Union as Insurance against Asymmetric Shocks
From a German perspective, the no-bailout provision was essential to pro-
vide the incentive for everyone to keep their own houses in order. Others 
saw fiscal bailouts as a stabilizing insurance mechanism that insures coun-
tries against adverse asymmetric shocks. Princeton’s Peter Kenen was one 
of the most prominent academics arguing that a fiscal redistribution scheme 
has to substitute for the missing safety valve that a flexible exchange rate 
adjustment would otherwise provide.2 The key assumption in the Keynes-
ian literature is that prices and wages are sticky and do not freely adjust to 
shocks. A currency union fixes exchange rates and hence also makes for-
eign prices and wages rigid. Redistributional fiscal measures and bailout 
schemes are needed as alternative shock absorbers.

Such a fiscal insurance mechanism could work between states or across 
individuals. In the United States, substantial redistribution occurs between 
individuals living in different parts of the country. For example, residents 
of Florida received transfers totaling 4 percentage points of their GDP 
after the bursting of the housing bubble, which hit Florida especially 
hard.3 In contrast, Spaniards who suffered a similar housing bubble bust 
did not benefit from such a European-wide individual insurance scheme.4
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The Maastricht Treaty never supposed that the European Monetary 
Union should include such an insurance scheme. Europe was not intended 
as an instrument for fiscal solidarity. From a German perspective, such 
schemes are plagued with moral hazard. If individuals or individual 
member countries of a currency union will be bailed out through a gener-
ous insurance scheme, they have an ex ante incentive to misallocate 
resources, overinvest, and take on excessive risk. If things turn out badly, 
others bail them out. If they turn out well, its benefits predominantly 
accrue to the member country. Allowing one’s banking system to grow 
excessively is one prominent example. Cyprus, Malta, Luxembourg, and 
Ireland were attracted to such a business model. It yields significant extra 
benefits and tax revenues in good times. However, when the model goes 
bust, other Europeans are expected to share the burden.

To contain moral hazard problems, it is necessary that common fiscal 
rules are strictly enforced or that key budgetary decisions are centralized 
in Brussels. While France itself is a very centrally organized state, French 
policy makers have a strong aversion to any form of multilateral control of 
national budgets. They could not condone anything that would cede bud-
getary powers to Brussels and initially also resisted German efforts to 
strengthen supranational surveillance and enshrine it in a new treaty.

Euro-wide Individual Minimum Unemployment Insurance
Transfers between governments in Europe are seen as problematic. The 
better way of discussing transfers within a large and diverse political 
order is to think of them as individualized or personalized. In particular, a 
European-wide social security system would be a logical completion of 
the free movement of labor in the single European market. It would also 
indicate that the insurance principle is not just appropriate for financial 
institutions. It would provide an important buffer in that booming areas 
would pay in more, and shrinking areas would draw out more, without 
these payments going through government bodies and appearing as 
transfers from north to south, whether within a country such as Italy or in 
the whole of the European area. It would also not require any treaty 
change, unlike many other reform suggestions that involved building fis-
cal capacity.

There is a historical precedent for such a development from the history 
of the United States, which really only became an example of effective 
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fiscal federalism in the Great Depression. Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s 
New Deal effectively built the elements of a more effective response to 
severe shocks. The 1935 Social Security Act contained two elements that 
were critical. There was a retirement system, with individual benefits that 
depended on the total amount of the individual’s contributions (total 
cumulative wages), funded by a payroll tax. A contributor could seam-
lessly make contributions while working in different states and retire any-
where they liked. There was also unemployment insurance, an obvious 
desirability at a time of mass unemployment (with 12 million Americans 
out of work). But the benefits were limited (initially to just 13 weeks), and 
the levels of payout and the assessment of contributions were set by the 
individual states, although the trust fund was administered at the federal 
level. The modern European equivalent would be either to add a 
European element to existing national schemes or to build a fund that 
would provide reinsurance in the event of catastrophic events or 
developments.

Both the French and the Italian governments have cautiously endorsed 
a Europeanized unemployment insurance scheme with many safeguards 
in the transition phase. Italy in particular found it hard to introduce a 
national scheme in light of its large north-south wage differentials. Thus, 
the Italian document emphasizes the gradualism of long-term implemen-
tation: “If properly designed, [the scheme for European unemployment 
insurance] could trigger gradual approximation of national institutions, 
smoothing the main differences and causes of segmentation. The scheme 
should include an appropriate incentive structure in order to limit moral 
hazard and avoid permanent transfers from some countries to others.”5 
But the Italian proposal suggests that funds would be sent from Brussels 
to member countries in the case of undesirable labor market dynamics. “It 
would provide temporary relief to those countries that are hit with a shock 
that generates more unemployment than is tolerable—and then it would 
be taken away.”6 There is, however, in this kind of mechanism a risk that 
the transfers are seen as political payments from one state to another—a 
situation that the US scheme of the 1930s carefully avoided.

Unemployment insurance schemes have been endorsed by the Commis-
sion and have also been set out by some German academics.7 But to convince 
a broader segment of the German population and the policy community, a 
really effective measure to limit moral hazard would be needed.8 Like the 
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problem of designing better bank insurance, there is a danger that any new 
mechanism might be overwhelmed by demands and appear to be regionally 
imbalanced, that one area is systematically drawing out all of the resources 
of the insurance pool. Consequently, the viability of such a scheme funda-
mentally depends on making labor markets more adaptable so that the 
threat of large-scale unemployment swamping and destroying the insurance 
system is reduced. There is a case for linking unemployment insurance 
through explicit conditionality to the adoption of effective labor market 
reforms. There would always be the possibility of reversibility, and citizens 
of countries that might undo labor market openness would then lose access 
to the European insurance. Such conditionality would make clear the 
intended effect of insurance as a contribution to making Europe’s labor 
 market dynamic. The approach would also include a standardized admin-
istrative framework to ensure that similar standards are applied across 
 European countries to the classifying of workers as unemployed.

Optimal Currency Area without Fiscal Union
While Peter Kenen stressed the importance of a fiscal union, other aca-
demic contributors to the optimal currency area literature worked out 
conditions under which asymmetric shocks can be dealt with, even absent 
floating exchange rates and a fiscal redistribution scheme. Others ques-
tioned the usefulness of exchange rate movements altogether; for these 
economists, giving up exchange rate flexibility is no big sacrifice.

What asymmetric shock absorbers are available—other than exchange 
rate flexibility and fiscal redistributions? Robert Mundell argued that the 
free movement of labor and capital renders an economic region an optimal 
currency area, as this mobility can mitigate asymmetric shocks and hence 
make exchange rate adjustments largely expendable.9 In 1999, he received 
the Nobel Prize in Economics for this insight and other contributions.

Labor Mobility
When a country in a currency union is hit by, say, an adverse productivity 
shock, high labor mobility allows otherwise unemployed workers to relo-
cate to other parts of the currency union. Greater labor mobility makes it 
easier for a currency union to absorb asymmetric shocks. During the 
 Maastricht negotiations in the 1990s, many US economists argued that the 
United States constitutes an optimal currency area because workers move 
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relatively freely across state boundaries, in contrast to Europe, where lin-
guistic,  cultural, and other barriers hinder labor mobility. In the United 
States, differences in employment rates are ironed out through the migration 
of workers from high-unemployment to low-unemployment regions. A 
vivid example of this would be workers moving from Michigan—a state 
mired in industrial decline—to North Dakota, which until recently benefited 
from a shale gas boom. Interestingly, however, in recent years, labor mobil-
ity in the United States has declined markedly.10 While the US labor market 
is still more fluid than the European labor market, the gap has narrowed.

The basic labor mobility argument overlooks the fact that young, pro-
ductive people leaving their highly indebted country comes at a large cost. 
When productive and innovative (young) people abandon their country, 
the debt has to be paid off by a smaller, less productive, aging population. 
In a sense, individual citizens have an option to walk away from their 
government debt obligation by leaving the country. Emigration can be 
seen as an individual’s private default option on government debt.

Free Capital Movement
Like free labor movement, free capital flows help to absorb asymmetric 
shocks. A negative productivity shock is not so detrimental if capital can 
be easily reallocated to more productive regions in the currency union. 
Hence, in a world with perfect and complete capital markets, exchange 
rate flexibility is less essential.

However, in reality, financial markets are beset by frictions. Frictions 
prevent households and firms from perfect risk sharing and consumption 
smoothing over time. Financial market imperfections can lead to a buildup 
of imbalances and bubbles. Before the euro crisis, capital flowed to the 
peripheral countries—to a large extent intermediated through the banking 
system. This led to financial instability and endogenous asymmetric 
shocks. Chapters 9 and 10 discuss how excessive capital flows, especially  
if they are in the form of short-term debt, can reverse abruptly and plunge 
whole economies into difficulties. An economy is most prone to the hidden 
buildup of imbalances when measured volatility is low; a phenomenon 
known as the volatility paradox.11 Counterintuitively, financial deepening 
via a partial removal of financial frictions may actually increase financial 
instability by facilitating excessive capital flows. This calls for a carefully 
thought through macroprudential regulation of financial markets.
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A fiscal union with fine-tuned shock-contingent bailouts, à la Kenen, 
has to overcome the challenge that private trading activism might par-
tially undo the bailout insurance scheme. This calls for additional distor-
tionary taxes and possibly even for extreme measures such as the 
prohibition of certain financial markets.12 Going down this route shows 
the complexity that such a scheme would involve. Political lobbying pres-
sures might interfere with and pervert regulation such that it would pro-
tect certain interest groups rather than serving the common good.

Openness
Ronald McKinnon argued that openness—the free flow of goods and ser-
vices as well as free factor mobility across industries—is the crucial crite-
rion for an optimal currency area. Small countries with more open trade 
flows should find it more beneficial to join a currency union.13 Later 
research questioned McKinnon’s hypothesis, arguing that reduced trade 
barriers lead to more specialization across countries. Countries that are 
highly specialized and less diversified across industries face more asym-
metric shocks, as they are exposed to specific industry shocks.

“Original Sin” Undermines Benefits of Flexible Exchange Rates
While German Ordoliberals see exchange rate fluctuations as a stabilizing 
mechanism, many modern Keynesians question the usefulness of flexible 
exchange rates as a safety valve altogether. The reason is what economists 
refer to as the “original sin.” When the domestic interest rate is high, 
banks, firms, and even households have a tendency to take on debt in for-
eign currency. They try to take advantage of the lower foreign interest rate 
but underestimate the risk that the exchange rate might move against 
them. For example, many mortgages in Hungary and Poland before the 
crisis were written in euros and Swiss francs, allowing borrowers to bene-
fit from lower interest rates but also subjecting them to the subsequent 
depreciations of the forint and zloty.

If firms and households are indebted in foreign denominated debt, 
devaluing a currency comes with a catch. On one hand, a devaluation 
increases the country’s competitiveness as real wages in the international 
context fall. On the other hand, the value of the debt in terms of domestic 
currency rises, making it harder to service the debt. The real debt burden 
rises. That is, the country faces an external “Devaluation Dilemma.” 
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Economists who stress the original sin problem argue that fiscal shock 
absorbers are needed even with flexible exchange rates. Consequently, 
they assign a lower cost to joining a currency union.

Fiscal Union as Transfer Union
Transfer Union versus Insurance
If bailouts benefit different regions at different times, a fiscal union can be 
seen as an insurance mechanism. German policy makers worry not only 
about the moral hazard implications of such an insurance arrangement 
but also about the prospect that the fiscal union could evolve into a perma-
nent transfer union. Fiscal transfers could turn out to become a one-way 
street. The theme of “no transfer union” resonated with great amplitude 
with the publics in Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, Finland, and other 
Northern countries. The perceived fiscal irresponsibility of countries such 
as Greece contributed to this popular rejection of a transfer union.

Inflation Threat or Permanent Fiscal Transfers  
due to the Devaluation Dilemma
In the 2000s, the euro area got caught in a trap. First, peripheral countries 
ran up excessive (private and public) debt. Second, average increases in 
prices and wages exceeded those in Germany. For example, Greece’s per 
capita nominal unit labor costs grew by 9.9 percent in 2002, while in Ger-
many unit labor costs only rose by 0.8 percent in the same year.14 This 
growth differential persisted until 2010, as figure 6.1 shows. As a conse-
quence, peripheral countries lost their competiveness relative to Germany.

Excessive past wage growth typically requires a real wage cut. Prior to 
the euro, countries that lost their competiveness could always devalue 
their currency. In the 1980s and 90s, the European Exchange Rate Mecha-
nism, the “currency snake,” allowed peripheral countries to occasionally 
realign their currency. Such external devaluations enabled countries to 
maintain their competiveness.

Within a currency union, an external devaluation is not possible. 
Instead, adjustment must take place via internal devaluation, that is, via 
lower wage growth. Over the course of the euro crisis, nominal wages in 
peripheral countries such as Spain and Portugal fell significantly. These 
reductions hit younger workers in particular, whose jobs were far less 
secure than older workers, as figure 6.2 shows.
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However, a nominal wage reduction comes with the internal “Devalu-
ation Dilemma” similar to the external “Devaluation Dilemma” that arises 
with foreign denominated debt. Lower wages make it more difficult for 
workers to service their debt and mortgage obligations. Some of them will 
find it so burdensome that their payments will become delinquent; they 
might ultimately default on their debt. This dynamic is likely to create 
additional financial stability problems.

Instead of cutting nominal wages in the periphery, the alternative is to 
increase wages in the core of the euro area. This increases price inflation in 
the core and hence dilutes the value of nominal claims of the savers in the 
core. Of course, one main lesson from Japan is that it is not easy to gener-
ate inflation. This is especially the case when one wants to stipulate infla-
tion for specific regions of the currency union.

In such a situation, policy makers are caught between a rock and 
a hard place—or, to borrow a German phrase, policy makers have a 
choice between plague and cholera. To avoid default, the choice seems 
to be between higher inflation in the core or fiscal transfers to compen-
sate for the loss of competitiveness and associated high unemployment 
in the peripheral countries. Higher inflation at the core has the advan-
tage that the relative wage adjustment restores peripheral countries’ 
competiveness. In contrast, transfers delay relative price adjustment, 
lead to allocative inefficiencies, and might therefore turn out to be 
permanent.

Figure 6.1. Unit Labor Costs (Source: Eurostat)
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Figure 6.2. Changes in Average Wage for Different Age Cohorts,  
2010–2013 (Source: Eurostat)
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Transfer Union Cementing the Productivity Gap:  
The Mezzogiorno Fear
The policy option of using (permanent) fiscal transfers to contain delin-
quency and default rates on existing debt ignores the lack of competitive-
ness and associated high-unemployment rates in peripheral countries. 
Such an arrangement has severe long-run costs. The high-unemployment 
rate in the periphery invites proactive young people to emigrate to the 
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productive core of the euro area. Their emigration makes the periphery 
rely even more on transfers. Instead of facilitating economic convergence, 
a productivity gap will be cemented.

Fiscal transfers also distort economic activity. People in the periphery 
might find it more worthwhile to pursue rent-seeking activities and hunt 
for subsidies instead of doing something productive. Government pay-
ments, for instance, for civil servants, that might be appropriate for high- 
productivity parts of the country, may be too high in low-productivity 
areas, making government employment look more attractive than private 
sector work.

This is how Italy’s South, the Mezzogiorno, became progressively more 
dependent on Northern Italy. On average, (private sector) workers in Ita-
ly’s South earn around half as much as those in the North ($16,000 vs. 
$37,000) and are twice as likely to be unemployed (20% vs. 10%).15 As a 
result, government employment looks more attractive in Sicily or Naples 
than in Milan. This might be one explanation as to why regional conver-
gence in Italy faltered after the 1970s and why Italy’s subsequent economic 
performance was so weak. Analogously, if Europe’s policy makers were to 
adopt permanent fiscal transfers without addressing the underlying pro-
ductivity gap, a similar divide may well take root within Europe.

The United States provides another example of the unintended conse-
quences of using permanent fiscal transfers in an attempt to address an 
underlying productivity gap. From the 1970s, Puerto Rico’s economic con-
vergence with the US mainland began to reverse—as in Italy’s Mezzo-
giorno. The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico became more dependent on 
fiscal transfers, with transfers from the US federal budget amounting to 
some 7.5 percent of GDP. By 2015, when a long-standing fiscal crisis led to 
debt defaults, many observers concluded that Puerto Rico was the Greece 
of the United States. It had a high poverty rate, even higher than that of 
Greece (45% relative to 36%), higher debt relative to government revenue, 
and higher interest rate payments.16 Federal transfer payments had cre-
ated, rather than solved, a poverty trap.

Family Transfer Union Analogy
The divide between the old and young provides another analogy to the 
transfer union besides the north-south divide. Wealth is disproportion-
ately held by the older generation, particularly in peripheral European 
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countries. In addition, older workers hold insider jobs that enjoy substan-
tial privileges and protection. Restrictive labor regulations prevent the 
young from entering the labor market, robbing them of the opportunity to 
accumulate their own human capital. In response, many parents pay 
“family transfers” to their children—for example, by letting their adult 
children live in their homes. Indeed, Italians often speak of an institution-
alized “Hotel Mama” arrangement.

Transition Phase to a Fiscal Union
While the Maastricht Treaty did not include any provisions for a fiscal 
union, recent events called for (at least some limited form of) fiscal union 
or coordination. As a fiscal union is plagued with moral hazard and other 
problems, some transition of power to the center is unavoidable. However, 
the traditional French central state solution seems politically infeasible. 
Even France is reluctant to transfer some budgetary power to Brussels. The 
alternative is a traditional Swiss/German rule-driven solution. Member 
states should strictly adhere to a set of prespecified rules. The Stability and 
Growth Pact (SGP) put in place in the 1990s followed this approach. How-
ever, the SGP was both insufficient and only halfheartedly implemented.

There are historical examples where the transition of budgetary power to 
the center was made attractive by offering member countries a better debt- 
financing instrument. Thomas Sargent in his Nobel Prize lecture in 2011 
popularized Alexander Hamilton’s successful 1790 negotiation of a federal 
assumption of the high levels of state debt in the aftermath of the War of 
Independence. The background to the 1790 assumption was a no-blame 
principle. The thirteen states had not been responsible for poor fiscal perfor-
mance: that was a consequence of the external circumstances of the war. It 
might plausibly be argued that at least some European debt problems (espe-
cially for countries such as Spain and Ireland, with a strong precrisis fiscal 
performance) are also not the consequence of bad fiscal policies but of the 
global financial crisis and the institutional design of the currency union.

However, the transition of power to the center was apparently not suf-
ficient. The United States’ federal assumption of state debt in 1790 did not 
produce a responsible system of state finance, and within the subsequent 
half century, there were numerous state-level defaults and a debate about 
new assumptions of state debt and new ways of attenuating state indebt-
edness. States’ fiscal irresponsibility also gravely damaged the reputation 
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of the federal government and made external borrowing prohibitively 
expensive. The revenue stream assigned to service the new federal debt 
was also a cause of dissent and in the end contributed to the civil war. The 
immediate consequence of Hamilton’s excise duty was a revolt in Penn-
sylvania (the Whiskey Rebellion of 1794). States were in the longer run 
divided over the shape of tariffs, which the nonmanufacturing Southern 
states saw as disadvantageous to them because they relied on cotton 
exports and the import of British manufactures.

Eurobonds

During the euro crisis, a debate about Eurobonds emerged. However, the 
introduction of Eurobonds was not linked with a budgetary transition of 
power to Brussels. Eurobonds without the transition of budgetary power 
would have undermined the two-pillar strategy of the Maastricht Treaty 
and Stability and Growth Pact: first, market discipline through credible 
enforcement of the no-bailout rule should (1) through interest rate 
responses provide member states the right incentives to contain public 
debt levels and (2) further rules to limit budget deficit and debt levels.

The Eurobond debate mirrors an earlier debate between Germany and 
France about the sequencing of the European integration process. Prior to 
the Maastricht Treaty, Germany resisted the European Monetary Union 
for a long time because it viewed a common currency as the final corona-
tion of a political union with fiscal union. This was a strongly held view, 
despite the fact that historically the (first) unification of Germany in 1871 
was partially preceded by a currency simplification (the actual creation of 
a new German currency, the mark, came only after the unification in 1873). 
Interestingly, Bismarck had similar problems with certain fiscally irre-
sponsible states (Fürstentümer) within a loose confederation (North Ger-
man Bund) prior to the foundation of German Empire in 1871.17

The French and Italian approach was to push ahead with the monetary 
union and hope that the missing elements would fall into place in due time. 
Crises might erupt, but they might be useful to follow through with the 
next steps at a time when “there is no alternative” (TINA principle). Such a 
fait accompli strategy was part of the European integration process from 
the beginning, but it also estranged the project from the general public. In a 
similar spirit, the introduction of joint liability through Eurobonds might 
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resolve the current crisis, but the moral hazard implication would lead to 
further crises in the future—which would hopefully enforce through the 
TINA principle further integration rather than mutual resentment.

Blue and Red Eurobonds
Among the prominent Eurobond proposals was the blue and red bonds 
proposal by the think tank Bruegel.18 Blue suggests safety following from 
debt mutualization, and red suggests risk. Blue bonds would cover public 
debt up to 60 percent of a country’s GDP and importantly would enjoy 
joint and several liability. That is, if a country defaults, the other countries 
have to bail it out and cover the shortfall. The red bond wouldn’t enjoy 
such a joint liability. Blue bonds would be guaranteed by all euro-area 
countries, and, hence, their interest rate would be very low—a big saving 
for the peripheral countries. One might think that this proposal also gives 
the right incentives not to get into excessive fiscal debt, as any extra euro 
of debt (once the blue bond debt limit of 60% of GDP is exhausted) has to 
pay the high red bond interest rate. However, although the incentives go 
in the right direction, their magnitude is limited. To see this, consider a 
country that decides to raise its public debt level from 60 percent to 61 
percent. Without blue and red Eurobonds, the country would have to pay 
a higher interest rate for all of its 61 percent of debt. With blue and red 
Eurobonds, the country has to pay a higher interest rate only for the extra 
1 percent of debt. The marginal incentive not to increase the debt exists but 
is much weaker than in the absence of blue and red Eurobonds.

Redemption Fund
The German Council of Economic Experts, an independent body often 
referred to as the “five wise men,” proposed an alternative Eurobond con-
struction, the redemption pact.19 Instead of introducing a joint and several 
liability for the first 60 percent of public debt, in their proposal all debt 
beyond 60 percent would enjoy debt mutualization. That is, countries that 
run up large public debt levels would be the biggest beneficiaries of this 
scheme, while crisis countries with low debt level would not benefit as 
much. An integral part of the debt redemption pact was that countries would 
have to commit themselves to reduce their current level of public debt to 60 
percent of GDP within twenty-five years. Debt mutualization would lower 
the interest rate burden and help to reduce the debt level over time. 
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Nevertheless, this scheme would have implied a severe twenty-five-year 
austerity program for most countries in the euro area. A main challenge of 
the redemption fund scheme is to determine what to do with a country that 
violates the rules during such a sustained period of debt reduction. Would 
European authorities be tough enough to expel such a country knowing that 
this will make things worse, or is it more likely that a new compromise 
would be found? Knowing this, countries’ efforts to follow the agreed rules 
would be limited. The proposal thus faces a severe time-inconsistency 
problem.

Eurobills
Christian Hellwig and Thomas Philippon proposed Eurobills. Eurobills 
are classic Eurobonds with joint and several liability, but they are limited 
to only short-term debt, say up to one year.20 Many Eurobond proponents 
saw Eurobills as an entry point to get a foot in the door for classic Euro-
bonds a few years down the road.

European Commission’s Stability Bonds
In November 2011, the European Commission launched its stability Euro-
bond proposal involving joint liability.21 European Commission president 
José Manuel Barroso had picked up on the substantial academic discus-
sion and argued forcefully that “Stability Bonds could potentially quickly 
alleviate the current sovereign debt crisis, as the high-yield Member States 
could benefit from the stronger creditworthiness of the low-yield Member 
States.”22 The low-yield member states inevitably worried that the pro-
posal would make their borrowing more expensive. Germany, the Nether-
lands, and Finland immediately objected. Angela Merkel quickly stated 
that the Commission proposals were “extraordinarily inappropriate” and 
“troubling” and that they would not “allow us to overcome the currency 
union’s structural flaws.” Barroso rather casually rejected the German 
response as a worry about timing. He also opined that it was the task of 
the Commission to lead the way out of the mess: “The point is if the Com-
mission couldn’t do this, who could?”23

ESBies
Earlier on, the Euronomics group put forward a fundamentally different 
proposal that did not involve any form of joint liability.24 The idea of 
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European safe bonds (ESBies) is that a private institution or public agency 
would buy a portfolio of European government debt (up to 60% of GDP) 
and issue senior and junior European bonds. When a euro-area member 
state defaults on its public debt, the junior bond takes the hit. That is, 
junior bondholders assume the risk, while the senior bondholders are pro-
tected by the junior bondholders. The primary objective of this proposal is 
to explicitly address market inefficiencies. The flight-to-safety phenome-
non led to rate spikes in the periphery as the crisis became more severe 
and simultaneously depressed interest rates in the core. The ESBies pro-
posal would redirect cross-border flight to safety to flights from the Euro-
pean junior bond to the European safe bond. More details of this proposal 
are presented in chapter 11.

Hollande’s Revival Attempts
After François Hollande became president of France in May 2012, he also 
made the creation of Eurobonds a priority. At his first summit as president 
on June 27, 2012, as he set out his “vision of growth,” he was firmly blocked 
by Merkel, who had said a few days earlier that Eurobonds would never 
be created “in my lifetime.”25 As she told the German Parliament, “Apart 
from the fact that instruments like Eurobonds, Eurobills, debt redemption 
schemes and much more are not compatible with the constitution in Ger-
many, I consider them wrong and counterproductive.”26 Several times 
during the following year, Hollande kept mentioning Eurobonds, know-
ing that he was confronting Merkel on an issue on which she could and 
would never yield.

ESM and QE: Eurobond through the Backdoor
In a sense, the bonds issued by the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) 
can be seen as Eurobonds of all euro-member states. Likewise, when the 
ECB started its quantitative easing (QE) measure in January 2015, several 
German observers complained prior to the ECB QE announcement that 
such an intervention would be an introduction of Eurobonds through the 
backdoor. The ECB did not want to undertake fiscal decisions and hence 
initially limited joint loss sharing to 20 percent. As described in detail in 
chapter 15, the lion’s share of possible losses has to be absorbed by the 
relevant national central bank.
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Policy Recommendations

As was highlighted throughout, the main benefit of individual liability is 
that it avoids moral hazard. However, for extreme adverse events, exces-
sive emphasis on individual liability is counterproductive; in such circum-
stances, the solidarity principle should dominate. The European 
community thus needs a discussion of the extent to which it is willing to 
assume tail risk for its members. A commonly acceptable cutoff needs to 
be identified, agreed upon, clearly communicated, and enforced in future 
crises. Common liability for extreme crisis events must then go hand in 
hand with some kind of common control, as is to some extent reflected in 
nascent moves toward a more credible imposition of budget discipline  
in the euro area. This linkage also applied in the case of the discussion of 
unemployment insurance, where conditionality and uniform administra-
tion would be a key to credibility.

The discussion of European liability for the tail risk of states, however, 
is implicitly limited to the case where governments refinance through debt: 
either they repay or they default. In principle, it is possible to go beyond 
the limitations inherent to debt instruments and move to something more 
akin to government equity: GDP bonds. The basic idea is simple: GDP-
linked bonds pay nothing if GDP is sufficiently depressed relative to some 
benchmark and pay high returns when the economy is booming. This 
makes payments procyclical and ensures that borrower and lender incen-
tives are aligned. The real problem of such arrangements is a statistical 
one: Why should creditors trust the national accounts? In an environment 
such as the euro area, external auditing—via some euro-area-level author-
ities, like Eurostat—could be an answer to this problem.

The ability to restructure government debt in an orderly way and repay 
only part of the debt can be seen as an insurance mechanism. After a coun-
try suffers an adverse asymmetric shock, it can reduce its public debt bur-
den by defaulting on it. Of course, debt restructuring should only occur in 
extreme tail events. Importantly, even in these extreme situations, restruc-
turing needs to follow clear rules in order to limit economic disruption. In 
a multicountry currency union, it also requires a safe asset, like ESBies and 
firewalls that should only be used in case of insolvency to avoid spillovers 
to other countries. This requires us to distinguish between insolvency and 
illiquidity, which naturally leads to the next chapter.



7

Solvency versus Liquidity

In the early phase of the euro crisis, the no-bailout clause of the Maas-
tricht Treaty was taken literally, and, hence, countries could not receive 

any bailout funds. France and other peripheral countries interpreted 
funding shortages of countries as a pure liquidity problem and dismissed 
any concerns about solvency. Germans, on the other hand, saw the fund-
ing shortages as signs of insolvency due to earlier fiscal excesses or prob-
lems caused in the banking sector.

The German economic philosophy and the French tradition may in 
principle agree that one should only intervene to solve liquidity problems 
and that, in the case of insolvency, bailouts should be ruled out. In prac-
tice, however, there remains a big divide between the German and French 
views. If in doubt—which is virtually always the case—the Germans view 
any problem as a solvency problem, while French view it as a liquidity 
problem. From a French perspective, liquidity provision is not a bailout; 
they see intervention as not violating the no-bailout clause.

While French policy makers see high interest rates as an unnecessary 
drain of resources by which a temporary liquidity problem morphs into a 
permanent solvency problem, for many Germany policy makers, they are 
a necessary evil to convince politicians to undertake growth-enhancing 
but unpopular structural reforms. Absent any enforceable rules, market 
discipline enforced through higher interest rates is the only force that 
sharpens policy makers’ minds to push through reforms. Silvio Berlus-
coni, the Italian prime minister until November 2011, was an exemplar of 
such behavior. Only the constant threat of high interest rates ensured a 
concerted effort to implement structural reforms. When an intervention 
by the ECB abruptly lowered interest rates after August 5, 2011, Berlusconi 
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promptly reneged on former promises, undid structural reforms, and 
went back to business as usual.

This difference between German and French views also translates into 
differences about whether and how aggressively the ECB should inter-
vene. As long as pure liquidity problems are addressed and no fiscal 
resources are needed, the ECB as the monetary authority should supply 
the necessary funding. In contrast, in the case of insolvency, losses have 
occurred, and these losses have to be distributed. Any bailout involves 
fiscal resources and should have budgetary implications. Hence, it is out-
side the realm of the central bank. Mario Draghi, the president of the ECB, 
stretched the limits and by doing so saved the euro.

More specifically, this chapter attempts to answer the following 
questions:

•	At a conceptual level, what are the differences between insolvency 
and illiquidity? What role do financial imperfections play?

•	Why did Mario Draghi’s “whatever it takes” speech make such a 
big difference?

•	Do high interest rates morph a liquidity problem into a solvency 
problem, or are they needed to provide the right incentives for pol-
icy makers to implement necessary fiscal reforms?

•	What are the costs of delaying a debt restructuring of insolvent 
countries? What should be done if one is unclear whether one 
faces a solvency or liquidity problem?

•	What kind of policy tools should governments use in dealing with 
liquidity and solvency problems? Are fiscal measures needed, or is 
monetary policy preferable? In particular, what should be done if 
it is not certain whether the underlying problem is one of solvency 
or liquidity?

Buildup of Imbalances and the Naked Swimmer

In the first decade of the new millennium, several countries in the periph-
ery of the euro area enjoyed strong growth—significantly above the euro-
area average. The preferred explanation for this above-average growth 
was the convergence theory. Peripheral countries with a lower GDP per 
capita were catching up with the core countries in which the GDP per 
capita was higher.
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An alternative explanation is that GDP growth was simply driven by 
cheap credit, and the growth path was unsustainable. For example, exces-
sively high public expenditures in Greece before the crisis artificially 
boosted Greek GDP numbers. In 2010, Greece’s annual public deficit 
reached a level of 15.7 percent of GDP, adding to a stock of public debt of 
129.7 percent of GDP. In Spain, cheap credit led to an expansion of 
low-productivity sectors, particularly construction, providing a tempo-
rary boost to GDP but masking stagnant productivity. Cheap funding 
allowed inefficiencies to build up, reform efforts to falter, and capital and 
labor to be misallocated to low-productivity sectors.

The euro crisis uncovered many of these problems. The Spanish blog 
www.nadaesgratis.es adopted Warren Buffett’s metaphor of a “naked swim-
mer.” Only when the tide goes out and the water level recedes does it become 
apparent whether the swimmer is naked. Similarly, the GDP numbers prior 
to the crisis were artificially inflated with cheap financing, creating a nega-
tive output gap. That is, measured GDP exceeded potential sustainable out-
put. The crisis then reveals that these numbers were not sustainable.

Independently of whether one believes in the convergence theory or 
the unsustainable credit boom theory, an adverse shock leads to a devia-
tion from the projected path. Two questions arise: (1) does there exist a 
smooth transition path to the new sustainable growth path without debt 
restructuring, and, if so, (2) do financial markets allow the government to 
take this path or will financial markets freeze abruptly and suddenly cut 
off the supply of funding? Crucially, the first question is about solvency, 
while the latter is about liquidity.

Solvency

A country is insolvent if providing an extra euro of (bailout) funds yields 
less than the euro put in. When the present value of future tax revenues 
falls short of expenditures, the extra euro will be (partially) used up for 
paying off existing creditors rather than bridging a temporary funding gap. 
Without a default on existing debt, only tax increases, expenditure cuts, or 
growth-enhancing structural reforms can make the country solvent again. 
Defaulting on debt can free a country from its payment obligations and in 
so doing return it to solvency. Excessive debt levels cause a debt overhang 
problem. New investors are reluctant to provide additional funds, even if 

http://www.nadaesgratis.es
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investments are profitable, because they know that, in case of success, a 
large fraction of the returns will accrue to existing legacy bondholders.

Many German observers saw Greek public finances early on as a sol-
vency problem and demanded debt restructuring already in the summer 
of 2010. They accused European policy makers of carrying out what in 
domestic law would be a “Konkursverschleppung”—an illegal late filing of 
a bankruptcy petition. Recall that the actual debt restructuring was only 
agreed upon by Merkel and Sarkozy in Deauville in October 2010, and it 
finally occurred in February 2012 (see figure 7.1).

German “solventists” are skeptical that flooding the economy with 
liquidity and replacing dried-up excessive funding with public funding 
will ultimately solve the underlying structural supply-side problems that 
built up during the credit boom. They are calling for structural reforms and 
possibly an early debt restructuring, despite knowing that default might 
hurt a government’s reputation and increase its future funding costs.

Liquidity

A country’s finances are liquid if it can obtain enough funds to serve all its 
current funding obligations. A country can suffer from liquidity problems 
even when it is solvent. Financial frictions might prevent a country from 

Figure 7.1. Greek Nominal Government Debt and GDP Level  
(Source: Eurostat)
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obtaining necessary funds even if it is solvent. For example, a solvent 
country might not be able to bridge a temporary transitionary shock 
because financial markets froze.

Financial friction can be on the side of borrowers or lenders. For exam-
ple, the government might not be able to pledge future primary surpluses 
because it cannot credibly commit to repaying the debt because of the 
time-inconsistency problem described in chapter 5. Governments face a 
maturity mismatch because their tax revenue stream is long term, while 
their short-term debt liabilities become due in short intervals and need to 
be rolled over regularly.1 Debt borrowing involves leverage that concen-
trates and amplifies risk.

Liquidity problems can make it impossible for a country to raise an 
extra euro even though it would generate value greater than one euro. For 
example, a small shock might get amplified into a big loss through an 
adverse feedback loop, and it would have been worthwhile to counteract 
the amplification early on. In other words, multiplier effects magnify a 
potentially small trigger event.

If the “bailout multiplier” is positive and larger than one, it is worth-
while chipping in the extra funds, that is, the country faces a liquidity 
problem. In contrast, when extra funds are mostly used to pay off existing 
creditors instead of boosting future cash flows, the multiplier is smaller 
than one, and the country faces a solvency problem. The bailout multiplier 
can even be negative, as a bailout can distort the future behavior of market 
participants and politicians in a bad way—a phenomenon that economists 
refer to as moral hazard.

Multiple equilibria—self-fulfilling prophecies—can be seen as an 
extreme form of amplification. While an amplification mechanism trans-
lates a small trigger into a large dislocation, multiple equilibria can lead to 
large dislocations, even in the absence of a fundamental trigger. Simply, 
the fear itself can trigger a worse outcome. To be more precise, given the 
same economic fundamentals, there could be two possible outcomes 
(equilibria): a good and a bad one.2 If investors believe that the govern-
ment is going to repay its debt, they will offer attractive refinancing terms. 
Given these low rates, the government will then find it optimal not to 
default. But in the other equilibrium, investors expect the government to 
default and hence will charge high interest rates, and, given these rates, 
default may well become optimal. This, in turn, justifies ex post the high 
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ex ante interest rates, and so we have a second equilibrium. A “run” on 
government debt can occur in the second equilibrium, especially when 
government debt is very short-term. A multiple equilibria conundrum is 
the most classic, pure liquidity problem. In this case our multiplier is 
infinitely large, as one may not need to invest a single euro to avoid the 
bad outcome. All that one needs is to switch people’s beliefs.

Importantly, such liquidity-run risk can be ruled out if a country’s cen-
tral bank can print its own currency. Market participants know that if such 
a run were ever to occur, the country’s central bank could simply print 
money and pay off the short-term debt, and hence investors would never 
run in the first place. After the shock has passed, the central bank has to 
make sure to scale back its liquidity operations to avoid any inflationary 
impact. But fundamentally, the central bank effectively ensures coordina-
tion on the “good equilibrium” without any accompanying inflation.

However, if the government debt is in a foreign currency, the country does 
not have the option to fend off such run threats. Government debt is then 
subject to liquidity risk, and the interest rate includes a liquidity-risk pre-
mium. Countries with debt in euros act as if their debt was in a foreign cur-
rency. That is, euro-area countries, like subsovereign units elsewhere such as 
Puerto Rico or US states, are subject to liquidity-run risk. Economics profes-
sor Charles Goodhart referred to the debt of governments in the euro area as 
“subsidiary sovereign debt.”3 The comparison between Spanish and British 
ten-year government bond interest rates underscored this important aspect. 
According to observers, both countries were in a similar situation in terms of 
solvency, but with the major difference that the British government could 
credibly overcome temporary liquidity shortfalls and hence did not pay a 
liquidity-risk premium, while Spain did not have that option. (See figure 7.2.)

Not only is each member state of the euro area exposed to liquidity risk, 
but contagion risk makes it likely that such runs spread across countries. 
A run that is a jump to the bad equilibrium in one country might serve as 
a coordinating signal to market participants to run on the debt of other 
countries as well. This can lead to a domino effect and hence to a rise in 
interest rates in several peripheral countries at the same time. As men-
tioned in the introduction, the Deauville agreement between Merkel and 
Sarkozy to restructure Greek debt held in private hands led to an increase 
in the interest rates on government debt not only in Greece but also in 
other peripheral countries.
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Draghi’s “Whatever It takes” London Speech
Emboldened by the outcome of the Brussels summit of June 2012 (which 
established a European banking union and so showed to the markets that 
“Europe can still act”), Mario Draghi gave a decisive speech in London on 
July 26, 2012. Prior to that in a private meeting, Draghi had told European 
Council president Herman Van Rompuy that the Brussels summit clearly 
demonstrated that Europe could still act when needed, and, more impor-
tantly, that Germany would not let the euro fall. At the same time, Draghi 
had learned from his past experience in the financial world and general 
market intelligence that banks were building up larger and larger hedging 
positions with respect to the collapse of the euro. He thus sensed that there 
was a strategic opportunity: if the speculative momentum were to turn, 
the banks would be forced to unwind these positions to cap their losses, 
and the euro would be secure.

It is against this background that, on July 26, 2012, he gave the subse-
quently celebrated London speech with this dramatic line: “Within our 

Figure 7.2. Sovereign 10-year Bond Yields (Source: Bloomberg)
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mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro. 
And believe me, it will be enough.”4 This speech led to a subsequent 
decline in interest rates across all of peripheral Europe. The actual pro-
gram, Outright Monetary Transaction (OMT), was only made public in 
September. Many French and Anglo-Saxon observers interpreted this 
decline in interest rate spreads without the central bank spending a single 
euro as clear evidence in favor of the multiple equilibrium interpretation. 
German economists countered that the decline in interest rates is no sur-
prise because the ECB essentially extended a free contingent guarantee to 
government bondholders. If interest rates were to go up, the ECB would 
intervene and buy government bonds. With interest rates only allowed to 
go down, market participants, believing that they could count on the ECB, 
repositioned themselves and drove the rate down.

Reasons Why Draghi’s Speech Made a Difference
The conviction of markets that the tide had been turned may look curious. 
Why did this one speech make such a difference? Earlier speeches by 
Angela Merkel and others, declaring that everything possible was being 
done and that Europe would stand or fall with the euro, had not funda-
mentally impressed the market.

At least three reasons can be outlined. First and foremost, the markets 
realized that there was backing from Berlin. Both Merkel and Schäuble 
implicitly supported the ECB approach, to the extent that some officials at 
the Bundesbank were disappointed and found themselves on the defen-
sive. Draghi showed a Machiavellian mastery of the art of politics. With 
his London speech, he was leaning out the window as far as he could, but 
not so far as to fall out of the window. Figuratively speaking, Merkel and 
Schäuble were holding him, stabilizing him without pulling him back. 
The June summit in Brussels had given him the signal that Europe was 
capable of acting.

Second, Draghi’s market intelligence helped him to get a good sense of 
how financial market participants would react. In the spring of 2012, many 
financial institutions started to take on hedges against risk that some 
countries were to leave the euro area. These hedges became increasingly 
expensive, as buying protection makes the underlying break-up event 
even more likely. Indeed Draghi had been disturbed by questions from 
market participants asking how they should rewrite credit default swaps 
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for the case of a collapse of the euro. He also knew that once the momen-
tum began to reverse, institutions that had bought this protection would 
make losses and reverse their action. As president of the ECB, Draghi was 
powerful enough to at least temporarily stabilize the situation and by 
doing so cause large temporary losses on these hedging positions. As 
hoped, the momentum reversed.

Third, the vagueness of the speech made it difficult for opponents, 
especially for skepticists in Germany, to attack. Ambiguity is often a criti-
cal tool of policy, especially for central banks. Draghi did not specify how 
he would achieve the goal of preserving the euro or which instruments 
and measures he would use. As soon as the ECB announced specificities, 
the measures were subject to legal challenges.

Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT)  
and the German Constitutional Court
Thus, it was only in early September 2012 that the official program, termed 
Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT), was announced. The promise of 
OMT involves the purchase of government debt in the secondary market 
if that country is in a program. There would be strict and effective condi-
tionality attached to an appropriate European Financial Stability Facility/
European Stability Mechanism (EFSF/ESM) program: either a full macro-
economic adjustment program or a precautionary program (Enhanced 
Conditions Credit Line), analogous to the IMF’s conditional credit line. 
The September statement also made it clear that such programs would be 
worked out in coordination with the IMF, if possible. Critics joked that it 
was analogous to Voltaire’s observation that the Holy Roman Empire was 
neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire.5 The OMT transactions were not 
outright, in that they were indirect through the EFSF/ESM programs; not 
monetary, because they were basically fiscal; and not transactions, because 
they weren’t taking place.

Illiquidity Morphing to Insolvency
The Draghi speech was so important because, even in an economy with 
perfectly sound fundamentals, an illiquidity problem can easily morph 
into an insolvency problem. As soon as a government has to start paying 
higher interest rates, the cost of debt service drains resources, and interest 
rates for the private sector in form of higher mortgage rates and loan 
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interest rates will also rise. As a result, the worries of investors leads to a 
deterioration of economic performance; with it, tax revenue also declines.

The intellectual argument, that even fiscally solvent countries could be 
victims of a run on their debt, mirrored concerns expressed in public by 
numerous policy makers. Non-euro countries (and above all the United 
States) were afraid that contagion could develop and affect major periph-
eral economies: Spain and Italy. Using the G7 and G20 forums, they pro-
vided open and increasingly vocal policy advice on the necessity for the 
euro area to present a “big bazooka.” The pure existence of the big bazooka 
would reassure investors.

Crossing the Rubicon via Default

Determining whether the underlying problem is a liquidity or solvency 
problem is challenging. If one ignores a liquidity problem and does not 
provide extra funding, it can morph into a solvency problem. If one delays 
fixing a solvency problem, debt-overhang problems become more costly, 
and taxpayers will be worse off. Even worse, delay changes expectations 
about future behavior and might sow the seeds for the next crisis.

There are also differences about how various remedies work. For exam-
ple, outright default and quasi-default via inflation work out differently. 
Outright default is to some extent like crossing the Rubicon: the govern-
ment passes a point of no return. This is particularly costly if it later turns 
out that the underlying shock was only a temporary liquidity shock. In 
contrast, default through inflation can be fine-tuned ex post. As monetary 
easing begins, inflationary pressure builds up gradually. If, however, the 
shock turns out to be a pure funding liquidity shock, then inflation may 
never actually materialize.

These two forms of default differ in two more dimensions. First, an 
outright default has a sharp cutoff date. In particular, this means that debt 
maturing just before the restructuring is paid back in full, while debt with 
a longer residual maturity suffers a haircut. In contrast, inflation rises 
gradually, hurting all bondholders across various bond maturities. Sec-
ond, the differences in the redistributive consequences of inflation and 
outright default go beyond the treatment of current bondholders. When a 
government defaults outright, the owners of government bonds take the 
biggest hit. Additionally, if a large fraction of bonds is held by 
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(undercapitalized) banks, there may be further second-order effects, so the 
impact of the default may well stretch beyond the immediate circle of debt 
holders. Partial default through inflation, in contrast, leads to losses for all 
nominal debt holders, while those who are indebted or hold large real 
claims are the big winners. In a world with financial frictions, this wealth 
redistribution matters.

Sovereign-Debt Restructuring and Insolvency Mechanism

An outright default due to a debt-restructuring process triggers several 
costs. Of particular importance is the hold-up problem, where a small group 
of investors delays the restructuring process. Countries can issue their debt 
under domestic law, London law, or New York law. London law and in par-
ticular New York law are stricter than domestic law. In international courts, 
creditors have better access to effective legal recourse than in domestic ones. 
The main benefit of issuing debt under international law is that it acts as an 
ex ante commitment device to not default (because default becomes more 
costly) and hence lowers interest rates. On the other hand, when default 
occurs, these extra costs can be quite harmful. A recent example is the case 
of Argentina. Here, a small number of investors (“vulture funds”) rejected 
the proposed debt restructuring and effectively blocked Argentina from 
using the US payment system. The vulture funds thus created a severe 
hold-up problem, thereby jeopardizing the entire process and inflicting 
more pain on the Argentinian economy. A second important ex post cost is 
contagion effects. Debt restructuring in one country leads to negative spill-
over effects to other countries as their refinancing costs also rise.

These costs are bad ex post as they limit flexible policy response in 
times of crisis. However, from an ex ante perspective, ex post restructur-
ing costs enhance the credibility of long-term commitment as they allow 
the country to commit to not default and hence reduce the ex ante interest 
rate. This leads us back to the time-inconsistency problem discussed in 
chapter 5. Interestingly, the ex post hold-up costs can be so large that they 
even hurt ex ante. For example, the introduction of collective action clauses 
(CAC) that require a super majority among bond holders to block a debt 
restructuring lowered not only ex post hold-up costs but also the ex ante 
interest rate governments have to pay for their debt.6
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A common remedy for these problems is a sound, orderly, and credible 
restructuring mechanism. This mechanism should impose large costs for 
restructuring if a default is not necessitated by fundamentals but, at the 
same time, only entail small costs when debt is truly unsustainable. In 
particular, such a mechanism would effectively deal with the run prob-
lem: If the mechanism is credible, then purely liquidity-based runs are 
unlikely. And, finally, such an optimal mechanism, when combined with 
effective firewalls, should also deal with contagion problems.

Fiscal Push: Increasing Scale and Scope of EFSF and ESM

In the case of an intervention, the additional issue arises as to whether 
fiscal or monetary authorities, that is, governments or the ECB, should 
intervene. This debate was an important part of the euro crisis. If one faces 
a pure temporary liquidity problem, a central bank can handle it. How-
ever, if the action involves some credit risk, the intervention becomes a 
fiscal issue and should be handled fiscally by the governments. From a 
German perspective, any credit risk that the ECB might assume endangers 
its independence and ultimately its price-stability mandate. In addition, 
mistaken bailout leads to moral hazard problems. In contrast to German 
policy makers, French policy makers did not attach such an importance to 
the distinction between fiscal and monetary bailout schemes.

France and peripheral countries employed a dual approach. Some ini-
tiatives involved liquidity support provided by fiscal means using the 
newly established European fiscal-funding vehicles, the temporary EFSF 
and its successor, the permanent ESM. Other, and often very creative, ini-
tiatives involved monetary financing.

The German solvency view versus French liquidity view continuously 
conflicted, especially when interest rates started to rise on Italian and 
Spanish debt in the fall of 2010 after Deauville. For some, the high level of 
sovereign spreads in Spain and in Italy was a sign of insufficient fiscal 
adjustment (or of an excessive public exposure to bank liabilities), creating 
a credit (solvency) risk for the state. Others attributed these high spreads 
to the fact that those countries had no national currency anymore, and, as 
a consequence, there was essentially a liquidity problem: investors in gov-
ernment bonds were not protected against rollover risk.
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As the situation in debt markets continued to deteriorate, in 2011, a 
debate progressively emerged as to whether governments in peripheral 
countries were facing a solvency or a liquidity crisis. This was also the 
moment when German-French differences in approaches explicitly crys-
tallized. France, followed by other euro members, and encouraged by 
non-euro countries, started pushing for a broader use of the EFSF/ESM as 
a liquidity support for countries under stress. They were—and still are—
highly conditional and could only be activated together with an EU-IMF 
program. Their amounts were limited. Loans were initially priced with a 
high (penalty) interest rate and decisions had to be taken unanimously by 
all euro-area member countries.

But the EFSF and its successor, the European Stability Mechanism 
(ESM) were not instruments adapted for liquidity support. They were too 
limited in magnitude to compensate for a major shock in a big country 
such as Spain. They could not be activated quickly. Unanimity in the deci-
sion process also prevented a full and speedy utilization of the EFSF as a 
crisis management tool. The question of the size of the EFSF became a 
major concern. As early as December 2010, the ECB was pushing govern-
ments to expand the EFSF. Among nonperipheral countries, France was 
the most anxious to expand the size and scope of the EFSF. In March 2011, 
Finland stood alone in opposing an increase in EFSF lending capacity 
because it had parliamentary elections coming. Special collateral arrange-
ments had to be made for Finland.

EFSF as Liquidity Instrument
The European Council meeting in Brussels on July 21, 2011, marked the 
shift toward reshaping the EFSF as a liquidity instrument. As usual, the 
summit meeting was prepared during a bilateral German-French meeting 
that took place in Berlin on July 20, 2011.7

The EFSF could be used as a precautionary instrument. It was also agreed 
that the EFSF may buy debt on the secondary market on the basis of analy-
ses by the ECB and decisions by mutual agreement of participating mem-
bers. Its proceeds may be allocated by the beneficiary government to the 
recapitalization of its banks. President Sarkozy spoke of the “beginnings of 
a European monetary fund.”8 But this was clearly not a fund with the 
capacity of the Marshall Plan to spur European investment, the kind of 
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large-scale intervention that many critics in the United States and Europe 
were hoping for as a solution to Europe’s problems. In the subsequent 
months, Brussels tried to wrestle with the problem of enhancing the muscle 
of the facility.

The impact of the summit on markets was very short lived, despite the 
major changes introduced in the crisis management framework. The tech-
nical issues related to the quality and extent of the guarantee hurt its 
impact. First, the market realized that the seniority provision—that EFSF 
bond holdings were senior to publicly held bonds—meant that a possible 
bond purchase by the EFSF would make the remaining publicly held bonds 
more junior. Very soon, interest rates on peripheral debt started to increase 
again; the Franco-German spread widened significantly; and sentiment on 
some euro-area banks deteriorated markedly.

Second, and more importantly, as a private entity issuing bonds, the 
EFSF had to be rated. And, by nature, the mutualization of risk and the 
limited responsibility of each country created a potential vicious circle: 
when a member needed EFSF support, its guarantee was not available 
anymore. (The IMF suffers from a similar problem of construction: the 
reserves are deposits from member countries in their own currencies, so in 
a crisis, the supply of useable funds contracts.) To protect the creditwor-
thiness of the EFSF and to ensure an Aaa credit rating, rating agencies 
asked for precautions and cushions to be built into the system, which lim-
ited the EFSF lending capacity to €220–€330 billion. The positive impact of 
a big bazooka—that had originally been billed as the “one trillion” 
announcement—soon dissipated. The necessity for a stronger, more per-
manent mechanism was therefore becoming apparent. The debate over its 
shape created increasing tensions between Germany and France.

At the summit of October 26, 2011, it seemed that an ingenious scheme 
had been adopted to maximize the financial power of the rescue fund 
while minimizing the amount of capital that the European governments 
would need to put up. The solution was to build on the principle of cofi-
nancing with external (private or public) investors, with the EFSF taking 
the first-loss tranche. In effect, the Europeans were borrowing from the 
principles on which the private securitization market had been estab-
lished: the EFSF would provide a first-loss tranche insurance for govern-
ment bonds, up to an agreed percentage.
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ESM: A Permanent Facility
The EFSF was set up as a temporary funding facility because of the less-le-
nient initial no-bailout interpretation of the Maastricht Treaty. It was 
planned to end in 2013. In contrast, the European Stability Mechanism 
(ESM) would be permanent. It was to take over the tasks previously under-
taken by the EFSF and the EFSM. For a while, they would run in parallel 
to maximize firepower. In particular, the EFSF would continue to fund the 
existing facility agreements for Portugal, Ireland, and Greece. The com-
bined lending capacity of EFSF/ESM stood at €700 billion. Learning from 
past mistakes, the ESM came with a new emergency decision-making pro-
cedure under which financial assistance may be granted if supported by a 
qualified majority of at least 85 percent of the votes cast. In fact, the ESM is 
something akin to a European Monetary Fund; it uses a guarantee from 
member states to help other member states in distress. The difference is 
that the conditionality for help is imposed by the European Commission 
(or troika), rather than the ESM itself, and that the IMF does not borrow on 
private capital markets.

The ratification of the ESM treaty was full of stumbling blocks. Most 
notably, in October 2011, the Slovakian center-right government of Iveta 
Radicova fell when, after the parliamentary vote on ratification of the ESM 
treaty, the Slovakian Parliament decided not to contribute to the Greek 
package. A small party in the four-party coalition opposed the package as 
a “road to socialism.”9 It was easy to claim that the whole exercise was 
unfair, in that the beneficiaries, the Greeks, were far richer in terms of GDP 
per capita than Slovakians.

Despite these troubles, the final version of the ESM treaty was signed 
by euro-area member states on February 2, 2012.10 The ESM itself was 
scheduled to start operating in September 2012. Unlike the EFSF, the ESM 
bond holdings did not enjoy seniority over publicly held bonds. (Policy 
makers had learned that without this pari passu provision, the more the 
ESM intervens, the more junior private sector creditors would become, 
and the action might thus have no effect on credit spreads.) In addition, if 
the ESM’s capital were to be reduced in the aftermath of a borrower 
default, the prescribed leverage ratio would be maintained and automati-
cally limit the lending capacity: there would be no new loans.11 These pro-
visions made the ESM quite secure for the creditor governments and for 
the rating agencies, but rather ineffective as a potential crisis lender. The 
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German Constitutional Court accepted the ESM in a verdict that largely 
rejected the complaints of some conservative German economists and 
politicians.12

However, despite all these fiscal efforts, the impact on sovereign inter-
est rates in peripheral countries was limited.

Monetary Push

“Lender of Last Resort” for Governments
France, increasingly frustrated by the inability to implement and signifi-
cantly expand the EFSF/ESM, started to lean toward using the ECB as a 
liquidity backstop (encouraged by positions taken by non-euro govern-
ments). French officials were very much aware of German opposition. 
They may have thought it was mainly of a legal and formal nature and 
could therefore be circumvented by a properly designed scheme. After all, 
Germany had accepted the financing of governments by banks, them-
selves funded by an unlimited liquidity provision by the Eurosystem. In 
terms of money creation and monetary impact, there was no big differ-
ence. Furthermore, other central banks around the world were purchasing 
public debt on a large scale.

Once the liquidity approach to the crisis gained credence, it was only a 
matter of time before calls were formulated for the ECB to take more deci-
sive action and stabilize public-debt markets. The idea of the central bank 
as a lender of last resort to governments was floated. It extended the tradi-
tional lender of last resort rule to illiquid but solvent banks recommended 
in Walter Bagehot’s famous book Lombard Street of 1873. Market analysts 
and some government officials jumped onto this bandwagon, but most 
kept their recommendations private, with the sole exception of the United 
Kingdom, whose ministers called openly for ECB interventions.

Not surprisingly, those ideas were rejected by German authorities (the 
government and the Bundesbank) as being in contradiction with the pro-
hibition of monetary financing. French officials tried to build schemes 
through which ECB financing would come without limits, but indirectly. 
The first idea was to give the EFSF/ESM a banking license, hence allowing 
it to refinance its loans with the Eurosystem, technically giving it infinite 
firepower; this was not accepted by Germany. A second possibility was to 
use IMF resources to be combined with the EFSF/ESM. That would 
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necessitate, however, an increase in resources that took a long time to 
materialize and was politically sensitive in an IMF context: in particular, it 
needed the assent of the US Congress.

French SDR Push
In the second half of 2011, France put an additional proposal on the table: 
using SDRs to finance the guarantee part of the expanded EFSF. At this 
stage, the German-French debate became closely intertwined with the G20 
French presidency.

The focus point for the French initiative was the IMF’s special drawing 
right (SDR), an instrument originally devised in the context of the global 
fixed exchange rate regime of the 1960s to provide more liquidity for the 
international monetary system. SDRs had never in practice played a sig-
nificant role in the international monetary system. Sarkozy and his advis-
ers believed that an SDR initiative would appeal to the Chinese leadership, 
as they were unsatisfied by the position of the US dollar in the interna-
tional monetary system.

One consequence of this strange twist in the debate was to bring the 
Bundesbank to the core of the policy dialogue. The Bundesbank president 
together with the German Finance Ministry were de facto the deciding 
German voices on those issues. The Bundesbank was historically very hos-
tile to any increased role for the SDR and was certainly incensed at the idea 
that it could be used to ease financing constraints of euro-area govern-
ments. Back in 1994, the then Bundesbank president, Hans Tietmeyer, had 
plunged the IMF annual meeting in Madrid into a crisis when he blocked 
plans agreed on by all the G7 finance ministers to issue SDRs for use in 
enhancing the IMF’s power to support indebted developing countries. 
Jens Weidmann, Tietmeyer’s successor, also totally opposed the idea of 
using the SDR to rescue European governments, and his lead was followed 
by the German government.

The Cannes G20 Summit was supposed to be a crowning achievement 
for the French G20 presidency. Instead, it ended in disarray, when Europe 
proved incapable in sorting out its own divergences and difficulties. 
Barack Obama, under pressure from his own Congress, was deeply reluc-
tant to contribute to an expansion of IMF funds without clearer signs that 
the euro area was sorting out its problems. Admitting he had been given 
“a crash course in European politics,” the US president urged the Greek 
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and Italian Parliaments to take decisive action to control their deficits and 
so combat what he described as some of the psychological origins of the 
crisis.13 He also urged the euro area to start putting some resources into its 
European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF). There was a moment of great 
tension when, under joint pressure from the United States and others, 
Merkel resisted and said that, after the war, the Allies had given monetary 
policy autonomy to the Bundesbank and they had to live with it now.

Quantitative Easing
The differences between German and French attitudes again became very 
apparent in the fall of 2014 when inflation expectations dropped across 
Europe, including in Germany. The ECB was considering large-scale pur-
chases of government debt from all member states of the euro area. It had 
strong support from the French side, while Germans mostly opposed 
quantitative easing. Further details of this program, which was announced 
in January 2015, are discussed in chapter 15.

Policy Recommendations

Solvency and liquidity are difficult to distinguish in practice. Should debt 
prove to be unsustainable, debt restructuring should be possible with as 
little disruption as possible. This calls for an effective debt-restructuring 
and insolvency procedure for government debt.

Importantly, any debt restructuring needs to be preceded by the cre-
ation of strong firewalls to avoid contagion and spillover effects. The 
experience after Deauville and during the first Grexit (Greek exit) rum-
blings in the summer of 2012 illustrate what happens if no such firewalls 
are in place: spillovers threaten the cohesion of the currency union. In con-
trast, during the Graccident (Greek accidental exit) discussion of 2015, 
firewalls—in particular, the ECB QE program—were in place, and conta-
gion effects were accordingly contained.

When it is not clear whether a country is insolvent or simply illiquid, 
restructuring might take the form of reprofiling: the maturity of all debt is 
simply extended. This buys extra time for all parties involved and elimi-
nates illiquidity runs.

Another important issue concerns the question of who should have 
the trigger rights for a government default. Finding an optimal sovereign 
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debt-restructuring mechanism, especially in the case of the euro area, is 
not easy. The ESM could in theory, like the IMF, insist on a debt restruc-
turing as a precondition to provide liquidity support. Recall that the ESM 
can only lend if the public debt level is sustainable. Such intervention is, 
of course, immensely contentious.



8

Austerity versus Stimulus

Even during the Maastricht negotiations, policy makers had doubts 
that the no-bailout rule would impose enough market discipline in 

good times. It was realized that market discipline (through the credible 
threat of higher interest rates after imprudent behavior) cannot be exclu-
sively relied upon to ensure government debt sustainability. German pol-
icy makers in particular have always understood and internalized the 
necessity of fiscal rules to limit the overall public debt level. Without such 
a framework, government debt might eventually reach an unsustainable 
path, thus forcing the central bank to adopt an inflationary policy.

Accordingly, it is not surprising that the Stability and Growth Pact 
(SGP) was basically invented by the German Ministry of Finance. “Drei 
Komma Null,” the deficit convergence criterion, had become the endlessly 
repeated mantra (and, in France, nickname) of the then German finance 
minister Theo Waigel.1 Jürgen Stark, who was then in the German Finance 
Ministry and later became vice president of the Bundesbank before  
he became the ECB’s chief economist, was one of the strongest defenders 
of fiscal rectitude and the SGP. Interestingly, the exact number, 3.0 percent, 
was derived by a Frenchman, Jacques Delors, when he as French finance 
minister pushed for the strong franc, the franc fort, in the early 1980s. Still, 
French adhesion to the SGP had from the beginning only been half-
hearted. Only at the last moment, under strong pressure from Germany 
and the Bundesbank, was the SGP at last accepted during the final prepa-
rations for the launch of the euro. At the time, the new socialist prime 
minister Lionel Jospin—a former Trotskyite—had insisted on a change in 
the name of the pact, bringing “Growth” into the title on the same footing 
as “Stability.”
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Starting from the negotiations for the Maastricht Treaty and the SGP, 
fiscal policy rules following the traditional German rigorist approach 
clashed with deeply ingrained Keynesian instincts in France. The main 
controversy was whether the 3.0 percent deficit rule should also be applied 
in times of recessions.

The importance of the German tradition may have been blurred in the 
first decade of economic and monetary union (EMU) as Germany itself 
seemed to agree to a weakening of some rules. France and Germany both 
first ignored the SGP and then had it temporarily suspended in November 
2003 as a counterbalance to the threat of recession. In 2005, the disciplinary 
mechanism was again softened; many processes became merely discre-
tionary, and new procedural provisions made it harder to take action 
against noncompliant states. By the end of the 2000s, however, Germany 
was moving back to a more conservative stance. In particular, the Bunde-
stag, in 2009, enacted a debt brake (Schuldenbremse), with the intention of 
limiting over the course of a business cycle the volume of new public debt 
issued, both at the federal level and at that of the Länder (German states), 
and in effect imposing a balanced budget from 2016. The 2009 decision 
was treated as a major German success, and Germany wanted to see other 
European countries adopt similar legislation.

In particular, Germans thought that government debt to GDP ratios in 
most European countries were already excessive and that the underlying 
problems were structural. A fiscal stimulus would only distract and delay 
necessary structural reform that could restore Europe’s competitiveness in 
an increasingly global world economy. In Germany, fiscal stimulus is 
viewed as a “Strohfeuer” (literally, a straw fire, which would loosely trans-
late to a “flash in the pan”). Fiscal stimulus delivers some short-term boost, 
but this boost is not sustainable, only serves to temporarily cover up under-
lying structural issues, and in the long run might do more harm than good.

Overall, the debate is not about the desirability of consolidating and 
reducing the sovereign debt burden; the large run-ups in debt levels of the 
past few years probably make this a necessity. Rather, the debate is about 
how this reduction is best achieved. Now, the first important thing to real-
ize is that society ultimately cares about debt ratios, that is, debt over GDP, 
not debt levels per se. Policy makers can push down this ratio either by 
decreasing the numerator (debt) or increasing the denominator (GDP). 
Alas, measures that push down debt (austerity) also have a tendency to 
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push down GDP, and, conversely, measures that might increase GDP 
(stimulus programs) at the same time increase debt. The question, thus, is 
the following: to minimize fiscal debt burdens, should governments try to 
push austerity efforts as soon as possible or might such front-loaded aus-
terity actually be self-defeating?

In this chapter, we will first review debates among academics, profes-
sional economists, and policy makers about the need for stimulus mea-
sures in downturns. We will then review recent developments in the 
European crisis through the lenses of these analytical reflections, high-
lighting the differences in approaches between France and Germany.

In particular, this chapter will address the following questions:

•	How does government spending work to stimulate an economy, 
and what is the Keynesian multiplier? In particular, when is gov-
ernment spending particularly effective, and, conversely, when is 
austerity particularly harmful?

•	Should contractions always be interpreted as harmful deviations 
from the economy’s potential? Or can GDP growth be excessive 
and unsustainable and recessions be seen as a correction?

•	Has the public debate on creditor conditions in bailouts unfairly 
lumped austerity measures and structural reforms together?

•	What general lessons about the optimal conduct of fiscal policy in 
times of crisis can we draw?

We start this chapter with three sections of academic reasoning before 
outlining how the political austerity versus stimulus debate played out 
during the euro crisis.

The Fiscal Multiplier Debate

In this debate, the French philosophy aligns itself naturally with those 
cautioning against the self-defeating nature of excessive austerity, while 
the German philosophy is wary of delays in necessary fiscal adjustment 
and structural reforms. Both views are deeply rooted in a long-standing 
debate about the economics of fiscal policy interventions. These concerns, 
in turn, reflect the demand-side versus supply-side perspectives.

The first thing to realize is that a macroeconomy is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the individual economic agents populating it. For the economy 
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as a whole, the spending of someone is always the income of someone else. 
The gut feeling of many politicians—that a state should be run like an 
individual household or firm, a feeling that Keynes called the “fallacy of 
composition”—fails to grasp this fundamental distinction. For concrete-
ness, suppose, following the analysis of Keynes in the 1930s, that all house-
holds save, say, 10 percent of their income (so the marginal propensity to 
consume out of current income is 90%). A €1 increase in fiscal expenditure 
increases the income of some household by €1, and so this household 
spends an additional 90 cents. These 90 cents in turn are extra income for 
another household, which then spends 90 percent of that income (i.e., 81 
cents), and so on. All in all, GDP will have risen by €10, so there is a gov-
ernment spending multiplier of 10.

We can draw three important lessons from this classical Keynesian 
analysis. First, expenditure increases should be more effective than tax 
cuts. In our simple model, a tax cut of €1 would increase GDP by only €9, 
not €10. Second, in this Keynesian world, a decrease in the share of income 
dedicated to spending—that is, a conscious, economy-wide effort to 
increase savings—may well be counterproductive. The share of income 
saved will of course rise, but overall income may fall so much that aggre-
gate savings also go down. This is the so-called paradox of thrift. And, 
third, in a world of heterogeneous agents (with different marginal propen-
sities to consume), fiscal measures should target those individuals who 
tend to spend a large share of their income. If, for example, the measures 
were targeted at individuals who only spend 50 percent of their income, 
the multiplier would only be 5.

The GDP impact of these demand effects depends very much on the 
behavior of the supply side of the economy. If supply does not react, 
demand shocks will simply translate into higher prices and not move out-
put much. That is, instead of quantities, prices react. If, instead, prices are 
sluggish to respond (they are “sticky”), then quantities—like GDP and 
employment—also respond. In that case, an increase in prices is accompa-
nied by a decrease in unemployment. This negative relationship between 
inflation and unemployment is known among economists as the Phillips 
curve. The more flexible the prices, the more a given boost to demand is 
reflected in higher prices rather than higher employment. Thus, in a world 
with quite flexible prices, government spending multipliers are likely to 
be quite small, and vice versa.
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The Classical Rebuttal
The original Keynesian analysis was, however, soon challenged on vari-
ous grounds. As Milton Friedman stressed in the early 1950s, the old 
Keynesian multiplier story relies on the implicit assumption that the mar-
ginal propensity to consume is invariably fixed and, in particular, does not 
depend on expectations of future income. But individuals should take 
their future income into account; in the words of Friedman, their con-
sumption should be based on their “permanent,” or lifetime average, 
income.2 Applied to our Keynesian multiplier analysis, this simple realiza-
tion has a profound implication: Households are fully aware that today’s 
government spending must be financed by higher taxes now or in the 
future, so their lifetime income has not changed at all. And so, under some 
auxiliary assumptions (such as a lack of borrowing constraints), their pri-
vate saving will rise in anticipation of future tax increases. This idea—
basically a reminder that even for a government that can borrow there is 
no free lunch—is the famous Ricardian equivalence result. In flexible price 
models that explicitly incorporate this mechanism, government spending 
multipliers usually hover around zero.3

The empirical evidence is, however, not favorable to this pure form of 
the Ricardian equivalence result. As it turns out, the consumption-savings 
trade-off is not primarily driven by permanent income; for example, even 
temporary tax rebates are found to have had profound impacts on con-
sumer spending behavior.4 Credit constraints are a widely cited explana-
tion for this: households that cannot borrow as much as they would like 
will consume out of a temporary increase in income, even if their perma-
nent income is unchanged. Overall, these findings suggest that the simple 
Keynesian consumption model may, despite its shaky theoretical founda-
tions, still be a useful approximation of reality.

Limited Crowding-Out Effects with the Interest Rate Close to Zero
Before we can laud the virtues of government stimulus, however, we need 
to take interest rates into account. In the original Keynesian model 
reviewed above, interest rates in the wider economy were assumed fixed. 
But in practice, any stimulus-providing government must somehow 
finance its spending, and usually this is done through extra borrowing. In 
normal circumstances, this borrowing will push up the risk-free interest 
rate; hence, consumption and, in particular, investment will fall. These 
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contractionary effects tend to make the multiplier much smaller. Notice, 
however, the qualifier “in normal circumstances”: in times of deep eco-
nomic crisis, the interest rate required to put spending back up to normal 
levels may be far below zero. But as people always have the option of just 
hoarding cash (which pays zero interest), the nominal interest rate simply 
cannot fall much below zero—the dreaded zero lower bound (ZLB). The 
ECB’s decision to set a slightly negative rate shows that the bound is not 
strictly zero. In deep recessions, when without the ZLB the interest rate 
would be deeply negative, a fiscal stimulus would only lift this hypothet-
ical shadow interest rate. However, this hypothetical increase is irrelevant, 
since the actual interest rate is stuck around zero. Hence, as the actual 
interest rate does not move, there is no crowding-out effect.

This, in a nutshell, is why the economic theory literature differentiates 
between multipliers in normal times and multipliers in deep recessions. 
The fact that excessive Greek government spending prior to the crisis 
boosted Greek GDP indicates that even in normal times the fiscal multi-
plier is not zero. Of course, the fiscal multiplier in times of crisis seems 
larger. The Greek post-2010 spending cuts leading to contraction larger 
than predicted lends credence to this claim.

And there are yet more reasons to increase government expenditure if 
aggregate output is depressed. Low output and austerity may well leave 
lasting scars if unemployment is already very high, possibly due to the 
continued erosion of human capital, a hypothesis that some have called 
the “hysteresis” effect.5 A sudden fiscal contraction can hence give an 
economy growing at stall speed the final push into recession. Finally, in 
an environment of extremely low interest rates, government investment 
projects become more profitable as they can be funded more cheaply.

All of these arguments were among the key motivations underlying the 
initial calls for government stimulus back in 2008.

Interest Rate Credit Spreads
There is yet an important dimension to the interest rate debate when a 
country borrows in a foreign or common currency: borrowing interest 
rates on government debt are not necessarily risk-free rates. With exces-
sive government borrowing, sovereign debt may actually be viewed  
as risky, and so yields on government debt could spike even in a ZLB 
environment—something the Keynesian analysis presented above simply 
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does not consider—and potentially even flip the sign of the multiplier. In 
light of this, talk about confidence effects gained traction within policy 
circles after 2010. It was widely argued that decisive fiscal austerity would 
create confidence in the sustainability of public finances and coordinate 
the economy on a low spread, low default risk equilibrium. In contrast, 
delaying the required consolidation may well erode confidence and could 
push the economy toward a bad equilibrium. The higher the outstanding 
stock of debt, the more likely such an adverse scenario becomes. Paul 
Krugman, arguably the most prominent modern Keynesian economist 
along with Joseph Stiglitz, repeatedly ridiculed this view by terming this 
concern the “confidence fairy.”6

There is yet another layer to the confidence story. Historically, we can 
observe a reasonably tight link between sovereign risk and borrowing con-
ditions in the wider economy. For example, rating agencies regularly take a 
country’s debt rating as the ceiling for all corporate debt residing in that 
country. Given this link, a decline in confidence would worsen funding con-
ditions not only for the government but for everyone in the country. Hence it 
should have further negative second-round effects on overall economic 
activity. Phrased in the simple language of multipliers, this reasoning implied 
that, against the background of excessive government debt, extra spending 
and a delay of the necessary consolidation would produce very little in terms 
of output benefits, and output may even fall, implying a negative multiplier.

The Multiplier in International Context
Much of the discussion was implicitly framed in the context of a single coun-
try. However, fiscal stimulus by a country that is very open to trade might 
spill over to other countries rather than help the country itself. In other 
words, the government fiscal spending multiplier with respect to its own 
domestic economy output falls as an economy’s propensity to import rises. 
This dimension is also important for understanding the debate surrounding 
German stimulus. Germany as a very open economy would benefit less 
from a domestic demand stimulus, not only because its output gap is close 
to zero but also because a fiscal stimulus would spill over to its neighbors. 
The German reluctance to start a stimulus program—and the periphery’s 
interest in such a demand boost—is thus immediately understandable from 
simple self-interest. This provides a revealing example of how deeper under-
lying philosophical motivations align with short-term self-interest.
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The Empirical Dimension
Empirically, the multiplier is difficult to measure because it depends on 
the (unobservable) counterfactual—how the economy would have fared 
without a stimulus or austerity measure. To derive the counterfactual sce-
nario, theoretical models are employed. The first thing to say is that there 
is not a consensus multiplier that has emerged from the recent wave of 
research. For example, in her 2011 survey article, Valerie Ramey finds that 
“reasonable people can argue that the data do not reject 0.5 or 2.”7 Of 
course, the way GDP is measured in the national accounts, any extra euro 
spent by governments automatically increases GDP by definition by one 
euro. Whether the multiplier is larger or smaller than one depends on 
whether it stimulates extra output or crowds out private consumption or 
investment due to a higher real interest rate.

If a consensus emerged, it is that the government spending multipliers 
in recessions exceed those in expansions and that the multiplier depends 
on the stance of economic policy.8 For example, Robert Hall finds a multi-
plier between 0.5 and 1.0 when monetary policy makers can lower the 
interest rate but argues that the multiplier may be as high as 1.7 if mone-
tary policy is constrained because the interest rate cannot be reduced 
below zero percent.9 Calibrations of a New Keynesian model at the ZLB 
give a multiplier as high as 3–4. In an influential study, IMF economists 
concluded that government spending multipliers at the trough of the 
European recession were much larger than originally believed.10 Instead 
of calibrating theoretical models to obtain a counterfactual scenario, other 
researchers exploit regional differences in government spending within a 
country. For example, Nakamura and Steinsson find multipliers consis-
tent with these high numbers.11 Stimulus skeptics point out that in coun-
tries with high levels of corruption, there is a high probability that stimulus 
funds would be diverted.12

Researchers that stress the virtues of austerity highlight that fiscal pru-
dence could indeed be short-term and long-term beneficial.13 They also 
stress that expenditure cuts are more effective than tax hikes. Proponents 
of austerity measures like to point to the case of Canada in the mid-1990s. 
Canada was able to consolidate the budget and at the same time experi-
ence positive growth. Pro-stimulus commentators are also quick to reject 
the positive Canadian experience and argue that this was only possible 
because fiscal prudence was accompanied by expansionary monetary 
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policy (and so an exchange rate depreciation), which, coupled with strong 
economic performance in the United States, led to an export boom.

The Output Gap versus Unsustainable Booms Debate

New Keynesians tend to argue that the economy has a natural state, but 
the economy deviates from it because of price and wage rigidities, finan-
cial frictions, and other imperfections. Following Milton Friedman’s influ-
ential 1968 presidential address, new Keynesians focus on the notion of 
the output gap, the difference between the natural level of output and the 
actual level of output. The natural level of output is the output level that 
would be obtained if the economy could flexibly and instantaneously 
adjust at all times to all shocks hitting it. Actual economies fail to attain 
this frictionless benchmark, and the economy fluctuates around it, some-
times above, sometimes below, with accelerating inflation or disinflation 
taken as a signal of what the sign of the output gap is.

The Ruler or Plucking Model
An older Keynesian tradition has experienced a revival since the crisis, 
through authors like Paul Krugman.14 It argues that there is a potential 
amount of output that economies almost always fail to achieve. This 
makes business-cycle peaks the natural measure of productive capacity 
and suggests extrapolation from past business-cycle peaks to measure 
current output gaps, an approach that has been called the ruler model. In 
other words, recessions are only temporary phenomena.15 In Milton 
Friedman’s 1964 plucking model, recessions temporarily pull the economy 
down. The deeper the recession, like the harder one pulls down on the 
string of a guitar, the larger the bounce back to where the old (from peak-
to-peak) trend line should be.

While the US economy typically returned to its prerecession trend 
potential (and hence recessions were temporary) for most of the postwar 
era, this was not the case for many other countries, as recessions perma-
nently decreased output. In a recent paper, Olivier Blanchard, Eugenio 
Cerutti, and Lawrence Summers show empirically that not only the level 
but also the growth rate permanently decreases in many countries.16 The 
U.S. data since 2010 suggest that this is may also be the new reality for the 
United States: the guitar string does not pluck back.
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Keynesians favorite explanation for this empirical finding is the hyster-
esis hypothesis: long-lasting recessions destroy human capital and work-
ers’ skills, depressing the economy further in the long run. This provides 
an additional reason for undertaking aggressive stimulus interventions in 
order to counteract hysteresis effects. Elsewhere Larry Summers went fur-
ther, suggesting that the output gap was not temporary but permanent, 
and that industrial countries were in “secular stagnation,” requiring large 
scale investment, even at the cost of inducing bubbles, in order to escape 
from the predicament.17

“Boom-and-Bust” Theory of Unsustainable Booms
According to the Austrian “boom-and-bust” theory, booms can be excessive 
and unsustainable especially when they are fueled by credit expansions and 
accompanied by malinvestment. Imbalances and bubbles can emerge. In 
these cases subsequent recessions are simply corrections of earlier excesses.18

In Greece, government expenditures artificially boosted the economy. 
Before 2007, capital flows within Europe led to an appearance of a conver-
gence in GDP, but fundamental misallocation of resources and production 
capacity in fact exacerbated the gap. Imbalances and bubbles built up, 
whose bursting culminated in the euro crisis. The GDP growth rates were 
artificially inflated and did not reflect underlying economic strength. For 
example, Greece’s GDP grew by 69.1 percent from 2000 to 2008, consider-
ably larger than the 35.6 percent growth for the other twenty-seven EU 
countries.19 In 2010, its annual deficit level ultimately turned out to be 15.7 
percent of an inflated level of GDP. From a German perspective, it is difficult 
to imagine that a further increase in government spending would improve 
the situation. The decline of the Greek economy is thus seen as a correction 
of earlier excesses, even though there might be some overshooting.

In other parts of Europe, such as Spain, capital inflows mostly ended up 
in the less-productive sectors, like housing. Total productivity did not 
increase; most of the GDP growth was due to increased usage of capital. 
Credit booms could hurt growth by inducing labor reallocations toward 
low-productivity growth sectors such as the construction sector.20 In sum, 
increased government spending and international capital flows were for 
many years simply a palliative that covered up structural shortcomings. 
Such a cover up can only work for so long. German skepticism toward 
euro-area countries spending their way out of the crisis was deep rooted. 
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To get the economy growing again, what is needed are not extra spending 
measures but rather fundamental reforms dealing with structural prob-
lems in the public and private sectors (clientelism, cronyism, vested inter-
ests, entrenched elites).

Politics Connects Structural Reforms and Austerity

Theoretically, one can consider the debate between austerity and stimulus 
as independent from the debate over whether to push through structural 
supply-side reforms or not. Both debates are however linked when one 
takes political economy considerations into account. US economists have 
the strong view that reforms are best done in good times because eco-
nomic growth provides extra revenue to pay off people who lose from the 
reforms. Also, in New Keynesian models, structural reforms can be coun-
terproductive when monetary accommodation is ruled out because the 
interest rate cannot be set far below zero.

In contrast, Germans are convinced that serious structural reforms in 
Europe are almost impossible to achieve in good times for political rea-
sons. This attitude possibly reflects the federal structure in which many 
entities can block political initiatives. The fact that structural reforms 
are disruptive in the short run and only boost the economy in the 
long-run—possibly after the next election cycle—is another factor mak-
ing politicians myopic, overly cautious, and reluctant to undertake struc-
tural reforms. Jean-Claude Juncker colorfully summarized European 
politicians’ dilemma as: “We all know what to do, but we don’t know 
how to get re-elected after we’ve done it.”21 Only when uncertainty about 
current status quo is great and the situation bleak, can politicians clearly 
credibly communicate to the public that changes are needed.22 The 
famous TINA (There Is No Alternative) principle enunciated by Great 
Britain’s Margaret Thatcher also applies to structural reforms. Unpleas-
ant choices can only be made when the situation is really desperate. Easy 
money and stimulus spending are excuses that allow governments to 
avoid tough choices; and avoiding tough choices erodes the administra-
tive quality of institutions. Another reason why politicians are less reluc-
tant to conduct reforms in times of crisis is that the short-run pain inflicted 
by reforms can less clearly be blamed on the politicians’ actions rather 
than on the general business environment.
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Germany’s Experience with Painful Structural Reforms
In arriving at these conclusions, Germany drew from its past experience, 
with two episodes being of particular importance. First, right at the begin-
ning of the history of the modern Federal Republic, in the late autumn  
of 1950, with Germany mired in a deep balance of payments crisis, the  
German government—against the recommendations of some foreign 
commentators—stuck with its economic liberalization program and tight-
ened fiscal and, in particular, monetary policy, with some very unpopular 
interest rate hikes. The apparent success of this operation—and so a fun-
damental trust in the virtues of fiscal prudence—became ingrained in the 
German psyche. Later, especially in 1978 and in 1987, Germany resisted 
foreign and especially American pressure to engage in fiscal expansion, 
and the result made Germany stronger in the face of unexpected chal-
lenges that could not have been anticipated: the second oil price hike in 
1979 and the move to German unification in 1989–1990.

A second decisive learning experience, in the mid-2000s, was Chancel-
lor Gerhard Schröder’s implementation of reforms to increase labor flexi-
bility and competitiveness. In part, this measure was a response to 
competition from emerging Asian and Latin American producers, and the 
response also included the outsourcing of many elements of the produc-
tion chain to low-wage neighboring countries to the east. The reforms 
were implemented because politicians saw no other easy way out. The 
view within German ministries is that politicians will always try to avoid 
politically costly structural reforms even if they boost growth in the long 
run. In the mid-2000s, Germany implemented reforms only because it had 
no alternative. These reforms were fiercely opposed by trade unions and 
many voters and by many in the then ruling party, the Social Democrats. 
A politically savvy politician would stay away from unpopular reforms 
that only pay off in the long run.

Many of Gerhard Schröder’s political advisers worked hard to find an 
easier way out, such as an interest rate cut by the ECB or a fiscal stimulus. 
However, these options were denied at that time: the ECB was not able to 
cut the interest rates as a lower interest rate would have been suboptimal 
for the euro area as a whole. This was also the reason why the German 
media and economists did not criticize the ECB. Second, at the European 
Commission—with Klaus Regling as general manager—pressure was 
exerted to abide by the rules of the SGP. Schröder had forged an alliance 
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with the then French president Jacques Chirac to weaken the SGP. Klaus 
Regling resisted, and he submitted a court case against the European 
Council’s decision to weaken the excessive deficit procedure for Germany 
and France. Only losses in German regional elections and strong argu-
ments by German economists made Schröder concede and opt for reforms. 
Labor market and pension reforms were implemented. At that time, the 
Economist famously called Germany “the sick man of Europe.”23 After a 
few years, Germany benefited from the reforms and presented itself as a 
model for the rest of Europe.

Other Structural Reforms in Europe
The roots of the concerns that drove the Germans lay further back, in the 
perception that under the Nazi dictatorship the expansion of state expen-
diture had been a way of increasing state control and the possibilities for 
arbitrary and corrupt actions. The experience of communist-planning 
regimes also drove many in former communist countries to view govern-
ment deficits and debt through a similar lens. Leszek Balcerowicz, in Poland, 
the major architect of the country’s post-1989 reforms, warned insistently 
about the dangers of a government debt buildup and installed a clock that 
vividly showed the rapidity of modern Poland’s debt accumulation. The 
Bulgarian finance minister and Deputy Prime Minister Simeon Djankov 
liked to stress that the hawkish approach to government finance in the East 
was a valuable lesson for Europe as a whole and that there was a virtuous 
grouping of European countries with the pleasant-sounding acronym BELLs 
(Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania) that stood in contrast to the hor-
rible sounding Mediterranean PIGS (Portugal, Italy, Greece, and Spain).24

The Latvian reform program in particular was an international casus 
belli for the contrasting economic schools, with Paul Krugman insisting 
that the stabilization program was impossibly harsh and could not succeed. 
The Latvian prime minister, years later, liked to point out how Latvia had 
shown that tough medicine worked, saying, “Krugman famously said back 
in December 2008 that Latvia is the new Argentina, it will inevitably go 
bankrupt, and now he has difficulty apparently admitting he was wrong.”25

The perspective among Keynesians, especially in the United States, is 
quite different. They would argue that it is easier to push through struc-
tural reforms in good times because it is less painful. This difference in 
views became apparent during a panel discussion between Larry 
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Summers and Wolfgang Schäuble during the IMF and World Bank annual 
meetings in fall 2014. Both were outspoken. Summers said, for example, 
that “What’s happening in Europe is not working” and “The monolithic 
focus on the financial deficit to the exclusion of the investment deficit, 
which causes growth deficit, has been a very substantial error.”26 Schäuble 
replied, “You have to know the specificities of Europe—on average (Euro-
peans’) expenditure for social purposes in relation to GDP is double com-
pared to the US, Canada and Australia.”27 He also repeated that structural 
reforms can only be agreed upon and implemented in crisis times.

The European Policy Debate on Austerity versus Stimulus

The European policy debate was characterized by an initial coordinated 
attempt to overcome the contagion that spread from the demise of 
Lehman in 2008. Afterward, Germany tried to consolidate public finances 
while France and other countries called for more stimulus packages. The 
term austerity is a misnomer, as all the various EU packages to peripheral 
countries were in fact still relaxing austerity. Without all these packages, the 
adjustments required to bail out countries, particularly in Greece, would 
have been more savage than anything observed in practice. Of course, it 
may be argued that the fiscal adjustment should have been even more 
gradual, but domestic political considerations in creditor countries proved 
to be a hard constraint.

Coordinated Global Stimulus after the Lehman Crisis
The crisis years were accompanied by a constant back and forth between 
calls for fiscal rectitude and the need for government stimulus. By the time 
the global financial crisis broke out in 2007, Germany had a strong budget 
position, having absorbed the consequences of reunification in less than two 
decades. The same principles were to be applied to the rest of Europe. How-
ever, at the height of the financial crisis in late 2008, after the Lehman col-
lapse, policy makers everywhere, including Germany, acted in unison to 
prevent a repetition of the Great Depression: radical fiscal expansions were 
called for, and worries about future deficit corrections were pushed aside. 
Precisely this happened, for example, in Italy and Spain, where large stimu-
lus measures were unveiled at the peak of the crisis. The London G20 sum-
mit in April 2009 had explicitly called for coordinated fiscal expansion.
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German Attempts to Repair the Stability and Growth Pact
This thinking had changed, however, by early 2010: in February, the G7 
finance ministers agreed that the world economy appeared to be healing 
and turned their focus to fiscal consolidation. Indeed, in the aftermath of 
the crisis, fiscal coordination and fiscal discipline came to be a calling card 
of the Brussels authorities. Germany was especially eager to work with 
the European Commission to repair and update the SGP through the EU 
institutions, so that it should not seem that this concern was a particularly 
German obsession.

Strengthening national fiscal rules meant, in the view of the Commission, 
a consistent approach to accounting (ESA95 accounting required for EU 
level fiscal surveillance), sufficient capacity in national statistical offices to 
comply with EU data and reporting requirements, and forecasting systems 
that provide reliable and unbiased growth and budget projections. But the 
new initiative also meant “national fiscal rules that reflect Treaty obligations 
and respect Treaty reference values on deficit and debt, and are consistent 
with the medium-term budgetary objective.”28 How could that be achieved?

On September 29, 2010, the European Commission announced a “six-
pack” as a mechanism to identify the causes of persistent economic diver-
gences within the European Union and correct macroeconomic imbalances. 
The directives were implemented by the European Council in November 
2011.29 The Fiscal Compact is an intergovernmental agreement (based on 
the Vienna protocol), which ultimately was signed in March 2012 by 
EU members, with the exception of the Czech Republic and the United 
Kingdom. The European Commission has some oversight powers, but, 
legally speaking, it is outside the EU treaty framework.

Interestingly, the Germans and the French (and in particular other 
Southern countries) differed quite strongly in their interpretation of these 
measures. According to the German perspective, the imbalance monitor-
ing and correction procedure is simply a new, more sophisticated check on 
the fiscal excesses of governments. In contrast, many Southern member 
states emphasize less the government debt dimension of the imbalance 
procedure and instead focus more on current account imbalances, with 
the persistent German surpluses seen as one of the biggest threats to euro-
area stability. Indeed, in the macroeconomic imbalance analyses of 2014 
and 2015, Germany was identified as one of the member countries with a 
substantial imbalance.
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The German focus on more stringent debt-level controls is also reflected 
in a simultaneous push toward the introduction of debt brakes every-
where in Europe. On December 5, 2011, Merkel and Sarkozy recommended 
this path as a general European way to better fiscal discipline. The Econo-
mist speculated that Schuldenbremse (debt brake) would “enter the French 
or Italian languages the way ‘kindergarten’ has become part of English.”30 
The design certainly looked more like Berlin than Paris or Brussels. The 
French press started to compare Sarkozy to the pro-appeasement Third 
Republic prime minister at the time of the infamous 1938 Munich Agree-
ment, Edouard Daladier, who had yielded to Hitler. The British prime 
minister, David Cameron, made his opposition clear, perhaps because 
Great Britain at this time was struggling with a large deficit (with public 
borrowing at almost 10% of GDP in 2010 and 7.8% in 2011).

France reluctantly accepted the principle of a treaty revision. It would 
have to be limited (“surgical,” as mentioned by an official spokesman): 
“We don’t want it to open a debate on the constitution or the Union.”31 
France agreed to sanction ex post those countries found in breach of fiscal 
rules. Their voting rights could be suspended in case of serious violations. 
Sarkozy was adamantly opposed, however, to any ex ante control on 
national budgets by European authorities, especially by the European 
Commission.

The French view reflected a broader stance in the Southern periphery 
of Europe: The appetite for a European fiscal rule book that limits deficit 
spending was not there. In particular, as austerity measures were 
enacted, growth began to stall, and calls for a slowdown in the pace of 
consolidation—or even for renewed stimulus—grew louder. This con-
stant back and forth between consolidation and stimulus continued 
throughout the crisis and its aftermath.

Hollande’s Push for More Stimulus in Europe
In the euro area, the debate about austerity gained even more impetus in 
the run-up to the French presidential elections in 2012, when François 
Hollande made relaxation of austerity one of his main campaign issues. 
Interestingly, in the lead-up to the elections, Hollande sent some of his 
closest advisers to talk with the Southern governments about a change of 
course in Europe; they reported back, perhaps correctly but also perhaps 
exaggerating what they heard, that Madrid and Rome were now hoping 
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that France would take a lead and stand up against Merkel, Germany, and 
austerity. Later, at his inauguration, Hollande promised that he would 
“propose to my European partners a pact that ties the necessary reduction 
of deficit to the indispensable stimulation of economy.”32

Hollande’s election caught the mood of a Europe that seemed to be 
turning against the austerity policies associated with Germany and Merkel. 
According to this critique, Europe needed growth to be able to pay off 
large volumes of public and private sector debt. The emphasis on fiscal 
consolidation as a way of reducing the burden of debt was in consequence 
counterproductive. The critique, powerfully deployed in the Financial 
Times by Martin Wolf and by former US treasury secretary Larry Summers, 
marked a dramatic revival of the traditional Keynesian approach to the 
management of crises.33 This position seemed to be supported by research 
from the IMF, which calculated much larger fiscal multipliers than had pre-
viously been assumed. Hollande drew on this substantial Anglo-American 
critique when denouncing “ruthless austerity,” stating in the course of his 
presidential campaign that “It’s not Germany that decides for the whole of 
Europe.”34 It also looked as if the new Spanish and Italian prime ministers, 
Mariano Rajoy and Mario Monti, both of whom had undertaken a consid-
erable amount of reform, were backing the Hollande claim; even in the 
Netherlands, a clearly Northern country, the government collapsed 
because it was unable to push through spending cuts.

Another interesting reflection of the ongoing austerity versus stimulus 
debate can be found in the design of the European budget. Unsurpris-
ingly, Hollande was pushing for an ambitious budget, supporting the sig-
nificant increase in expenditures proposed by the European Commission 
despite the fact that France was, after Germany, the second-largest net 
contributor. In contrast, Merkel aligned herself broadly with the very rig-
orous position defended by Cameron (the UK traditionally opts for smaller 
European budgets) and, in the process, ended up isolating Hollande. The 
French leader was heavily criticized at home for what was seen as a defeat. 
The symbolism was hard to miss. Hollande deliberately skipped a concil-
iatory meeting convened during the night by European Council president 
Herman Van Rompuy (which Merkel and Cameron attended). Instead, he 
stayed in bilateral encounters with Southern countries, including a long 
meeting with Prime Minister Rajoy. In these circumstances Germany saw 
Britain as a vital ally against a southern bloc.
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Hollande also opened up the attack on Germany on another front. On 
February 5, 2013, in a speech in the European Parliament, Hollande pas-
sionately advocated a proactive policy of depreciating the euro exchange 
rate. He was immediately and officially contradicted by the German gov-
ernment, which published a statement according to which the exchange 
rate is not an appropriate tool with which to improve competitiveness, as 
exchange rate movements only produce short-term stimulus effects.35

Syriza’s Push for More Stimulus in All of Europe
The poster child for the failures of the euro area’s institutional backdrop, 
for the dangers of fiscal imprudence, and for the harsh costs imposed 
through constant back and forth between proponents and opponents of 
austerity, is Greece. The austerity debate was present throughout the 
entire Greek ordeal, but it resurfaced especially powerfully after the for-
mation of the Syriza government in Greece in January 2015. The party had 
campaigned on a platform of undoing most of the austerity measures 
imposed by the troika in the previous years. Syriza’s objective was to 
move to stimulus policy across all of Europe, and it was willing to subject 
the Greek population to a standoff with European authorities and national 
governments lasting several months.36 At this point, however, even other 
peripheral countries were opposed to granting Greece extra leeway, pri-
marily because it would boost left-leaning opposition parties in their 
countries. Perhaps the most visible achievement of the new Greek govern-
ment was to replace the name “troika” with “institutions.”

Once in office, Syriza’s leaders tried to find wider support for their 
vision of more classically Keynesian policies everywhere in Europe, going 
as far as gambling financial and social stability in their own country to 
shift the debate toward their position. Ultimately, Syriza’s unwillingness 
to negotiate led to a referendum about the conditions of Greece’s bailout, 
which the Greek population rejected with a 61 percent majority. But with 
the other finance ministers of the euro area continuing to sideline Greece 
and the risk of a Grexit looming, the Greek government was forced to 
change course and accept the conditions of the creditors. Meanwhile, 
Grexit fears, political uncertainty, and bank closures pushed the Greek 
economy into a tailspin. This sparked the austerity debate even more.

Even though a better program would have produced a smaller contrac-
tion, it would also have been the subject of politicized debates in the 
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creditor countries. At some point, the creditor publics and parliaments 
might well have determined that they had had enough, the program 
would have collapsed, and the Greek economic disaster would have been 
even worse. In a world shaped by the slogan of “no taxation without rep-
resentation,” the extent to which a program was needed meant that demo-
cratic processes gave creditor parliaments a say over the future of debtors. 
The debate about debt and program design thus set the stage for a conflict 
between democracies: debtor democracies expressing a preference for less 
adjustment and creditor democracies for less financing.

Lessons and Policy Recommendations

Putting everything together, one must conclude that there exists no simple 
“one size fits all” policy recommendation. This is also the reason why the 
European deficit mechanism went beyond a simple 3.0 percent rule and 
was significantly fine-tuned. Arguably, the rule book became too complex. 
Overall, one can distill three general lessons about optimal fiscal policy  
in the context of the challenging environment of the euro area over 
2011–2016.

First, there is probably a good case to be made for delaying fiscal con-
solidation if credibility is already strong. Intuitively, the confidence argu-
ments at the heart of the austerity case do not really apply to countries 
with a strong reputation on international financial markets. Highly 
indebted countries, in contrast, are faced with a dilemma. Immediate fis-
cal retrenchment may well prove to be counterproductive, but similarly 
fiscal lenience now will undermine the credibility of promises for future 
prudence. Without credible commitment devices for future consolidation, 
highly indebted countries are, as far as austerity is now concerned, 
“damned if they do, and damned if they don’t.” Institutional arrange-
ments and credible ex ante rules might help to overcome this dilemma—
and this is the idea underlying some of the more recent institutional 
innovations of the euro area. Consider, for example, the Fiscal Compact (a 
set of stricter fiscal requirements) and the “six-pack” (a set of regulations 
strengthening deficit procedures and increasing macroeconomic surveil-
lance with a particular focus toward macroeconomic imbalances). Very 
much in keeping with the German tradition, these new institutional struc-
tures reflect a firm belief in the power of rules-based frameworks to create 
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credibility. These rules are based on an additional treaty outside the regu-
lar EU framework and with different voting rules on enforcement. If only 
the overall credibility of the regulatory framework were greater, so the 
underlying argument runs, individual countries with low credibility 
could readily reach an optimal adjustment path with a low interest rate. 
For the highly indebted countries of the euro area periphery, in contrast, 
many of these new institutional provisions are simply an unnecessary 
straitjacket, sacrificing growth at the altar of credibility.

The second lesson relates to the optimal design of any given austerity 
or stimulus measure. The simple Keynesian story told at the beginning of 
this chapter suggests that fiscal retrenchments based on spending cuts 
would be more costly than those based on tax hikes. The credibility story, 
however, runs directly counter to this: spending cuts are more credible 
than tax increases (as they are less easily reversed), and so a decisive 
spending cut may actually result in smaller losses in output than a compa-
rable tax increase. This argument was put forward in a string of very 
recent, well-discussed academic papers.37 Another (and somewhat related) 
point about the optimal design of a stimulus package is the following: 
stimulus measures should, particularly in an environment of high-debt 
burdens, always be designed so that they can be reversed rather easily. 
Otherwise, the credibility of long-term consolidation plans would be 
undermined. One key difference between Europe and the United States is 
that in Europe temporary stimulus measures are politically more difficult 
to reverse.

Third, it may be a good idea to combine much-needed structural reform 
with some extra government spending or growth-stimulating tax cuts. 
Naturally, fundamental structural change begets uncertainty, and uncer-
tainty weighs down on investment and consumer spending (as precau-
tionary savings rise). In the language of our simple Keynesian multiplier 
analysis, the marginal propensity to consume falls, and so output slumps 
even further. In such an environment, government spending can pick up 
some of the slack, push up demand, and so stabilize output. And if the 
underlying structural reforms are wide-ranging enough, in these particu-
lar circumstances, credibility issues should not loom as large.
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The Role of the Financial Sector

The design of the Maastricht Treaty was, as we discussed in previous 
chapters, explicitly motivated by monetary and fiscal stability con-

cerns. Financial stability, in contrast, hardly played a role; it was simply 
taken for granted. But the German and French economic philosophies also 
differed on how to manage the financial sector.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, when the Maastricht Treaty was nego-
tiated, the financial system was much smaller in size, less concentrated, 
less complex, and less risky. The world had not yet experienced the finan-
cial contagion that occurred during the Southeast Asia crisis in the late 
1990s. Even so, the original plan would have given overall supervisory 
and regulatory powers to a European central bank. The Bank of England 
pushed strongly for this despite strong resistance, above all from the 
German Bundesbank. The German economic tradition favors a clear delin-
eation in the assignment of responsibility, while the centralized approach 
of Great Britain (and also France) favors an all-encompassing perspective. 
In addition, there was bureaucratic resistance from existing national super-
visors to a transfer of powers to a central authority. The compromise at 
Maastricht resulted in rather limited coordination of national supervisors; 
thus, the ECB was ultimately not given any substantive supervisory and 
regulatory powers. Until the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2007–2008, 
almost no one thought that this was a problem.1 The euro crisis ultimately 
led to the creation—in stages—of a banking union in Europe, with the ECB 
at the helm of the single supervisory mechanism.

From the 1980s, the financial system and the potential threat that it 
posed changed for several reasons. First, euro-area banks’ lending activity 
increased markedly after the introduction of the euro. At the time, this was 
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seen as part of a desirable integration process. Regulators overlooked the 
fact that a substantial fraction of this new lending was short term (espe-
cially interbank funding) and devoted to propping up a property bubble 
rather than to the promotion of new investment opportunities. Ireland and 
Spain in particular were the recipients of substantial bank-intermediated  
capital flows, which served primarily to fund the construction and acqui-
sition of property.

Second, European banks significantly expanded their global activities, 
raising dollar-denominated funding from US money market funds 
(MMFs). Moreover, large universal banks became increasingly important 
market makers on global capital and derivatives markets. This heightened 
activity engendered a substantial increase in the riskiness of the European 
banking system. Because the ECB cannot—at least, not without a backup 
swap line from the US Federal Reserve—provide dollar liquidity to its 
banks, European banks’ reliance on MMF dollar funding added another 
dimension of systemic risk.

Third, the number of transactions within the banking system increased 
significantly. In standard economic models of banking, a single bank chan-
nels funds from savers (depositors) to borrowers (investing firms or 
households). From the 1980s, however, intermediation chains became 
much longer, and, hence, the system turned into something more akin to a 
complicated web of funding arrangements. Another important, albeit 
German-specific, trend began in 2001, when it was agreed that the Ger-
man Landesbanken—a group of state-owned banks—would lose their 
state guarantees, in line with European competition law. The German gov-
ernment successfully bargained for a transition period, so the Landes-
banken had until 2005 to issue state-guaranteed bonds. They duly rushed 
to increase their bond issuance and invested a large fraction of the new 
funds into US mortgage securities, many of which went sour after 2007.

Most sources of financial instability were overlooked in the Maastricht 
Treaty. Underlying this neglect was a misguided belief: as long as the cen-
tral bank can guarantee price stability, ran the argument, microprudential 
regulation would be sufficient to ensure stability of the financial system. 
The story we just told lays bare the shortcomings of this view. To under-
stand better where precisely the fathers of the Maastricht Treaty failed to 
take account of systemic risk, we need to look more closely at the econom-
ics of the financial sector.
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As has been a recurring theme in this book, the associated policy 
responses will be interpreted in the context of the battle of economic ideas. 
Again, we make the point that interests must be viewed through the lenses 
of underlying economic philosophies.

In light of these developments, this chapter answers the following 
questions:

•	How did banking change in the run-up to the crisis? What were 
the extra risks that came with the shift from traditional funding 
from retail depositors to interbank wholesale funding?

•	What special role did the international cross-border dimension 
play in short-term interbank funding?

Traditional Banking

Universal Banking
The role of traditional banking is to channel savings to borrowers and 
productive sectors. Its main purpose is to mitigate financial frictions that 
hinder direct-funding arrangements between borrowers and lenders. 
From the nineteenth century, France and Belgium evolved a holistic model 
of banking in which banks performed multiple functions: as deposit 
takers, sources of short-term finance, issuers of securities, and long-term 
investors. The Belgian and French model of the “Société Générale” was 
then adopted in Germany, where the result was known as the universal 
bank. The large joint stock banks founded between 1850 and the 1870s—
Disconto-Gesellschaft and Darmstädter Bank and later Deutsche Bank 
and Dresdner Bank—had close relations with the major German manu-
facturing companies and were therefore decisive in the early history of 
German industrialization.

In Germany and France, and indeed in continental Europe in general, 
banks play a predominant role in the provision of funding for business 
investment. In the United States, by contrast, the capital market is a more 
readily available source of financing for larger corporations. In 2008, the 
ECB estimated that banks provide 70 percent of financing for corporations 
in the euro area but only 20 percent in the United States.2

Publicly owned banks have also played an extensive part in French and 
German economic life. In France, economic planning consisted for a long 
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time in national-level schemes for credit allocation (encadrement du credit). 
Although federal Germany’s approach is less focused on national plans 
for business development, publicly owned banks are similarly important: 
the savings banks (Sparkassen) are locally owned, with state-level Landes-
banken acting as regional clearinghouse. The savings banks have a high 
degree of public trust and are widely seen as offering superior banking 
services to ordinary customers, but they are also the major source of credit 
for the small and medium-sized—often family-owned—business sector 
(Mittelstand) that constitutes one of the key features of the German model 
for industrial success.

The Process of Money Creation
Banks lend to borrowers and create credit and money simultaneously. As 
a concrete example, suppose that a borrower goes to a bank and asks for, 
say, a mortgage of €1 million. If the bank is willing to grant the mortgage, 
it will credit the borrower €1 million in the form of deposits. Assets and 
liabilities of the bank have thus expanded simultaneously, and the bank 
has in essence created its own funding through the very process of lend-
ing. Because the new entries on both sides of the bank’s balance sheet are 
in the name of our soon-to-be homeowner, there is no intermediation of 
loanable funds between savers and borrowers at the time the loan was 
made. Only if the seller of the house accepts the buyer’s deposit at the 
bank as valid payment does intermediation indirectly take place, as the 
seller then essentially lends funds to the borrower through the bank.

For this process to work, it is necessary that third parties accept 
deposits—the newly created purchasing power—in exchange for goods 
and services. Third parties will accept deposits as a medium of exchange 
as long as they are confident that they could safely withdraw their funds. 
To instill confidence, the bank needs to have sufficient liquidity, for exam-
ple, in the form of loanable funds deposited by savers. Overall, then, the 
key outputs of the bank’s production function are its standardized, ideally 
risk-free (and therefore extremely liquid) deposits (IOUs). Precisely 
because they are standardized, these IOUs can easily be netted; positive 
and negative holdings simply cancel each other out. The bank’s IOUs are 
thus a veritable means of payment—in short, a money. In contrast to the 
money provided by the government (which comes from outside the eco-
nomic system), this form of money created by the financial sector is called 
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inside money. In a modern economy, more than 90 percent of the total 
money supply consists of inside money.

Liquidity and Maturity Mismatch
Banks’ peculiar business model brings with it some serious problems that 
can be best understood by examining balance sheets. On the asset side of 
a typical balance sheet are the loans that a bank extends to its clients; on 
the liability side sit the deposits. This confronts banks with two challenges. 
First, loans are risky, while deposits are intended to be safe. This mismatch 
subjects the bank to default risk, also known as credit risk. Second, loans 
are typically long term, while deposits can be withdrawn from the bank at 
any time and without notice. Banks are subject to maturity mismatch. 
Finally, banks provide liquidity transformation. Their liabilities are extremely 
liquid, whereas their assets are mostly illiquid.

It is important to distinguish three notions of liquidity. First, market 
liquidity refers to the ease with which assets can be sold without any sub-
stantial price impact. Second, technological liquidity refers to the ease with 
which investment projects can be reversed (liquidated) part way through 
their lifespan. Third, funding liquidity refers to maturity and stability of 
the funding arrangement. Along all three dimensions, bank deposits are 
highly liquid. By contrast, long-term projects financed by bank loans are 
likely to have low market and technological liquidity. The bank thus faces 
funding liquidity risk: if all savers attempt to withdraw their deposits at 
the same time (because they are deemed liquid), the bank may not be able 
to repay them, even if it is fundamentally solvent (because the loans that 
it holds are illiquid). This highlights the distinction between illiquidity 
and insolvency and is analogous to the discussion on sovereign debt in 
chapter 7.

How can the bank reduce these risks? First, note that banks typically 
lend to many borrowers. If credit risk is imperfectly correlated—such that 
not all borrowers default at the same time—then individual borrowers’ 
risks partially offset each other. The bank can then diversify its idiosyn-
cratic risks (by granting loans to different borrowers that are unlikely to 
default at the same time). Additionally, the bank can reduce its funding 
liquidity risk on the liability side (by increasing its stable funding, such as 
equity or long-term debt) and on the asset side (by holding safe assets, 
such as cash or central bank reserves, with negligible credit risk and high 
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market and technological liquidity). Our typical bank now has equity and 
deposits on the liability side and safe assets, in form of cash and reserves, 
as well as loans on its asset side (see figure 9.1).

Banks can reduce credit and liquidity risks but not eliminate them 
entirely. In light of the risks at the heart of banks’ business model, we may 
ask why savers do not cut out the middle man by lending directly to bor-
rowers rather than depositing their funds into a bank. The answer is that 
banks are in general better at lending than individual savers for a number 
of reasons. First, banks identify more easily projects that are worth fund-
ing and pursuing. Underlying these arguments is what economists refer 
to as asymmetric information: Borrowers know more about their projects 
than any individual lender, but dedicated lenders, such as banks, can at 
least mitigate information asymmetries. Second, owing to their expertise, 
banks can more easily enforce repayment than an individual lender. Third, 
banks can lend to many different borrowers, making it easier to diversify 
idiosyncratic risks.

Modern Banking and Capital Markets

The Initial Blaming of Anglo-American Banking
Modern banks have moved beyond this traditional model of banking. 
What continental Europeans described as “Anglo-Saxon financial capital-
ism” expanded dramatically from the 1990s, with banks no longer fund-
ing themselves exclusively through deposits on the liability side and 
holding complex structured financial products as well as plain-vanilla 
loans on the asset side. Initially, many European politicians viewed the 
financial crisis as a uniquely American phenomenon and even as a verdict 
of history on Anglo-American finance. German and French policy makers 

Figure 9.1. A Typical Traditional Bank’s Balance Sheet
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and the public at large see a difference between their banking systems, 
which aim to serve the general economy, as distinct from short-term, 
speculative, Anglo-Saxon banking.

The political discussion about financial capitalism was already well 
under way before the financial crisis. In the currency crises of the early 
1990s, there was widespread outrage over the activities of such speculators 
as George Soros, whose enormous bet supposedly forced the United King-
dom out of the European exchange rate mechanism. French finance minister 
Michel Sapin compared modern currency speculators to the agioteurs who 
had been guillotined during the French Revolution and, in January 1993, 
warned that they would “pay for their mistakes” if they persisted. In 2005, 
Franz Müntefering, then chairman of the German Social Democratic Party 
(the SPD), referred to financial investors—private equity and hedge fund 
managers—as “locusts” (Heuschrecken) that stripped healthy businesses 
bare. The term set off a big debate; even the German Council of Economic 
Advisers discussed the “social coldness” of modern investors. Immediately 
after the Lehman collapse in September 2008, Peer Steinbrück, then German 
finance minister, put this diagnosis as a challenge not just to the United 
States but also other countries, notably the United Kingdom, which seemed 
to have Americanized their financial system. The problem, according to 
Steinbrück, lay in overreliance on highly complex financial instruments 
propagated by globalized American institutions. Steinbrück commented at 
that time, “The financial crisis is above all an American problem. The other 
G7 financial ministers in continental Europe share this opinion.”3

As we shall see, these critics of so-called Anglo-Saxon banking over-
looked the fact that it was European, more than American, banks that had 
become the largest global players, investing in complex securities and 
relying on short-term wholesale debt to fund their operations.

Mark-to-Market Assets and Wholesale Funding
Modern banks differ from traditional banking in important ways.4 On the 
asset side of their balance sheets, a larger share of their assets is marked-
to-market. Banks hold a larger share of securitized assets than simply 
loans. Securitization combines many loans (often mortgages) in a large 
pool in an attempt to remove idiosyncratic risks via diversification and 
then splits future revenues arising from repayments on the underlying 
loans in various claims. These claims are then sold to other financial 
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institutions. Overall, the share of assets that are constantly marked-to-
market is much larger than in a traditional bank that retains all of the loans 
that it originates. The modern bank can thus realize losses very quickly 
and is also dependent on the willingness of other financial institutions to 
buy its securities, if necessary.

On the liability side, modern banks have found a new source of funding 
beyond deposits or shareholder equity: the wholesale funding market. 
Rather than borrowing from households, banks nowadays obtain much of 
their funding from other financial institutions, mostly through two vehi-
cles. The first is short-term borrowing in unsecured interbank markets. 
Unlike normal depositors, other financial institutions are well informed (or 
at least think that they are) and for this reason will be quick to withdraw 
funding if they suspect difficulties, long before regular retail depositors 
would contemplate doing so. The second source of wholesale funding are 
repos, the sale and repurchase agreements, where the bank agrees to tem-
porarily sell some of its securities to other financial institutions and later 
repurchase them at a pre-agreed price. The difference between the current 
market price and repurchase price reflects the interest rate on the agree-
ment, also known as the repo rate. Importantly, repos are safe for the lender 
and hence “money-like.” Indeed, they are included in the conventional 
broad money measure, known as M3.5

Connected to this “moneyness” of repos are three of their most import-
ant characteristics. First, securities are sold in repos for a price below their 
market value, the difference being a so-called haircut or margin (which the 
lender retains as a safety cushion). Repos are a collateralized lending 
arrangement, where the loan amount is the value of the collateral asset 
minus the haircut/margin. As a (wholesale funding) lender can suddenly 
raise margins, the borrowing bank is exposed to a funding risk. Second, 
repos have rather short duration and thus have to be rolled over frequently. 
As a result, they can quickly disappear as a source of funding. Third, repos 
enjoy seniority over demand deposits and unsecured interbank loans. 
Hence traditional unsecured funding providers become also less stable. 

The bottom line is that, unlike deposit funding, wholesale funding is 
fickle. Funding risks for modern banks are thus much larger than for their 
traditional counterparts.

A final important consequence of the modern banking system is that it 
can amplify asset-price cycles. Suppose the price of some particular asset 
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increases. Because modern banks’ assets are largely marked-to-market, 
they can immediately realize the associated gains. This increase in the value 
of potential collateral makes it easier for the banks to obtain wholesale 
funding in the repo market. Banks can then lend more freely, the cost of 
loans falls, the demand for the asset rises, and its price increases yet further. 
For some time, this process may appear as if it is capable of generating 
endless prosperity. But, like a rubber band being gradually stretched, the 
tension builds until the rubber band—and the repo market—finally snaps.

German Landesbanken and French Banks
The public in Germany and France was outraged when American-style 
financial problems appeared in their banks. French banks became very 
dependent on dollar funding from US money market funds. In Germany, 
some of the most costly problems appeared in the Landesbanken.6 Public 
sector banks, such as the Landesbanken in Germany, became active  
players in the modern banking landscape. Such banks have special 
principal-agent problems: with their downside risk limited by extensive 
public guarantees, bank managers have an incentive to take on excessive 
risks to generate short-term profits. In the Asia crisis of 1997–1998, it was 
the Landesbanken rather than the larger private banks in Germany that 
had exposure to Korean chaebols. The fallout generated a push to privatize 
the public sector banks and subject them to market discipline, but this  
did not remove the implicit guarantee.

In the 2000s, Landesbanken had engaged heavily via offshore vehicles 
(mostly in Ireland) in the US subprime market. The Sachsen LB and the LB 
Rheinland-Pfalz needed to be rescued with public money and were then 
consolidated with the more solid LB Baden-Württemberg (where the tradi-
tional Mittelstand orientation was much greater). Another Landesbank, 
West LB, required €8 billion of assistance. IKB bank, a German institution 
that had its roots in the public sector encouragement of Mittelstand finance, 
was bailed out in 2007 and then sold to a private equity firm. One of the 
few bankers worldwide to be jailed as a consequence of the crisis was Ger-
hard Gribkowsky, head of risk management at Bayern LB. An estimated 70 
percent of the losses borne by the German state resulted from public sector 
banks and another 20 percent from the Munich Hypo Real Estate Holding 
AG. Hypo Real Estate was founded in 2004 as a “bad bank” by HVB, which 
itself was the result of a 1997/8 shotgun merger between Bayerische 
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Hypotheken- und Wechselbank and Bayerische Vereinsbank, designed to 
hide the losses of Bayern Hypo in Saxony. The merger was arranged under 
the influence of the state of Bavaria, which owned 10 percent of the shares.7

Bank collapses and bailouts, and the revelation of large speculative 
losses in January 2008 as a result of a rogue trader at the Société Générale, 
were politically traumatic moments for Europeans. They led to a demand 
that banks should be brought back to their traditional function and that 
the “Americanization” of finance that had taken place over the previous 
twenty years should be reversed. Governments had been forced by the 
magnitude and impact of the financial crisis to adopt a role that was at 
odds with the emphasis on responsibility (Haftungsprinzip) that the 
German tradition in particular emphasized.

Oddly, however, the focus of attention was less on public banks than on 
the private sector, as public ownership and control was widely regarded 
as an appropriate response to the crisis. An indication of this new political 
climate was given by the change in the relationship between Chancellor 
Merkel and Joseph (“Joe”) Ackermann, head of Deutsche Bank, who was 
the public face of the drive for high returns and a move toward investment 
banking. Ackermann was a key adviser to the chancellor in the early 
phases of the financial crisis. On April 22, 2008, Merkel arranged an elab-
orate (and taxpayer-funded) dinner party in the Berlin Chancellery for 
him as a birthday party. By 2009, the relationship was more strained, as 
Deutsche Bank made it a point of honor to resist the government’s attempt 
to recapitalize all banks according to the US model (whereby Treasury 
Secretary Paulson had simply compelled the largest banks to participate). 
It was not just the chancellor who felt this way: in public discussion, 
Ackermann and Deutsche Bank became the principal villains of the 
German story, even though Deutsche Bank did not directly cost the tax-
payer money; its size simply meant that any problem, if it did materialize, 
would be prohibitively expensive for the taxpayer.

Cross-Border Capital Flows and the Interbank Market

Initial Capital Flows and the Convergence of Interest Rates
The completion of monetary union in 1999 removed exchange rate risk. 
Afterward, lending to sovereigns and banks in periphery countries in the 
euro area (including Spain, Portugal, Ireland, and Greece) was viewed as  
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no more risky as lending to core countries. The convergence of long-term 
interest rates within the euro area, which had already started in the early to 
mid-1990s, thus accelerated. Figure 9.2, which shows yields on ten-year gov-
ernment bonds over the past two decades, illustrates this development.

Substantial capital flows from core to periphery countries accelerated 
from the early 2000s. Interestingly, this occurred not just in the euro area: 
the West Balkan countries, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the 
former Yugoslav Republic, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia, most of 
which were not even in the European Union, experienced similar inflows, 
with large current account deficits and strong economic growth up to 
2008, and a massive problem afterward.8

A large fraction of the capital flows were short-term credit flows involv-
ing cross-border wholesale funding—lending from bank to bank in the 
interbank market. To picture more clearly the main thrust of these flows, 
consider the following stylized example featuring Germany and Spain as 
our representative core and periphery countries. Spanish banks drew 
parts of their fund from their domestic deposit base. In the years leading 
up to the crisis, German financial institutions (banks or money market 
funds) provided their Spanish counterparts with additional cheap, 

Figure 9.2. Yield of 10-Year Government Bonds (Source: Bloomberg)
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short-term wholesale funding mostly through the interbank market. Span-
ish banks then duly extended more loans to domestic borrowers (in partic-
ular homeowners), usually at flexible rates (typically at the floating 
LIBOR/Euribor rate plus some fixed surcharge). The borrowed funds 
were in part used to pay for German products: suppose the Spanish bor-
rowers purchased, for example, German appliances such as elevators or 
dishwashers. The payments then went back from Spanish banks into the 
German financial system, ultimately helping to pay the wages of German 
workers. Figure 9.3 depicts this stylized process.

This stylized example can help us understand the emergence of prop-
erty bubbles in Ireland and Spain. Ireland enjoyed strong export growth 
from the late 1980s, accelerating in the mid-1990s, when the Irish economy 
earned its “Celtic Tiger” moniker. This export growth translated into strong 
economic activity and a general sense of economic security among Irish 
households. This, together with low nominal and real interest rates as a 
result of monetary union, resulted in a dramatic expansion of housing 
demand and, with a slight lag, an expansion of housing supply. Expecta-
tions of ever-increasing home prices then led to speculative house pur-
chases, which boosted prices and drove the construction boom even further. 
Soon prices diverged far from anything resembling fundamental values. 
The credit expansion was financed through large-scale foreign borrowing 
by Irish banks. In summer 2008, the Irish banking system was thus in a 

Figure 9.3. Schematic Representation of Fund Flows between  
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very vulnerable state, overexposed on its asset side to the domestic housing 
market and on its liability side to international interbank borrowing.

The Spanish story looks eerily similar: a generally booming economy, 
policy initiatives promoting home ownership, favorable demographic 
environments, and low borrowing costs due to interest rate convergence 
all gave a boost to domestic housing demand. As in Ireland, these favor-
able fundamentals created expectations that prices could only continue to 
go upward; speculative house purchases started, and house prices soon 
departed from plausible equilibrium valuations. In fact, annual house 
price increases until 2006 regularly outstripped 10 percent and overall 
between 1997 and 2008 almost tripled. As in Ireland, investments were by 
and large financed through credit provided by the domestic banking sec-
tor. An important player in the Spanish banking sector are cajas, small-
scale savings banks whose market share increased from around 20 percent 
of total assets in 1980 to around 40 percent in 2010. Two things about the 
cajas are important to know: First, cajas’ credit expansion was very much 
geared toward the booming real estate sector (much more than for other 
Spanish banks). Second, cajas had over time become increasingly reliant 
on interbank markets to obtain their funding. We thus see the same vul-
nerability (on the asset and liquidity side) as in the Irish banking sector.

Sudden Stop of Short-Term Funding
With the onset of the global financial crisis in 2007, cross-border capital 
flows toward the periphery (and thus in particular those going to the Irish 
and Spanish housing sectors) suddenly stopped. Returning to our exam-
ple of figure 9.3, when German banks refused to roll over short-term debt 
of Spanish banks, the interbank market froze. As Spanish banks had 
extended long-term loans to their customers, they suddenly faced a huge 
liquidity shortage. The interbank market interest rate (LIBOR for dollars 
or Euribor for euros) skyrocketed as lending to Spanish banks was now 
very risky. German banks were concerned about Spanish banks’ solvency 
and preferred to park their excess funds with the ECB. Spanish banks, cut 
off from funding from the interbank market, tried to obtain funding from 
the ECB instead using their loans and other assets as collateral. In other 
words, the ECB stepped in as intermediary providing loans to (risky) 
Spanish banks and offering German banks a safe spot to park funds. This 
activity showed up as TARGET2 imbalances within the Eurosystem.
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Many commentators in fact argue that the current predicament of the 
euro area should be interpreted as a classic balance of payments crisis, 
with capital rushing out of the weak periphery and into the strong core. 
But if this is so, why is there no such balance of payments crisis in the 
United States? After all, the United States also had states hit hard by the 
bursting of the property bubble (for example, Florida and Arizona), while 
other states were much less affected. In fact, there are no current and cap-
ital accounts tracking trade and capital flows within the United States, so 
why should such flows in the euro area matter?

Cross-Border versus Domestic Credit Flows
Former ECB president Jean-Claude Trichet always insisted that the euro 
area should be treated and considered as a single entity, for example, 
within institutions such as the G7 and G20. This would imply that 
cross-border credit flows within the euro area are similar to domestic 
credit flows. Indeed, within a single currency area, erratic exchange rate 
fluctuations—which impair balance sheets and throw economies into 
crisis—are switched off. This eliminates the main reason for instability. 
However, it also raises this question: why did cross-border credit flows 
within a currency union contribute to financial instability?

Was it the fact that cross-border capital flows in the euro area were 
largely short term, making the entire arrangement susceptible to sudden 
reversal? Yet within-country funding is also often short term, so this is not 
a peculiarity of cross-border capital flows. A second important facet of 
cross-country flows in the euro area is that much of the funding came in 
the form of wholesale, interbank funding. Because of this funding struc-
ture, capital flows into the periphery could dry up and reverse quickly. 
Still, this is not a feature unique to international capital flows, as much 
within-country funding is also interbank and wholesale. Just consider, for 
example, Northern Rock, a UK bank that suffered a bank run in 2007. It 
was reliant on wholesale funding, and it was precisely this reliance that 
made Northern Rock so vulnerable to a run. Other UK banks also relied 
on wholesale funding, but the larger banks had European subsidiaries 
that had access to ECB liquidity at a time when the Bank of England was 
reluctant to provide liquidity out of moral hazard concerns.

Do cross-border capital flows within a currency union deserve special 
attention because they can lead to inefficient investment and misallocation? 
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Capital flows into the periphery financed extra consumption (as in Greece 
and Portugal) or investment in low-productivity sectors that produce non-
tradable goods (such as the construction sectors in Spain and Ireland). Extra 
financing thus fueled growth only temporarily and perhaps with lasting 
detriment to productivity. This dim conclusion contrasts sharply with the 
benevolent convergence view that was, up until the beginning of the euro 
crisis, widely presented as a rationale for capital flows from core to periph-
ery. According to this convergence view, capital rushed into the periphery 
simply because investment opportunities were more attractive; capital 
flows just accelerated the economic catch-up of the periphery. Observed 
productivity trends reveal this benevolent story to have been fatally flawed.

Still, misallocation also happens within countries, as the aftermath of 
the German reunification illustrates. In the early 1990s, capital poured 
from Western into Eastern Germany, triggering a postreunification con-
struction and housing boom. Later, many of these loans turned sour. The 
Bayerische Hypotheken- und Wechsel-Bank, for example, was very active 
in financing this boom. By the late 1990s, it had been forced to merge with 
the Bayerische Vereinsbank, and many of its old bad loans would, a cou-
ple of years later, be spun off into a sort of bad bank, called Hypo Real 
Estate (HRE). The HRE then also got itself in trouble, and, in 2008, the 
German taxpayer had to bail it out.

So far, we have not been able to come up with a truly convincing argu-
ment as to why special attention should be devoted to international capi-
tal flows, at least not above and beyond that afforded to national flows. 
The American approach of not tracking capital and trade balance flows 
within the currency union could thus be applicable to the euro area as 
well. This conclusion, however, would be premature. Instead, it is useful 
to approach the discussion from another angle: what, in an economic 
sense, distinguishes a country within a currency union from geographical 
units within a country?

In traditional Keynesian models, countries are characterized as an area 
of common price and wage rigidities. And, indeed, the years in the run-up 
to the euro crisis saw substantial divergences in country-level inflation 
rates and wage increases, with those in the periphery far outstripping the 
price increases in the core, in particular in Germany. Cross-border capital 
flows into the periphery typically financed investment in nontradables  
(in particular in the housing sector) and consumption (both public and 
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private), thus pushing up domestic wages without improving interna-
tional competitiveness. Given fixed exchange rates within the euro area, 
such divergent trends in wage inflation go hand in hand with a relative 
loss in competitiveness for the periphery; that is, unit labor costs in the 
periphery rose markedly vis-à-vis the core. The divergence in competi-
tiveness was covered up by the temporary convergence in GDP levels. 
This demand push—which can be related to the Walters’ critique discussed 
in chapter 4—boosted the misallocation of investment to low-productivity 
sectors in the European periphery.

Importantly, there are two more differences between cross-border and 
domestic credit flows. First, within a country, the allocation of the fiscal 
costs that may follow from resource misallocation and malinvestment is 
clear; in a currency union, it is not. Credit flows in the 2000s had, to an 
extent unanticipated at the time of Maastricht, provided (through low 
interest rates) an effective subsidy to borrowers in the periphery coun-
tries, including government borrowers, but with risks building up for 
Europe as a whole. When the risks materialized, the painful question 
inevitably arose of who should bear the cost of those past subsidies. Sec-
ond, national governments’ policy response typically put national interest 
over the interest of the currency union. Chapter 11 explains how uncoor-
dinated national policy initiatives may simply push losses onto foreigners 
and rather than alleviating may in fact worsen the crisis. Before that, 
chapter 10 outlines amplification mechanisms and the various national 
crisis management tools.
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Financial Crises: Mechanisms and Management

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the transformation of a tradi-
tional into a modern banking system—a web of financial claims, long 

intermediation chains, and asset holdings that are marked-to-market and 
funded with international wholesale money market funds—exposed the 
European banking system to additional risks. These risks are endoge-
nously amplified by various adverse feedback loops and spirals. Against 
the background of this marked increase in riskiness and interconnected-
ness, it is unsurprising that European financial systems were not well 
equipped to deal with the fallout from the global financial crisis in 2007–
2008. Banks across the continent, particularly in Germany (the Landes-
banken) and France, were hit through their direct exposure to US subprime 
lending. Even more important than this direct exposure was a secondary 
indirect channel, operating through the overexposure of European banks 
to interbank wholesale funding markets. As these markets froze, banks 
could not roll over their short-term wholesale funding and so were forced 
to reduce lending. In Ireland and Spain, this sudden reduction in credit 
provision popped the inflated housing bubble; financial distress conse-
quently shot up, and economic activity plummeted. A more stringent reg-
ulatory framework prior to the crisis and supervisory forbearance in the 
early phase of the crisis meant that the Spanish cajas (the Spanish savings 
and loans) were able to delay this day of reckoning somewhat longer than 
their Irish counterparts.

With financial systems across Europe increasingly fragile, policy makers 
tried to prevent spillovers into the real economy by bailing out their own 
national banks. Notable examples of bailouts are the Irish recapitalizations 
of AIB and the Bank of Ireland; the German bailouts of IKB Bank, Hypo 
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Real Estate Holding, WestLB, HSH Nordbank, and Commerzbank; the 
Franco-Belgian involvement in Dexia; and the forced merger of several 
Spanish cajas. Government debt duly skyrocketed in many member states, 
and the sustainability of government finances was soon called into ques-
tion. But without credible fiscal backing, the health of domestic banking sec-
tors was again in question, and so a diabolic loop between banks and 
sovereigns emerged.

In this toxic environment, financial institutions tried to reduce the risk-
iness of their positions through investments in suitable safe assets. To 
make matters even worse, German government debt—not a European- 
wide asset—was identified by investors as the desired safe asset, setting 
in motion huge intra-area capital flows that would further destabilize the 
situation in the periphery. With individual sovereigns unable to continue 
to safeguard their own financial systems, area-wide bailouts became nec-
essary. The debates surrounding these bailouts took place against the 
backdrop of the classic liquidity-solvency tension between the German 
and French economic philosophies. No individual crisis reflects these ten-
sions better than the Cypriot experience: exasperated with a seemingly 
never-ending stream of bailouts justified through fears of contagion, 
German policy makers declared that “if Cyprus is systemic, then every-
thing is systemic,” and forced private bank creditors (depositors) to bear 
part of the burden in bank recapitalization. Instead of bailing them out, 
they were bailed in.

The decline of banking activity lowered credit and money growth, con-
tributing to a low-inflation environment. Part of the policy response 
involved aggressive, unconventional monetary policy measures, including, 
from early 2015 onward, outright quantitative easing, that is, central bank 
purchases of sovereign bonds. Reactions to this policy initiative again well 
illustrate the differences in the German and French views, as we will see.

Specifically, this chapter addresses the following questions:

•	How does the distinction between solvency and liquidity of sover-
eign governments translate to banks? Do the German and French 
differences in identifying a problem as a solvency or liquidity 
problem also extend to the banking sector?

•	What amplification mechanisms and adverse feedback loops 
translate small shocks into large dislocations?
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•	How do risks become systemic? How do risks spill over to other 
banks, sectors, and countries? How did the German and French 
views differ regarding the severity of various contagion risks?

•	How do problems in the financial sector spill over to its sovereign 
government, and vice versa?

•	How did these feedback loops and spirals impact banks’ money 
creation? Did they lower inflation and thereby challenge debtors 
further?

•	What monetary and regulatory policy measures can mitigate the 
amplification and spillover effects? What are the long-run moral 
hazard costs of these measures?

•	What fiscal and bail-in (haircut) measures are part of the right pol-
icy mix during the crisis? What other ex ante policy measures can 
help to prevent future crises?

•	Did the battle about whether governments or the central bank 
should recapitalize the banking sector lead to a second game of 
chicken?

Financial Crisis Mechanisms

It is in dealing with the aftermath of the financial crisis that the big divides 
in European policy making appeared. France continuously pushed the 
idea that Europe should follow similar steps as the United States and 
aggressively use taxpayer funds to support the banks, concentrating on 
dealing with the immediate problem at hand. Germany, meanwhile, 
adopted an insolvency perspective, which in retrospect considered the 
precrisis cross-border capital flows to the periphery excessive and focused 
on avoiding future crises. France focused mostly on the present, while 
Germany concentrated on the past and the future; the French observed 
that not fixing a bad present would make the future worse, while Ger-
mans worried that focusing on fixing the present would make for a worse 
future. To understand these differences in philosophy more clearly, we 
need to review the actual financial crisis mechanisms in some detail.

Banking can help to channel funds to productive sectors and create safe 
assets for investors. However, banking is inherently fragile and subject to 
runs, as discussed in the previous chapter. The recent trends toward 
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securitization and wholesale funding combined with cross-border flows 
only increased these underlying weaknesses. In this section, we outline 
the mechanisms that explain how small shocks (1) amplify via spirals into 
large shocks, (2) spill over to the whole banking system and (3) lead to a 
diabolic loop between banking and sovereign risk.

Liquidity and Disinflationary Spirals
Even a small shock to the ability of end borrowers to pay back their debt 
can significantly impair the financial system in the absence of any central 
bank or government intervention.1 This can most easily be seen by dissect-
ing the impact of a shock in four steps. The first step is simply the imme-
diate impact of the adverse shock on end borrowers’ ability to repay their 
loans. As a direct result of the shock, the value of banks’ assets falls. This 
drop is more visible if a bigger share of banks’ balance sheets is marked-
to-market. As a matter of simple accounting, any given drop in the value 
of banks’ assets must—given fixed liabilities—go hand in hand with a 
drop in equity of precisely the same size, measured in euros. But as a 
bank’s assets usually far outstrip its equity, the decline in the value of the 
assets will, in percentage terms, be dwarfed by the percentage decline in 
the equity buffer. As a result, the bank’s leverage ratio will shoot up.

This leads us to the second step: the banks’ response. For their IOUs to 
still be considered safe and qualify as inside money, the banks need to 
bring their leverage ratio back down to acceptable levels. How far they 
want to push down leverage is very much a function of the severity of the 
liquidity mismatch between assets and liabilities. In practice, bringing 
down leverage almost always means shrinking the balance sheet 
(rather than raising new equity). Banks will thus do two things: they will 
(1) extend less new credit and (2) try to sell existing loans. As far as new 
credit, the reduction in fresh credit supply hurts all existing and potential 
borrowers, from hopeful homeowners to the corporate sector. In short, we 
have a veritable crunch in credit supply. During the euro crisis, the credit 
growth rate was extremely weak (see figure 10.1).

The reduction in credit supply will, due to supply-chain interlinkages, 
translate seamlessly into dropping credit demand: if one firm in a supply 
chain has a credit supply problem and cuts its production, all firms in  
the chain will produce less and consequently demand less credit. The 
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reduction in fresh credit supply also reduces credit demand by others. 
Overall, then, it directly reduces overall economic growth and so under-
mines the ability of borrowers to service their debt even more. Let us now 
turn to sales of existing loans. Such sales are problematic because no other 
bank is willing to buy (they are all overleveraged, after all), and thus at 
best the only potential buyers left are the savers. As they can neither diver-
sify across as many borrowers nor enforce payment as well as banks, the 
savers will not be willing to pay much for these assets. Thus asset prices 
will drop.

The third and fourth steps describe the amplification due to spirals that 
are caused by banks’ responses. The basic logic underlying these two steps 
is something game theorists call strategic complementarity: For example, the 
more other banks shrink their balance sheets, the more an individual bank 
will want to shrink its balance sheet too. This in turn increases other banks’ 
incentive to shrink their balance sheets even further, and so on. As a group, 
all banks can ultimately be worse off. Crucially, if the strategic complemen-
tarity effects are strong enough, a multiple equilibria setting can arise. Then, 
even without any adverse underlying shock, the mere fear that banks may 
become insolvent could prompt substantial deposit withdrawals and so 
push the economy into a “bad equilibrium.” This dynamic, at play during 
the Great Depression, was intuitively understood by Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
who in his inaugural presidential address in 1933 stated, “The only thing 

Figure 10.1. Credit Growth in the Euro Area (Source: ECB)
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we have to fear is fear itself.” To summarize, strategic complementarities 
create adverse feedback loops and propagate through the system. Let us 
now investigate the third and fourth steps in more detail.

Liquidity Spiral
The third step is the liquidity spiral. This liquidity spiral actually comes in 
two variants, with the first known as the loss spiral. As banks fire sell 
some of their old loans, their assets fall in value, and so equity declines 
further, setting in motion yet more fire sales. The severity of this spiral is 
again very much a function of the share of assets marked-to-market. 
Indeed, if the adverse feedback loop is strong enough, these fire sales can 
lead to a decline in equity greater than the decline in assets, so the lever-
age ratio may not come down after all and a self-defeating deleveraging 
paradox can emerge. In modern banking systems, there is a second dis-
tinct dimension to the liquidity spiral known as the margin (or “haircut”) 
spiral. The first thing to note is that during a crisis, funding liquidity 
worsens. Borrowers are afraid that they will not be able to roll over exist-
ing short-term unsecured debt or, if they can, only with worse terms. For 
collateralized funding, like repo funding, haircuts rise, so a collateral 
asset worth, say, €100 can now be used to raise only €80 instead of €95, as 
before. As a result, financial institutions have to deleverage even more. 
Again, if banks are unwilling to issue new equity, the only way to do so 
is to sell off assets. But again, as all are selling, this leads to a further fall 
in prices and an increase in volatility and uncertainty, which serves to 
justify the high haircut requirements.

Disinflationary Spiral
Finally, the fourth step is a disinflationary spiral: as banks shrink their 
balance sheets by selling loans and extending less new credit, they also 
shrink the liability side, that is, the amount of (inside) money they create. 
Because outside money is by assumption fixed (absent any central bank 
intervention), this fall in the supply of inside money means that total 
money supply declines. In addition, the demand for money rises as banks 
intermediate less funds and hence diversify less risk. Firms and house-
holds have to hold more idiosyncratic risk and demand more money for 
precautionary reasons. The decline in money supply and increase in 
money demand causes disinflationary pressure. That is, inflation falls 
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below expected inflation and below the inflation target. Relative to expec-
tations, the value of money rises and so does the real (inflation-corrected) 
value of the banks’ liabilities; after all, the banks owe the savers money. 
This increase in the real value of money hurts the banks’ equity even fur-
ther, necessitating yet more fire sales. In short, the liquidity and disinfla-
tionary spirals feed into each other, creating a vicious circle.

Even the inflation rate in Germany was subdued and missed the ECB’s 
inflation target. Ireland’s banks were hit early on after the demise of 
Lehman Brothers, and the Irish inflation rate declined and even turned 
negative in 2009. The Greek crisis was initially primarily a fiscal (govern-
ment debt) crisis. Inflation only tanked in late 2012, when the banking 
sector became increasingly impaired. The Spanish inflation rate declined 
from 3.1 percent in 2011, to 2.4 percent in 2012, and then to 1.5 percent in 
2013. In 2014, it turned negative to –0.2 percent and in 2015 it was –0.6 
percent.

The Paradox of Prudence
To summarize, an adverse shock hits banks on both sides of their balance 
sheets and sets in motion a behavioral response by banks that result in two 
dangerous spirals. As each individual bank tries to deleverage in order to 
be micro-prudent, paradoxically the overall (endogenous) risk in the 
economy rises. The “Paradox of Prudence,” that micro-prudent behavior 
leads to macro-imprudent outcomes, is analogous to Keynes’ Paradox of 
Thrift.2 The old paradox of thrift is about the level of consumption and 
savings—as discussed in chapter 8, each individual’s attempt to save more 
leads ultimately to less savings in the macroeconomy, while the new par-
adox of thrift is about risk. Each individual bank’s attempt to reduce risk 
leads to overall more macro risk.

Spirals in the Nonfinancial Sector
But it is not only banks that suffer from impaired balance sheets; end bor-
rowers, who were only mentioned in passing in the analysis above, gener-
ally have similar problems. They are often highly leveraged, and so they 
also have to fire sell assets after a reduction in credit supply. Firms with 
high operational leverage—that is, with a high ratio of fixed to variable 
costs—will be hit particularly hard. In times of crisis, there are, just as with 
banks, no remaining natural buyers for the borrowers’ capital goods, and 
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so prices may fall substantially. The more specialized a sector in the econ-
omy is—that is, the more specific capital goods are to particular produc-
tion purposes—the more dangerous the adverse feedback loop. To give a 
concrete example, airplanes and specially tailored machines can only be 
sold to other industries at large discounts, while more generic fabric build-
ings are more fungible and therefore easier to sell.

Yet another brake on growth is the following: because end borrowers 
are so desperate to repay their debt, they will forgo more attractive proj-
ects, even if the funding is available. In short, a borrower’s hurdle rate—
the return required to undertake a particular investment project or 
consumption decision—rises in the crisis. The disinflationary spiral, which 
increases the real value of debt and erodes the borrower’s wealth, ampli-
fies all of these effects. Of course, the real sector that is most indebted and 
so suffers the most from these spirals differs from crisis to crisis. For 
example, in the Japanese lost decade, the nonfinancial corporate sector 
struggled the most, while more recently, in the United States, over-
stretched homeowners were subject to many of the adverse feedback 
mechanisms just discussed. Spain and Ireland largely replicated the US 
experience; in Italy, the family businesses that constituted the historic core 
of the Italian economy were badly hit.

Systemic Risk: Spillover Risk to Others
Overall, all these adverse amplification mechanisms mean that a small 
shock can translate into a large economic downturn. But the amplification 
of small shocks is not the only problem with our financial economy. There 
is also substantial contagion risk: interconnectedness and spillovers cap-
ture the cross-sectional dimension of systemic risk at a given point in time; 
measuring and containing these spillovers is part of a new macropruden-
tial policy effort. Because of interlinkages between the financial industry 
and the real economy and between the financial industry and the state, a 
crisis can soon spread through the entire system. Economic linkages 
between member states in a currency union have a similar effect.

This potential for negative contagion within and across sectors lies at 
the heart of the current macroprudential policy discussion about institu-
tions that are too big to fail, too interconnected to fail, or too big to save. 
The French and German views, of course, come down on different sides of 
this debate. The French philosophy takes the adverse loops just described 
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very seriously and so calls for aggressive intervention in times of crisis to 
stop amplification and contagion and to ensure coordination on the “good 
equilibrium.” The French view pushed this as a strong argument in favor 
of bailouts, even when the underlying problem might be an insolvency 
problem. The German philosophy, on the other hand, is as always very 
much concerned about moral hazard problems and fears that intervention 
now may sow the seeds for a future crisis.

Contagion fears were also the reason for a change of IMF policy. To 
participate in a Greek 2010 bailout program with debt sustainability far 
from certain, the IMF actually had to bend its own rules. As will be dis-
cussed further in chapter 14, the IMF introduced a “systemic exemption” 
in its rulebook, allowing for the usual safeguards on sustainability to be 
relaxed if there is a concern about spillovers to other countries. These con-
siderations very much reflected the French perspective. It is sometimes 
argued that there was a substantial element of hypocrisy in the German 
position and that, in effect, the May 2010 program amounted to a bailout 
of German and also French banks. Germany could not directly bail out its 
banks because the German government had previously conducted a large 
and politically unpopular bank rescue of €480 billion in the immediate 
aftermath of the 2008 crisis. What is striking is that both German and 
French banking systems had a similar degree of exposure, but by 2010, 
their governments saw the issue in very different ways. The German 
emphasis on moral hazard was intellectually appropriate, but it might 
also have reflected the deep discomfort with the legacy of the 2008 
German domestic bank rescue.

The German-French disagreement yet again flashed up during bailout 
versus bail-in discussions in Cyprus in March 2013 as well as the Grexit 
discussion in the summer of 2015. (See pages 197–199 for details.) The 
German frustration with what they perceive as an excessive focus on conta-
gion, or “bad equilibrium,” considerations is well reflected in the complaint 
that “if Cyprus is systemic, then everything is systemic,” stressing the fact 
that the adverse contagion effects would fall mostly on Russian oligarchs.

Again during the Grexit discussion in summer 2015, France openly 
went against Germany, fearing contagion risk. French prime minister 
Manuel Valls stated, “We can’t take the risk of Greece leaving the euro 
area.”3 This is despite the fact that in the 2015 “Graccident” (Greek acci-
dental exit) episode, contagion risk was effectively contained via the ECB’s 
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large-scale asset purchase program. Markets trusted this firewall, and so 
the bond market’s reaction to increased fears of a Greek exit from the euro 
was very much muted.

The moral hazard concerns point us in another important direction: 
systemic risk is not only cross-sectional but also has a time series dimen-
sion. During times of relative economic and financial calm, banks gradu-
ally take on more risk and so the system becomes increasingly vulnerable 
to adverse shocks. This building up of risks in the background during 
tranquil periods is also known as the volatility paradox.4 Expectations of ex 
post bailouts of course only serve to make matters worse.

The Banking-Sovereign Diabolic Loop and Safe Assets
Safe Assets Tautology and the Good Friend Analogy
The final important layer of our crisis analysis is the interaction between 
the banking system and the state. The first thing to note here is that banks 
in particular (and the wider financial sector more generally) hold reserves 
and government debt as “safe assets” on the asset side of their balance 
sheets. But what actually is a safe asset? How does it differ from a risk-free 
asset?5 While a risk-free asset pays a certain amount at a certain horizon 
(say in three months or thirty years), a safe asset pays off when you need 
it—in times of crisis. In a sense, a safe asset is like a good friend: you can 
count on it when needed. Another characteristic of safe assets is the safe 
asset tautology: an asset is safe if it is perceived to be safe. If everyone 
believes that a certain asset is safe, everyone will buy this asset in times of 
crisis, so its value spikes during distress. And so it is indeed a “good 
friend.” Thus, yet again, we see an example of familiar multiple equilib-
rium logic. The classic example of this is gold. A commonality of these safe 
assets is that their values spike in times of crisis, not because their funda-
mentals have improved in any sense but rather because there is a common 
belief that their values will rise. Thus, safe assets have a bubble compo-
nent to them.

We can apply these lessons to government debt. If government debt is 
indeed perfectly safe, investors may rush to purchase more of it, thus 
pushing up prices. Becaue, as we discussed above, banks generally hold 
substantial amounts of government debt, these price gains will help stabi-
lize the financial system in times of crisis. This is, however, fundamentally 
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different if government debt is suddenly viewed as unsafe. Government 
debt loses its default-free status if the government refuses to cut expendi-
tures or raises taxes (fiscal dominance) and the central bank refuses or is 
unable to inflate debt away (monetary dominance). In this case govern-
ment bonds suffer losses after an adverse shock.

Diabolic Loop
Banks that hold government bonds incur losses and two forms of diabolic 
loops occur.6 (See figure 10.2.) 

First, banks cut back on their loan supply, and so with less credit going 
to the economy, growth slumps. This lowers tax revenues, and at the same 
time, raises government expenditures (e.g., due to increased unemploy-
ment insurance payments), threatening the sustainability of government 
finances and lowering government bond prices further. Second, with 
weaker banks, the probability that the government has to bail out the bank 
rises. This further strains government finances, lowers bond values, and 
hurts banks again. Prime examples of this diabolic loop in action are the 
experiences of Ireland and Spain, where ailing financial systems and 
overindebted sovereigns threatened to bring each other down. Of course, 
the same logic can also be reversed to a “virtuous loop.”

This tight nexus between solvency fears for governments and solvency 
fears for banks is empirically most clearly documented in figure 10.3. 
Countries for which it is more expensive to insure their default risk, that 

Figure 10.2. The Banking-Sovereign Diabolic Loops: Bailout and  
Credit Crunch
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is, for which the CDS spread on their debt is higher, also exhibit higher 
average CDS spreads in their banking sector.7

The diabolic loop also lies at the heart of the controversy about bail-in 
versus bailout. The French tradition, very much aware of the feedback 
loops we just discussed, calls for bank bailouts to stabilize the economy 
and so ultimately the sovereign. The German tradition, in contrast, realizes 
that the very expectation of such bailouts is among the most important 
reasons for why sovereigns and banks are so closely tied together in the 
first place. Ex ante, banks should be made sound through higher equity 
requirements, preventing, in particular, banks from paying out high divi-
dends just before a crisis. We will return to this point in our later discussion 
of financial dominance.

Exposure Limits or Taking Banks as “Hostage”
In 2015 the German Bundesbank and some of the northern countries 
pushed to impose exposure limits on banks’ holding of domestic sover-
eign debt in the hope of breaking the diabolic loop. This initiative met 
fierce resistance from France and south European central banks, who 
argued that at the height of the crisis only domestic banks were “willing” 
to buy government debt from vulnerable countries. In their view, domes-
tic banks acted as a stabilizer for government bond markets. Forcing 
domestic banks to hold domestic government debt also serves as a 

Figure 10.3. Change of CDS Spreads of Sovereign and Average Banks 
between January 2010 and July 2012 (Source: Bloomberg)
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commitment device for the government not to default on its debt since 
any subsequent default would trigger a widespread banking crisis and 
send the economy into a tailspin. Taking the domestic banks “hostage” 
however constitutes a “straitjacket commitment” that it is too strong as it 
rules out any debt restructuring even in extreme circumstances and might 
stifle growth in the long run.

Crisis Management: Monetary Policy

As we have seen, a financial economy is, by its very nature, not robust to 
adverse economic shocks. Balancing the various forces is challenging. It 
has been a recurring theme in this chapter that financial crises carry with 
them substantial disinflationary pressures, and the current state of the 
euro area is a good example of this. Credit growth is subdued everywhere, 
and even in (comparatively) vigorously growing Germany, inflation in 
2009 and then again after 2013 began to undershoot the target of 2 percent 
inflation. We have, however, also seen that most financial crises stir up 
sovereign debt problems, and the crisis of the euro area is no exception to 
this. If fiscal authorities refuse to cut budget deficits (in a fiscal dominance 
regime), the central bank will sooner or later be forced to monetize the 
deficit and print more money, creating strong inflationary pressures. In 
that case, there would be two forces—a disinflationary and an inflationary 
one—pulling the economy in opposite directions. In a crisis, it is very dif-
ficult to balance these opposing forces, and the system is very unforgiving 
to small mistakes. In a sense, this is like riding a bike: it is easy to ride a 
bike if it goes at a reasonable speed, but keeping the balance once the bike 
slows down is rather difficult. And just as it is hard to predict whether the 
biker will fall down on one side or another, it is hard to know whether the 
economy in a crisis will drift into deflation or inflation. This, in a nutshell, 
is why there was so little agreement about the medium-term outlook for 
inflation during the crisis years.

In general, governments and central banks can change this either via ex 
post intervention in times of crisis or by fundamentally altering the design 
of the financial system (ex ante policies). We start with a discussion of ex 
post emergency stabilization measures. Essentially, any kind of ex post 
stabilization involves some kind of redistribution toward the ailing finan-
cial sector and other overly indebted sectors.
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Monetary policy can induce portfolio rebalancing effects, which lead to 
changes in risk-taking behavior and risk premia, causing further asset 
price changes and so further redistributional wealth shifts. Overall, the 
inflationary pressures brought by expansionary monetary policies tend to 
erode the real value of debt contracts. Aggressive monetary policy easing 
thus induces redistribution toward borrowers, and so the debt overhang 
and recapitalization problems discussed above are alleviated. Another 
positive second-round effect common to all these expansionary measures 
is related to risk-taking behavior. In times of crisis, uncertainty increases, 
and so consumers accumulate precautionary savings while banks lend 
less and firms invest less. Expansionary monetary intervention stimulates 
output through the various channels and thus reduces uncertainty and so 
stimulates spending further.

Fiscal policy measures undertaken by the governments are the focus of 
subsequent subsections. At the end of this chapter, we link all of this 
together via the notion of financial dominance.8 In a financial dominance 
regime, a strategically weak financial sector pays out high dividends at 
the onset of a crisis and then, through its systemic importance, forces 
either the central bank or fiscal authorities to assume losses during the 
crisis. This recapitalization occurs through one of the channels mentioned 
above, which we now will outline in detail.

Interest Rate Policy
Banks can borrow and deposit reserves at the central bank at a certain 
interest rate. Varying this interest rate is the key monetary policy tool. 
From this short-term rate, the central bank indirectly, through expecta-
tions of future rate cuts or hikes, affects long-term yields and bond prices 
as well as risk premia. The literature distinguishes between the interest 
rate, exchange rate, and the risk-taking channels.

Various Transmission Mechanisms
In (New) Keynesian models, the nominal interest rate matters because of 
price and wage rigidities. As prices and wages only adjust slowly, quanti-
ties have to adjust. That is, price rigidities allow demand shocks to depress 
output and lead to underemployment. In contrast, in a world in which 
prices always flexibly adjust, the interest rate is constantly at its natural—
or “Wicksellian”—level, and the economy is always at full employment. 
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The same rigidities that depress output also give monetary policy its trac-
tion and allow central banks to stabilize the economy. The underlying 
mechanism is the following: because prices only adjust slowly, a reduction 
in the nominal interest rate automatically brings with it a decline of the real 
(inflation-corrected) interest rate, at least in the short run. This lowers the 
real costs of capital for firms and induces consumers to bring consumption 
forward. Demand is stimulated, and so output and inflation tend to pick 
up. At the same time, given rigid wages in the short run, positive price 
inflation means that real wages fall, and so firms are willing to hire more 
workers and satisfy the increased demand. This part of the monetary pol-
icy transmission mechanism is referred to as the interest rate channel.

Rate cuts also act on the real economy through their effect on the 
exchange rate, the exchange rate channel: a lower policy rate goes hand in 
hand with an exchange rate depreciation, thus making exporters more 
competitive and at the same time making imports more costly. This, at 
least, is the standard story (borne out in the euro case by the experience of 
QE and its effects on the exchange rate in 2014–2015).

An important implicit assumption underlying conventional analyses 
of this sort is that money and credit markets function perfectly all the 
time. Among other things, this assumption ensures that risk premia at 
best change gradually. Matters clearly look a bit differently in our finan-
cial economy. Here, ubiquitous debt-financing frictions mean that a reduc-
tion in the effective risk-bearing capacity of the financial sector, brought 
about by some adverse shock, goes hand in hand with an increase in var-
ious excess risk premia. In this environment, monetary policy works 
through redistribution and an adjustment of risk premia. The intent of 
central banks to push financial institutions toward more risk-taking is 
known as the risk-taking channel of monetary policy. This could lead to 
lower financing costs, stimulating further investments and pushing the 
economy to a higher growth path—the positive take. Or, alternatively, it 
may simply mean higher leverage and a boost to insolvent zombie banks, 
thus sacrificing financial stability—the critical take.

Money versus Credit View
To understand precisely the links between monetary policy and financial 
frictions, it is a good idea to go back to the old money and credit views of 
monetary policy. The money view, which can be traced back to Friedman 
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and Schwartz’s monetarism and even to the work of Irving Fisher on the 
Great Depression, is focused on the disinflationary spiral that we analyzed 
above. Note that in our analysis of amplification mechanisms, we assumed 
that outside money stayed fixed, while the behavior of banks caused a fall 
in inside money. At the same time, the demand for money rises. If, instead, 
the central bank expands the outside money supply—something Milton 
Friedman pictured as a helicopter drop of cash—then disinflationary pres-
sure is reduced, and so the disinflationary spiral can be switched off. As 
the amount of inside money declines, as banks shrink their balance 
sheets—or, even worse, as some banks go bankrupt (as was the case 
during the Great Depression)—an increase in outside money helps replace 
the missing inside money (and meet the increased money demand). The 
money view, emphasized very much by those in the monetarists’ camp, 
focuses primarily on the liabilities side of banks’ balance sheets.

In contrast, the credit view, pushed primarily by Yale economics profe-
sor James Tobin, stresses the importance of restoring bank lending and so 
is more concerned with the asset side of banks’ balance sheets. Not all 
forms of credit, however, are equally desirable. “Healthy” credit should, 
so the argument goes, be expanded, while credit from zombie banks 
(undercapitalized banks with negative equity) or vampire banks (insol-
vent banks that offer high interest rates on deposits to attract new fund-
ing) is to be curtailed.

To understand better this distinction between “healthy” and “unhealthy” 
credit, we need to look more closely into the behavior of zombie and vam-
pire banks. Zombie banks, undercapitalized and artificially kept alive, 
gamble for resurrection. Rather than granting new loans to profitable proj-
ects, they opt for risky loans that turn out well if the economy recovers 
soon but can cause large losses otherwise. If everything turns out well, the 
bank generates profits and is resurrected, allowing it to function normally 
again. But if—as is more likely—the loans turn sour, the bank remains 
insolvent but is even deeper in the red than before. Shareholders, who are 
protected by limited liability, will not be concerned about this. The same 
cannot be said about the government, which may in the end be forced to 
bail out the bank to minimize contagion risk, or about demand-deposit 
insurance funds. Zombie banks also tend to roll over loans they have 
extended to insolvent zombie firms. By giving the zombie firms new loans, 
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the zombie bank ensures that it can declare the loans on its books as non-
delinquent and meanwhile gamble that the zombie firms resume repay-
ments. Again, savings are diverted away from new productive projects to 
old, unproductive ones. So-called vampire banks—zombie banks that are 
short on funding—act in the same way, but in addition also try to attract 
demand deposits from competing banks. By offering extremely high inter-
est rates on their checking accounts, these vampire banks (metaphorically 
speaking) suck out funds from their healthy competitors.

Japan in the 1990s provides a troubling illustration of the damage 
zombie and vampire banks can do to an economy and suggests that pol-
icy makers should try to identify and wind down such institutions as 
soon as possible. In the recent euro-area crisis, various Spanish financial 
institutions were arguably in danger of becoming zombie banks. It had 
become clear early on in the crisis that some of the Spanish cajas were 
insolvent, but Spanish policy makers for a long time clung to the hope 
that they could stabilize these savings banks by merging them into a new 
conglomerate, labeled Bankia. This bank, however, was declared insol-
vent by its auditors (and not by the supervisors, who had continued to 
apply regulatory forbearance) and hence required a further government 
bailout in 2012.9

Fundamentally solvent, but undercapitalized banks, on the other hand, 
would lend to the right projects but—because their leverage ratios are 
uncomfortably high—instead decide to scale back their operations. That is 
how Italian banks largely responded to the debt crisis, pushing for higher 
levels of collateral as a way of restricting their lending. As already dis-
cussed above, their timid behavior in extending new loans leads to a credit 
crunch among the productive sectors in the real economy. 

One (politically infeasible) way to undo their undercapitalization and 
so encourage new lending is through a direct “gift” of outside money. 
With such a gift, banks now suddenly have more assets, and so—because 
liabilities are unchanged—equity will rise. If the entire capital shortfall 
stemming from the crisis is compensated for in this manner, banks have 
no reason to hand out less credit than they did before the shock. Overall, 
we have seen that, at least in theory, central banks can, through the expan-
sion of outside money, switch off the liquidity and disinflationary spirals. 
The economy thus recovers through a redistribution of wealth.
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Stealth Recapitalization through Interest Rate Cut
In reality, of course, redistribution via monetary policy occurs in subtle 
ways, and this brings us back to our discussion of interest rate policies. 
Rate cuts can also have strong effects on bond and equity valuations. For 
example, a long-lasting cut in the short-term policy rate increases the rela-
tive value of long-term bonds, and so holders of such instruments—of 
which banks are a large group—benefit. A perfect illustration of all this is 
Alan Greenspan’s decision, back in 1990, to turn monetary policy around 
to avoid a major crisis of US commercial banks.10 Of course, these valua-
tion impacts are not uniform across the financial sector, as different banks 
hold assets and liabilities of different maturity. In Europe, banks held large 
positions in government bonds. For example, Mario Draghi’s London 
speech led to large capital gains on these positions, which stabilized the 
banking sector.

However, lower interest rates can also diminish banks’ long-run profit-
ability. As interest rates decline, banks’ interest rate net (profit) margin, the 
difference between their lending rate and borrowing rate, also declines. 
Whether the positive re-evaluation effect or the negative net interest profit 
margin effect dominates depends on banks’ asset holding and the matu-
rity of these assets. An interest rate cut beyond a certain rate, the “reversal 
rate,” reverses its impact. Instead of being accommodative, the rate cut 
beyond the reversal rate becomes contractionary as it can destabilize the 
financial system. Hence, the reversal rate forms the effective lower bound 
on interest rate monetary policy.

Large-Scale Asset Purchase Programs: Quantitative Easing (QE)
Such pure interest rate policies, however, will not work if the interest rate 
required to rebalance the economy toward its full-employment equilib-
rium level is significantly below zero. Because nominal interest rates can-
not go very far below zero, central banks that only have the interest rate 
tool at their disposal cannot in such an environment induce the extra 
required spending, as it can neither stimulate spending directly nor recap-
italize the financial sector through fiscal redistribution. But as the recent 
crisis has shown, central banks are not completely powerless, even when 
the interest rate is its effective lower bound, the reversal rate. First of all, 
they can target specific asset prices and so achieve redistribution through 
large-scale asset purchase programs: quantitative easing (QE). Through 
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the portfolio rebalancing effect, the central bank’s asset purchases will 
drive investors into other (possibly riskier) assets and so push up the 
prices of these riskier assets.

One vivid example of this mechanism is the Federal Reserve’s purchases 
of mortgage-backed securities. These purchases led to direct capital gains 
for many banks and so achieved the desired redistribution. Remember, 
balance-sheet impairments need not be limited to the banking sector. In the 
subprime crisis, homeowners suffered as well, depressing overall demand 
in the economy. The Federal Reserve’s purchases of mortgage-backed secu-
rities also lowered mortgage rates, and so indirectly boosted house prices. 
This, in turn, helped many homeowners who were previously underwater 
and provided extra stimulus to a distressed sector of the economy.

Large-scale asset purchase programs can also work through the signal-
ing channel. As the central bank purchases assets, such as long-dated 
bonds, it exposes itself to losses when it raises rates in the future. Hence, 
the central bank becomes more reluctant to raise rates early on. In other 
words, QE signals that the central bank will keep the short-term interest 
rate low for a long time.

In Europe, various asset purchase programs were proposed. Under the 
outright monetary transactions (OMT) (and more generally Draghi’s pledge 
to do “whatever it takes” to save the euro), the ECB would purchase the 
government debt of distressed countries—countries in an official ESM pro-
gram. Hence, this asset purchase program is tied to strict conditionality and 
so controls dangerous game-of-chicken dynamics. Interestingly, the mere 
announcement of this program led to a large increase of prices, therefore a 
decrease in interest rate, of government debt for periphery countries, illus-
trating the power of a credible central bank commitment. Overall, the 
Draghi speech that presaged the OMT program proposal amounted to a 
stealth recapitalization of peripheral banks. Without the speech, it is not 
clear whether these banks would have been able to survive any subsequent 
stress tests.

In January 2015, the ECB started with an outright QE program. This 
and other ECB programs are discussed thoroughly in chapter 15.

Collateral Policy
Instead of purchasing assets outright, central banks also lend to banks that 
provide assets as collateral. In general, if a financial institution wants to 
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borrow funds directly from the central bank, it has to deposit certain assets 
as collateral. Central banks have two degrees of freedom in their collateral 
policy: First, they can decide which kind of assets they accept as collateral. 
And, second, they can set the haircuts they apply to the different assets 
that they do accept. The ECB, for example, throughout the crisis, decided 
to lend against a wide range of collateral and reduce haircuts for particu-
lar asset classes. The list of specific changes is too long to elaborate here, 
but to gain a rough understanding of the ECB’s actions, it suffices to note 
that the credit threshold for most assets to qualify as collateral was over 
time reduced from A– to BBB–. In particular, the policy changes were 
designed to make it easier for banks to use asset-backed securities as col-
lateral for borrowing. These measures drew harsh criticism in the German 
media, where one story in particular received a lot of attention: the use of 
professional soccer players as collateral. As reported by El País (and 
quoted in the German newspaper Handelsblatt), the transfer rights to Cris-
tiano Ronaldo and Kaka, two soccer players for Real Madrid, were part of 
the collateral underlying credit extended to the Spanish banking conglom-
erate Bankia.11 In the case of default, the rights to Ronaldo and Kaka would 
in principle have been claimed by the ECB, leading to jokes about whether 
the ECB intended to create its own soccer team.

Banks of course benefited from this relaxation of collateral rules, as they 
could borrow money more cheaply from the ECB, and at the same time 
saw the value of any asset eligible as collateral boosted. A common thread 
running through all these interventions is that they also spill over to other 
asset classes. Assets differ in their risk profiles, and so, if the central bank’s 
actions make a particular asset less attractive to hold, investors will par-
tially substitute it with other assets.

Lender of Last Resort Policy
As argued famously by Walter Bagehot in Lombard Street, part of a central 
bank’s responsibility should be to accommodate banks’ demand for funds 
in times of crisis (at a penalty rate). By making the required funds avail-
able, the central bank can break the threat of self-fulfilling fears about 
bank solvency, and prevent pure liquidity shocks from morphing into sol-
vency crises. The lender of last resort function of a central bank is thus all 
about illiquidity and does not concern itself (at least in theory) with 
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insolvency problems. In practice, however, it is difficult to distinguish 
between insolvency and pure illiquidity crises. It is for this reason that 
agreement among economists does not stretch beyond the fact that mod-
ern financial systems need a lender of last resort of some sort.

The conflicting schools of thought particularly differ in their sugges-
tions about the terms at which emergency funding should be made avail-
able. Predictably, the German view is very much in favor of stiff penalty 
rates, while adherents to the French philosophy fear that, if the terms of 
the lender of last resort window are too taxing, financial crises will spread 
before the central bank’s help is ever even called upon. Note also that 
Bagehot was very explicit in limiting his analysis to banks: the central 
bank should not help out the state and act as a market maker of last resort. 
Some modern commentators do not agree with this rigid stance and 
instead, in line with our earlier analysis of self-fulfilling government debt 
crises, would prefer the central bank to stand ready to buy sovereign debt 
to allow coordination on good equilibria.

Ex Post Monetary Policy: Bottleneck Approach
Armed with this knowledge of the monetary policy transmission mecha-
nism, we can now ask what the optimal ex post monetary policy precisely 
looks like. The first step toward an ideal policy reaction is to identify the 
sector that is undercapitalized. It could be the corporate sector accumulat-
ing too much debt (as was the case in Japan in the 1980s) or it could be 
households that saw an unhealthy run-up in debt levels (as happened in 
the United States in the years leading up to the crisis). Having identified 
the sectors that need the most help, the next step is to avoid the amplifica-
tion mechanisms and adverse spirals described above. By limiting the 
redistributional effects associated with these spirals, the required risk pre-
mia fall, hurdle rates are reduced, and the economy recovers. To achieve 
the desired redistribution, the central bank can pick among the different 
instruments discussed above.

Because debt financing typically runs through the financial system, the 
travails of any single overly indebted sector are often intimately connected 
with troubles for the intermediaries. Redistribution in times of crisis thus 
often means redistribution in favor of the financial system so as to strengthen 
again its intermediation capabilities. If central banks indeed take the dismal 
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situation of the financial system as given and adapt their policies accord-
ingly, we are in a world of financial dominance. Given the generally close 
ties between financial systems and governments, such financial dominance 
may in fact be a form of hidden fiscal dominance: banks are weak because 
they were pressured into providing cheap finance to domestic governments, 
and so the central bank saving them is tantamount to the central bank indi-
rectly granting the government access to the printing press. This is just one 
example of the dangers associated with the provision of ex post insurance to 
the financial sector and will be discussed in greater detail later on.

Crisis Management: Fiscal Policy and Regulatory Measures

Fiscal policy measures strain the government’s fiscal budget: (1) Govern-
ment guarantees only do so when called upon, (2) direct bank recapital-
ization schemes, for example through equity injections, do so for sure, (3) 
bail-ins force other investors to share the burden, while (4) recapitalization 
through other means have no direct, but might have indirect, costs.

Government Guarantees
Governments may decide to issue blanket guarantees for domestic bank 
assets. If this guarantee is credible, then any liquidity-related problems will 
immediately dissipate. Government guarantees of this sort are generally 
not viewed as a crisis measure; basic kinds of deposit insurance are in place 
in many advanced economies, motivated as a means of staving off bank-
run dynamics and so ensuring coordination on the good equilibrium.

The Irish crisis experience, however, shows that extended government 
guarantees may also function as a crisis response tool that goes beyond 
fixing a liquidity problem and the taxpayer eventually may have to foot 
the bill. At the height of the financial crisis in 2008, the Irish government 
extended existing deposit insurance schemes to a two-year blanket guar-
antee for the liabilities of all Irish banks, including all sorts of deposits, 
senior unsecured debt, subordinated debt, and asset-covered securities. 
The problem with this policy measure was that some Irish banks were 
fundamentally insolvent. As we saw above, Irish banks were overexposed 
to the domestic housing sector and extremely reliant on wholesale fund-
ing on the euro-area interbank market. As this market dried up, credit 
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extension collapsed, and the Irish property bubble popped. Existing loans 
thus turned sour, and liabilities started to exceed assets: Irish banks had 
become insolvent. Given this insolvency, it is not surprising that the Irish 
government’s controversial blanket guarantee ended up settling Irish tax-
payers with billions of debt. In the words of Patrick Honohan, governor of 
the Central Bank of Ireland, the crisis was “one of the most expensive 
banking crises in world history.”12 In sum, what was fundamentally a sol-
vency problem was erroneously treated as an illiquidity problem.

Direct Recapitalization
The most direct way of recapitalizing the domestic banking system is 
through direct equity injections. Through a direct injection of equity, 
domestic governments can help to alleviate any solvency problem, usu-
ally in return for sufficient control over the business practices of the bank 
in question. Given the substantial cost of operations of this sort, and the 
likely financing of bank recapitalization through increased public debt, 
the link between bank and state solvency is clear. In short, diabolic loop 
considerations (as discussed above) loom large.

The direct recapitalization path was followed by, among other coun-
tries, Germany, Ireland, and Spain. In Germany, various Landesbanken 
with significant exposure to the US subprime market were bailed out in 
the immediate aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. In Ireland, continued 
problems even after the blanket guarantees forced the government to 
directly recapitalize the country’s three main banks (Allied Irish Bank, 
Bank of Ireland, and Anglo-Irish Bank), with the fiscal authorities taking 
€2 billion in preference shares in Bank of Ireland and Allied Irish Bank and 
€1.5 billion in preference shares in Anglo Irish Bank.

In Spain, crisis dynamics of a very similar sort to that in Ireland forced 
large-scale recapitalizations. Cajas were overexposed to the bubbly domes-
tic housing market and overreliant on wholesale funding, so the global 
financial crisis sent the Spanish housing market crashing, and with it the 
balance sheets of cajas. Compared to the Irish experience, relatively pru-
dent bank regulation (high capital buffers, low exposure to complex deriv-
atives markets), forbearance accounting (delaying foreclosure), and the 
creative reclassification, refinancing, and extension of existing loans all 
helped to delay the inevitable.13 However, by 2010, it had become clear 
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that intervention was necessary. The Spanish government directly recapi-
talized its banks through the Fund for the Orderly Restructuring of the 
Banking Sector (FROB). After the capital injections, the authorities pur-
sued the strategy of systematically restructuring (in the case of cajas con-
solidating), with a view to later selling off the resulting entities.

The Irish and Spanish recapitalizations, however, proved insufficient, 
and so, as the diabolic loop started to emerge in full force, international 
bailouts became inevitable. For Ireland, the international bailout totaled 
€85 billion, with €67.5 billion of external support (EFSF, EFSM, and IMF) 
and €17.5 billion from the Irish Treasury and the National Pension Reserve 
Fund. This had become necessary, as by October 2010 Irish sovereign bond 
yields were above 7 percent and the budget deficit had reached €16.7 bil-
lion, together threatening the financing position of the Irish government. 
The direct bailout was supplemented by ECB-provided liquidity supply 
for Irish banks (which had also been effectively locked out from markets). 
The bailout program would prove to be a success, with Ireland success-
fully exiting on December 15, 2013. Market bond rates on Irish debt by 
that time had reached a historic low.

The Spanish bailout program followed somewhat later, as the Spanish 
government officially requested assistance in the summer of 2012. This bail-
out, coming as part of a financial sector adjustment program rather than the 
more general economic adjustment program for other member countries, 
was especially geared toward the financial sector and as such was much 
less politically charged. The total bailout package amounted to €100 billion, 
an amount that was supposed to cover the estimated capital requirements 
for the restructuring and recapitalization of Spanish banks and, beyond 
that, provide an additional safety margin. There was a bail-in of junior 
bonds: one of the features of bank rescue that later became standard.

As a large economy, Spain of course had more bargaining power than 
previous bailout recipients, and so it is unsurprising (also in light of the 
earlier reforms enacted by the conservative Rajoy government) that the 
austerity requirements of the Spanish adjustment program were compara-
tively less stringent. This also connects with the idea that the Spanish 
financial sector adjustment program was viewed as less intrusive than con-
ventional economic adjustment programs. Still, with the recapitalization of 
banks channeled through the Spanish government, the diabolic loop was 
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not truly broken, prompting calls that the ESM should be able to directly 
recapitalize ailing financial institutions. These proposals will be discussed 
later in the context of banking union.

Bail-Ins: Cyprus
Yet another way to recapitalize an ailing banking system is to “bail-in” 
bank creditors. That is, the bank’s creditors (in particular deposit holders) 
have to share in the costs of bank insolvency or restructuring by having a 
certain fraction of the debt they are owed written off or converted into 
equity claims. On the face of it, bail-ins impose much lighter burdens (if 
any) on the fiscal side and so can help break the diabolic loop between 
state and sovereign. At the same time, however, bail-ins ex ante can 
weaken financial intermediaries by removing any implicit expectations of 
government bailouts and ex post can substantially weaken the economy 
in question by expropriating bank creditors (and in particular ordinary 
depositors).

Cyprus: The Background
It is instructive to review these issues through the lens of a particular 
example: Cyprus. Cyprus had joined the European Union only in 2004 
and signed up to the currency union in 2008, when the global financial 
crisis was already having an impact. Cyprus as a country pursued a busi-
ness model of fostering a large banking sector through low taxes and weak 
regulation. A large fraction of bank funding came from Russia and other 
post-Soviet states, including untaxed “black” money from rich oligarchs; 
but it also attracted a considerable amount of deposits from Greeks, espe-
cially once uncertainty emerged about Greece’s position within the cur-
rency union. Cypriot banks offered high deposit rates and invested the 
proceeds in risky high-yield instruments, including Greek government 
papers (a strategy that had often been justified by the principle of match-
ing the nationality of liabilities, the deposits, and assets, the Greek govern-
ment bonds). The selective default of Greece on its debt thus significantly 
hurt the Cypriot banks, but, with emergency liquidity provided to Cypriot 
banks, there was not much panic before mid-2012. Direct aid from Russia 
(amounting to €2.5 billion) as part of “a friendly agreement with no strings 
attached” also helped.14
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The Cyprus Bail-In Solution
In the summer of 2012, the rating agency Fitch downgraded Cypriot sov-
ereign bonds, making them ineligible to serve as collateral accepted by the 
ECB. The Cypriot government then formally requested a bailout. The 
European Commission, the ECB, and France were inclined to follow this 
request with the provision of a straightforward bailout, as already applied 
to several other periphery countries. They emphasized the possible conta-
gion effect that bail-in might have on the rest of Europe. By contrast, the 
IMF and also Germany pushed for a bail-in solution in which some of 
the losses would be imposed on bondholders and even the depositors of 
the Cypriot banks.

Ultimately, the German view prevailed. German policy makers liked to 
make the argument that this was the line against financial irresponsibility 
that could be held: if Cyprus is systemic, then everything is systemic, and 
the no-bailout rule is totally undermined. The decision appeared  especially 
easy given that a bailout would help the rich Russian oligarchs who had 
parked black money in Cyprus: it would be a transfer of wealth from poor 
German taxpayers to corrupt billionaires. That was obviously a difficult 
proposition to sell in German politics. From this perspective, the Cyprus 
banks had offered high deposit rates and speculated on holding Greek 
debt, hoping that there would be no default. The disagreements around 
the Cypriot bailout/bail-in negotiations thus highlighted the divergence 
between the “German” moral hazard–driven insolvency approach and 
the French liquidity/multiple equilibrium explanation of the problem.

On March 16, 2013, representatives from the Eurogroup, European 
Commission, ECB, the ESM, and IMF met in Brussels. The ECB was repre-
sented not by Draghi but by Jörg Asmussen. The agreement provided a 
bailout of €10 billion, making Cyprus the fifth country, after Greece, Ire-
land, Portugal, and Spain, to receive money from the European Union and 
the IMF. But the €10 billion was not enough to meet the financing needs of 
the banking system, and the remaining shortfall would be filled by impos-
ing losses on creditors, including depositors.

Because Cyprus banks’ liabilities were almost exclusively in the form 
of demand deposits, they had to be touched. The initial suggestion pre-
sented an apparently sophisticated way of avoiding the appearance of 
default: a confiscatory tax on deposits. The Cyprus government refused to 
impose a tax on large deposit holders of two digits. That is, deposits of 
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more than €100,000 should not be taxed more than 9.9 percent. The 
tax-haven banking business model shouldn’t be jeopardized. This trans-
lated into a tax levy for small deposit holders of 6.7 percent. Adopting this 
package required that no funds could be withdrawn from banks, and the 
flow of international capital was shut down. In effect, there was now a 
Cyprus euro deposit that was not worth the same as euro deposits 
elsewhere.

The Brussels deal had to be approved by the Cypriot Parliament, and 
its announcement led to riots in Cyprus. For one week, Parliament tried to 
come up with a different solution. Many proposals were discussed by 
local politicians, including robbing the local population of its pension 
funds. Russian president Vladimir Putin called the tax on bank deposits 
“unfair, unprofessional and dangerous.”15 Mostly, local unrest focused on 
the German government as the source of the confiscatory package. Merkel 
intervened, and the next weekend a new European solution was pro-
posed. One weekend later, a final agreement was found. The Laiki Bank 
was shut down, all insured depositors preserved their first €100,000, and 
large depositors, mostly wealthy Russians, received some claims on the 
remaining bad assets. The largest bank, Bank of Cyprus, survived, but it 
appeared that depositors over €100,000 would lose some two-fifths of 
their claims.

A Template for the Rest of Europe?
The eruption of the crisis in Cyprus brought the Eurogroup of Finance 
Ministers (Ecofin) into the unexpected limelight. Its head, the Dutch 
finance minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem, would later, in an influential inter-
view, go on to expand on the logic that motivated the decision to bail-in 
bank depositors. There should no longer be any automatic assumption 
that all deposits in all banks were guaranteed; that was a quite recent doc-
trine that had emerged accidentally in 2008 after Ireland had unilaterally 
extended a guarantee (that it could not really afford) to all its bank depos-
itors. Instead, depositors in failed banks would be required to take a loss, 
and the result would be a reduction in the cost of bank rescues and a break-
ing of the diabolical loop of banks and sovereigns. According to press 
reports, the Cyprus operation would be a “template” for subsequent bank 
rescues. Within minutes, bank stocks significantly lost value in peripheral 
Europe, while sovereign bond yields stabilized. Other governments were 
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immediately scared by the possibility of bank-run contagion, as nervous 
large depositors might shift their funds, and the word “template” was 
withdrawn. Even Wolfgang Schäuble made an announcement that it was 
not meant this way.

Despite this backtracking, euro-area officials were quick to point out 
that the principle of bail-in would remain. For example, the Irish finance 
minister later commented, “Bail-in is now the rule.”16 The credibility of 
these claims, however, is very much open to debate. First of all, the extent 
of future bail-ins was quite imprecise, as the official bail-in provisions 
explicitly excluded a long list of creditors: covered deposits; secured liabil-
ities, including covered bonds; liabilities to employees of failing institu-
tions, such as fixed salary and pension benefits; commercial claims relating 
to goods and services critical for the daily functioning of the institution; 
liabilities arising from a participation in payment systems with remaining 
maturity of less than seven days; and interbank liabilities with an original 
maturity of less than seven days were all excluded. The intent was to pro-
tect the interbank market, but it was also clear that the measure would 
protect the ECB and national central banks from losses.

In addition, the bail-in provisions allowed national authorities to, at 
their discretion, exempt even larger groups of creditors as long as one of 
the following conditions was satisfied: (1) if bondholders cannot be bailed 
in within a reasonable time, (2) if the provision of critical functions was 
threatened by bail-in, (3) if bail-in would lead to contagion, and (4) if 
bail-in would lead to value destruction that would raise losses borne by 
other creditors.17 This extraordinary list made it appear quite unlikely that 
there would be a large bail-in—or a large rescue of the national budgets of 
countries with failed financial institutions. And in fact even subordinated 
debt (which was widely viewed as a prime candidate for bail-in) might be 
problematic. The bail-in discussion raised the fear that imposing too much 
of the cost on the private sector would generate another round of financial 
instability, or a repeat of the market response to Deauville.

The ECB in particular pushed back against the idea of bail-ins that 
might lead to a “flight of investors out of the European banking market, 
which would further hamper banks’ funding going forward. All in all, an 
improperly strict interpretation of the State aid rules may well destroy the 
very confidence in euro area banks which we all intend to restore.”18 Over-
all, then, the peculiarities of the Cypriot situation seem to have provided 
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most of the impetus to the bail-in decision, and it is rather dubious that the 
same principles would be applied to other countries. The new rules on 
banking resolution and bail-in would come into effect at the beginning of 
2015, but in advance doubts arose about the extent to which they would 
really be applied.

Bank Failures, Portugal, and the ECB’s Asset Quality Review
A first test of the new rules came in August 2014. The Portuguese 
family-controlled Banco Espirito Sancto was involved in a fraudulent 
funding scheme. The curious name (“Holy Spirit Bank”) originates in the 
story that the bank’s founder, José Maria do Espírito Santo e Silva, 
descended from an abandoned child, who had been discovered in a Lis-
bon church and raised by nuns. The bank held many loans on its books 
that had been extended to other businesses of the same family, to some 
extent in the former Portuguese colonies, notably Angola.19 With the new 
resolution rules due to take effect in two steps in January 2015 and 2016, 
shareholders and junior bondholders were left holding only the worst 
assets. The bank was split into a “bad bank” with the toxic assets and a 
new bank Novo Banco, funded with €4.9 billion from the Portuguese gov-
ernment. The investment banking part of the new bank was eventually 
sold off to a Chinese investor, Haitong Securities, for €379 million.20 Senior 
bondholders in Novo Banco obtained, in effect, a guarantee through a €4.5 
billion loan—an operation that provided a signal to the rest of the Euro-
pean banking sector. That loan may have limited possible spillover and 
contagion effects on the rest of the European banking sector, and fears that 
a new banking crisis would undermine the stabilization of the euro area 
receded.21 The fact that senior bondholders were still partially bailed out 
showed that the application of the not yet implemented rules would 
become very difficult.

The next test of the new arrangements, which gave the ECB a great deal 
of power through its new supervisory powers, came with the announce-
ment of the results of the comprehensive assessment consisting of an asset 
quality review (AQR) conducted by the ECB and the third EU-wide stress 
test, conducted by the EBA, on October 26, 2014 (a Sunday, when the mar-
kets were closed). The ECB examined 130 large European banks, with only 
13 facing a total capital shortfall of €9.5 billion. The most problematic was 
the oldest European bank, Monte dei Paschi di Siena, with a €2.1 billion 
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shortfall. The Italian banks had suffered from two decades of slow Italian 
growth, but also from governance problems: many of the banks, including 
Monte dei Paschi, were run by foundations that were intricately intercon-
nected with local politics and demanded dividend payouts even when 
profits were dwindling.

Bail-Ins and Financial Illiteracy
Bail-ins also raise an additional problem if retail investors with little 
detailed experience of financial markets bought securities that were in 
reality some form of subordinated bond that would require to be bailed in, 
in the case of a bank’s failure. This problem became particularly acute in 
Italy at the end of 2015, but this issue was also widely debated in Germany 
in the wake of the September 2008 Lehman crash, with some lawsuits filed 
by retail investors against banks and court verdicts in favor of the investor. 
Sometimes bank representatives reacted unwisely and blamed the “greed” 
of clients who wanted returns of over 6 percent; comments like this inevi-
tably triggered a discussion about bank mis-selling of investments to the 
financially illiterate.22 A similar debate occurred after the Italian govern-
ment had to rescue and restructure four regional banks in 2015 and an 
elderly holder of subordinated bonds of the Banca Popolare dell‘Etruria e 
del Lazio killed himself. The Italian finance minister commented, “It can-
not be ruled out that the four banks sold subordinated bonds to people 
with a risk profile which isn’t compatible with the nature of these securi-
ties.”23 The EU commissioner for financial services, Jonathan Hill, echoed 
this critique with the by now familiar accusation that banks were “selling 
unsuitable products to people who maybe didn’t know what they were 
buying.”24 The Italian response was to set up a special fund to assist on a 
case-by-case basis those who lost large amounts in the course of the bank 
resolution. A long-term solution would be to treat this issue as a consumer 
protection issue to be handled by more effective regulation of bank cus-
tomer practices.

The bank rescue issue also raised questions about differences in national 
approaches, with Italians claiming that the move to the banking union 
that limited state support for banks was unfair in the light of the post-2008 
story of European banking support. A website by the Italian Economy and 
Finance Ministry, with the English heading “Pride and Prejudice,” pointed 
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out that Italy had devoted the lowest amount to bank rescue: while Ger-
many had paid €247 billion, the United Kingdom €164 billion, Spain €56 
billion, and France €51 billion, Italy had only spent €4 billion.25

In January 2016, as the new resolution rule came into force that at least 
8 percent of assets have to bailed in, the European Commission created a 
loophole for Italian authorities. They were allowed to extend guarantees 
at market prices for packages of nonperforming loans that burden banks’ 
balance sheets. These guarantees should help banks sell their troubled 
loans to hedge funds and outside investors. The fact that Italian state 
guarantees are only granted at market prices ensures that the guarantees 
do not constitute a subsidy or a violation of the bail-in principle. Some 
commentators question whether this action does not distort market prices 
and fear that it undermines the newly found bail-in regime.26 It is there-
fore still open how much the bail-in regime will be watered down.

Recapitalization through Other Means
Temporary Monopoly Rents
Finally, we turn to various less conventional ways of recapitalizing domes-
tic banking systems. A first potential strategy is to grant the firms in ques-
tion, generally banks, temporary monopoly rents. If a whole sector is 
inadequately capitalized, firms in this sector retreat and compete less 
fiercely with each other. This boosts their profit margins and future earn-
ings, so current stock prices and the underlying franchise value increase. 
As a result, funding constraints are relaxed. This strategy of course only 
works for sectors that are critical for the functioning of the economy and 
so not easily substitutable. The classic example of this is the financial sec-
tor. Here, the regulator can protect incumbents by restricting the issuance 
of bank licenses. From an ex ante perspective, the possibility to grant this 
monopoly power can be seen as an insurance scheme that the real econ-
omy extends to the financial sector.

This ex ante insurance, however, comes with at least two significant 
drawbacks. First, preventing others from entering the market also limits the 
number of potential buyers of legacy assets. To avoid the fire-sale liquidity 
spirals described above, recapitalization through temporary monopoly 
power is typically accompanied by very generous forbearance arrange-
ments. Losses are hidden, and banks are allowed to continue rolling over 
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zombie loans. Second, reduced competition in one sector—in particular, a 
crucial one such as banking—can hurt other industries more than it benefits 
the distressed sector. For example, a temporary monopoly strategy for the 
financial sector would result in a reduction in new lending, putting down-
ward pressure on aggregate output and so making other outstanding loans 
more risky. Ultimately, if these feedback effects are sufficiently strong, the 
indirect costs of the recapitalization could outweigh the benefits. Overall, 
then, the monopoly strategy crucially hinges on all other sectors of the 
economy not being balance sheet impaired. If they are, the economy will 
suffer from a serious credit crunch and dive into a long-lasting recession. 
This is precisely what happened in Japan’s lost decade.

Invite New Risk-Bearing Capital
An alternative strategy, or, better said, the opposite strategy, is to invite 
new risk-bearing capital and open up new funding channels. Taking again 
the example of the financial sector, the inflow of additional risk-bearing 
capital enhances competition and restores credit. There are, of course, dif-
ferent ways to attract new capital. For example, the regulator could allow 
foreign firms with similar expertise to enter the market. Another simple 
form of attracting new capital is to force banks to issue new equity. On 
their own, individual firms would be reluctant to do so because of the 
associated stigma, but centrally enforced, coordinated actions are of course 
free of such considerations. Thorough and publically communicated asset 
quality reviews could have a similar effect: they would reduce asymmetric 
information, reduce the stigma, and encourage the issuance of additional 
equity. The issuance of “contingent convertible bond,” so called CoCos, 
was pushed as a “cheaper” alternative. Cocos is a hybrid fixed-income 
security that counts toward capital requirements as it can be converted 
into equity in case a pre-specified trigger is reached. CoCos have come 
under increased criticism lately and remain untested as an effective crisis 
management tool. A third way to attract new funding is to increase the 
efficiency of direct-lending arrangements, for example, via the corporate 
bond market or private debt, a theme that also the capital markets union 
puts forward. This opens up a new funding source for large corporations. 
A final possibility is to revitalize the shadow banking system, as was done 
in the United States in 2009 through various programs by the Federal 
Reserve and the US Treasury.
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Independent of how precisely extra risk-bearing capital is attracted, it 
will enhance competition and so put pressure on—rather than boost—
the profit margins of incumbents. Individually, then, each bank will 
oppose a forced recapitalization. Viewed in aggregate, however, banks 
profit from new capital, as legacy assets can be sold at higher prices and 
expanding credit supply ensures that existing loans are less likely to 
become delinquent. Overall, trying to attract new risk-bearing capital is 
likely to be a lot more disruptive than propping up existing banks, and, 
in particular, “too interconnected to fail” considerations loom large. At 
the same time, such a disruptive way of dealing with the crisis is of course 
very effective in solving the long-term problems posed by zombie and 
vampire banks.

In this spectrum of recapitalization policies, the French philosophy is 
very much in favor of the temporary granting of monopoly rents. This 
preference is in keeping with the French view’s underlying distrust of 
unregulated market forces and its belief in the power of centralized, coor-
dinated intervention. The German view comes down on the other side. 
Recapitalization through new capital may be disruptive, but at least it 
avoids serious moral hazard problems. Such considerations naturally lead 
us to our next topic: optimal ex ante policy.

Regulation, Financial Dominance, and a Second Game of 
Chicken
The interpretation of the crisis as fundamentally a problem of inade-
quately regulated financial markets produced new regulatory initiatives. 
The German 2008 risk limitation law (Riskobegrenzungsgesetz) forced dis-
closure of investors taking over a 10 percent stake in publicly quoted  
companies. Temporary short-selling bans were used to stabilize financial 
markets, although they may have contributed to a longer-term and deeper 
loss of confidence. In 2012, France and Germany introduced—after a long 
debate in which the measure was extensively supported by politicians, 
churches, and intellectuals—a financial transactions tax.

As the demands to tighten banking regulation, limit the scope for 
Anglo-Saxon financial activity, and make banks pay some price were the 
major areas of agreement across the Rhine, it is hardly surprising that they 
became the major fields for policy initiatives in dealing with the aftermath 
of financial crisis.
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Underlying all these different approaches to stabilization and particu-
larly financial sector recapitalization is a common theme: the threat of finan-
cial dominance. Recall that, as we discussed in chapter 5, the fiscal-monetary 
interactions can be characterized either by monetary or by fiscal dominance. 
If the central bank is weak, debt is inflated away. And if the central bank is 
strong, fiscal authorities need to make sure that debt is on a sustainable 
path. What regime we end up in is the result of a dynamic game of chicken.

The presence of a nontrivial financial sector adds a further dimension 
to these considerations. A financial dominance regime is one in which, 
through strategic weakness, the financial sector has succeeded in forcing 
the costs of recapitalization onto either the central bank or fiscal authori-
ties. In good times, the financial sector earns a risk premium; in bad times, 
it manages to avoid bearing losses. This is achieved through dividend 
payouts in the early phases of crisis coupled with a refusal (or inability) to 
issue equity at the trough of the crisis. To safeguard the rest of the econ-
omy, either the central bank (through direct redistributive monetary pol-
icy or expansionary interest rate policy) or the fiscal authority (through 
direct recapitalizations) has to intervene. Which authority in the end bears 
the costs—and whether financial stability ends up jeopardizing price sta-
bility (with central bank intervention) or debt sustainability (with fiscal 
intervention)—is the result of a second game of chicken.

Ex Ante Policy: Preventing a Crisis

We have surveyed the vast array of different crisis response policies. Bet-
ter than ex post crisis management, however, is ex ante crisis prevention. 
That is, a fundamental question for regulators is, how can we prevent cri-
ses or at least reduce their severity should they happen? This focus on ex 
ante rules-based environments is very much in keeping with the German 
tradition. Redistribution toward sectors with impaired balance sheets—
either via monetary policy intervention, the granting of monopoly rights, 
or outright bailout—can be useful immediate ex post crisis management 
tools, but they also engender a host of immediate and long-run problems. 
The provision of insurance will, as time and again pointed out by adher-
ents of the German philosophy, give rise to standard moral hazard prob-
lems. Banks know that the monetary and fiscal authorities will do 
everything in their power to redistribute income toward the banking 
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sector in times of crisis, and so banks behave imprudently ex ante. The 
construction of an adequate ex ante policy framework explicitly builds 
upon these considerations.

An optimal policy has to take insolvency and illiquidity considerations 
into account. To avoid liquidity and disinflationary spirals, an optimal ex 
ante monetary policy rule cuts interest rates after a negative shock and 
raises interest rates after a positive shock. Crucially, this recapitalization 
should offset the redistribution induced by the amplification mechanisms 
but not fully bailout a sector that, in anticipation of crisis redistribution, 
has taken on excessive amounts of risk. Alas, drawing this line is fraught 
with time-inconsistency problems. Just as central banks have an incentive 
to inflate economies ex post given inflation expectations (see chapter 5), 
they also have an incentive to stabilize the economy through redistribu-
tion more than was expected beforehand. Overall, then, both the provision 
of insurance itself and the tendency of central banks to provide excessive 
amounts of insurance raises thorny moral hazard problems.

There are, however, some actions that the central bank can take to limit 
the fallout from these moral hazard issues.

The first thing to note is that redistribution through interest rate cuts is 
a very blunt tool and may fuel bubbles. Within any given distressed sector, 
the benefits of the policy intervention should ideally accrue mostly to 
those firms who behaved (in comparative terms) the least imprudently. In 
other words, the insurance has embedded in it an extra reward for good 
behavior, and this can give rise to a beneficial race to the top.

Second, just as with the ordinary inflation bias discussed in chapter 5, 
the central bank can reduce its redistribution bias through a rigid ex ante 
commitment to a policy rule. Alas, the economy is too complicated for a 
rigid, fully specified ex ante rule to be optimal. History does not repeat 
itself; it only rhymes, and for this reason some discretion will always be 
needed to manage a financial crisis. We have also seen in chapter 5 that it 
is impossible to design rules for all possible contingencies, so in extreme 
tail events, a departure from the rules-based framework may be optimal.

Third, in line with our discussion in chapter 5, the central bank can try 
to build up a reputation for the prudent use of its stabilization tools in 
times of crisis. If such a reputation is built up credibly, then households, 
the corporate sector, and above all banks will think twice before accumu-
lating excessive amounts of debt and risk, and the central bank may never 
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actually be forced to use its stabilization tools. Even more so than in the 
case of the classical inflation bias, however, it is hard to build up a reputa-
tion for such monetary restraint in times of crisis.

Fourth, and most importantly, the central bank can combine its insur-
ance policies with strict rules that limit aggregate risk-taking. For exam-
ple, strict limits on loan-to-value ratios or stringent haircut rules can quite 
effectively put the brakes on banks’ risk-taking behavior. The macropru-
dential toolkit thus allows the monetary authority to provide more tail 
insurance without the associated moral hazard complications. In short, 
macroprudential tools are a perfect complement to and closely interwo-
ven with conventional monetary policy. This distinguishes macropruden-
tial regulation from microprudential policy measures, which are often 
seen as quite divorced from the rest of the financial sector. Macropruden-
tial regulation of this sort is an effective response to the time-series dimen-
sion of systemic risk. Systemic risks typically build up below the surface 
in times of tranquility and then materialize during the crisis. Effective 
macroprudential regulation captures this buildup and acts against it.

Nevertheless, macroprudential policy measures are no panacea: by 
their nature, they are very targeted and invite regulatory arbitrage. Mac-
roprudential measures may thus turn out to be powerless or, worse yet, 
induce undesirable side effects. A case in point is the procyclicality of the 
precrisis Basel II regulations, which required a tightening of lending stan-
dards at times when economies would rather benefit from a marked 
expansion of lending. Another potential problem concerns the risk 
weighting of assets according to the Basel standards. Assigning zero-risk 
weights to government bonds may counteract the fiscal-bank diabolic 
loop in times of crisis, but ex ante could well contribute to the buildup of 
systemic risk.

Irrespective of the specifics of the ultimately agreed-upon optimal pol-
icy rule, society will in the end provide some tail insurance to its leveraged 
sectors. How much tail risk society or, conversely, nominal claim holders 
should assume is a political question and depends very much on the 
underlying economic philosophy of the country. One of the main points of 
this book is that Europe has, up until now, avoided giving a single clear 
answer to this question. There clearly is no agreement among member 
states, with followers of the German tradition very aware of the moral 
hazard problems, while those influenced by French thinking call for more 
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insurance and aggressive intervention in times of crisis. And these calls 
for crisis interventionism are yet another source of conflict: in the French 
tradition, emergency measures are part of the standard crisis-fighting 
toolkit, but German philosophy interprets every intervention as setting a 
precedent and so creating a new, permanent rules-based environment for 
the euro area.
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Banking Union, European Safe Bonds,  
and Exit Risk

Up to this point, our discussion of banking crisis mechanisms and crisis 
management could just as well apply to individual countries rather 

than entire currency blocs. We now instead turn to considerations that are 
special to currency unions, in particular, to one in which a deeply inte-
grated political and fiscal union is, at least in the short and intermediate 
perspective, more utopia than a political feasibility. The heterogeneity of 
the economic philosophies and politics of the different members of the 
union together with a large and nationally fragmented financial sector cre-
ated significant economic and financial stability challenges, not all of which 
were foreseen by the policy makers who wrote the Maastricht Treaty.

Given this reality, the recipe policy makers pursued was that of a mini-
mal currency union: a search for the minimal requirement for a function-
ing and stable common currency, without necessitating deep political 
integration, that keeps loss sharing to a minimum. Of course, views among 
the major European actors clashed about these minimum requirements.

Important economic distortions arise in a currency union in which 
national governments can undertake actions at the expense of others, 
often resulting in delayed appropriate policy responses. Yet, perhaps as 
Monnet ingeniously predicted, problems and crises created by these dis-
tortions call for new instruments and institutional structures to deal with 
them, eventually leading to more integration. For this “Monnet process” 
to work, however, it is essential that all parties understand each other and 
agree on the necessary institutional structure.

Yet, there is much discordance. Brussels—home to the European 
Commission—is usually the voice pushing most forcefully for a central-
ization of powers, including a fiscal union. French policy makers are open 
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to fiscal transfers to secure financial stability, but they are reluctant to pass 
additional national power to Brussels. Germans already view themselves 
as the paymasters of Europe and fear that bank bailouts lead to a transfer 
union through the backdoor. Where France ultimately saw costless liquid-
ity problems, Germany saw solvency problems that ultimately require 
transfers. The result was a search for a stable minimum currency union: no 
transfer except in hidden ways; active macroprudential policy, primarily  
at national levels; and limited Europeanization of liquidity instruments.

After laying out a variety of economic distortions that arise in an incom-
plete currency union, we proceed in this chapter to survey the steps under-
taken during the euro crisis. We pay particular attention to the proposal of a 
euro-area-wide banking union. Subsequently, we study the important role 
of safe assets for a stable financial system in a currency union and the insta-
bility that can arise when investors fear that a country may exit the currency 
union. Finally, we draw some policy conclusions from this analysis.

This chapter addresses the following questions:

•	What incentives do national policy makers have to push losses 
onto foreigners? Why is it said that banks are global in good times 
and national in crisis?

•	How do concerns about redistributional issues across member 
states of the currency union undermine the central bank’s lender 
of last resort activity?

•	What kind of institutional design is necessary to dissuade individ-
ual countries from rushing toward a ring-fencing of their own 
banks’ assets?

•	Would a European banking charter that makes all aspects of 
finance, including the tax revenue in good times and costs in crisis 
times, be the solution?

•	What is the importance of euro-area-wide safe assets to contain 
flight-to-safety cross-border capital flows in times of crisis?

•	How does the redenomination risk of exit from a currency union 
affect interest rates and undermine cohesion of the currency union?

Banking in a Currency Union

At the height of the crisis, the crisis countries together with France made a 
strong push toward the creation of a banking union. The origins of the 
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idea of banking union, however, can be traced back to initial debates about 
the monetary union in the late 1980s. According to the initial plans, the 
central bank would have overall supervisory and regulatory powers. Yet, 
that proposal met resistance from the German Bundesbank in the early 
1990s. Hans Tietmeyer, then president of the Bundesbank, was concerned 
that supervision by the central bank would implicitly signal a bailout 
guarantee and hence lead to moral hazard problems. The political debates 
(discussed in detail in chapter 15) eventually led to an article (Article 25) 
in the ECB statute allowing the latter to “offer advice” (but not really act) 
and another one in the Maastricht Treaty (Article 105, now Article 127 of 
the Lisbon Treaty) that contained enough hurdles to make euro-area-wide 
banking supervision de facto impossible.

The understanding that consequently emerged after Maastricht was 
that potential solvency problems in a financial institution should be dealt 
with by the treasury of the country in which the institution is headquar-
tered; that liquidity problems of an individual institution are dealt with by 
the national central bank; and that liquidity problems that threaten the 
monetary system as a whole are dealt with by the ECB.1

Yet, the recent financial and debt crises made clear that the lack of a 
clear European institutional regulatory framework resulted in economic 
distortions with detrimental outcomes. Importantly, redistributional 
issues across the member states of a currency union emerged—a phenom-
enon that is politically less relevant within a country than across countries. 
This subsection discusses these distortions and the policy response that 
was provided, namely, the creation of a banking union. The latter 
amounted to a change in the institutional framework of the euro area built 
on three pillars:

•	First, a single rather than a merely coordinated European approach 
to banking supervision.

•	Second, a single resolution mechanism to wind down failed banks.
•	Third, a fiscal backstop so that banks that are insolvent may be 

recapitalized, and possibly joint deposit insurance so that the retail 
depositors of banks that are illiquid need not fear a run.

Finally, the last part of this subsection covers the recent discussions about 
a capital markets union at the euro-area level.
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Economic Externalities and Distortions
A currency union between potentially very different countries can face, in 
theory at least, a host of problems. We highlight in this section a multitude 
of such problems: a rush to ring-fence assets at a time of crisis at the expense 
of others; a desire to push losses onto foreigners; a tendency to treat all prob-
lems as a liquidity problem that should be addressed by the ECB; and ways 
to undermine the ban of monetary financing. We will consider each in turn.

Rush to Ring-Fence and the Diabolic Loop in  
International Context
As soon as an internationally operating bank runs into trouble, national 
regulators tend to ring-fence and grab its assets. Financial stability ques-
tions, and especially resolutions, bail-ins, and bankruptcy procedures, are 
dealt with at the national level. In Mervyn King’s often quoted phrase, 
banks are “global in life but national in death” well summarizes the situa-
tion.2 If, out of national interest, all regulators in times of crisis decide to 
simultaneously ring-fence assets, the solvency even of an otherwise healthy 
bank can be undermined. Regulatory responses thus must be coordinated. 
If market participants start to doubt the ability of national regulators to 
coordinate as required, their willingness to provide the bank with suffi-
cient funding is undermined. This by itself puts financial institutions under 
pressure, leading to their potential demise—which would then ultimately 
justify the ring-fencing.

In other words, coordination problems and insolvency dynamics can be 
self-fulfilling. The United Kingdom’s use of antiterrorism laws to seize 
Icelandic bank assets illustrates the extent to which countries can go in 
their attempts to seize assets, and also the damage that a lack of coordina-
tion can bring. Overall, this suggests that, at times of crisis, uncoordinated 
national resolution of banks can have very disruptive effects for interna-
tional capital flows.

The tendency of banks to be global in life and national in death brings 
with it yet another problem: it introduces substantial procyclicality into 
the system. In good times, global banks manage their liquidity globally, 
with temporary liquidity shortfalls in one part of the world easily offset by 
liquidity surpluses in other parts. In times of crisis, however, these diver-
sification benefits evaporate and they have to manage liquidity locally.
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The underlying reason why ultimate regulation, and particularly reso-
lution powers, for financial institutions lies in national hands is that these 
tasks typically require fiscal funds. And, crucially, the fiscal capacities to 
backstop the financial system differ across countries. In countries with 
large fiscal capacity and well-capitalized domestic banks, the state can 
credibly backstop its financial system while the domestic banks insure the 
sovereign against refinancing risk. Matters look different in a country with 
inadequate fiscal capacity and a weak financial system: here, the diabolic 
loop between sovereign and banks discussed in the previous chapter will 
emerge in times of crisis. Different countries in a currency union thus dif-
fer both in their ability to stabilize international capital flows and in their 
susceptibility to sudden reversals of these flows.

Pushing Losses onto Foreigners—Reluctant  
International Support
Recall from our earlier discussion of financial dominance that if banks are 
well capitalized, they are concerned that in times of crisis losses will be 
pushed onto banks. For example, a change of private insolvency laws, 
making foreclosures impossible or easing default on private loans and 
mortgages transfers losses from households to banks. Now, if banks are 
owned by foreigners (nonvoters), the incentive to pass these laws is much 
higher. As a result, banks become more “national” in times of crisis by 
withdrawing from foreign markets and are unwilling to transfer free 
liquidity from their home country. This, of course, is just an extension of 
an argument that we saw earlier. For similar reasons, governments are 
more willing to default on their debt if it is mostly held by foreigners. 
Hence, foreigners may be reluctant to hold sovereign debt as a crisis 
emerges.3

This economic distortion is probably also the reason why there are so 
few genuinely pan-European banks. Indeed, banks under such a system 
favor indirect financing through a chain of intermediation, whereby final 
lending to households is primarily conducted by local banks. Europe 
looks as if it has many cross-border banks, with giant institutions such as 
Deutsche Bank (based in Germany), or Santander (Spain), or Unicredit 
(Italy). But in legal reality, these are groups in which separate banking 
companies exist in different countries that are treated as separate by 
national regulators. The complexity can especially be seen in the case of 
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Unicredit, whose subsidiaries include the German HypoVereinsbank, 
which in turn owns Bank Austria, which in turn has subsidiaries in many 
Central and Eastern European countries, both inside and outside the euro 
area. When it comes to profits, the groups report an overall figure; when it 
comes to regulation—and the potential absorption of losses—they are 
national entities: Bank Austria is not the same as Unicredit SPA (in Italy) 
or Unicredit AG (in Germany: HypoVereinsbank is a brand, not a legal 
entity).

The inability of a government to commit not to subsequently expropri-
ate foreigners is also a reason why bank recapitalization and stabilization 
measures by European authorities proved to be so difficult. If a European 
agency were to provide funds to recapitalize a country’s banks, local poli-
ticians can simply push losses from the household sector onto the banking 
system by allowing mortgage debtors more easily to default on their 
payment.

The Tendency to Treat Problems as Liquidity Problems 
Requiring Central Bank Liquidity Provision
The desire to push losses onto foreigners is linked to solvency versus 
liquidity considerations. A central bank can stabilize an economy in times 
of crisis by providing emergency liquidity support to troubled financial 
institutions. However, as has been a theme throughout this book, it is often 
difficult to separate solvency and liquidity issues. Naturally, national reg-
ulators will be reluctant to resolve insolvency issues if domestic banks rely 
on foreign liquidity funding (or funding by the euro-area-wide lender of 
last resort). Indeed, whenever in doubt, domestic regulators have an incen-
tive to call any problem a liquidity problem and request help from the 
ECB, as possible default losses by the latter would be shared instead of 
being solely imposed on the national authorities.4

Treating funding problems, if in doubt, as liquidity problems rather 
than solvency problems is in line with the French philosophy: no actual 
losses will ever occur if only the ECB’s liquidity support is wide-ranging 
enough. The German view, in contrast, rests on the belief that there are 
solvency, and not only liquidity, problems, and so in the end substantial 
losses are likely to materialize. The question of which nation should bear 
these losses gives our earlier financial dominance discussion an interna-
tional dimension. If the ECB intervenes, it might end up bearing the losses. 
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If the national authority deals directly with a solvency issue, the national 
member state could then suffer the losses. Thus, the structure of the euro 
area gives rise to an additional complicating layer in the form of a second 
game of chicken between fiscal authorities and the central bank. In this 
game, no one wants to absorb the losses; so the can is kicked down the 
road, and losses keep on growing. In the end, the situation is much worse 
than it would have been if the losses had been realized collectively and 
structural reforms had been implemented right at the beginning.

Clearly, if supervision is national and information is not shared at the 
European level, there is no way to settle illiquidity versus insolvency dis-
putes, and so mistrust spreads. This simple insight means that liquidity 
support in a currency union is politically difficult, as it may involve redis-
tributional fears—and may explain why central bank interventions are 
more controversial in cross-border currency unions.

Using Banks to Get around Monetary Finance
The Maastricht Treaty explicitly bans any form of monetary financing of 
government expenditures (Article 122). But the restriction on central bank 
action is less watertight than it appears. A country can circumvent this ban 
by convincing banks through regulatory pressure to buy risky govern-
ment debt. The local banks can then refinance their purchase via the ECB 
using government debt as collateral. Should the government debt need to 
be restructured, the ECB will make losses—a case of government-debt 
monetization. The associated costs would have to be borne by all member 
states. Again, within a currency union, some losses can be pushed onto 
foreigners.

Banking Union as a Solution
As the crises spurred, these different economic distortions emerged to 
haunt countries of the euro area, in particular creating clashes between 
Northern creditors and Southern debtors. A natural response to these dis-
tortions and the sovereign-bank diabolic loop presented in the previous 
chapter is the creation of an area-wide banking union.

The Global Financial Crisis as a Catalyst
In 2009, in the early stages of the global financial crisis, when it appeared to 
be a largely American crisis but one that was having bad consequences 
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above all for French and German banks, the issue of coordinated European 
banking supervision reemerged. An expert group, chaired by a former IMF 
managing director and governor of the Banque de France, Jacques de 
Larosière, was formed. The group proposed the establishment of a Euro-
pean System of Financial Supervision (ESFS), including the European Sys-
temic Risk Board (ESRB) for macroprudential oversight, and the European 
Banking Authority (EBA) to improve the coordination of national banking 
regulation and supervision throughout the European Union. Along with 
the EBA, the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) and the 
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) became 
collectively known as the three European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs).

One task of the EBA was to conduct stress tests for euro-area banks, 
with the first such exercise having been conducted by EBA’s predecessor, 
the Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS), in 2010. The 
weakness of the stress test gravely undermined the effectiveness and cred-
ibility of Europe’s response to the banking crisis. Most market participants 
correctly deduced that the tests were, in sharp contrast with the more 
stringent US tests in March 2009, a whitewash. The EU-wide stress test 
exercise was repeated in summer 2011, as the debt crisis really began to 
take hold, and the aftermath undermined the credibility of the newly 
established EBA. Eight banks (five of them in Spain and two in Greece) 
failed the stress test, but all German and French banks were declared to be 
safe. A large Belgian-French bank, Dexia, passed the tests with a core tier 
one capital ratio of 10.3 percent (well above the 6% threshold), but had 
€3.4 billion of exposure to Greek bonds that were in default and deriva-
tives positions that lost value as German government bond yields declined. 
As a consequence, Dexia was bailed out by the Belgian, French, and Lux-
embourg governments in October 2011. It was also around this time that 
the diabolic loop between sovereign and banks started to emerge in full 
force, undermining further the results of earlier stress tests and suggesting 
that new solutions would be needed.

The Big Push: Brussels 2012
In the summer of 2012, several countries, including France and the periph-
eral member states, made a big push to extend the ESM mandate to include 
the recapitalization of banks. The idea was to use the European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM) to directly support domestic banking systems, through 
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recapitalization, without the national sovereign itself having to borrow 
and apply for a full-fledged EU-IMF program (which would come with 
strong conditionality attached). Germany, of course, was strongly opposed 
to direct recapitalization through the ESM. German politicians saw the 
danger that legacy losses from previously excessive borrowing would be 
transferred to European taxpayers and were reluctant to use German 
deposit insurance funds to bail out troubled banks in Spain. Equally 
important, Germans were concerned that recapitalization through the 
ESM would set a bad example for the future and lead to moral hazard 
down the road. And finally, any departure from the conditionality of 
external support was viewed as undesirable.

It is against this background that, in June 2012, a remarkable compro-
mise was reached. Going into the Brussels summit, Merkel was deter-
mined to hold up the German position and resist an extension of the ESM 
mandate. In the end, however, she accepted a clever compromise, closely 
linking the extension of the ESM to the implementation of the banking 
union. Direct recapitalization of banks by the ESM, particularly in Spain, 
could only occur once the new European single supervisory mechanism 
was in place. The logic was impeccable: it made little sense to pour Euro-
pean money into banking systems when balance-sheet quality could not 
be independently verified by European authorities. Tactically, she had 
conceded nothing. Germany could oppose and delay the implementation 
of a banking union as long as necessary; and so she kept control over the 
extension of the ESM. Nevertheless, Merkel was immediately criticized at 
home for accepting a compromise. Parliament rebelled against the whole 
idea of the banking union, which was seen as a potential channel to put 
fiscal transfers into effect.

The entire agreement occurred on the same evening as a soccer match 
in Warsaw—the semifinal of the European Championship, which pitted 
Italy against Germany, with Italy winning, thanks to two spectacular goals 
by Mario Balotelli. The government leaders apparently followed the game 
closely in the initial part of their deliberations, and the results seemed to 
boost the confidence of the Spanish and Italian prime ministers. The coun-
cil lasted until five in the morning, and Mario Monti, thinking he had 
worn down the Germans, scored a similar victory to that on the soccer 
pitch. It looked as if Chancellor Merkel was agreeing to easier access to 
ESM funds and to a role of the ESM in recapitalizing banks after the 
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establishment of the European Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). 
Monti was not really a football fan, but he allowed himself to be carried 
along in a fervor of patriotic sentiment; in Italy, he was celebrated as 
another “super Mario.”

Divergences became apparent as soon as the meeting ended. Whereas 
the communiqué stated, “We ask the Council to consider these proposals as 
a matter of urgency by the end of 2012,” council president Van Rompuy 
declared, in his own press statement immediately after the summit, that 
the leaders had “asked the Council to work in a very speedy way so that 
we can have results by the end of the year.”5 There was more than a nuance, 
but rather a true difference in perspective. This reflected on the schedule 
for implementation. Germany tried to deflect any pressure on the sched-
ule by emphasizing publicly that the quality of the new arrangement was 
more important than any time limit. Reticence to move and the desire to 
bid for time was obvious in many countries. In fact, a subsequent Septem-
ber summit failed to confirm agreement on the timetable. Only with con-
siderable pressure and persuasion, in particular from the ECB president, 
were leaders able to come to an agreement at their last council meeting of 
the year, on December 13, 2012. An agreement on direct recapitalization of 
banks by the ESM was reached, but only in 2014. Merkel had again scored 
a remarkable tactical victory.

Moving Toward Single Supervision
Most early progress toward a banking union was made on the supervision 
pillar. The main question, of course, was whether the ECB should act as 
the euro-area-wide financial supervisor. Putting financial supervision and 
monetary policy into the same institution has obvious appeals, but also 
drawbacks. The key advantage is that information flow between financial 
supervisors and monetary policy makers is quick, allowing in particular a 
quick monetary response to financial distress. Furthermore, as we have 
seen above, single supervision can deal with the problem of national reg-
ulators declaring everything a liquidity problem necessitating ECB 
intervention.

Some German commentators, however, feared that errors in financial 
supervision may impinge on the central bank’s reputation and so under-
mine price stability. In particular, it was feared that policy makers may try 
to use the monetary tools at their disposal to paper over any mistakes 
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made in bank supervision. These doubts notwithstanding, the ECB was 
ultimately given “ultimate responsibility for all specific supervisory tasks 
related to the financial stability of all Euro area banks,” while national 
supervisors would “continue to play an important role in day-to-day 
supervision and in preparing and implementing ECB decisions.”6 At the 
same time, the Commission proposed that the EBA should develop a sin-
gle supervisory handbook “to preserve the integrity of the single market 
and ensure coherence in banking supervision for all 27 EU countries.”7 
Overall, gaining the power of single supervision was a major victory for 
Mario Draghi and the European Central Bank (see chapter 15).8

A Single Resolution Mechanism
The second important step toward completion of banking union was the 
creation of the Single Resolution Mechanism. In July 2013, the Commis-
sion laid out a proposed procedure for the resolution of failed banks 
through a Single Resolution Mechanism backed by a Single Bank Resolu-
tion Fund. This was intended to bring substantial advantages over a com-
plex network of national procedures and funds: strong central decision 
making was supposed to ensure rapid and effective decision making, 
avoid uncoordinated action, minimize negative impacts on financial sta-
bility, and limit the need for financial support. Its legal basis lay in Article 
114 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union concerning 
“the establishment and functioning of the internal market.” The associ-
ated regulation was put forward by the European Commission in July 
2013 and entered into force on August 19, 2014.

Parallel to this, negotiations continued over the direct bank recapitaliza-
tion through the ESM—as usual a contentious issue in Germany. Under the 
proposal, the initial recapitalization required to reach a Common Equity 
Tier 1 ratio of 4.5 percent would come from the member country in which 
the bank is headquartered; beyond that, the ESM would contribute in tan-
dem with the member country. The country would provide the equivalent 
of 20 percent of the total amount of public contribution in the first two 
years of direct bank recapitalization. Deposits were secured up to €100,000, 
an amount justified by the “transaction role of money.”9 After that amount, 
at least 8 percent (of total assets) was to be bailed in. (As mentioned in 
chapter 10, this rule went into effect in January 2016.) It is important to note 
the incentive effect: the new regulation gave banks an incentive to hold 
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more capital to provide more protection to bondholders. The resolution 
funding would be provided in the first instance by national resolution 
authorities and after the transition period by the Single Resolution Fund 
(“backstop regulation”) with a target size of €55 billion. This is a modest 
amount set against overall euro-area GDP in 2013 of €9,600 billion, total 
assets of euro-area banks of €23,126 billion, and equity of €1,340 billion. 
These bail-in provisions—and the compromise that they ultimately 
reflect—were clearly motivated by the precedent set in Cyprus and the 
associated bail-in (German view) versus bailout (French view) discussion.

Completing the Banking Union: Deposit Insurance
As expected, the third pillar of the banking union—the creation of a 
deposit insurance as proposed by the European Commission—has proved 
the most contentious. Wolfgang Schäuble, the German finance minister, 
clearly marked his opposition against such insurance.10 Many other mem-
ber states of the euro area also take the position that national deposit 
insurance systems first need to be set up before an EU-wide mechanism 
could be considered. Many national, including German, banks are strictly 
opposed to the Europeanization of deposit insurance. It is thus unsurpris-
ing that progress on this third pillar of the banking union is lingering, to 
say the least.

Going beyond Banks: A Capital Markets Union
Beyond the banking union, discussions about the creation of a capital 
markets union started to emerge among European policy makers in mid-
2014. Importantly, this union would take place at the European Union 
level (instead of just for members of the euro area), as it is primarily the 
European Commission that is pushing for its existence.

The objectives of a European capital markets union are twofold. First, 
the union would reduce reliance on banks: traditionally, banks in Europe 
control about 80 percent of the funding to firms, in particular to small and 
medium-sized ones (SMEs). It is hoped that a further integration of capital 
markets will bring this figure closer to its American counterpart, where 
firm financing goes mainly through capital markets. As Juncker himself 
put it, “This would cut the cost of raising capital, notably for SMEs, and 
help reduce our very high dependence on bank funding.”11 Moreover, 
equity financing is less prone to financial instability, as it is not subject to 
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runs and does not need to be rolled over. A second objective of the capital 
markets union is to harmonize rules: currently, investments require local 
knowledge due to cross-country heterogeneity in regulations. Harmoniz-
ing the rules would hence help to create smoother capital transfers.

Safe Assets: Flight-to-Safety Cross-Border  
Capital Flows

Safe assets are essential for a well-functioning financial economy. They 
provide a store of value for many institutions whose other holdings are 
risky. These institutions want to park part of their wealth in assets that 
they can fall back on should they get hit by a large shock. A safe asset is 
different from a risk-free asset. A risk-free asset carries no risk over a given 
horizon. In contrast, an asset is regarded as safe if it has high value when-
ever the holder wishes to redeem it; in short, it is like a good friend (recall 
our definition in chapter 10), and not necessarily one-to-one connected 
with fundamental cash flow payoff. For example, the German govern-
ment debt at the height of the crisis appreciated even though Germany’s 
risk—measured, for example, via CDS spreads—heightened.

Archetypal safe assets are central bank reserves (if risk of inflation is 
low) and gold, but also government debt. Government debt has a dual 
role. Not only does it help the government to fund the provision of public 
goods and services, but it also serves as a notionally safe and liquid store 
of wealth, an interest-bearing asset that institutions can rely on should 
their funding dry up. In fact, the European banking regulation treats all 
euro-area government debt as risk free and assigns a zero-risk weight to 
it—something that became problematic. The reason is twofold. First, gov-
ernment debt is free of liquidity risk if a country’s central bank can pro-
vide temporary liquidity support. Hence, government debt is not subject 
to temporary runs. Yet this condition is harder to fulfill in the euro area in 
which individual countries do not have an autonomous central bank. Sec-
ond, European banking regulations assumed sound fiscal policy across 
all euro-area countries and consequently assumed away default risk. 
However, this presumption is in violation with the agreed-upon 
no-bailout clause in the Maastricht Treaty. And during the euro crisis, it 
became apparent that the market doubted the “safe asset status” of the 
government debt of many peripheral countries.
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In this section, we focus on the problem that emerges if the safe asset is 
not symmetrically distributed across the member state countries. If the 
safe asset in a currency area is associated with a particular member state 
rather than being a euro-area-wide asset, international capital flows can 
reverse very suddenly once an adverse shock hits. When market partici-
pants fly to safety, they cause large distortions. In the euro crisis, for exam-
ple, capital rushed out of the periphery and into the core (in particular into 
Germany) every time the crisis intensified.

Flight-to-Safety Cross-Border Capital Flows
In the euro area, the German ten-year bund currently serves as the pre-
dominant safe asset. Its value increased whenever the euro crisis intensi-
fied, even though at the same time its fundamental value declined (as 
reflected in an increase of the German CDS spread—a measure of the risk-
iness of German debt). Figure 11.1 shows this for the ten-year interest rate 
and ten-year CDS spread for the period from April to October 2011.

Hence, whenever the risk increases, the yield of the German govern-
ment bond goes down, that is, its value increases. This seems counterintu-
itive, but it is the defining feature of a safe asset. It gains value not because 
fundamentals move in the right direction, but because others also perceive 
that it is safe—almost a tautology. This hints to the fact that a safe asset has 
some features of a “bubble.” This is easily illustrated with gold: as crises 

Figure 11.1. German CDS Spread and 10-Year Bond Yield
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become more severe, its price typically rises, even though its fundamental 
usefulness for, say, jewelers remains unchanged. This is simply because in 
times of crisis people want gold as a safe store of value. Note that safe 
asset status can also be lost. Spanish sovereign debt was probably a good 
safe asset before the crisis, especially for Spanish banks. But suddenly 
investors stopped believing in this asset: its safe label was lost, and inter-
est rates moved by more than fundamentals would suggest. Losing safe 
asset status is like a bubble bursting.

It is often argued that the German government debt enjoys a liquidity 
premium because its market is deep. While it is true that the German 
bunds’ trading volume is high, it is however the feature that the bunds’ 
value appreciates exactly in times of crisis that makes it a safe asset. 
Another example of a safe asset is the US Treasury bond. Paradoxically, 
the price of the US Treasury bond jumped up when the United States was 
at risk of defaulting on its debt payment obligations due to the standoff 
between the US Congress and the Obama administration in the summer of 
2011. Again, this highlights the distinction between fundamental value 
and the price of safe assets.

Yet, the key difference between Europe and the United States is that US 
Treasury bonds serve as a single safe asset for an entire currency area, 
while in the euro area, the safe asset is not issued by all member states: it 
is German, not European. Arguably, without a currency-area-wide safe 
asset, the euro-area banking union cannot be called complete.

European Safe Bonds (ESBies)
As we discussed in chapter 6, during the most acute phase of the euro 
crisis, various proposals for (some sort of) Eurobonds were introduced. 
Almost all of them involved some debt mutualization. The primary objec-
tive of most of these proposals was to lower governments’ funding costs 
and, in doing so, bring down the cost of private borrowing. In light of 
continual violations of euro-area fiscal rules, together with the incompati-
bility of common liability with the “German” liability principle (that 
refuses to separate control and liability), it is unsurprising that German 
chancellor Angela Merkel ruled out full debt mutualization with joint 
 liability in her lifetime.12

The Euronomics group, which includes one of the authors of this book, 
proposed an alternative without any joint liability: European safe bonds 
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The ESBies proposal involves pooling of national bonds and tranching 
the pool into a senior and junior bond. If a national government were to 
default on its debt, the asset side of the issuing entity’s balance sheet 
would shrink, and its liability side would therefore shrink accordingly. 
Importantly, these losses would first be borne by holders of the junior 
bond. The junior bond therefore protects the senior bond. The senior bond 
(ESBies) would be a European-wide safe asset. Any flight to safety would 
no longer occur across borders, but from the European junior bond (EJBies) 
to the European safe bond (ESBies).

The second advantage of ESBies is that it can eliminate the diabolic 
loop between sovereign and banking risk, if banks were to hold the Euro-
pean safe bond (ESBies) instead of national government bonds. The senior 
bond (ESBies) then serves as safe asset for the financial sector, while the 
junior bonds would be widely held by many market participants, 
firms, and households (as is the case with municipal bonds in the United 

(ESBies).13 The objective of these bonds is to create a European safe bond, 
thereby limiting cross-border flight-to-safety distortions during crises. 
Moreover, banks could hold ESBies as a safe asset, thereby breaking the 
link between bank risk and sovereign risk described in chapter 10.

To this end, ESBies work as follows. First, an entity—which could be 
public (e.g., a European debt agency) or private (e.g., a large bank or asset 
manager)—would purchase a portfolio of government bonds. This portfo-
lio would be balanced in proportion to the size of governments’ debt up to 
a certain ceiling (such as 60% of GDP). Against this portfolio of euro-area 
government debt, the entity would issue a European safe bond (ESBies) 
and a European junior bond (EJBies). The entity would then have the 
following balance sheet structure:

Figure 11.2. Balance Sheet of European Debt Agency or Private  
Institution That Creates ESBies and EJBies
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States). Placing the junior bond should not be hard in an environment in 
which everyone searches for higher yields and many institutional inves-
tors want to hold bonds with long maturity. Insurance companies and 
pension funds especially have an incentive to counterbalance their long-
term liabilities with long-term (junior) bonds to hedge their interest rate 
risk. To ensure that banks switch to the senior bond as their safe asset, 
regulation should favor such a shift by assigning lower exposure limits or 
capital charges (risk weights) on ESBies compared to an equivalent pool of 
national government bonds. Interestingly, by eliminating the diabolic 
loop, national defaults become less likely and correlated, which also 
makes the junior bond less risky.14

As ESBies would be essentially free of default risk, the ECB could use 
them to conduct open-market operations without taking on any default 
risk, as the Fed does with US Treasury bonds. With ESBies of different 
maturities, one would get a whole risk-free yield curve that could serve as 
a European benchmark that the ECB could influence.

Redenomination and Exit Risks

Redenomination risk refers to the risk that, say, Greek households become 
concerned about the prospect that capital controls make it impossible to 
bring “Greek euros” outside of Greece or that they are involuntarily con-
verted into a new Greek drachma. As such redenomination risk does not 
exist for “German euros,” a Greek euro will necessarily be worth less 
than a German euro.15 As long as the Greek euros can be converted one-
to-one into German euros, Greeks may thus decide to withdraw their 
deposits from their Greek banks and try to buy German bunds or even 
deposit their funds at German banks. The resulting lack of funding for 
Greek banks will thus become an even more urgent problem, while Ger-
man banks have yet more excess savings that they possibly park with the 
ECB. The ECB will thus be forced to intermediate even more and channel 
funds back.

TARGET2 imbalances become important in case of an exit from the cur-
rency union. As such, they measure the exposure of the rest of the system 
to a particular national central bank should this country exit the euro. 
Greek citizens who transfer bank deposits from a Greek bank to a German 
bank account run up TARGET2 claims. By transferring funds to a German 
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account, Greek citizens avoid devaluation losses as they hold “German 
euros.” However, in case of an exit, these devaluation losses would show 
up as losses for the other national central banks in the form of lost TAR-
GET2 claims if there is no hope that the Greek central bank would repay 
its TARGET2 liabilities after an exit.16

Importantly, even the possibility of an exit opens up the possibility of a 
speculative attack. Investors and speculators alike might run and push the 
country toward exit from the currency union. In other words, the threat of 
an exit can be self-fulfilling. There is one equilibrium in which investors 
believe no exit will occur and a Greek euro has the same value as a 
German euro. But there is also another equilibrium in which doubts about 
the homogeneity of the euro area induces speculators to bet on an exit. 
When the exit risk starts to materialize, prudent investors hedge this rede-
nomination/exit risk, leading them to short sell Greek euros and buy Ger-
man ones, thereby contributing to the likelihood of the exit. As long as 
both euros trade one-for-one, the cost of such a trade is only the interest 
rate differential—earning the low German interest rate and forgoing the 
higher Greek interest rate. Ultimately, however, the exit equilibrium might 
prevail.

Philosophical Stands
The fathers of the Maastricht Treaty were fully aware of this destructive 
mechanism and hence intentionally did not include any provisions for 
euro-area member countries to leave the common currency union. This 
corresponded very much to the French view, which saw the creation of 
European money as providing effective barriers against speculators. By 
not specifying any exit rules, chaos would arise in case of exit, and that fact 
would provide ex ante commitment to defend the common currency 
area without limitations. Such an “ostrich policy” of ignoring any exit 
threat, while ex post naïve, provides strong ex ante commitment and deters 
speculators from attacking a particular country in a currency union.

Moreover, the French philosophy also stresses the signaling power of a 
potential exit: if a country leaves the euro area, this is proof of the reversibil-
ity of the euro and so of the wider European integration process. Once one 
country leaves, markets will start to attack other weak member states. This 
will translate into a higher interest rate burden for these countries. Their 
government debt thus carries an extra price tag due to redenomination risk. 
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Ultimately, speculative attacks can lead to disintegration of the currency 
union. The redenomination risk is one of the rationales that the ECB, as the 
guardian of the currency, put forward to justify its interventions.

By contrast, an exit might not be simply due to a temporary speculative 
attack but necessary for a country to regain lost competitiveness. An exit 
and associated devaluation of its new currency might be unavoidable, 
especially when an internal devaluation is not feasible because of nominal 
rigidities or political pressures. In other words, a country might not simply 
face a temporary liquidity problem that should be avoided but a solvency 
problem. For this reason, and given the preference for clear rules, the Ger-
man view is not opposed to the establishment of clear rules about how an 
exit from the currency union should be conducted. The German economist 
Hans-Werner Sinn even argued for a “breathing” union, where members 
could go in and out of the currency union, sometimes for a temporary 
adjustment period, following some specific rules—as this would keep nec-
essary financial discipline. During the Grexit debate in 2015, the German 
finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble also made the case of a time out along 
these lines for Greece, but he did not go so far as to establish this as a gen-
eral principle. Softness toward misbehaving periphery countries would 
mean that all rules are undermined, and so, in the long term, the euro-area 
project would be doomed to fail. In fact, in this view, the threat of exit can 
function as an effective disciplining device to ensure sustainable budget 
deficits and a stability-oriented currency union. In sum, some German 
economists were open to shrinking the currency union to create a more 
sustainable “core” ready to pursue deeper union and further integration.

An exit typically involves the imposition of capital controls and a cutoff 
of banks’ funding. Hence, a country exit from the euro area invariably 
involves the ECB. The ECB continuously claimed that the exit decision is 
one that can only be taken by heads of governments. At the same time, 
however, the ECB, by cutting off its liquidity provision to banks—in par-
ticular in the form of emergency liquidity assistance (ELA), as described  
in chapter 15—de facto has the power to squeeze a country out of the 
union. With domestic banks unable to tap ECB liquidity, governments are 
unable to push their debt onto their banks, and so they are forced to print 
their own money to pay for their social programs, completing the exit.

An exit from a currency union causes large temporary costs. Almost 
every contract in the euro area (in particular all sorts of private and public 
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debt contracts) is written in euros, so in case of an exit, it is not clear 
whether these contracts should continue to be enforced in euros or, alter-
natively, in the new currency of the exiting country. Of course, the exiting 
country could pass legislation dictating that all contractual payments will 
be translated into payments in the new currency. However, creditors 
would then presumably try to appeal to European and other international 
courts to ensure repayment in hard euros. If history (and in particular the 
recent Argentinian experience) is any guide, courts are likely to rule in 
favor of the plaintiffs, imposing yet more costs on the exiting country.17

Grexit Threats
The exit considerations added additional drama to the euro crisis, with 
two episodes taking center stage: the Grexit drama of 2012 and the Grac-
cident fears of 2015.

Financial Contagion Fear during the 2012 Grexit Threat
In the summer of 2012, fears of a Greek exit—quickly dubbed “Grexit”—
from the euro area reached new heights. Both France and the ECB saw the 
near certainty of large contagion spillover effects following an exit: there 
would be runs on Italian and Spanish banks as depositors feared that their 
assets would be converted overnight into a new and depreciating cur-
rency. The impact would be much worse than that of Deauville. Germans, 
in contrast, liked to repeat a rather hackneyed German chiasmus: that an 
end with terror was better than terror without end. These positions illus-
trate very well the fundamental economic trade-off described above: that 
of ex post multiple equilibria considerations versus ex ante discipline. Was 
Greece an infected leg that needed to be cut off to save the patient, or 
would the operation itself be fatal? Ultimately, the decision as to whether 
Greece should stay in the euro area was to be made in Berlin.

Initially, the German stance seemed to be very much open to a Grexit. 
Since early 2012, politicians and even government ministers such as Wolf-
gang Schäuble had been dropping hints that the crisis could be more eas-
ily solved if Greece were to exit. Indeed, German proponents of a Greek 
exit could draw on remarks coming from the Keynesian camp (especially 
from various US academics) that a Greek exit could be an attractive instru-
ment to restore competitiveness. By June, according to Reuters, euro-area 
ministers were told to prepare for contingencies. On June 15, 2012, just 
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before a parliamentary election in which radical opponents of the euro 
looked as if they might do well, Greeks withdrew over €3 billion from 
their bank accounts. European Commission and IMF officials worked 
secretly on a “Plan Z.”18 The Bundesbank stated publicly that a Greek exit 
would be better than a Greek default: “The challenge this would create for 
the euro area and Germany would be considerable but manageable. . . . By 
contrast, a significant dilution of existing agreements would damage con-
fidence in all euro area agreements and treaties . . . calling into question 
the institutional status quo.”19

Over the summer, however, the tide began to turn. Chancellor Merkel 
had throughout been closely guarded about her own stance, but, over time, 
it became clearer that, thanks to efforts from Commission officials and 
market participants, she had been convinced that a Greek exit would be 
too dangerous. Indeed, as Grexit fears increased, other peripheral spreads 
started to shoot up, giving credence to the contagion fears. Pressure from 
the United States also contributed: the Obama administration feared that a 
new financial crisis would sink its chances of reelection, and so Merkel was 
pressured to do away with any potential Grexit plans. In fact, at the end of 
July 2012, US treasury secretary Tim Geithner visited Schäuble at a holiday 
residence on the North Sea island of Sylt to press the case. (See chapter 13 
for more details.)

The next steps toward avoiding Grexit were taken by the Greek govern-
ment. Commission president José Manuel Barroso told the new Greek 
prime minister Antonis Samaras, “Don’t start asking for new conditions; 
there’s no way. The first message you have to convey to Germany: you 
have to say you are going to deliver.”20 Samaras made a tour of Europe, 
starting in Rome (the capital of the country most likely to be hit by Greek 
contagion), then to Madrid (the probable next domino), then Paris and 
Frankfurt. He proved to be a very effective communicator and convinced 
leaders across Europe on obvious grounds of self-interest to build a strong 
coalition lobbying to keep Greece in the euro area. Finally, he visited 
Angela Merkel in Berlin. He had practiced his pitch for hours in his hotel. 
“I can guarantee you, we will work day and night,” Samaras said.21

This set the stage for Merkel to complete her U-turn, and she came out 
unambiguously in September in favor of a new Greek package and against 
any exit. No one in Germany had been able to assure her that it was really 
possible to limit the economic chaos of a Grexit. And nobody could 
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predict how many more dominoes would fall if Greece were to exit the 
euro area. The contagion-discipline trade-off was thus, for the moment at 
least, resolved with a heavy slant toward contagion considerations. To 
conclude the policy shift, Merkel made a very visible trip to Athens 
(requiring immense police protection) in October 2012—her first since the 
start of the crisis. French officials were elated and saw the change in Ger-
man attitude as a product and result of their close cooperation on that 
issue. By November, on the eve of an EU summit, there was an agreement 
to release a €34.3 billion aid installment.

Political Contagion and 2015 Graccident Possibility
In late 2014, Greece was plunged into an unexpected political crisis by the 
failure to elect a new president (a largely symbolic office). The Samaras 
coalition government dissolved Parliament, although its four-year term 
had not expired and called new elections. The clear winner was the leftist 
and populist Syriza movement, led by Alexis Tsipras. Tsipras—just like 
Rajoy in Spain (2011) and Hollande in France (2012)—had promised the 
electorate that he would undo various unpopular austerity measures and 
stimulate Greece out of crisis. Even before the election, tax receipts fell 
because of expectations of Syriza’s victory and in anticipation that Syriza 
would cut unpopular taxes. These developments set the stage for the sec-
ond incarnation of the Greek drama.

In an uncanny echo of the Samaras government’s first steps, the new 
leaders, Tsipras and his charismatic and garrulous finance minister Yanis 
Varoufakis, went on a tour of European capitals (with Berlin coming last). 
The purpose of the tour was to drum up support for a general stimulus-based 
program that would apply to and, according to the new Greek govern-
ment, rescue all of Europe. There appeared to be some moderate, polite 
interest and sympathy in London and Paris, while the Southern European 
countries were notably cooler. In fact, the tour overall began and ended 
with disasters: an icy confrontation of Varoufakis with the Eurogroup 
president, Dutch finance minister Jeroen Dijsselbloem, in Athens and 
between Varoufakis and Wolfgang Schäuble in Berlin.

Underlying these cool reactions was a much reduced concern about eco-
nomic contagion. While in 2012 a Grexit was seen as a threat to all of the 
euro area, contagion risks were now regarded as contained. At the same 
time—and this explains the reaction from other Southern countries—there 
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was more fear of political contagion. Too substantial a concession to Greece 
might not cost much, but it would destabilize the southern governments 
that had implemented reforms and which had shown initial signs of suc-
cess. The most notable examples were Spain, where a new, powerful 
left-populist movement (Podemos) analogous to Syriza had emerged, and 
Ireland, where the old nationalist movement Sinn Fein was gaining 
support.

The Greek government, which had played with the threat of financial 
destabilization of all of Europe, consequently realized that its position was 
fundamentally weak. It thus accepted, on February 20, 2015, a four-month 
extension of the existing program, with some cosmetic changes but also a 
requirement that the Greek government submit an extensive reform 
agenda. Schäuble—already demonized in Athens—presented the outcome 
as a defeat for Greece: “Being in government is a date with reality, and 
reality is often not as nice as a dream.”22 The willingness of the European 
ministers (who were almost all deeply skeptical of the new Greek govern-
ment) to reach an agreement also seemed to reflect a revival of the old 
Franco-German alliance. This revival, however, would prove temporary.

Syriza viewed the four-month respite as an opportunity to delay nego-
tiations further, holding repeated meetings with the European creditors 
without producing any new results. This reflected a fundamental reluc-
tance to enter a new bailout program on the terms of the creditors. The 
Greek negotiating style permanently undermined any semblance of trust 
between the troika and the Greek leadership. Interestingly, and unlike the 
Greek crisis of 2012, economic contagion was, as expected by the other 
European leaders, rather weak. Observers in part credited the ECB’s quan-
titative easing program for this resiliency.

Still, French observers in particular continued to stress the threats posed 
by contagion, arguing that with a Grexit, the “genie of an exit” would be 
out of the bottle and possibly endanger the future stability of the currency 
union. The French finance minister, Michel Sapin, was especially eloquent 
on this point, as he had been finance minister already in 1993 when a 
speculative attack on the French franc forced France out of its exchange 
rate corridor in the European Monetary System. He now argued that any 
exit would hold out the possibility of liquidity attacks on other European 
governments.
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The German side, however, favored a harsher treatment of Greece, and 
became less concerned about the consequences of Grexit. Thus, the 
German-French rift opened up more than ever before, with the French 
emerging as the euro area’s “voice for Greece” and the German finance 
ministry as the steadfast believers in budgetary prudence. Given the ero-
sion of trust between the Greek government and Germany, in particular, 
the creditors demanded, before any new negotiations were to be started, 
some sort of prior action from the Greek government. To recreate some 
trust, the Greek government needed to send some credible signal that it 
was willing to cooperate and undertake structural reforms.

It came to a showdown. After dragging on reform discussions for four 
months with little results, the Greek government called for a referendum 
in which a large majority of Greek citizens voted to reject the bailout terms 
on July 5, 2015. The ECB subsequently had to limit its emergency liquidity 
assistance (ELA), which led to bank closures and the imposition of capital 
controls. (See chapter 15 for details.) The economy came to a standstill and 
Grexit was near. Greek finance minister Varoufakis was replaced and, ulti-
mately, a new agreement was reached: a third bailout for Greece, with 
strict conditionality for structural reforms, for example, going as far as to 
relax timings of shop opening hours. In April 2016 the IMF questioned the 
viability of this program and continued to call for further structural 
reforms combined with debt relief.

Policy Recommendations

As we have seen in this and the previous chapter, the Maastricht Treaty 
woefully neglected the modernization and internationalization of bank-
ing as well as the complexity of an unbalanced integration, and so it is 
unsurprising that the euro area was ill-equipped to deal with the compli-
cated fallout from the global financial crisis. In particular, the threat of 
financial dominance—completely ignored in the Maastricht Treaty—gave 
rise to a second layer in the game of chicken between monetary and fiscal 
authorities.

European policy makers struggled to find solutions to these problems. 
In theory, most of them required further integration, but the political envi-
ronment made it difficult to make progress on that aspect. Paradoxically, 
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France was willing to transfer resources but not power, especially budget-
ing power, to Europe, while Germany was reluctant to transfer more 
resources to Brussels to bail out (foreign) banks. As a consequence, a 
search ensued to find the minimal measures that limit the adverse impli-
cations of and spillovers from banking sector crisis, de facto pushing 
responsibility to act to the ECB, at least in the short term.

Liquidity-focused short-term responses raise long-term moral hazard 
issues, so policy makers at the same time needed to have a vision for a 
future institutional structure that would effectively deal with these prob-
lems. The basic idea of an adequate institutional environment that bal-
ances both forces is to not save the few worst performers and erect a 
firewall protecting the rest, in the hope of triggering a virtuous race away 
from the bottom that stabilizes the whole system. For the euro area, the 
recent move toward a banking union points in this direction. However, as 
we have seen, there is as of yet no area-wide safe asset, nor is any such 
asset on the horizon, even though precisely this will be indispensable for 
smooth functioning of the banking union.

One bold move forward could be to establish a European banking char-
ter that makes the financial sector truly European, in other words, makes 
Europe like a county with respect to banks. All aspects of finance—
regulatory and supervisory but also fiscal—would be moved to the Euro-
pean level. In good times, tax revenue from banks would thus accrue to a 
European budget, while in bad times, this taxing power could provide the 
necessary backstop to guarantee restructuring without adverse spillover 
and contagion effects. This would be unpopular with small countries with 
large financial sectors, but also politically impossible for the United 
Kingdom.
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Italy

The battle of ideas in Europe occurs between countries, but it also takes 
place within countries. Italy—which in many other respects replicates 

on a national level the problems of the European continent—also repro-
duces the European contrast in economic philosophies. Every aspect of 
the recent European tragedy has its equivalent in Italy’s much longer his-
torical experience. Italy is a microcosm of European experience. The coun-
try is often depicted as a near hopeless case, the sick man of Europe, with 
an ossified political and bureaucratic system, a stagnant economy, and a 
massive flight of talent. But the malaise is really an exaggerated version of 
problems prevalent throughout the Continent. It is inevitable that pre-
scriptions to combat the deep malaise diverge.

This chapter addresses the following questions, all of which correspond 
to European as well as Italian debates:

•	What were the different economic philosophies within Italy?
•	Did the transfer union between the Italian North and South 

 promote convergence or cement an income gap?
•	How stable and long-lasting can a transfer union be within a 

nation-state?
•	How did Italy cope with the exchange rate tool and which eco-

nomic challenges does it face?
•	How does politics respond to economic decline?

Battling Economic Philosophies within Italy

Italian economists were split between the major schools of thought out-
lined above as “German” and “French.” The “German-style” liberals 
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responded—as in Germany—to the aftermath of totalitarian economics 
under a strong and destructive state. The interwar economy—dominated 
by fascism and the attempt to apply corporatist principles—was also one 
increasingly cut off from the international economy. Postwar Italy was ini-
tially made by economic liberals such as Luigi Einaudi, an economics pro-
fessor who became the first postwar president of the Banca d’Italia and 
then (in 1948) president of the republic. Einaudi’s emphasis on the impor-
tance of rules in framing economic life had a clear similarity to the thought 
of the German Ordoliberals.

But there was also another tradition that stemmed from Italy’s long 
concern with the role of the state in economic development. The corporat-
ist practices of the interwar period remained quite powerful in postwar 
Italy, and many economists argued that there was a good way of thinking 
about how state action could overcome collective action problems. Keynes-
ianism was at first best represented by two famous Italian economists who 
had fled from Mussolini’s Italy: Piero Sraffa at Cambridge, who tried to 
combine Keynesianism and Marxism, and Franco Modigliani at MIT, one 
of the key architects of the new synthesis between Keynesian and neoclas-
sical economics. The first Keynesian textbooks appeared in the late 1940s, 
and by the 1960s, the Italian orthodoxy, or mainstream, was Keynesian. 
Some of the Keynesian impetus went in a left-wing direction. Sraffa 
became a national symbol that radical political economists liked to invoke, 
with unions put Sraffa on strike placards. The left-wing tradition also 
derived support from some of the establishment. Some of the large Italian 
banks published economic journals that were substantially devoted to 
radical, nontraditional economics: the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro Quarterly 
Review (that from 1981 was edited by Alessandro Roncaglia) and the Eco-
nomic Notes of the Monte dei Paschi of Siena.1

Some commentators have noted that there is a regional divide in the 
theoretic orientation of the first Italian economists: the great liberals, like 
Einaudi, or before him Costantino Bresciani-Turroni, come from the North, 
whereas the pioneers of practical Keynesianism in Italy, like Pasquale Sar-
aceno or Marcello de Cecco, are Southerners.2 The regional division seems 
appealing, in the simple sense that the South was poor and required devel-
opment, and the North might well be eager to devise strategies that did 
not impose an endless cost on a prosperous and dynamic Italy.
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Mezzogiorno: Convergence or Divergence  
within a Transfer Union

In Italy, since the unification of the county in the mid-nineteenth century, 
a drama has played out in which the North developed and the South 
became underdeveloped. (Some commentators like to make the point that 
Italy in the 1860s was like Germany and the United States: in each case, 
there was a civil war in which a more industrial and urbanized North 
defeated a more rural South that prided itself on its incarnation of tradi-
tional virtues.) In this sense, Italy anticipated a debate on the world stage 
in the mid-twentieth century, when a developed North seemed to be 
impoverishing an underdeveloped South or, in the euro crisis, where 
commentators liked to portray the contrast of North versus South in 
Europe.

Early Convergence from the 1920s to the 1960s
In the 1920s, the underdevelopment of the Italian South was accentuated 
by government policies; but after that, the Italian government—often in 
discussion with international institutions such as the World Bank—set out 
to try to implement a developmental strategy. From 1950 to 1980, state 
assistance was mostly channeled through the Cassa del Mezzogiorno, a 
public/national agency that was completely independent of government 
charged with formulating a new approach to development. In its first 
phase, a ten-year investment project was devoted to building up infra-
structure, including land reclamation projects, hydroelectricity, and trans-
portation. A 1957 law (Law 634/1957) then focused on industrialization, 
with the promotion of activity by state-owned corporations, which were 
required to devote a majority of their activity to the South.

The result of these initiatives was an apparent dramatic success. It looks 
analogous to the story of the 1990s and 2000s in Europe, when growth in 
the South was more impressive than growth in the North and when com-
mentators claimed that this was an example of capital moving, and devel-
opment proceeding, in the “right” or historically necessary direction. But 
in both cases, the development of the South was inherently fragile. As 
Iuzzolino, Pellegrini, and Vesti (2013) report, the gap in output per head in 
Southern Italy relative to the rest of the country fell from 53 percentage 
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points in 1951 to 44 in 1961 and 33 in 1971.3 Unlike in the 2000s in Europe, 
the Italian Southern miracle was not only due to an increase in capital and 
labor but was mostly a result of rising productivity, with workers moving 
from inefficient traditional agricultural activities into sparkling modern 
industrial plants, though some part also reflected a demographic shift as 
some workers and their families left.

Divergence from the 1970s Onward
The fragility became apparent with a European and global crisis in the 
1970s, when the postwar exchange rate system broke down, inflation 
surged, and oil prices shot up. After 1971, the beneficent Italian conver-
gence process stopped and then went into reverse, so regional dispari-
ties were greater at the end of the twentieth century. Public investment 
programs were curtailed in the wake of the oil price shocks, and the 
previous concentration on basic industries made the South particularly 
vulnerable. The Cassa del Mezzogiorno acquired the reputation for 
having promoted political infrastructure projects that became white 
elephants: for example, an unused airport at Lamezia Terme and what 
was billed as “Europe’s largest film studio” at the instigation of the 
film producer Dino de Laurentiis, which only operated for two years. 
In general, public enterprises had been harnessed for political pur-
poses, and as many were in the South, the problem of political capture 
was especially acute there.

After the Cassa was dissolved, a successor institution, the Agenzia per 
la Promozione dello Sviluppo ne Mezzogiorno, required projects to be 
submitted to the regional administration and then accepted by a central 
ministry for the Mezzogiorno before the Agenzia paid out on the project. 
Despite these schemes, productivity differences between North and 
South increased rather than decreased. The research institute EURISPES 
commented in its 1998 Rapporto Italia, “There has been waste, waste that 
generated a political underworld of clientelism and favours. In many 
cases, public spending, rather than offering the chance of growth and 
development (in the south), ended up contributing to the ascent and 
power of organised crime.”4

The effect of public expenditure in furthering crime and corruption and 
decreasing economic as well as social well-being has been extensively 
documented. In a recent study, the economist Paolo Pinotti examines the 
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Southern Italian districts of Puglia and Basilicata and concludes that the 
surge in crime in the 1970s was pushed by public expenditure. The mur-
der rate soared by a factor of four. Per capita income was cut by an esti-
mated 20 percent, and the region was set on a lower growth trajectory. 
One-fifth of the Mafia’s profits came directly from public investment. The 
costs in Sicily, where the Mafia had been longer established, could be reck-
oned to be higher.5

In 1992, when the European attempt to replace the Bretton Woods cur-
rency system, the European Monetary System, broke down, the shock 
again hit the South with particular brutality. As a consequence of the per-
sistent criticism, the mechanism of regional support was Europeanized. In 
1994, the European Union phased out a support scheme under which the 
central government had paid employers’ social security contributions in 
the South.

The shocks of the 1970s and of 1992 did not reduce the amount of 
public money flowing in the cause of development. On the contrary, as 
later in the euro crisis, the flow of public funds actually increased while 
the developmental differential widened. From the beginning of the 
1970s to 1992, net public resources transferred to the South increased 
from 11 to almost 12 percent of GDP.6 The transfers did not appear to 
reduce the widening gap in performance and prosperity. The story of 
corruption and misallocation leads to some measure of skepticism about 
the stimulative and beneficial long-term effects of public sector 
investment.

Sustainability of a Transfer Union within a Nation-State
The Italian case demonstrates that there can be long-term account imbal-
ances in a currency union, with the South running a persistent deficit 
largely financed by public transfers. There are striking cases elsewhere, 
and not just in the euro area: one example is the United Kingdom, where 
it was recently calculated that the London area had an 8 percent of GDP 
surplus in regard to the rest of the United Kingdom.7 The standard response 
is that the current account does not matter if it is financed through a reli-
able fiscal system in a unitary state (and is not dependent on the vagaries 
of the capital market). But the Italian example demonstrates precisely how 
even such financing can lead to an exacerbation of regional differences 
and imbalances.
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Italy’s Economic Challenges

Wage Pressure and Recurring Exchange Rate Devaluation  
prior to the Euro

At the moment of Italian state formation, a debate started on what to do to 
modernize and on why that might be worth doing at all. In Giuseppe 
Tomasi di Lampedusa’s The Leopard, Prince Tancredi states, “If we want 
things to stay as they are, things will have to change.”8 The rest of the 
world was changing, and so Italy needed to adjust to preserve its identity. 
If that was the world of the last half of the nineteenth century, by the end 
of the twentieth century the same drama was played out on a global level. 
The world was being transformed by a new process termed globalization 
(the word was first used in its contemporary meaning by Italian radicals 
in the early 1970s). To preserve Europe, Europe needed some sort of radi-
cal transformation.

In the chaotic European currency conditions prevailing after the 1970s, 
wage pressure developed and made Italian producers relatively uncom-
petitive. The industrial pressure groups then mobilized to change the 
exchange rate to increase their share of export markets. Restoring Italian 
business performance required periodic devaluations of the Italian lira. 
Phases of living with an overvalued exchange rate were thus followed by 
an abrupt depreciation. Devaluation had an almost automatic quality as 
the exercise was repeated over and over again: like Catholics going to con-
fession, the country could regularly relieve itself of its burden of sins.

In the 1970s and 1980s, some analysts had already come to a realization 
that this model was unsustainable. A profoundly political calculation then 
tipped the balance: giving up the exchange rate as an instrument of policy 
would dramatically increase fiscal credibility and reduce the cost of bor-
rowing. That conclusion was always controversial, and, in particular, the 
well-regarded experts at the Banca d’Italia were skeptical of the advan-
tages of tying one’s hands—through the European Monetary System 
(EMS) and then later through the euro—and were worried about the dan-
gers of a progressive loss of competiveness with no easily available adjust-
ment mechanism.

The attraction of the European project in the 1990s was that it would 
also bring with it strong outside pressure to reform, which might over-
come the domestic blockages. It was a larger scale version of policy 
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initiatives in the mid-1970s, associated with the IMF package, and in the 
early 1980s, associated with the debate about membership in the EMS.

In the 1990s, the need for a European framework became more urgent 
because the political system had disintegrated: the two major parties of 
the postwar system collapsed. The Christian Democrats, who had consis-
tently formed the governing party, were discredited by corruption scan-
dals, and the reformist Communist Party lost its credibility after the 
disintegration of the Soviet Union. The parties that took the place of the 
old political system were too weak and internally inconsistent and 
depended too much on coalition arrangements to implement any real 
reforms. The center-left governments (notably that of Romano Prodi 1996–
1998) formed a majority based on a range of support from ex-Christian 
Democrats to radical Marxist groups; on the right, Silvio Berlusconi (prime 
minister 1994–1995, 2001–2006, and 2008–2011) built a new political move-
ment in large part to protect his business interests from competitive 
threats. Although he had initially cast himself as the Margaret Thatcher of 
Italian politics and promised to create a million new jobs, his reforms were 
blocked by the fractiousness of the coalition he headed, and in 2001, when 
he won an election victory based on the promise of a Contratto con gli Ital-
iani, he disappointed again. The 2000s did not produce large capital 
inflows to Italy, and the result looks dramatically different than that of 
Greece or Spain.

The Labor Market
There are some quite specific institutional features that explain the Italian 
slowdown in the later years of the twentieth century, which continued 
into the 2000s. One lies in the restrictive labor practices that were very 
hard to reform because of social and political blockage. The problem was 
recognized for a long time, and in the 1990s and 2000s, there was a vigor-
ous debate about reform. But it remained a largely theoretical debate.

Political Hurdles
Tackling the issue required real courage: indeed, just as Italian anti-Mafia 
judges and prosecutors were assassinated, there were two notorious cases 
in which economists were killed because of their identification with the 
cause of labor market reform. In May 1999, during the Romano Prodi 
administration, Massimo D’Antona, a center-left law professor who 
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advised the minister of labor on reform, was killed in Rome. In 2002, under 
the center-right Berlusconi government, Marco Biagi was killed as he 
cycled to work in Bologna. He had been publicly calling for a reform of the 
pensions system but also for a reform of Article 18 of the 1970 Labor Stat-
ute, which required the reinstatement of dismissed workers if the dis-
missal was judged unfair by an adjudication panel. The Biagi case in 
particular highlighted the variety of the opposition to reform. Biagi, like 
D’Antona, was killed by left-wing terrorists, the so-called New Red Bri-
gades; but Biagi had received multiple threats, and the minister of the 
interior withdrew the police protection a few months before the killing.

Education
The stasis and rigidity of labor markets was augmented by a deficiency in 
human capital. Educational attainment was poor in an international com-
parison: In 2000, only 36 percent of adults had finished secondary educa-
tion, compared to an EU average of 42. For higher education, the figures 
were 10 and 20 percent, respectively (though there has been some improve-
ment in the Italian figures since then: the respective proportions were 42 
and 16 in 2012). Other indicators of skill levels demonstrated a lag com-
pared with Northern Europe. Three-quarters of Italian enterprises carried 
out no vocational training.

Intergenerational Inequality and Demographics
The lack of skills has been amplified by the emigration of many of the 
most-skilled young people. About 60,000 emigrate annually, more than 
two-thirds of them with college degrees. The outflow of the young is 
driven in part by very high rates of youth unemployment, but also by a 
sense that society is organized to marginalize them. Italy, together with 
one other major industrialized country, Japan, has a wealth distribution 
that is highly skewed toward the elderly. Young people find it hard to 
afford housing, and, as a consequence, young men in particular often stay 
with “Hotel Mama” into their thirties. As young Italians start forming 
families very late in life they have very few children. As a consequence, 
one can’t talk of the age “pyramid” anymore since the old vastly outnum-
ber the young in Italy. The unequal wealth distribution is made worse by 
public sector transfers: old age pensions amount to 57 percent of social 
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spending and 14 percent of overall GDP. Transfers that have to be borne by 
fewer and fewer young people.

This phenomenon was evident even before the euro crisis. In a widely 
discussed public letter to his son published in 2009 in the newspaper La 
Repubblica, the head of Rome’s LUISS University, Pier Luigi Celli, wrote, 
“This country, your country, is no longer a place where it’s possible to stay 
with pride. . . . That’s why, with my heart suffering more than ever, my 
advice is that you, having finished your studies, take the road abroad. 
Choose to go where they still value loyalty, respect and the recognition of 
merit and results.”9 The exodus of the young is obviously a phenomenon 
that could be reversed: Ireland, for instance, suffered from this problem in 
the 1980s, but as the economy grew sharply at the end of the twentieth 
century, many skilled Irish workers returned and contributed to economic 
growth.

Reform of the Justice System
The complexity of Italy’s legal system had often been a deterrent to invest-
ment, both by Italians and foreigners. The courts were blocked by often 
frivolous cases, and civil cases dragged on endlessly. Over 5 million cases 
were weighing down Italian courts. The large number of lawyers—the sec-
ond highest in any European country with almost a quarter of a million 
lawyers registered at the bar (Spain has even more lawyers)—did nothing 
to speed up the cases.10 A great deal of modern business school and legal 
literature stresses the enforcement of property rights as a key to modern 
economic success, and Italy looks as if its byzantine legal culture was a 
major obstacle to growth. Draghi frequently emphasized the need for legal 
reform in his speeches. Renzi in 2015 set out a reform agenda that involved 
speeding up civil cases and instituting new business units that would deal 
with civil cases, as well as facilitating out of court settlements.

Politics and Decline

Europeanization of Problems
Many Italians project their national malaise onto the European level, and 
Europeans, when they face the issue of long-term decline easily turn their 
thoughts to the grandeur that was Rome.11 When he was governor of the 
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Banca d’Italia, before the financial crisis, Mario Draghi began a speech in 
Venice to an assembly of economists and economic historians with a state-
ment that this was the future of Europe if there was no reform. Indeed, the 
Italian city-states were the most prosperous places on earth at the end of 
the Middle Ages. The moment of Italian decline can be dated quite pre-
cisely to the beginning of the seventeenth century. Italy only recovered its 
per capita income of that time in the late nineteenth century, when other 
European countries had already engaged in a major industrialization push.

As a government debt crisis erupted in 2010, it looked as if the old 
model of solving Italian questions by Europeanizing them had failed. By 
2011, in private meetings with Merkel and Sarkozy, Prime Minister Silvio 
Berlusconi was suggesting that Italy might leave the euro. He was respond-
ing to the surge in yields on Italian bonds in July and August that threat-
ened to make funding the Italian debt prohibitively expensive and to what 
he thought of as the aggressive letter of Trichet and Draghi of August 5 
(see chapter 15). For their part, the German and French leaders treated 
Berlusconi with ill-concealed contempt and also pushed President Obama 
to express his impatience with the Italian prime minister. At the summit in 
October 2011, Merkel and Sarkozy smirked when they referred to Berlus-
coni. Il Giornale, a newspaper owned by the Berlusconi family, compared 
Sarkozy’s gesture to Zinedine Zidane’s notorious headbutt of Marco Mat-
terazzi in the 2006 World Cup final.

Time for Technocrats
For a moment, the Greek and Italian crises moved in parallel. When the 
Greek prime minister George Papandreou surprised European politicians 
on October 31, 2011, by calling a referendum on the reform package and 
on euro membership, Sarkozy and Merkel warned about the dangers. 
Papandreou quickly canceled the referendum and called for a vote of con-
fidence in the government. As it became clear that he had lost credibility, 
a cross-party coalition government was formed with a “technocratic” 
prime minister, Lucas Papademos, the former vice president of the ECB.

In Italy, with tension rising between Berlusconi and his finance minis-
ter, a similar solution emerged after Angela Merkel had been involved in 
telephone calls, on October 20, 2011, with President Giorgio Napolitano. 
Merkel had asked Napolitano to do what was “within your powers” to 
“nudge Berlusconi off the stage.”12 The technocrat in this case was Mario 
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Monti, a rather austere economist who was president of Bocconi Univer-
sity and had generally been seen as an exceptionally successful EU com-
missioner in charge of competition policy. He became prime minister on 
November 16, 2011.

Monti headed a purely technocratic or nonpolitical government. It 
implemented some fiscal measures to reduce the deficit but found it hard 
to tackle Italy’s structural problems; the proposed labor market reforms 
fizzled out. He called new elections in December 2012, but when he 
decided to form a new political movement (Civic Choice), the limits of his 
popularity became very apparent. In a general election in February 2013, 
Civic Choice received only 8.3 percent of the vote. A new coalition govern-
ment was headed by a social democrat, Enrique Letta. Letta looked too 
much like an old-school politician and in an internal party coup was 
forced out after less than a year in office by the dynamic young mayor of 
Florence, Matteo Renzi. Renzi then won a surprisingly large endorsement 
by voters in May 2014 in elections to the European Parliament, at a moment 
when voters in other countries had turned to radical and populist  anti- 
European parties. A problem soon appeared as the introduction of labor 
market flexibility in the middle of a new downturn meant that it was  
easier to dismiss workers, but there was little new job creation.

Political Reforms
Tackling Italy’s dilemma involves economic reform measures, but it also 
requires some political reform to remove the blockages in the political sys-
tem. Renzi also proposed wide-ranging changes in the electoral law that 
would make it easy for the leading party to get a super majority of votes 
in Parliament even though it only had a relatively small proportion of 
votes in the election. (The party that had over 35% in the first round would 
get an 18% winner’s bonus; if there was no such lead in the first round, 
there would be a run-off round between two parties in which the winner 
would obtain at least 53% of the seats.) In addition he pushed through a 
reform of the second chamber, which stripped it of its powers and ended 
what had been an American-style bicameral system.

After 2011, criticisms of the government focused on the monetary union 
as a source of Italian problems, and the most obvious way of attacking any 
government was to claim that it was too dependent on the outside, on 
Europe, on Germany, or on Merkel. By the beginning of 2014, according to a 
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poll in La Repubblica, only 29 percent termed themselves pro-European, 
while 27 percent were anti-European, and 44 percent were “sceptical.”13 The 
separatist Liga Nord party published a pamphlet, Basta Europa, in which it 
compared the European debate to a boxing match between fighters of very 
different weights: “Of course the ‘heavyweight,’ i.e., Germany, is going to 
win, while everyone else loses.”14 The populist opposition party headed by 
a comedian, Beppo Grillo, called for a referendum on the euro, and an exit 
if necessary. In the summer of 2012, Berlusconi warned that the euro was a 
danger to an export-driven economy such as Italy’s. Germany, he said, 
“should get out of the euro, or others will do so.”15 In another remark that 
he later claimed to be a joke, he stated that Italy should say “ciao, ciao” to 
the euro if the European Central Bank does not “start printing money.”16

Renzi was disappointed when his reform initiatives appeared to bring lit-
tle short-term gain, and when Italy’s growth forecasts dipped again while 
Europe as a whole, including many crisis countries, were doing better. It was 
easy to think that the problem lay in the credit market, and in particular in 
bank problems prompted by the move to banking union (see chapter 10). As 
the economic data showed a darker picture, Renzi’s rhetoric moved in an 
anti-EU and anti-German direction. At the end of 2015, he announced that 
“Europe has to serve all 28 countries, not just one.”17 He tried to insist on an 
Italian voice in the European debate. “The time when Europe could give us 
lessons or homework is over. Italy is back and will make itself heard.”

The logic spelled out by Berlusconi, which he had begun to embrace in 
his last months of office as prime minister in 2011, is that of a game of 
chicken, with the hope of getting help from the outside. But that was a 
game that had played in the past and had no effect in turning around the 
broken Italian political economy. That fact was recognized by some 
observers, notably by the Italian who moved in to head the ECB. Mario 
Draghi, in one of his last speeches as governor of the Banca d’Italia, stated, 
“It is important that we should all understand that the salvation and the 
revival of the economy can only come from Italians themselves. An atavis-
tic reflex, recorded by Alessandro Manzoni, is to wait until an initiative 
from beyond the Alps solves our problems. As in other moments of our 
history, today things are not like that. It is important that all citizens are 
aware. It would be a tragic illusion to think that successful interventions 
can come from the outside.”18

Italy, like Europe, needs to be capable of generating its own solutions.



13

Anglo-American Economics  
and Global Perspectives

The United Kingdom and the United States looked like outsiders in the 
euro drama, distanced by a different tradition of thinking about eco-

nomics as well as by competing interests and the range of their geopoliti-
cal calculations. The United Kingdom was not in the euro and also not a 
signatory to the Schengen agreement, which provided for passport-free 
travel. In some ways, the United Kingdom was as detached from much  
of the European Union as the United States, and in June 2016 it would 
eventually vote for Brexit. With differences of interest, there can always be 
trade-offs and bargains: indeed, that is the essence of diplomatic negotia-
tion. The same kind of compromising does not work with fundamental 
differences of view, and discussion often produces escalation rather than 
solution. Suspicions on both sides of the intellectual divide grew. In the 
increasingly acrimonious debate, Europeans detected what they held to 
be a fundamental lack of understanding of the European project as well as 
a self-oriented defense of a different interest. Americans wanted the Euro-
peans to have more fiscal stimulus, more capacity to deal with problem 
banks, more currency flexibility, and more debt forgiveness—in short, a 
rather conventional old-style Keynesian solution. Europeans denounced 
this approach as “hyper Keynesianism.”

Europeans felt frustrated that the major vehicles of international opin-
ion, which set the terms of the debate, all came from the Anglo-American 
perspective. There are obviously major differences in political orientation 
and style between the Financial Times, the New York Times, the Wall Street 
Journal, and the Economist, but in their coverage of the European debt cri-
sis, they all framed the issues in a similar way. Some American economists 
summoned up the ghost of Milton Friedman to confound the euro. But 
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Anglo-American critics have a wide ideological and intellectual range. 
Paul Krugman, Jeffrey Sachs, Joseph Stiglitz, Simon Wren-Lewis, and 
Martin Feldstein have major differences in their analyses, but they all 
appeared as vociferous and devastatingly articulate critics of what Europe 
was doing—or not doing. Some frustrated European officials in Brussels 
responded by resolving not to read the Financial Times until they had 
absorbed French, German, or Italian media.

Americans often felt that they had a moral and intellectual responsibil-
ity to save Europe. They rightly believed that many of the decisive Euro-
pean reforms after World War II—in monetary, fiscal, labor, and 
competition policy—had been inspired by American officials and by the 
American example. In the late 1940s, the United States had even seemed 
to back a project to create a unified Europe through the European Recov-
ery Program and the Organization for Economic Cooperation in Europe.

The modern obstacles to a coordinated European response, along 
Keynesian lines, were in part organizational and institutional: to act deci-
sively, Europe needed some capacity for effectively coordinated state 
action. The fundamental difference of vision from across the Atlantic, or 
across the English Channel, can be boiled down to Europe’s lack of “stati-
ness”: Europeans had often liked to present their achievement as the prac-
tical realization of postmodern politics, in which the traditional idea of 
national sovereignty (which they thought had produced so much trouble 
in the European past) was dissipated and diffused. “Europe” as a frame-
work was designed to supplant the traditional nation-state. A state as tra-
ditionally conceived, on the other hand, had sovereignty in economic 
policy: it could control a currency, adjust an exchange rate, deliver a fiscal 
stimulus, or recapitalize banks. The Europeans could do none of these 
things, and as a result, they were hopelessly stuck. They seemed obsessed 
with rules that had been deliberately devised to restrain national sover-
eignty by “tying their hands” (in the metaphor that many European econ-
omists frequently deployed).

The Anglo-American vision stood in fundamental opposition to Ger-
man tenets of economic management, especially in regard to the German 
concern about basing economic activity on the principle of responsibility 
and a strong concern about moral hazard. Mostly it was quite aligned 
with the French view, but there were also some major differences that 
ensured that France could not always cite US economists as close allies.
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This chapter addresses the following questions:

•	How exactly do the French and Anglo-Saxon philosophies differ? 
In particular, how do they differ as regards the role of the state (for 
example, as the guardian of a currency), bankruptcy law, and the 
design of the global financial system?

•	How did US policy makers try to influence the crisis response in 
Europe?

•	How did the United Kingdom deal with the dilemma of seeing a 
tight fiscal union as the only possible solution to the crisis of the 
euro area, while at the same time not wanting to be a part of this 
fiscal union?

•	What led to Brexit and how will it impact the relationship between 
the remaining powers in the European Union?

•	How did China’s push for a multipolar world impact the euro cri-
sis? Why did it see its interests as being more aligned with Ger-
many than with France, even though its economic tradition of 
pragmatism and adaptability as well as its push for a multipolar 
international monetary system might suggest to be more in line 
with French economic thinking?

•	What role did Russia play in the euro crisis, and to what extent did 
the Ukrainian-Russian conflict strengthen the European spirit?

In sum, the differences across the Atlantic, and to some extent also across 
the Channel, concerned the role of the state, the appropriate response to 
financial stress and banking problems, the question of default and bank-
ruptcy and how to manage it, and the international monetary order. We 
examine them in turn before addressing global perspectives.

Diverging Traditions

Many US and UK economists—in academia, in the private sector, and also 
in government and at the Federal Reserve—had long been skeptical about 
the European project of monetary integration. In a famous article in For-
eign Affairs, Martin Feldstein had warned that the common currency 
would exacerbate tensions between European countries and might even 
lead to a European civil war. In apocalyptic tones, he warned that “The 
conflicts over economic policies and interference with national 
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sovereignty could reinforce long-standing animosities based on history, 
nationality and religion. Germany’s assertion that it needs to be contained 
in a larger European political entity is in itself a warning. Would such 
structure contain Germany, or tempt it to exercise hegemonic leader-
ship?”1 Two European economists, Lars Jonung and Eoin Drea, in 2009 on 
the eve of the euro trauma summarized the response of the American eco-
nomics profession as “It can’t happen, it’s a bad idea, it won’t last.”2 
During the crisis, Feldstein and many others continued to insist on their 
old story and to underline how prophetic they had been.

The debate after 2010, however, looked quite different to that of the 
1990s. At the inception of the euro, public discourse largely focused on 
whether there was enough mobility of labor (and to some extent other 
factors of production). After 2010, the central issue was one that had 
largely been neglected in the earlier debates: the role of banks in transmit-
ting shocks (see chapters 9–11).

“Statiness”
The American critique started with the abstract argument that monetary 
union cannot work without political union, that a currency requires a 
state, and that the historical evidence points to failures of monetary unions 
between countries (such as the nineteenth-century Latin Monetary Union 
or the Scandinavian Currency Union). The most obvious evidence for this 
thesis is printed on every $10 bill: the face of Alexander Hamilton, the first 
American treasury secretary. Hamilton’s 1790 negotiation of a federal 
assumption of the high levels of state debt in the aftermath of the War of 
Independence looks like a tempting model for European states groaning 
under unbearable debt burdens. It was cited as a precedent in Thomas 
Sargent’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech and appeared prominently in 
Treasury Secretary Geithner’s injunctions on how to save the euro (he 
gave Finance Minister Schäuble a copy of Ron Chernow’s excellent biog-
raphy of Hamilton). Hamilton became so popular in the United States that 
Lin-Manuel Miranda turned his life into a much lauded hip-hop musical 
that President Obama viewed not just once but twice.

Hamilton had argued in 1790—against James Madison and Thomas 
Jefferson—that the substantial debts accumulated by the states in the War 
of Independence should be assumed by the federation. There were two 
sides to his case, one practical, the other philosophical. Initially, the most 
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appealing argument was that this was an exercise in providing greater 
security and thus reducing interest rates, from the 6 percent at which the 
states funded their debt to 4 percent. The historical case looks like an attrac-
tive precedent for the Europeans of today. Hamilton emphasized the impor-
tance of a commitment to sound finance as a prerequisite to public economy: 
“When the credit of a country is in any degree questionable, it never fails to 
give an extravagant premium upon all the loans it has occasion to make.” 
Hamilton also insisted on a stronger reason for following good principles 
than merely the pursuit of expediency. There existed, he stated, “an inti-
mate connection between public virtue and public happiness.”3 That virtue 
consisted of honoring commitments. Extended in a political body, it would 
build solidarity. Those principles made the fiscal union what he called “the 
powerful cement of our union.” So a currency union, built around debt 
mutualization and a common fiscal source to pay off the debt, actually 
made a nation: the United States of America. (See also chapter 6 for a more 
detailed economic analysis of fiscal union and Eurobonds.)

A fiscal union can serve numerous purposes: in the United States in 
1790, it was a way of dealing with legacy problems, and it was tempting to 
see state action as holding out a possibility of simply wiping the slate 
clean after the European debt crisis. But another role of fiscal union, as an 
insurance mechanism against asymmetric shocks or a transfer union, was 
rather alien to the spirit of 1790, but instead reflected institutional pro-
cesses that arose in the United States only in the middle of the twentieth 
century.

So one side of the American argument rested on the ideas that a collec-
tive European fiscal project was needed and that it should take over more 
responsibilities and be able to act as an automatic stabilizer—in the same 
way as the US federal budget as well as the Social Security Administration 
does. Both US and UK officials repeatedly made this point, which sounded 
odder coming from the United Kingdom because it was also quite clear 
that the United Kingdom was unwilling to sign up for more European 
fiscal integration.

The French economic school is in principle more comfortable with a 
centralized fiscal power. French thinkers wanted large fiscal transfers all 
the time. For France, the state is a friend. Inconsistently with their eco-
nomic tradition, however, French political leaders are reluctant to pass 
sovereign budgeting power to the European level. The Anglo-American 
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view differs from the French view in that it considers the state as useful in 
times of crisis but otherwise has a negative attitude toward it.

The Bank Dynamic
A related difference between the Anglo-American and especially French 
economic thinking regards how the state should relate to the financial sys-
tem. In the French tradition, credit allocation is a major political concern 
and hence involves the state. For Americans, state action is primarily a 
response to financial problems and instability and hence is not required in 
fair-weather conditions. In other words, the aspect of fiscal integration 
that looked especially important at first was the capacity to rescue banks. 
The other experience that shaped the US response was the domestic after-
math of the financial crisis and the experience with how the banking sys-
tem could be stabilized. The turning point, when the fragile recovery set 
in, occurred in the spring of 2009. Some attributed the restoration of confi-
dence to the display of international solidarity at the London G20 summit, 
but a more common view was that the financial system recovered because 
the regulators (chiefly the Federal Reserve System) carried out rigorous 
stress tests and insisted on the recapitalization of weak banks. The critical 
moment in the resolution of the financial crisis in the United States should 
thus be dated as May 7, 2009, when the stress test results for nineteen bank 
holding companies were released, and the Federal Reserve Board chair-
man conveyed a reassuring message: “The results released today should 
provide considerable comfort to investors and the public. . . . Our govern-
ment, through the Treasury Department, stands ready to provide what-
ever additional capital may be necessary” to banks.4

The US experience stood in remarkable contrast with that of the Europe-
ans. The first major European stress test results came much later, in 2011, 
because it took a long time to set up the European Banking Authority: there 
was thus a two-year lag over the United States.5 Even worse, the 2011 tests 
were soon demonstrated to have been insufficient: Dexia, a Belgian-French 
bank that had been bailed out in 2008, passed the 2011 stress tests, but just 
three months later, in October, required a further rescue from the French 
and Belgian governments (and then again after another year). The Euro-
pean stress tests demonstrated all the weaknesses of the European con-
struction: because there was no backstop—no government that could  
do “whatever may be necessary”—it was very dangerous to announce 
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problematic results. In the United States, the government could simply 
respond by increasing capitalization; in Europe, the markets would 
respond by running. Moreover, there was a major debate about whether 
exposure to sovereign debt should be included in the tests: banks usually 
hold government bonds as a safe asset, but this was exactly where the 
problem lay in the case of Europe.

More fundamentally, the banking system was proportionally smaller in 
the United States, where bank assets amounted to 83 percent of GDP in 
2013 according to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. Using Inter-
national Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)–equivalent accounting, the 
US figure would be about 30 percentage points higher; including the assets 
held by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac would add another 32 percentage 
points. Even with these two additions, total bank assets to GDP in the 
United States would be 145 percent—just half of the EU’s tally of 334 per-
cent. In some European countries, banking systems dwarfed the domestic 
economy (see figure 13.1).
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Figure 13.1. Total Consolidated Assets of Domestic and Foreign-Owned 
Banks/GDP(%) in 2013

(Sources: ECB and IMF World Economic Outlook. The y-axis  
is truncated at 600%: the value for Luxembourg is 1,719% and  

for Malta is 798%.)
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The contrasting successes of the stress tests on either side of the Atlantic 
gave US policy makers a feeling that they had managed the crisis well and 
that they had a right—even an obligation—to preach the truth at the 
Europeans.

Bankruptcy
Third, there were different attitudes to bankruptcy in the Anglo-American 
tradition. Especially in France, but also in other European countries where 
the great legal reforms of the Code Napoleon had had a major impact, 
bankruptcy was a terrible offense. Individuals who declared bankruptcy, 
whose names were written in red ink in the detailed ledgers kept in the 
offices of the Banque de France, found it almost impossible to recover 
their reputations and their credit. In practice, they often emigrated. By 
contrast, in the United States, bankruptcy at an individual level was often 
regarded as a badge of honor, worn by someone whose business ideas 
were innovative and essentially ahead of their time. Silicon Valley entre-
preneurs treated bankruptcy as essentially a learning experience. Promi-
nent individuals in American life, such as Donald Trump, owed their 
fortune and their position to the repeated use of bankruptcy provisions to 
escape liabilities to creditors.

American economists sometimes applied the same lessons to states, 
especially in a period in which state debt had accumulated to such an 
extent as to impose a severe fiscal burden on future generations. They had 
found it frustrating that the international system found it impossible to 
develop a bankruptcy regime analogous to that of chapter 11 in US domes-
tic bankruptcy law, where the debtor is left in possession and subject only 
to court (not creditor) supervision, and where debtors can access new 
lending, which is given a priority in terms of the hierarchy of claims. The 
US administration, by contrast, had never embraced the more wide-rang-
ing plans for a sovereign debt-restructuring mechanism proposed by the 
American first deputy director of the IMF Anne Krueger.6

The American perspective read the European problem as simply a 
bizarre variant in mature countries of developing country debt crises. 
Latin America in the 1980s and East Asia in the late 1990s had suffered 
from debt crises, and the only realistic way out was some write down of 
debt. This lesson had also been internalized by the IMF, which initially 
had resisted such an approach.
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There is a fundamental time-inconsistency problem of sovereign default 
as a contingent insurance mechanism (outlined in chapter 5). Europeans 
were especially sensitive to this issue. They remember state bankruptcy as 
a fundamentally disruptive experience that destroys political capital. The 
French Revolution began with the bankruptcy of the ancient regime. After 
the end of the wars of the French Revolution, European countries tried to 
emulate the British example, where a revolution (the Glorious Revolution 
in 1688) worked because it set public finances in good order.

Americans then liked to reply: ah yes, but Europe did keep on going 
into default. In the debates about debt cancellation, the 1953 London Debt 
Agreement has become a constant reference point.7 The simple argument, 
pushed vigorously by American economists, policy makers, and commen-
tators, is that Germany was a serial defaulter in the twentieth century, 
with defaults in 1923, 1932–33, 1945, and 1953. In this view, German eco-
nomic strength was built on a persistently cavalier attitude to debt, fol-
lowed by a harsh legalistic attitude once Germany had become a creditor. 
According to these critics, Germany was trying to remove the ladder that 
allowed it to climb up the tree of economic development.

The reality is rather more complex. In fact, German history provides 
a powerful example of the time-inconsistency problem: Germany had 
become more unreliable and German politics ever more extreme in the 
wake of debt cancellations and defaults. The last cancellation, however, 
occurred in a setting of profound institutional reform and a binding 
into the international system: those were the conditions that ensured 
that, in peculiar circumstances, the solution of the debt issue could be 
linked to a more general cleaning up of the institutional foundations of 
economic activity. In 1923, there was an internal default conducted via 
hyperinflation that did long-term damage to German stability and 
weakened the German financial system so as to make it highly vulnera-
ble in the Great Depression. The defaults of the early 1930s, during the 
Great Depression, became inevitable when Germany was not able to 
borrow any further on private capital markets and there was no longer 
any faith in the German future: J. P. Morgan started to refer to the Ger-
mans as “second rate people.”8 They did not set the stage for a sustain-
able economic recovery but contributed to the nationalistic poisoning of 
international discussions. The default of 1945 was the consequence of a 
lost war.
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So there is only one “good” debt-cancellation exercise in German his-
tory—in 1953—and it is worth thinking more precisely about how it 
worked. It is not quite analogous to cancellations or write downs of devel-
oping country debt. As detailed studies of the London debt agreement by 
Tim Guinnane and others show, the cancellation related not to the princi-
pal but to accumulated interest arrears that had not been paid between the 
Great Depression and World War II.9 The context of the negotiation is also 
important: the debt cancellation followed two other actions that set the 
stage for growth.

To start with, there was a completely different policy regime in Ger-
many. After 1945, the Allied military authorities removed the people 
responsible for the destructive and destabilizing policies of the past. A 
new policy environment gave confidence that there had been a clean break 
and that from there things would go differently.

Moreover, before the debt conference, Germany had demonstrated that 
its policy makers were capable of absorbing and internalizing lessons 
from history. In 1950, after the outbreak of the Korean War, Germany had 
run into a severe balance of payments crisis. Some advisers recommended 
suspending the liberalization program that Ludwig Erhard had started, 
but instead the German government took a European Payments Union 
credit, accompanied it with a monetary tightening, and maintained the 
liberalization program. The operation, and its success, provided the intel-
lectual basis for later IMF programs with conditionality. It showed that 
adjustment worked and that the contemporary critics of austerity (such as 
Thomas Balogh, who was the Joseph Stiglitz or Paul Krugman of those 
days) were wrong.

So the overall package of recommendations targeted at Europe over 
2008–2012 and derived from the US philosophy involved some mix of 
greater fiscal action, coordinated action to save European banks, more cur-
rency flexibility to allow wage adjustment, an end to German or European 
trade and current account surpluses, and a willingness to write off gov-
ernment debt in the end. In this simple formulation, these policy measures 
are not coherent: in particular, the prospect of widespread debt write-offs 
would destabilize banks as long as capital movements across borders are 
permitted. The flexible exchange rate solution, in which deficit countries 
would recover their competitive position by devaluing and the surplus 
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countries would be pushed to revalue, would have challenged the whole 
European integration project.

Global Financial System and Imbalances
The US tradition thought of the international monetary system as funda-
mentally a given, although Americans wanted other countries, in particu-
lar surplus countries, to take on more of the task of adjustment in the 
existing international monetary system. In France, by contrast, there was 
a long-standing suspicion of the US role as issuer of the global reserve 
currency (that went back to General de Gaulle’s famous criticism of the US 
dollar). Consequently, French leaders wished that Europe could create a 
currency that would be more actively managed and supplant the United 
States’ long-lived exorbitant privilege.

The US and UK view linked the inadequate European fiscal response to 
a long-standing debate about global financial imbalances, in which the 
United States had long worried about the distortions imposed on the 
world economy by countries running persistent current account sur-
pluses. In the 1970s, the Carter administration had sent brilliant young 
economists to Europe to lecture the politicians on how Germany had a 
duty to act as an international “locomotive.” But by the 2000s, the new 
generation of American policy makers put things in a different way. Ini-
tially, they had not been particularly concerned with Europe in general. 
The intellectual lens through which US policy makers interpreted the 
European crisis was shaped by a long-running narrative about global 
imbalances. In the 2000s, with a large US balance of payment deficits as an 
apparent counterpart to large Chinese (as well as other Asian and Middle 
Eastern) surpluses, Americans believed that there was a deliberate Chi-
nese undervaluation of its currency designed to produce competitive 
advantages for exporters. There was continued US pressure for China to 
adopt a more realistic exchange rate, and the United States tried to use the 
IMF as an instrument for applying more suasion.

On June 15, 2007, after a substantial American campaign, the IMF came 
up with a Decision on Bilateral Surveillance over Members’ Policies to 
replace the 1977 Decision on Surveillance over Exchange Rate Policies: it 
included measures against “exchange rate manipulation” and claimed to 
offer “clear guidance to Fund members on how they should run their 
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exchange rate policies and on what is and is not acceptable to the interna-
tional community.”10 China responded with great hostility and refused to 
cooperate. It was only a new managing director of the IMF, Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn, who managed to stage a strategic retreat on the Fund’s 
claim to be an international policeman.

At that precrisis moment, the global imbalances story did not really 
include Europe because the overall current account of Europe was in bal-
ance: that did not mean, of course, that Europeans should feel secure, 
because there were massive imbalances in the financial sector (see chap-
ters 9 and 10). But at that time not many people worried about the finan-
cial side, and the current account looked as if it were at the center of the 
debate. The supposed Chinese approach to the exchange rate was identi-
fied as a version of the export-oriented policies that Japan and West Ger-
many had followed in the 1960s. A team of US-based economists working 
for Deutsche Bank dubbed the Chinese exchange rate model as “Bretton 
Woods II.”11

But this analysis could easily be transferred to contemporary Europe as 
well, once Europe was treated not as a single entity but as a conglomera-
tion of national economies. There it was a matter of surpluses on the part 
of Germany (and some other North European countries) and deficits in 
the periphery. The same logic that led to US pressure on China also now 
produced a demand that Germany should do more to expand the German 
economy and run down its large current account surpluses. At the Seoul 
G20 summit in November 2010, Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner launched 
an ill-fated proposal to limit current account balances to a 4 percent ceil-
ing: the proposal was publicly criticized by Germany and Japan, with the 
German economics minister Rainer Brüderle speaking of a “fallback to 
economic planning.”12 Above all, the proposal brought China and Ger-
many, whose objections were very similar, much closer together.

Some, but not all, American and British critics added a further dimen-
sion. Here the ideology from the outside appeared to take a different tack. 
Many conservative Americans were delighted by the imminent failure of 
what they saw as the European model of a tax-and-spend society, addicted 
to a costly and inefficient welfare state. They were not the only critics: 
there was a worldwide chorus of skepticism about Europeans’ overly 
high expectations. The chairman of the China Investment Corporation, 
Jin Liquin, skeptically commented on ideas that China should bailout 
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Europe. It was “a worn-out welfare society” with “outdated” welfare laws 
that induced sloth and indolence.13 Later on, other politicians added 
their version of Schadenfreude: authoritarian populist leaders such as 
Vladimir Putin, Christina Kirchner, and Recip Erdogan liked to think 
that their versions of a controlled economy or society (what they some-
times styled “illiberal democracy”) built in the aftermath of default on 
foreign debt offered a more viable alternative to cosmopolitan interna-
tional capitalism.

The United States: The Politics of Looking for Recovery

The United States had an overall geopolitical interest in seeing a Europe 
that would not be a source of additional worries. Europe should not con-
tribute to a worsening of the global financial crisis but on the contrary 
should help to stabilize aggregate demand on the global level. For much 
of the crisis, there were other issues that seemed more pressing from the 
perspective of Washington politics: global terrorism, Iranian nuclear 
development, the economic and political rise of China, and, later, the new 
security challenge from Russia. There was also a lingering feeling, derived 
in part from the legacy of the Yugoslav crises and wars of the 1990s, that 
Europe was not very coordinated and required acts of leadership from the 
United States. The fact that the United States had a different economic 
philosophy augmented the tendency to lecture to the Europeans.

Fiscal Stimulus after Lehman
At the G20 London meeting in April 2009, the United Kingdom and the 
United States successfully pushed for a coordinated fiscal stimulus. Some 
continental Europeans were more skeptical; the Germans in particular 
argued that their powerful built-in fiscal stabilizers meant that public 
spending would rise automatically in a downturn, with support payments 
for short-term employment as well as welfare entitlements. So they 
thought that discretionary stimulus was not needed. And as the sovereign 
debt crisis hit, in Europe the nascent plan for fiscal stimulus looked 
increasingly problematic, in that new spending would increase debt levels 
and might trigger doubts about debt sustainability. When Spain was con-
templating how to respond to the new situation, in May 2009, President 
Obama called the Spanish Socialist prime minister Zapatero to urge the 
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adoption of an austerity program. There seemed to be an inconsistency in 
views about the kind of fiscal response that was warranted by the crisis.

The 2012 Grexit Fear: “Europe’s Lehman”
The US impact on European development was felt most sharply at two 
turning points of the European debt crisis, when it looked as if radical or 
catastrophic possibilities were opening up. The most dramatic of these 
occurred in the summer of 2012, when there was a chance that the euro area 
might implode; some elements of the drama of 2012 were repeated in 2015.

In the spring and summer of 2012, Washington feared that the escalat-
ing euro crisis would trigger a new round of the global financial crisis. 
That would have a devastating effect on the United States, where there 
was something of a recovery from the depths of the 2008–2009 recession, 
but where there was still substantial fragility. A collapse of Europe would 
constitute a new “Lehman event.” In addition, there was a sharp and 
urgent political edge to the debate: 2012 was a year of presidential and 
congressional elections. A new financial collapse could discredit the 
Obama administration and lead to a Republican victory.

There was thus from the perspective of Washington a need for very 
quick European action to resolve the crisis. The American policy makers 
had little time for Germans’ worries about moral hazard or their concerns 
that large-scale measures would reduce the willingness of crisis countries 
to undertake reforms.

The US approach also rested on experience with previous international 
crises. Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner had been a critical member of the 
US Treasury team that responded in 1994–1995 to Mexico and in 1997–
1998 to the Asian crisis. One lesson of the Asian crisis was that contagion 
in crises can spread very rapidly. In July 1997, when the first domino fell 
in Thailand, Korea was part of the group of countries participating in a 
rescue package; but by December, Korea needed its own rescue. There 
was, as a result, a need to put in firewalls to stop the spread of contagion: 
in particular, the United States was worried that a Spanish collapse would 
set off a new round of falling dominoes in Italy and France.

There existed, on the other hand, no reason why the United States 
should worry about Europe’s long-term perspective, about improvements 
in the European governance structure, or in Europe’s overall competive-
ness—all measures that might strengthen Europe relative to an America 
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that itself was concerned about the possibility of long-term relative 
decline. The natural allies of the United States in the European bargaining 
game were thus politicians in crisis countries who were reluctant to under-
take fundamental or structural reforms.

In repeated conference calls, Americans pushed the Europeans to “do 
something.” The tensions reached a high point when Geithner joined the 
European finance ministers at a meeting in Wroclaw, Poland, in Septem-
ber 2011, and urged Europeans to increase the size of the EFSF. He warned, 
“What’s very damaging is not just seeing the divisiveness in the debate 
over strategy in Europe but the ongoing conflict between countries and 
the [European] central bank. . . . Governments and central banks need to 
take out the catastrophic risk to markets.” Not all his European colleagues 
responded enthusiastically to the American lecture. The pugnacious Aus-
trian finance minister Maria Fekter, a moral hazard hawk who thought of 
herself as Austria’s Margaret Thatcher, and who at the time voiced the 
German view more articulately than any German official, shot back: “I 
found it peculiar that even though the Americans have significantly worse 
fundamental [economic] data than the euro area, that they tell us what we 
should do.”14 The Polish host, Finance Minister Jacek Rostowski, claimed 
that the meeting showed “unity within the transatlantic family”; in fact, it 
demonstrated the opposite.15

In late July 2012, in the immediate aftermath of Mario Draghi’s promise 
“to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro,” Geithner had a bilateral 
encounter with German finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble at the Hotel 
Fährhaus Munkmarsch on the holiday island of Sylt. Again, Geithner 
pushed the Germans to act, primarily to allow a large monetary expansion 
program on the basis of bond purchases by the ECB. The rather anodyne 
statement issued after the meeting emphasized “the need for ongoing 
international cooperation and coordination to achieve sustainable public 
finances, reduce global macroeconomic imbalances and restore growth.”16 
But this time the atmosphere was rather more cordial than it had been in 
Wroclaw, and it looked as if a basis for a way out of the European crisis 
was gradually taking shape.

US pressure was particularly decisive on one point. In the spring of 
2012, a debate started up in the German government about whether there 
might be a suspension or an end to Greece’s membership in the euro area, 
or what the markets quickly dubbed “Grexit.” The ECB was working in 
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secret on a contingency plan (code-named “Plan Z”) coordinated by Jörg 
Asmussen, a new ECB board member who had just moved from a policy 
position in the German Finance Ministry. Schäuble in particular pushed 
for Grexit on the grounds that it was necessary to make an amputation to 
save the European patient: this became known as the “infected leg” argu-
ment. But the punishment of Greece would also have a demonstrational 
effect. One German official was later quoted in the press as saying, “You 
need to sacrifice one to scare the rest.”17

For Americans, this type of argument looked like an exact replay of the 
frenetic discussions that had taken place in 2008. The rescue of Bear Stea-
rns in March had created moral hazard; there was a need to demonstrate 
that there was no overall government guarantee for banks and that insol-
vent institutions should be allowed to fail in a market economy. Hence, 
when Lehman Brothers encountered a run in September 2008, the govern-
ment would not help. And, in fact, the press on the Monday after the Leh-
man collapse almost unanimously welcomed the decision as a victory of 
market principles. When Lehman set off a global financial crisis, the senti-
ment was reversed, and the case turned into a powerful demonstration of 
the dangers of overemphasizing the moral hazard risk.

Angela Merkel thought about this point in the course of the summer of 
2012 and made the final decision after a protracted period of balancing the 
arguments for and against Grexit. She never liked to make quick instinc-
tive decisions but tried to remove herself from political pressures when 
contemplating her choice. When she came back from her summer vaca-
tion, she had convinced herself that the risks of an unanchored Greece 
were too high, and the bitter discussions in German political circles imme-
diately stopped. Only academics went on questioning whether it was 
really a good idea to have Greece in the euro and insisting on the moral 
hazard threat. At the policy-making level, a more pragmatic Ameri-
can-style approach had prevailed, namely, that in a really bad crisis you 
cannot afford to think too much about moral hazard.

The debate about Grexit, and its outcome, indicates the way that the 
United States could influence the euro discussion: only through argu-
ments carefully articulated behind the scenes. No US official ever made a 
set-piece speech on how to solve the euro crisis. When others used the 
same type of argument as the US government in a noisily public way, the 
result was probably counterproductive. The billionaire hedge fund 
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operator, George Soros, for instance was filled with a deep and sincere 
belief that the civilized Europe that he had always passionately believed 
in was at the point of destroying itself; there was an emergency with only 
“three months to save the euro.”18 But his forceful advocacy, including 
interviews with Angela Merkel, only deepened German skepticism and 
provoked the argument that he had taken a substantial speculative posi-
tion and was talking up his own book.

US Dollar Swap Lines
Did the United States have any financial leverage over Europeans? Because 
European banks had largely funded themselves by borrowing in dollars 
and had substantial currency mismatches on their books, they were 
dependent on dollar swap lines provided by the Federal Reserve to the 
ECB as well as to central banks in other industrial countries. The question 
of which central banks could access the swap facilities was the subject of 
very extensive discussion at the Federal Open Market Committee meet-
ings in the immediate aftermath of the Lehman crisis. Another round of 
lending via the swap lines was required in 2010, with the outbreak of the 
debt crisis.

But these swaps were never made the subject of any policy conditional-
ity because the self-interest of the United States was also quite clear: a 
collapse of any major global financial institution would be a catastrophe 
for the world and also for the United States, where the big European  
banks had a major presence.

The 2015 Grexit Possibility
The pattern of the dramatic crisis year 2012 was repeated in 2015. The 
United States—and US economists—warned more and more urgently that 
Europe needed to find an adequate solution. The Europeans were divided, 
with a clear intellectual gap between France and Germany. And the Ger-
man government was also divided, with Finance Minister Schäuble press-
ing for a more radical course, involving Grexit as a way of saving the 
euro-area patient by amputating an “infected leg,” and Chancellor Merkel 
worrying about the shock to European politics that might follow such a 
course. US pressure to conclude a deal was more gently applied to Chan-
cellor Merkel and more forcefully to the hapless Greek prime minister. US 
treasury secretary Jack Lew, as well as Christine Lagarde from the IMF, 
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urged Germany to include some measure of debt forgiveness. But as Lew 
formulated the point, the risks had shifted away from financial contagion, 
as in 2012, toward political contagion: a political disintegration would no 
longer plunge Portugal, Spain, or Italy into crisis, but it would strengthen 
President Putin’s hand in Southeast Europe. “It’s a mistake for the Euro-
pean economy, for the global economy, to take the risks involved with an 
uncontrolled crisis in Greece. It’s geopolitically a mistake.”19

American economists were more ferociously critical of Germany than 
ever, taking up the phrase of an EU official who was quoted as saying that, 
at a critical meeting in Brussels, Greek prime minister Alexis Tsipras was 
subjected to “extensive mental waterboarding.”20 Jeff Sachs tweeted: “I’ve 
never seen anything like this. Schäuble is dead set for Grexit, irrationally 
so.” More radically, “Greece may be incompetent. The German leaders are 
cruel.” In one tweet, Sachs declared that it was “time to leave the loony 
house.”21 Paul Krugman meanwhile blogged: “This goes beyond harsh 
into pure vindictiveness, complete destruction of national sovereignty, 
and no hope of relief. It is, presumably, meant to be an offer Greece can’t 
accept; but even so, it’s a grotesque betrayal of everything the European 
project was supposed to stand for. . . . Who will ever trust Germany’s good 
intentions after this?”22 German journalists in turn responded by claiming 
that Krugman and his colleagues were running an “anti-German hate 
campaign.”23

The controversy was peculiar in the sense that both Krugman and Sachs 
on the one side, and Schäuble on the other, were sympathetic to the idea 
of a Greek exit from the euro. For the Americans, as well as for some Euro-
peans (Germany’s Hans-Werner Sinn took a similar position), the exit was 
justified because it would produce a devaluation, a return to competitive-
ness, and a surge in exports for the Greek economy. Krugman liked to 
refer to the Argentine experience of exiting a highly restrictive currency 
board in 2000–2001 as a major success. Schäuble’s motivation was quite 
different, in that he increasingly saw the Greek problem as a barrier to 
further integration of the euro area.

The clash was also different as the financial landscape had shifted. By 
the summer of 2015, the alignment of financial interests was different to 
that of 2012. The threat of global contagion from the euro area had dimin-
ished. The question of Greek sovereign debt was largely an issue of who 
in Europe would absorb the losses, as most had been transferred to 
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euro-area governments and EU institutions, including the ECB. European 
private sector financial institutions had largely succeeded in disengaging 
themselves. Only a few American and other hedge funds had engaged in 
high-yielding Greek debt as a speculative play on European solidarity. 
These interests inevitably pressed for a settlement that would not involve 
debt cancellation. In a remarkable e-mail that was photographed in the 
Greek Parliament on Greek finance minister Yanis Varoufakis’s mobile 
phone, an American economist relayed a message from the financier 
George Soros. Soros apparently wanted “to communicate with my Prime 
Minister to urge him to remove me [Varoufakis] from gvt as I am the 
impediment to the agreement.” In this message, Soros also urged Tsipras 
that it was “his duty to accept any deal, to forget about debt relief.”24

By 2015, then, the urgent macroeconomic imperative had faded, but the 
intellectual pressure remained. Geopolitical interests seemed to play a 
more prominent role than they had in the initial stages of the crisis (and 
Greece certainly played them up on its side of the negotiating table as it 
made numerous approaches to Russia). When interests are more to the 
fore than ideas, the stress involved in bargaining is lowered, and the bar-
gaining takes on a new complexion.

The United Kingdom:  
Brexit and the Politics of Thinking Outside Europe

The United Kingdom played a starring role in the euro crisis—but not a 
constructive or a happy one. Shakespeare’s most dynamic and attractive 
heroine, Imogen, refers to Great Britain as “in it but not of it, in a great 
pool a swan’s nest.” The British approach was the consequence of a long 
history of being apart from European dynamics but also from a central 
paradox of political economy: the recognition (following the basic lines of 
the Anglo-American approach) that monetary unions need fiscal unions 
to work, but at the same time a profound conviction that Great Britain did 
not want to participate in further European integration. So Great Britain 
alternately pushed Europe to do more and then stood back and opposed 
integration initiatives. Consequently, British policy seemed to combine 
preachiness (“simple steps to solve the euro crisis”) with “I told you so” 
arrogance (“it was never going to work”). On occasions, the United King-
dom reenacted an old British sitcom (Dad’s Army) set during World War II 
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in which a gloomy Scotsman ran around repeating, “We’re all doomed.” 
The effects of the British stance were amplified because it was not just a 
matter of the government’s position. The governor of the Bank of England, 
Mervyn King, believed that it was astonishing “that the people there [in 
the euro area] are not willing to face up to the fact.”25 Major newspapers 
and their commentators—above all Martin Wolf and Wolfgang Münchau 
in the Financial Times, Anatole Kaletsky in the Times, and Ambrose Evans-  
Pritchard in the Daily Telegraph—pursued the case that the euro was hope-
lessly doomed with relentless vigor. Anyone recalling their statements at 
the height of the crisis in 2012–2013 would be surprised that the euro had 
survived at all: if it continued, it must be some kind of malign and destruc-
tive zombie. As Evans-Pritchard put it, “If the project itself is rotten, surely 
what the euro area needs most is an undertaker.”26

And what better undertaker than the Westminster government? The 
UK’s view of Europe has always been both emotional and ambiguous. A 
Conservative government wanted to join the European Economic Commu-
nity in the early 1960s but was rejected by French president Charles de 
Gaulle. The former general mocked the British ambition with a rendition of 
Edith Piaf’s song about an English aristocrat left out on the street, “Ne pleu-
rez pas, Milord.” In the end, Great Britain came in from the cold, but British 
leaders always felt that they were not quite welcome in the European fold.

Underlying the British argument was the idea that Great Britain was 
simply much better at pursuing good economic policies than continental 
Europe and that the superiority stemmed from more clever economics but 
also from the possibility for greater policy discretion engendered by 
retaining one’s own currency. The notion of a British special path, how-
ever, looked increasingly implausible in light of the severity of the British 
recession.

Gordon Brown’s Initiatives after Lehman
The first phase of the global financial crisis occurred under the Labour 
government headed by Gordon Brown. Brown had been much admired as 
chancellor of the exchequer in the government of Tony Blair, where he had 
presided over a spectacular period of sustained growth in the wake of the 
financial deregulation that he had inherited from the Conservatives under 
John Major, but which “New Labour” had carried much further. Unlike 
Blair, who would have been keen to bring the United Kingdom into a 
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European monetary union, Brown was always hesitant and pushed the 
UK Treasury to devise a series of tests for euro-area membership that were 
so tough that Great Britain would probably remain on the sidelines for at 
least several Parliaments.

The fallout from the Lehman collapse was direct and dramatic in the 
United Kingdom. Brown very quickly and effectively put forward a bank 
rescue plan involving the de facto nationalization and recapitalization of 
large problematic banks that was conceptually simpler to the eventual US 
application of compulsory government recapitalization. Buoyed by the 
apparent success of the British effort to stabilize British banks, Brown set 
out to promote a plan for global action against the financial crisis. The G20 
summit in London in April 2009 is undoubtedly a high point of interna-
tional financial cooperation in the recent period. The London summit suc-
cessfully nipped in the bud what might have been a destructively 
contagious financial crisis emanating from Central Europe (particularly 
from Hungary). The resources of the IMF were more than doubled, and 
the IMF’s governance structure was adjusted to increase the representa-
tion of emerging markets. The World Bank was given resources to address 
the problem of unavailable commercial export insurance, which had 
played a part in the unprecedentedly steep collapse of world trade 
between September 2008 and April 2009.

In retrospect, perhaps the summit was not quite as successful as Brown 
initially thought. The other main platform beside IMF action as Brown 
conceived it was a coordinated global fiscal expansion, including in 
Europe, as an anticrisis measure. For countries such as Spain, where the 
cost of the real estate collapse and subsequent banking crisis had a heavy 
impact on public finances, this initial Keynesian stimulus did little to pre-
vent the quick worsening of the crisis and eventually made the budgetary 
situation more severe and hence prompted sharper austerity. There was 
no attempt in London to work out the different capacities or room for fis-
cal maneuver of the various European countries. Later on, the London 
summit—and the process of summitry in general—also took a knock 
when it was revealed (as a result of the flight of a former US security ana-
lyst Edward Snowden) that British intelligence agencies had been con-
ducting surveillance on the delegations at the London meeting in order for 
the United Kingdom and the United States to work out their negotiating 
tactics.
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Brown’s eventual defeat in the general election in May 2010 had noth-
ing to do with his international activism. A major theme, that became even 
more critical in subsequent years, was British popular fear of immigration 
and the established parties’ reaction to that fear. Brown himself suffered a 
direct hit when a hidden microphone caught him describing an elderly 
lady expressing anti-immigrant sentiment as “bigoted.” The migration 
issue drove quite a large part of the British euro debate, in that it was real-
istic to fear that a major financial or economic collapse might prompt a 
flood of migrants to other countries, and particularly the United King-
dom. Indeed, the home secretary in the subsequent Conservative govern-
ment even spoke of plans to suspend the mobility of persons in the event 
of a country such as Greece leaving the euro.

David Cameron’s Dilemma: Closer Union Is the Only Way  
Out, but Also the Out for the United Kingdom

With no party commanding an overall majority in Parliament, Great Brit-
ain, in 2010, formed a surprisingly stable coalition government between 
the Liberal Democrats (the most clearly pro-European of the three major 
British parties) and the Conservatives, whose party was dominated by a 
powerful and articulate Eurosceptic wing. But the Conservatives had the 
upper hand, with the prime minister (David Cameron), the chancellor of 
the exchequer (George Osborne), and the foreign minister (William 
Hague). Cameron had deeply internalized the lesson of Margaret Thatcher: 
Great Britain needed to defend itself against budgetary claims from 
Europe. He and Osborne were also impressed by American economists 
who told them that a monetary union without a full fiscal union was 
inherently unstable, and, as a consequence, Europe could only save itself 
by going ahead quickly with a real fiscal union.

Unfortunately, this position made for an increasingly apparent policy 
incoherence that highlighted the anomaly of the British position. As signa-
tories of the Maastricht Treaty, and as later accessories, all EU members 
without an opt-out (the United Kingdom and Denmark had obtained an 
exemption) had an obligation to eventually join the monetary union. The 
euro area itself had no fiscal capacity at all—only the European Union did. 
Thus, in pushing for an approach modeled on the early years of the Amer-
ican Republic, the United Kingdom was setting itself up for a potential 
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existential choice about whether it should really be part of the ever-closer 
union on Hamiltonian lines.

In consequence, the relationship between the United Kingdom and the 
Continent looked more and more strained, and two gloomy summit meet-
ings, both in Brussels, both in a gray and chilly December, drove Great 
Britain to contemplate something that even under Margaret Thatcher 
would have been quite unthinkable: a British exit from the European 
Union. On June 23, 2016, British voters drew the logical consequence and 
voted by a 52 to 48 percent margin for Brexit.

It all started optimistically and even cheerfully. On November 18, 2011, 
David Cameron went on what he believed was a successful trip to Berlin 
to negotiate a special deal for the United Kingdom. He had picked up 
from the United States the idea that a “big bazooka” was needed to deal 
with a big financial crisis and joked to the press: “My German isn’t that 
good; I think a bazooka is a Superwaffe, am I right?”27 Angela Merkel 
could not have been more forthcoming to the British plea for some eco-
nomic reform, and her enthusiasm led Cameron to believe that Germany 
really needed Great Britain as the only reliable partner she could find in 
Europe: “Tell me what you want and I will find a way.” “What about 
France?” inquired Cameron cautiously. “Nicolas will agree,” the German 
chancellor emphatically retorted.28

But in fact, on December 8, at a meeting of the European People’s Party 
(the center-right party grouping) in Marseilles, the day before the decisive 
European summit in Brussels, Merkel and Sarkozy struck a deal. Cameron 
was quite literally left out in the cold, with no European allies. Geithner 
was also present, and the appearance of an Anglo-American front pushed 
Sarkozy and Merkel to express their frustration with American “hector-
ing.”29 The tone in Brussels turned sharply against Cameron. In addition, 
he was tired and, though relatively young, lacked the iron constitution 
and perseverance of Angela Merkel.

In the early hours of Friday, December 9, Cameron “defiantly vetoed 
the proposed EU treaty changes, because as he claimed they did not con-
tain his required ‘safeguards’ for the City of London.”30 That was waving 
a red flag in front of Merkel. Wasn’t finance, and particularly its New York 
and London variety, at the root cause of the crisis, and why then should it 
be specially protected? Merkel at least tried to explain her position, that an 
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exemption for the industry that caused the financial crisis was politically 
impossible. But she reflected that Europe had really broken down: “This is 
terrible—this is an existential issue for us. We can’t go your way.”31

Sarkozy was characteristically more confrontational: “David, we will 
not pay you to save the euro.” Then he turned on the newly elected Dan-
ish prime minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt (by coincidence married to the 
son of the former British Labour leader and EU commissioner Neil Kin-
nock) when it seemed she was pushing for something all twenty-seven EU 
members could agree on: “You’re an out, a small out, and you’re new. We 
don’t want to hear from you.”32

Everywhere in Europe, the response was devastating. France’s Le 
Monde newspaper concluded that “The Europe of 27 is finished,” while 
Germany’s Der Spiegel declared “Bye-Bye Britain.”33 The governor of the 
Banque de France, Christian Noyer, told a newspaper that based on eco-
nomic fundamentals, the agencies should downgrade Great Britain rather 
than France because it had “higher deficits, more debt, higher inflation 
and less growth.”34 Europeans were appalled at how the last-minute injec-
tion of finicky points about bank regulation could stymie what was sup-
posed to be a breakthrough on the regulation of budgets in Europe. 
Cameron’s supporters in Great Britain cheered and presented the prime 
minister as a new Winston Churchill standing up to the threat of a vicious 
continental tyrant. Only Cameron’s coalition partner hung back. The dep-
uty prime minister, Liberal Democrat leader Nick Clegg, said that the 
result was “bad for Britain.”35 Tony Barber, the Financial Times’s Europe 
correspondent, wrote, “The nation that prides itself on a Rolls-Royce 
diplomacy appears triumphantly capable, at critical moments of EU his-
tory, of driving itself straight into a ditch.”36

The “Brexit” Referendum
In consequence, Cameron seemed to steer back and argued that the United 
Kingdom did not in any way want a “multispeed” or “two-tier” Europe and 
that his government was aiming at continuing to be at the heart of all the 
European discussions. The full aftermath became clear only one year later.

Setting the Stage for a Referendum
The drama reached a new highpoint in the December 2012 negotiations for 
a treaty-based fiscal compact. Again, Cameron started with an optimistic 
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spin that the proposed banking union would “lead to opportunities for the 
United Kingdom to make changes in our relationship with the EU.” But for 
the first time, he raised the possibility of a British exit. “All futures for Brit-
ain are imaginable. We are in charge of [our] own destiny, we can make our 
own choices,” he replied, adding that a British departure is “not my prefer-
ence.” He added a note of caution: “I believe the choice we should make is 
to stay in the European Union, to be members of the single market, to max-
imise our impact in Europe, but where we are unhappy with parts of the 
relationship we shouldn’t be frightened of standing up and saying so.”37

Then Cameron promised a big “Europe speech” that would stand along 
with the notorious speech Margaret Thatcher had once given in Bruges in 
1988, when she had denounced the “European superstate exercising a 
new dominance from Brussels.”38 The speech was an embarrassment from 
beginning to end: it could not be given on the day originally scheduled, as 
that was the fiftieth anniversary of the historic Élysée Treaty, which had 
brought Germany in line with France; then it was further delayed because 
of the eruption of a hostage crisis in Algeria. The contents were widely 
leaked in advance:

There is a growing frustration that the EU is seen as something that 
is done to people rather than acting on their behalf. And this is being 
intensified by the very solutions required to resolve the economic 
problems. . . . People are increasingly frustrated that decisions taken 
further and further away from them mean their living standards are 
slashed through enforced austerity or their taxes are used to bail out 
governments on the other side of the continent.39

The big message was that there would be negotiations to improve Great 
Britain’s position in Europe, followed by a referendum in which Cameron 
would put the results to a popular test: but nobody could really say what 
results or “benefits” the British negotiators could possibly achieve.

The British initiative could certainly be given a positive twist, and there 
were certainly some people on the Continent who shared these senti-
ments. Unease about the development of the European Union, and its 
dubious anchoring in democratic legitimacy, is not uniquely a product of 
British peculiarity or insularity. In smaller Northern European countries, 
as well as in Germany, there seemed to be plenty of support, mostly for 
recasting the European Union along more economically liberal lines. 
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Cameron imagined that his speech was a helpful nudge to rethinking a 
more viable mix of liberal economics and a European fiscal regime that 
was in need of reform.

Before it had even been given, the Cameron speech had been con-
demned by the US assistant secretary of state Philip Gordon as well as by 
the German foreign minister and the Irish prime minister. Some European 
politicians rushed to express their profound worry about the bad conse-
quences of a European Union without the United Kingdom. They should 
not really have bothered. The view of the friends of Great Britain, that the 
United Kingdom is a necessary part of Europe, rested on two quite contra-
dictory cases, and they obviously both could not be right.

UK’s Strategic Importance in Europe:  
German-French Differences
For Germans, including Chancellor Merkel, Great Britain sometimes 
appeared as a valuable ally against Latin (and particularly French) statist 
proclivities. French and Southern European politicians articulated the 
exactly contrary position, that Great Britain is a necessary counterweight 
to prevent a German dominance of Europe. From the German perspective, 
the British are committed to the principles of the market. In the 1980s, 
Margaret Thatcher gave a major push forward to the idea of the single 
European market, and her successors have followed her fundamental 
approach to liberalization. The Latin hope is based more on classical Real-
politik lines about the balancing effect of the British presence. The idea 
takes up a favorite British interpretation of their own history: from the 
times of Charles V through Napoleon and Hitler, Great Britain, in the end, 
intervened to stop the domination of Europe by one power.

Neither of these arguments is really plausible. The Realpolitik line may 
offer a neat way of weighing up military potential, but it does not really 
convey the logic of peacetime bargaining about the optimal way of deal-
ing with a complex economic problem. The market, especially in terms of 
a common labor market, is exactly what British voters found most terrify-
ing. The biggest practical argument that drives the anti-European case in 
the United Kingdom is not concerned with the sometimes bizarre but 
often exaggerated effects of Brussels regulation, but rather with the inflows 
of foreign workers. Eastern European immigration may have made British 
businesses more effective and efficient, but the inflows had an impact on 
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wages, especially during recessions. The British government responded 
with an advertising campaign to deter Bulgarians and Romanians from 
even thinking of crossing the Channel.

The only part of the Cameron strategy that ever made any sense was the 
idea that Angela Merkel needed and was looking around for a sympathetic 
ally in Europe. There were sometimes alternatives: in particular, Merkel soon 
began to think of Poland’s prime minister Donald Tusk as the driver of a 
dynamic economy whose interests were closely aligned with Germany. Great 
Britain in the end largely isolated itself, and Poland acquired a new friend. 
However, the German inclination to build a new friend in the east did not 
survive the Polish elections of 2015, when, in elections for the presidency and 
the Parliament, Poles massively voted for the populist Law and Justice Party 
that staked a large part of its appeal on resistance to German hegemony.

UK’s Strategic Reorientation
The British government could calmly drop the European ball because it 
was looking elsewhere. It interpreted the aftermath of the 2008 financial 
crisis as shifting the economic geography of the world. In particular, Brit-
ish politicians made a special effort to court the new giant, China. Some-
times it even appeared as if relations with the new economic superpower 
were more important than the old cross-Atlantic or cross-Channel ties. At 
the beginning of 2015, Chancellor of the Exchequer Osborne pressed for 
British membership of a new China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment 
Bank at a meeting of the British National Security Council. British diplo-
mats and the Foreign Office had warned that Japan and the United States 
would see the British step as a hostile move, and the Obama administra-
tion indeed promptly indicated the extent of its objections. Later in the 
year, Osborne visited China, announcing a “golden decade” of British- 
Chinese relations and of Britain as China’s new “best partner in the West.” 
Then the Chinese president Xi Jinping came on a state visit to London, 
which was crowned with a controversial deal to buy Chinese nuclear 
power plants. At the same time, Cameron followed a much softer line than 
the United States on issues such as China’s human rights record or its 
push into the South China Sea. Xi took up Osborne’s language and referred 
to his “visionary and strategic” hosts. Britain was looking for a new global 
role, in which new partners would step into the places of the economically 
and politically challenged older industrial countries.40
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British isolation in Europe increased as a consequence of a referendum 
on EU membership promised by Cameron: the aim was fundamentally to 
defang the euroskeptic UKIP party, which threatened to perform very well 
in elections to the European Parliament scheduled for June 2014. The 
maneuver did not stop a powerful UKIP surge in the European Parlia-
ment elections but contributed to stymying UKIP in the May 2015 general 
election. Winning an absolute majority of seats in Parliament allowed 
Cameron to remain prime minister and shake off the previous coalition 
partner. Cameron’s loneliness in Europe was emphasized when in the 
aftermath of the European Parliament elections he participated in a sum-
mit in Sweden and attempted to block the appointment of Jean-Claude 
Juncker as Commission president. The futility of the negotiation was cap-
tured by a press photograph that showed him sitting at the back of a row-
ing boat on a lake by the Swedish prime minister’s summer house at 
Harpsund with three other leaders of conservative parties (with Chancel-
lor Merkel in a commanding position in the middle of the boat).

A Symbolic Deal with Brussels
Cameron committed himself to hold the referendum by 2017, but it looked 
increasingly unrealistic that there could be any fundamental constitu-
tional or treaty change that would satisfy British demands. He engaged in 
vigorous diplomacy, visiting more European capitals than any previous 
British prime minister before announcing the date of the referendum on 
European Union membership (June 23, 2016). The results of the initiative 
were meager. There was one very large emotional issue in the United 
Kingdom—migration: as in the United States, many workers, especially 
those with lower incomes, fear being displaced by immigrants. They also 
see immigrants as a cultural deep challenge, even when outsiders might 
see cultural complementarity. As an example, some British Catholics get 
upset when their churches seem to be taken over by devout Poles. The 
negotiated deal contained the possibility of an “emergency brake” on 
employee benefits (often referred to as “in-work benefits” in the United 
Kingdom) to European Union migrant workers. The deal involved a par-
tial limit on current government child support payments to migrants (wel-
fare benefits are paid to children of European Union nationals in the 
United Kingdom, even when the children themselves may not live there). 
These measures were a watered-down version of what Cameron had 
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originally wanted and will not have any great effect on migration at all. 
Another big issue was the protection of the financial sector in the City of 
London from European regulation. There was a new mechanism allowing 
the United Kingdom to challenge new European measures and also a firm 
acceptance of the principle of nondiscrimination (i.e., that United King-
dom financial institutions may offer financial services to the whole of 
Europe in accordance with the principles of the Single Market); but there 
was no change to the EU voting rules.

The details of the deal hammered out in Brussels really mattered less 
than the symbolic parts. And those more rhetorical elements were at the 
core of the referendum campaign: the recognition that the euro is not the 
only European Union currency and the specific British exemption from 
the ever-closer union, or in Cameron’s phrasing, the acknowledgment 
that “Britain will never be part of a European super-state.”41 The problem 
is that all of that was actually clear long before: the Maastricht Treaty of 
1992 gave the opt-out possibility, non-eurozone members are represented 
on the European Central Bank’s admittedly not-very-active General Coun-
cil, and in any case, almost no one thinks that Europe is going to be a 
super-state. As a result, Cameron went into the campaign with a funda-
mentally defensive and negative message, whose kernel was that leaving 
the European Union would produce an unpredictable shock and lessen 
the United Kingdom’s capacity for international power projection.

Other Europeans accused Cameron of blackmail; some started to 
express the sentiment that the European Union might be better off without 
a continuous British irritant. The Belgian prime minister, Charles Michel, 
told Cameron, “If you want to go, just go.”42 Even negotiating a modest 
restriction of EU migrants’ rights to benefits proved very difficult, though 
the British position clearly addressed the fears of many Europeans over 
the threats posed by large-scale migration. So the British prime minister 
locked himself into a position from which it would be difficult to recom-
mend continued membership in the European Union. On June 24, 2016, a 
day after the lost referendum, David Cameron announced that he would 
resign as prime minister within about three months.

“Brexit” Advantages and Dangers
Proponents of “Brexit” believed that leaving the European Union will pro-
duce two major benefits: the UK would be able to control migration more 
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effectively and it would free itself of intrusive legislation and regulation, 
especially in regard to financial services. Sometimes Brexiteers cast their 
argument more generally, as a defense of sovereignty. They also believed 
that nothing much else would change, and that Britain and Europe would 
continue peacefully and prosperously trading with each other.

But, there is a big but here. One effect of Brexit is that it could unravel 
statehood and sovereignty within the United Kingdom. The United King-
dom is not really a conventional nation-state, but rather a composite. The 
question of sovereignty and self-determination arises most immediately 
in the case of Scotland, where the Scottish National Party (SNP) came 
close to achieving a positive vote in a referendum on independence. The 
SNP leadership has already made it clear prior to the referendum that it 
will not be bound by a Brexit vote that did not include a majority in Scot-
land (as well as in other units, Wales and Northern Ireland). So the exit 
process that will be launched in a two-year frame by a NO vote would also 
begin the undoing of the 1707 Act of Union, which brought Scotland 
together with England and Wales. Indeed, in Scotland a clear majority of 
62 percent voted to remain in the European Union. Just a few days after 
the Brexit referendum, the Scottish first minister announced a plan for 
how Scotland can remain in the European Union. Similarly, the future of 
Northern Ireland is also not clear, as the majority in Northern Ireland also 
voted to remain in the European Union.

There is also a profound shock to the rest of Europe, which just like the 
United Kingdom could have its own unraveling. Brexit has been inter-
preted as a signal to many countries of a Europe that is turning in a wrong 
direction. Italians, already restive about German fiscal and banking  
rules, would see a chance to escape. Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, 
and perhaps even Germany would see a Europe in which rules are being 
broken as a Europe that they too need to leave. Indeed, immediately  
after the Brexit vote was announced, Dutch right-wing populist Geert 
Wilders called for a “Nexit” and France’s National Front for a “Frexit.” 
Negotiations about special deals are like a game of pick-up sticks (or 
Mikado). Players hope that they can pull a stick out of the pile without 
disturbing it; but some sticks are in a crucial position, and their removal 
destroys the stability of the whole system. Voters may be about to pull out 
the stick that keeps Europe’s pile together. When stability collapses, noth-
ing is certain, politics are radicalized, and people flee collapsing and 
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impoverished states. It is unclear that even an independent and sovereign 
Britain—or England—would be in a position to contain or exclude those 
movements.

If the British departure has any positive effect on Europe, it will be to 
push the euro area into closer fiscal cooperation. The issue surfaced 
already during the Greek rescue package in 2015, when Cameron refused 
to participate in the financing via the EFSM, and Chancellor George 
Osborne emphasized that “the euro area needs to foot its own bill.”43 

Great Britain’s position on most of the economic debates was intellectu-
ally close to that of the United States rather than to the European vision. 
But the United States also consistently pushed for the United Kingdom to 
play a constructively engaged role in Europe. The more the United King-
dom was willing to raise an existential challenge to Europe, the more dis-
tanced the United States became. With the Brexit referendum, the United 
States has to look for a different main strategic parter within the European 
Union. Germany is in the pole position for economic issues, while for 
security and military aspects France might play a more important role.

China and Russia

If the intellectual world of Great Britain and the United States is alien to 
Europeans and pushed an increasingly wider gap over the Atlantic and 
the Channel, there are forces that are both stranger and stronger operating 
in the world. Responding to geopolitical challenges has a different politi-
cal logic and requires a pragmatism and flexibility that does not character-
ize the reaction to different visions of how economies operate.

China’s Push for a Multipolar World
The financial crisis appeared to shake up the world economic order. Many 
interpreted the story of the crisis as marking a shift of economic power 
toward Asia, and especially toward China. China traditionally had a quite 
different philosophy in respect to economic arrangements than either 
Europe or the United States. Since Deng Xiaoping’s reforms of the 1980s, 
Chinese policy makers had emphasized the need for pragmatism and 
adaptability, “passing a river by touching the stone,” or experimenting 
with reforms to see which one worked in practice. There was no worry 
about moral hazard, and a confidence that the state would always be able 
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to direct or control financial markets. The stock market was originally cre-
ated in the 1990s as a way of directing finance to state enterprises. When 
the world was shaken by a financial crisis in 2008, China’s leaders inter-
preted it as an opportunity to restructure the international financial sys-
tem and to reduce the dependence on the hegemonic role of the US dollar. 
It was this feature that initially made for a greater propensity to look to 
Europe as a potential ally.

The 2007–2008 financial crisis also brought a resurgence of zero-sum 
thinking—a style of politics that had last been seen during the Great 
Depression. In this worldview, there are few or no cooperative games, and 
everyone who gains must do it at the expense of someone else. Coopera-
tion is an exercise that only fools undertake. European countries suffered 
from the new antagonistic and uncooperative thinking, and so did the 
world as a whole. With the zero-sum mentality goes another widely prev-
alent instinct. One of the most widely used Chinese terms of recent years is 
幸灾乐祸 (xìng za-i lè huò), not easily translated into English but well ren-
dered by the German word Schadenfreude. Somebody else—some other 
society—has simply tripped on an enormous political banana skin. At first, 
in 2007–2008, the crisis looked like an American crisis that discredited 
American capitalism, then like a European crisis that revealed the failings 
of the European model. People in many countries started to think about 
what made their economic way of life unusual, peculiar, or prone to crisis.

China’s Purchase of Bonds and Industrial Assets
For European governments suffering in the aftermath of a debt crisis, selling 
bonds to China looked like a perfect way out. There had long been a debate 
about the extent to which China had trapped itself through its accumulation 
of large dollar holdings: it could not sell US government securities in a crisis 
without setting off a precipitated price collapse that would hurt China more 
than it would hurt the United States. So the financial crisis offered a perfect 
opportunity for China to diversify its assets. In late 2010 and early 2011, 
during a period of euro weakness on the exchange markets, China very 
publicly bought Portuguese and Spanish bonds, and the deputy governor of 
the People’s Bank of China explained that “We will do our best to be a stabi-
lizer in this process and support further integration of the EU.”44 China also 
looked like a major upholder of the euro rescue mechanisms when it (along 
with Japan) bought large numbers of EFSF bonds at a time when most 
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Anglo-American investors were worried about the imminent breakup of the 
European currency and consequently stood on the sidelines.

These were polite expressions of interest, but China was really more 
interested in acquiring industrial and other business assets in Europe at 
cheap prices. The problems of Europe’s banks and the drying up of bank 
lending pushed some European companies to look for overseas purchas-
ers. Other factors played a role: in family firms, the always problematic 
question of transfer between generations prompted a desire to sell.

From France’s Grand International Vision  
to German Concrete Investments
As Chinese economic links with the European economy intensified, China 
became less interested in enlisting Europe in a grand project of restructur-
ing the international financial architecture and more interested in case-by-
case pragmatic intervention. The debate about big visions came at the 
early stage of the financial crisis. In March 2009, the governor of the Peo-
ple’s Bank of China, Zhou Xiaochuan, published a paper titled “Reform 
the International Monetary System,” laying out the case for a greater role 
of special drawing rights (SDR; a synthetic basket currency managed by 
the IMF) in the international financial system and arguing that the basket 
of the SDR should also include major emerging market currencies.

In 2011, France picked up the idea of including the renminbi in the SDR 
basket and organized a meeting in China with academics and officials. 
Sarkozy started the meeting with a gentle provocation that irritated the 
United States but did not earn a great deal of Chinese sympathy: “We 
must accompany the inevitable internationalization of the major global 
currencies. This does not mean, cher Tim [Geithner], challenging the role 
of the dollar, nobody would think of doing that, and the euro, which must 
be stable currencies.”45 But commentators paid more attention to Secre-
tary of the Treasury Geithner’s remarks, in which he set out conditions 
(including the removal of capital controls) that would in practice mean 
that the SDR was unlikely to include the renminbi for some considerable 
time. At the November 2011 G20 summit in Cannes, the final communiqué 
excised a reference to a broader SDR basket: a defeat for the French con-
cept. In the end, in 2015 the IMF agreed to include the renminbi in the SDR 
basket, but the move did not appear as a major upgrade of the SDR and its 
role. The American dollar is still the world’s major currency.
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In place of the rather futile international financial architecture debate, 
China became more involved in concrete steps to internationalize the ren-
minbi and increase China’s influence. That meant talking primarily with 
Berlin. Many European observers were struck by the way in which Chi-
nese officials treated Brussels and the EU authorities as an irrelevance, 
but also by the closeness of the Beijing-Berlin relationship. Prime Minister 
Li Keqiang’s first trip abroad in May 2013 was to Berlin; President Xi Jin-
ping’s first European trip in March 2014 had its highpoint in his visit to 
Berlin. There was also some Chinese discussion of the similarities of the 
Chinese and the German approach to economic management, with the 
notion of a socialist market economy being redefined as simply a variant 
of Germany’s celebrated postwar model of the social market economy.

Germany accounted for 38 percent of all Chinese investments in Europe 
in 2012, far exceeding the United Kingdom (22%) and France (5%). In 2013, 
the Chinese Social Science Academy reported that Germany was the safest 
country in the world for Chinese investment. Some of the most famous pur-
chases were the Zhejiang Geely Group’s acquisition of Volvo (Sweden) in 
2010, Lenovo’s of Medion (Germany) in 2011, Sany’s of Putzmeister (Ger-
many), Wolong’s of ATB Drive Technology (Austria), and the Weichei Power 
Group’s of the Kion Group AG (Germany). Most of the purchases were by 
private Chinese firms (with less than 20% public participation), although 
there were also some public stakes built up, such as China Investment Cor-
poration’s buying of a 10 percent stake in Heathrow Airport and the 2011 
sale of a 20 percent stake in Energias de Portugal to China’s Three Gorges.

The increasingly German-centered approach of Chinese policy makers 
reflected not just a new surge of investment but also a realization of the 
importance of the Chinese market (and of emerging market economies 
more generally) for Germany’s export performance. In the course of the 
global financial crisis, German trade experienced a substantial reorienta-
tion. Before 2008–2009, there had been large German bilateral surpluses 
with peripheral Europe. As those economies contracted, the slack was 
taken up by orders for machine tools and engineering products as well as 
high-end automobiles from the emerging market economies that experi-
enced no contraction and, on the contrary, represented the major locomo-
tive of the world economy: this was one of the most important reasons 
why the Great Recession was restricted to the advanced economies and 
why there was no global repeat of the interwar Great Depression. By  
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the early 2010s, Chinese demand was estimated to account for about 0.5  
percentage points of Germany’s growth.

Russia
Russia, like China, immediately interpreted the global financial crisis as 
the beginning of a momentous shift in power relations. Whereas before 
2008 President Putin had been a cooperative player in the international 
system who realized how dependent and interlinked Russia had become, 
there was now a decisive shift. After the 2008 crisis, Putin saw a disinte-
grating global governance framework. The financial crisis looked first like 
the end of American capitalism and then as a demonstration of European 
ineffectiveness and division. Putin saw both as an opportunity to extend 
Russian power and influence: at some moments, he even—like China’s 
leaders—thought of refashioning the global economic order. President 
Putin, speaking in Sochi in September 2008, conspicuously revived de 
Gaulle’s language criticizing the preeminence of the dollar: “Regarding the 
global financial crisis, we should pause and think up ways to change the 
architecture of international finance and to diversify risks. The world econ-
omy cannot be supplied ‘from one currency-printing press.’”46 A major 
point of the Chinese-Russian gas deal in 2014 was the non-dollar pricing.

Russian Financial Investments
While Chinese firms were buying stakes in European enterprises, Russian 
activity was more narrowly focused on the financial sector and on energy. 
A consequence of the severity of the European banking crisis was that 
many European banks needed to improve their capitalization; they could 
not easily raise new capital, and so they sold off assets. In many countries, 
there was also official encouragement to dispose of foreign holdings. Ital-
ian and Austrian banks had few domestic problems but massive losses as 
a consequence of earlier large-scale purchases of banks in Central Europe.

Those Central European banks offered a buying opportunity for Rus-
sian financial interests. In particular, Sberbank Europe AG (until 2012 
named Volksbank International) built up a substantial position with banks 
in Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Her-
zegovina (including Republika Srpska), Serbia, and Ukraine. In 2012, it 
bought the East European assets of ÖVAG for €505 million and injected 
new capital. But ever larger injections of new capital were required, and, in 
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total, Sberbank has so far put in €1.3 billion. VTB and Gazprombank also 
have major Eastern European holdings. Gazprom and Transneft have large 
investments in energy infrastructure, mostly in the form of joint ventures. 
Some geostrategic theorists in Russia promoted such strategic investments 
as a way of building up a gradually increased command over what Lenin 
had dubbed the “controlling heights” of the economy of Russia’s Western 
neighbors and hence for an increased extension of influence.

Europe’s Dependency on Russian Energy
But the most obvious instrument for Russian control came from its energy 
sector. The resource curse—in which abundant natural resources (above 
all energy) promote rent-seeking behavior—means that many large energy 
exporters are prone to corrupted politics and unstable policies and have a 
proclivity to blackmail.

For modern Europe, the most obvious threat is posed by the extent of 
dependence on Russian gas. Although there were incidents in which disputes 
between Russia and Ukraine overpricing of long-term gas contracts led to a 
cutoff of supplies to some areas, notably in January 2009, when there were 
major shortages and cutoffs in Bulgaria and Romania, the issue only reached 
political and popular salience as a strategic threat to Europe in the aftermath 
of the collapse of the Yanukovych regime in Ukraine and the subsequent Rus-
sian annexation of the Crimea and destabilization of Eastern Ukraine.

Europe’s dependence on imported gas, by far the cleanest fossil fuel, 
has increased. EU domestic production of gas has fallen since the late 
1990s, as the resources of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands in the 
North Sea were depleted. Only the Netherlands and Denmark are net gas 
exporters. There are some shale gas resources, but a large part of these are 
unlikely to be useable, for economic as well as political reasons (including 
worries about the environmental consequences of shale extraction). Of 
European countries, only Poland has the potential to become a major pro-
ducer of shale gas. The share of gas imports in the European Union has 
been rising steadily from the mid-1990s (when it was around 40%) to 
about 70 percent today. In 2013, 39 percent of extra-EU imports (in vol-
ume) came from Russia, followed by Norway (34%), Algeria (13%), and 
Qatar (7%). Most of the gas comes through pipelines, most notably the 
newly constructed Nord Stream; the Baltic states and Finland are exclu-
sively dependent on a single (Russian) source.
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The history of discussions about gas supply is fraught with suspicions 
that a monopoly (or near monopoly) supplier is attempting to cut special 
deals with individual countries in a divide-and-rule strategy. Russian 
president Vladimir Putin cultivated strong ties with Italian prime minister 
Silvio Berlusconi. Berlusconi, in signing a project for a pipeline that would 
send substantial quantities of Russian gas to the Italian state-owned firm 
ENI, advised Brussels to “cultivate the same kind of good relations that 
Rome enjoys with Moscow.”47 In Germany, Chancellor Gerhard Schröder 
cultivated an analogous relationship with Putin, and after he retired from 
politics took a position with the energy giant Gazprom. When Russia 
negotiated the construction of a new sea pipeline in the mid-2000s (North 
Transgas, then Nord Stream) to bring Siberian gas to Northwestern 
Europe, despite the higher costs and potential environmental threat of an 
underwater line, the Baltic states and Poland felt that they were being cut 
out and would consequently be vulnerable to Russian pressure over their 
own supplies. The then Polish defense minister Radek Sikorski, in 2006, 
made the extreme comparison between the German-Russian negotiations 
on Nord Stream and the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, the pact wherein Ger-
many and Russia divided Poland among themselves.

Geopolitics: Russian-Ukraine conflict and the Refugee Crisis
Until 2014, comparatively few Europeans worried about a geopolitical 
threat from Russia. Those that did were concentrated in Poland and 
the Baltic states. The Russian response to the revolution that overthrew 
the Yanukovych regime in Ukraine changed this perception. In 2014, the 
dynamics of the European debate also changed and made it much clearer 
that the European project brought security benefits for the Continent as a 
whole. At the beginning of 2013, Luxembourg’s prime minister Jean-
Claude Juncker was widely ridiculed for evoking the shades of 1913 and 
Europe’s last prewar year of peace as a warning of the dangers of the 
escalation of national animosities and rivalries within Europe. One year 
later, he looked prophetic. By 2014, as the security situation in the South 
China Sea deteriorated, Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe cast China as 
the equivalent to Kaiser Wilhelm’s Germany; and the outbreak of fighting 
in Eastern Ukraine, as well as in Iraq and in Gaza, was a sharp reminder 
of the dangers of conflict escalation. The escalation of conflict in Syria in 
the summer of 2015 prompted a large flow of refugees into Europe and 
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divided Europeans in a new east-west split, with Eastern Europeans wor-
rying about the cultural impact of Muslim refugees and attempting to 
limit the inflow. By 2015, the links between security issues and the Euro-
pean crisis discussions became very evident, and the main fear about a 
Greek exit from the euro area was less about financial contagion than 
about geopolitical vulnerability.

Conclusion

Three sets of very different outside interventions shaped the course of the 
euro crisis. The United States tried to preach and laid out economic theo-
retical reasons why Europe needed to coordinate more. The more direct 
the warnings were, the less impact they had. The general message about 
the need for more fiscal coordination was appropriate, but the idea of 
moving quickly along Hamiltonian lines was always a political nonstarter. 
China did not directly try to influence European policy but had a general 
interest in the strengthening of alternative and multiple poles of the global 
system to replace what had been seen as an unfair American unipolarity, a 
version of the “exorbitant privilege” that French policy makers had casti-
gated in the early postwar period. Both American and Chinese policies 
tended—despite their intent—to polarize Europe and to drive more 
wedges between different European countries. In that sense they helped 
to encourage the European proclivity to play games of chicken.

The United States made German policy makers feel threatened and 
beleaguered; the Chinese made many European governments feel power-
ful and offered a powerful allure of new commercial contracts. By con-
trast, Russia’s more obvious and politicized attempt to shape European 
politics and to develop what its geostrategic thinkers termed “Eurasia” as 
a counterweight to American unipolarity was not an effective strategy  
as far as Russia’s interests were concerned, and, by 2014, Russia was 
more isolated from Europe than it had ever been in the post–Cold War, 
post-Gorbachev era. But it had an immediate impact in drawing Europe 
closer together and in reemphasizing the political desirability of a shared 
concept of pluralism and defense of European values. Vladimir Putin pro-
vided a powerful reminder that Europe had something in common: he 
may thus have contributed (in a negative way) to rescuing the European 
model in a world that was increasingly thinking in zero-sum terms.



14

The International Monetary Fund (IMF)

The involvement of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) altered the 
course of the European sovereign debt crisis. Although some might 

argue, from a purely formal perspective, that the Fund is simply an agent 
of the national governments of the world that own it, in practice, the IMF 
took a position that was distinctly its own and that reflected a particular 
weltanschauung (“worldview”). The management of the Fund, above all 
the managing director, and the staff of professional economists define pol-
icies that are often intended to nudge governments in a particular direc-
tion. Its economists have developed a reputation for technical competence 
and for standing above day-to-day politics. In 2010, it was the demand for 
technical outside competence that drove the European governments to 
change their minds about the desirability of involving the Fund. In that 
sense, the involvement of the Fund was a response to a clear recognition 
that Europe did not have the competence or the authority to solve its own 
problems: it needed an outside doctor to make the prescriptions.

The kind of expertise that the Fund had developed was however prob-
lematic for the Europeans. First, the most technical attention in the IMF 
had been given to the issue of debt management and debt sustainability 
because of its extensive and painful involvement with overindebted coun-
tries: low-income countries, Latin American emerging markets in the 
1980s, and East Asia in the later 1990s.

Second, the Fund had evolved an approach to the politics of economic 
reform that made it uncomfortable with the enforcer or whipping boy role 
that it had traditionally been given by the international community (i.e., 
the big and powerful states). Since the 1990s, it had begun to emphasize 
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more and more the idea of “ownership”: reforms do not work unless they 
are carried by a deep political consensus. But the Europeans’ idea in call-
ing in the Fund was precisely to find a substitute for the lacking consensus 
about economic reform.

As an international economic policy think tank (as well as a funding 
organization), it was inevitable that the IMF was a principal forum in 
which the disagreements between the different worldviews would be 
fought out. It had always had a strong orientation toward Europe and a 
particularly close relationship with French policy making. Meanwhile, 
Germans often complained that the structure and training of their civil 
service made it difficult to get high-level representation in international 
institutions, including the IMF. Since the IMF was created at the Interna-
tional Monetary Conference of the United Nations in 1944, held in Bretton 
Woods, New Hampshire, there have been eleven managing directors 
(heads of the IMF), all of them European. The fact that all managing direc-
tors (MD) were European was a matter of chance: the principal American 
architect of the Bretton Woods agreement, Harry Dexter White, was the 
obvious candidate to be the first MD, but he was accused of being a Soviet 
spy, with the result that an American became head of the World Bank and 
a non-American—in practice always a European—headed the IMF. Of the 
eleven, five were French, and all of them profoundly influenced the devel-
opment of the Fund in transitional moments: when the fixed exchange 
rate system broke down, during the Latin American debt crisis, after the 
collapse of communism, and then during the euro crisis. By contrast, four 
of the six non-French European MDs did little to shape the Fund: the first 
two postwar MDs, a Belgian and a Swede, presided over a rather marginal 
institution, and the first two MDs of the twenty-first century, a German 
and a Spaniard, also saw their institution slipping into irrelevance and left 
before completing their terms of office. In short, the IMF looked like 
France’s chance to shape the world. Indeed, in the late 1990s, during the 
Asian crisis, the popular magazine Paris Match carried a photo of the man-
aging director with a caption reading, “The most powerful Frenchman in 
the world.”1 During the euro crisis, the Fund was led by two powerful and 
charismatic French political figures: the first, Dominique Strauss-Kahn, 
was widely believed to be the likely (and probably successful) socialist 
candidate for the presidency of the Republic. His successor, Christine 
Lagarde, had been the French minister of finance.
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In this chapter, we attempt to answer the following questions:

•	What is the IMF’s philosophy toward crisis management? Why 
was the IMF increasingly focused on debt sustainability?

•	Why did the IMF start its engagement in Europe in 2010?
•	Why did the IMF’s involvement prompt unprecedented tensions 

in the IMF, in its board, and in its management?
•	How was the IMF torn between taking a French view (on 

relaxing fiscal rules) and a German view about strict policy condi-
tionality?

The IMF’s Philosophy and Crisis Management

This section pictures the IMF’s economic approaches. First, we study its 
approach toward international capital flows: in its young history, the Fund 
came to change it drastically. Next, we explore the three ways for the IMF 
to make debt sustainable: first, as the international lender of last resort to 
overcome a temporary liquidity shortage; second, to commit countries to 
long-lasting structural reforms and assume the role as a whipping boy; 
and, third, to extract coordinated concessions from creditors and help to 
overcome the holdout problem. Finally, we explore the remaining crisis 
management techniques of the Fund.

The IMF’s Attitude toward International Capital Flows:  
A Swinging Pendulum

Initially, the IMF was designed as an institution that would enable the 
application of the ideas of the founding fathers of Bretton Woods—the 
British economist John Maynard Keynes and American assistant treasury 
secretary Harry Dexter White. Keynes had been asked by the British gov-
ernment to prepare a counterscheme to the German economics minister 
Walther Funk’s remarkable (but insincere) plan of 1940 for European pros-
perity (and for a sort of monetary union). He rejected very decisively the 
idea that a return to 1920s internationalism might be attractive as a pattern 
for postwar relations. It would not be enough, he said, to offer “good old 
1920–1921 [the postwar slump] or 1930–1933 [the Great Depression], i.e., 
gold standard or international exchange laissez-faire aggravated by heavy 
tariffs, unemployment, etc., etc.”2 In his proposals, Keynes spoke of “the 
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craving for social and personal security” after the war.3 The essence of 
Keynes and White’s approach was that capital flows had been the culprit 
in interwar instability and thus should be limited for the sake of interna-
tional stability. Keynes repeatedly asserted his skepticism about the bene-
fits of both capital exports and capital imports. He wrote, “There is no 
country which can, in future, safely allow the flight of funds for political 
reasons or to evade domestic taxation or in anticipation of the owner turn-
ing refugee. Equally, there is no country that can safely receive fugitive 
funds, which constitute an unwanted import of capital, yet cannot safely 
be used for fixed investment.”4 The possibility of a sudden reversal makes 
countries that use these funds for long-run investment projects with low 
market liquidity vulnerable to a crisis.

But the pendulum swung, and capital movements resumed. In the 
1980s, in the new “Zeitgeist” of deregulation, the new “Washington Con-
sensus” emerged—a consensus that shares many similarities with the 
German Ordoliberalism discussed in chapter 4. In the international arena, 
the IMF was at the forefront of designing a system in which rules were 
developed for a new era of economic but also financial globalization. Free 
international capital and trade flows were the guiding North Star of a new 
global architecture. This view was consistent with German economic 
thinking. Paradoxically, the international civil servants who at that time 
worked on devising rules for liberalization and globalization were all 
French nationals: Jacques Delors in the European Commission and Pascal 
Lamy at the World Trade Organization, but above all Jacques de Larosière 
and Michel Camdessus at the IMF.5

By the mid-1990s, the IMF was championing the idea of a third amend-
ment to its Articles of Agreement, in which international capital mobility 
would be specified as a commitment of countries engaged in the Fund (in 
a way analogous to the original commitment in the 1940s to establish 
convertibility for current account transactions, i.e., payments for goods 
and services, but not foreign investment). But that third amendment 
never became a reality, as the 1997–1998 Asian crisis demonstrated quite 
how dangerous the interaction of unregulated capital flows and imma-
ture financial systems might be. Malaysia, which was (negatively) 
branded for imposing capital controls by the IMF and the international 
community, fared better than countries that kept their current accounts 
open. The pendulum started to swing back again. Even in the late 1990s, 
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some Fund research documents warned against the dangers of capital 
mobility: some of the worries that had originally driven Keynes and 
White came back.

The IMF on Debt Sustainability
The IMF had developed substantial expertise in dealing with sovereign 
debt crises. Before 1982, as private capital flowed into Latin America, 
many analysts saw the IMF as losing its intended role. When a debt crisis 
started in Mexico and then rapidly spread to other large Latin American 
countries, Brazil and Argentina, the IMF stepped in as a crisis manager. 
Initially, it solved the crisis by supplying new money from its own 
resources, conditional on private banks also agreeing to lend more, and 
negotiating reform programs designed to return the borrowing countries 
to sustainability. It was only seven years after the outbreak of the original 
1982 crisis that creditors started to accept debt write-offs under the Brady 
Plan.6

The primary aim of the IMF’s crisis management program is to make a 
country’s debt sustainable. That is, the country’s future projected tax rev-
enue minus its expenditure should be large enough to ensure that the 
country is able and willing to service its debt. In most cases, however, 
there is no clear-cut answer to the question, “Is debt sustainable?” Debt 
may be sustainable in some states of the world (strong growth, low inter-
est rates) and unsustainable in others.

There are three ways for the IMF to make debt sustainable: first, as 
international lender of last resort to overcome a temporary liquidity short-
age; second, to commit countries to long-lasting structural growth- 
enhancing reforms and to take on the blame for unpopular measures; and, 
third, to extract coordinated concessions from creditors and help to over-
come the holdout problem.

IMF as Lender of Last Resort
First, the IMF functions as an international lender of last resort when a 
country faces rollover risk. This can occur in countries that issue short-
term debt denominated in foreign currencies. The central bank may not 
have enough foreign reserves to overcome a temporary liquidity shortage. 
High interest rates may become self-fulfilling. The IMF’s financial assis-
tance can lower a country’s interest burden, thereby making the overall 
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debt level sustainable. In general, growth and interest rates depend on 
whether debt is judged by creditors as sustainable. This creates indetermi-
nacy with possible feedback loops and multiple equilibria. The success of 
the IMF programs has become heavily dependent on confidence effects: if 
markets believe that the debt/GDP ratio will be stabilized, they will pro-
vide the necessary funding at a low interest rate, thereby allowing growth 
to resume, and their belief will be self-fulfilled. In the reverse case, the 
country will be caught in a downward spiral of low growth and increasing 
debt/GDP ratio.

Some critics argued that the possibility of a rescue constituted a moral 
hazard risk and that the insurance provided by the IMF was actually stim-
ulating unproductive and dangerous capital flows. That criticism became 
especially powerful in the aftermath of the 1994–1995 Tesobono crisis in 
Mexico, where it was articulated most powerfully by free-market econo-
mists such as Milton Friedman. As Friedman put it, “The Mexican bailout 
helped fuel the East Asian crisis that erupted two years later. It encour-
aged individuals and financial institutions to lend to and invest in the East 
Asian countries, drawn by high domestic interest rates and returns on 
investment, and reassured about currency risk by the belief that the IMF 
would bail them out if the unexpected happened and the exchange pegs 
broke.”7 On the IMF board, the moral hazard worry was articulated most 
forcefully and consistently by the German representatives. It was also 
Germany that successfully blocked a proposal in October 1994 at the 
annual IMF meeting in Madrid to undertake a general issue of the IMF’s 
reserve currency, the special drawing right (SDR). As the Germans argued, 
there was no evidence of a general liquidity shortage that was the condi-
tion in the IMF’s amended Articles of Agreement for a new issue.8

The IMF’s liquidity assistance alone is typically not enough to turn a 
country around by itself and make its debt level sustainable. The Fund’s 
lending has to be leveraged or, as the Fund often puts it, “catalytic”: it 
needs to persuade investors that a sustainable debt level has been reached 
and that their future investment will be secure. The second element of the 
Fund’s crisis management is to offer the crisis country a commitment 
device for implementing future growth-enhancing structural reforms. In 
addition to extracting concessions from the country, the Fund serves as 
coordinator among existing creditors to reduce the existing legacy debt 
and to overcome holdout problems.
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IMF as Enforcer
More specifically, the IMF’s second crisis management tool is to act as an 
enforcer and “whipping boy.” The Fund’s conditionality imposed on a coun-
try provides a commitment device to implement structural reforms. There 
was a strong political economy argument for that: entrenched interests block-
ing reform and sustainable adjustment could only be overcome by a diktat 
from the outside. In the last major European engagements of the IMF, with 
the United Kingdom and Italy in 1976–1977, such outside pressure had been 
a crucial part of shifting the balance of policy toward reform. But the most 
devastating examples of the outside imposition of reform had come in the 
course of the Asian crisis in 1997 and 1998, where they had generated 
immense resentment in the program countries. In particular, the very detailed 
conditionality of the Indonesia program, which was suspected to be part of a 
broader political plan to force the Suharto regime out of power, generated 
discussion of whether Fund conditionality had gone too far. The alternative 
to the outside pressure position was then formulated as a doctrine of owner-
ship: Fund programs could really only hope to succeed if they were sup-
ported by a genuine and deep reform consensus in the country concerned.

The two contrasting visions, on the one hand of the Fund as an outside 
agent, the whipping boy who took the blame for the unpleasant aspects of 
reform and adjustment, and the Fund as a promoter of country owner-
ship, had always alternated with each other throughout the Fund’s his-
tory. Even in the late 1950s, the then managing director Per Jacobsson had 
told a television audience in Spain, “I must emphasize that such programs 
can only succeed if there is a will to succeed in the countries themselves. 
The Fund has always found people in these countries who know very well 
what needs to be done. The Fund does not impose conditions on coun-
tries; they themselves freely have come to the conclusion that the mea-
sures they arrange to take—even when they are sometimes harsh—are in 
the best interests of their own countries.”9 Since the Asian crisis, in 
response to widespread criticism of excessively intrusive conditionality, 
the Fund had moved back to the ownership model and did not want to be 
seen as a harsh imposer of austere adjustment policy.

IMF as Coordinator
Third, the IMF plays a coordination role among creditors to extract con-
cessions from them. To make debt levels sustainable, existing creditors 
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have to be convinced and often “arm-twisted” to forgo some of or at least 
stretch the maturity of their debt claims. Of course, each individual credi-
tor is reluctant to make concessions and hopes that other creditors forgive 
some of their claims to make the overall debt level sustainable. Strategi-
cally, each individual creditor has an incentive to wait and hold out, even 
though a coordinated effort by all creditors could make the debt sustain-
able and everyone better off. The role of the IMF is to overcome the hold-
out problem by brokering a coordinated solution.

The 1980s crisis in retrospect looked easy to resolve because a relatively 
small number of large international banks held the debt in the form of syn-
dicated bank loans. In the 1990s and 2000s, the development of capital 
markets and bond financing of sovereign debt made infeasible the 
1980s-style solution of forcing lenders to make concessions and continue 
lending. With increased capital flows, bondholdings become increasingly 
dispersed. Strategic hedge funds and vulture funds showed no appetite for 
a coordinated debt restructuring, and the holdout problem became more 
severe. The IMF started to engage in a discussion of how creditors might 
contribute to reform programs by writing down some share of the debt.

In 1996, the G10 recommended including collective action clauses 
(CACs) for sovereign bond contracts that are denominated in foreign cur-
rency. CACs automatically commit all creditors to consent to a specific 
debt-restructuring proposal if a critical threshold of holders of the issue 
vote in favor. In the early 2000s, in the wake of the Asian crises, and of 
crises in Russia and Turkey, the issue arose again. In 2001, First Deputy 
Managing Director Anne Krueger suggested a general principle proce-
dure, treaty based, of debt reduction analogous to a domestic bankruptcy 
procedure, the Sovereign Debt Reduction Mechanism (SDRM). However, 
the proposal ran into the sand.10 The United States preferred to rely on the 
market to resolve the issue.

Further Complications
Sovereign bondholdings not only became more dispersed but the overall 
size of the sovereign bond market has significantly increased since the 
1980s. The IMF adjusted to the new world characterized by sovereign 
debt crises by adopting, in 2002, a new policy of “exceptional access,” 
significantly increasing the resources available to a single country (in 
proportion to its quota). This exceptional access was subordinated, 
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however, to an assessment of the country’s external debt sustainability, 
which had to be positive with a “high probability.” In nonsystemic coun-
tries—Pakistan and Ukraine—debt maturities were extended as an 
accompaniment to IMF programs; for Uruguay, in 2003, there was a mod-
est haircut in a range of 5–20 percent, depending on the security.11 The 
two larger cases were Argentina and Russia, which began with unilateral 
defaults and where an outcome was later negotiated that provided for 
substantial haircuts: over 50 percent for Russia (2000) and over 70 percent 
for Argentina (2005).

As countries became increasingly integrated in (and sometimes depen-
dent on) global capital markets, restoration of market access became a pri-
mary objective of the Fund’s programs and a major benchmark to judge 
their efficiency. In turn, restoration of market access required that debt be 
judged sustainable by existing and future creditors. Otherwise, the efforts 
made and the resources spent would have been in vain. If the debt was 
judged unsustainable, any program would have to include an element of 
debt reduction.

Moreover, open and active capital markets create new channels of 
financial contagion between countries. This became a concern when deal-
ing with sovereign debt, as it was feared that debt reduction in one coun-
try would trigger broader systemic consequences for other economies. 
That is why the trial balloons on debt reduction as a part of Fund pro-
grams had occurred in nonsystemic countries. These missing elements in 
the 2002 framework came back to haunt the Fund when it had to deal with 
Greece in 2010, and ultimately led to the introduction of the systemic 
exemption undermining the debt-sustainability criterion.

The IMF’s Initial Involvement in the Euro Crisis

When the debate about the involvement of the Fund in the European crisis 
began, the IMF looked as if it were in one of the periodic down phases of 
its long history. Capital markets were working very well, large amounts of 
capital were flowing internationally, and the demand for Fund programs 
had fallen. As one of the principal ways the IMF finances its activity is 
through interest on lending, it looked as if the Fund was no longer able to 
pay for itself. When French president Sarkozy nominated the socialist 
economist and politician Dominique Strauss-Kahn as the tenth IMF 
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managing director in 2007, he probably thought that he was sending his 
main political rival to a position in which he was bound to fail. Strauss-
Kahn’s first major task in Washington in fact was to downsize the institu-
tion dramatically.

With the onset of the global financial crisis, the IMF again became a 
central institution in the discussion of global economic cooperation and 
coordination. A $15.7 billion IMF program for Hungary that was con-
cluded in November 2008 helped to prevent a contagious crisis that for 
some time threatened to spill over to Austria and then to other European 
countries via the banking system, and that might have constituted a replay 
of the Central European causes of the Great Depression. At the G20 crisis 
summit in London in April 2009, the world’s major countries agreed on a 
doubling of the IMF’s resources and a governance reform that would give 
a greater weight to dynamic emerging economies. The IMF also pushed 
for a coordinated fiscal stimulus after November 2008 to counteract the 
sharp contraction of the world economy.12

While the Hungarian rescue operation looked like a major success and 
did not seem any different from the IMF’s normal mode of operation, 
when similar difficulties appeared one year later in Greece, a member 
of the euro area, everything was more complicated. The euro area is a 
monetary union, and it was natural for euro countries to consider them-
selves as a single entity in the IMF. True, individual countries are, legally, 
the sole members of the Fund. The ECB has an observer at the board,  
with no voting rights. Ambitious proposals to create a “euro chair” never 
materialized.

Euro countries are dispersed among many constituencies, pooling their 
influence and voting power with non-euro or even non-European coun-
tries (Ireland is part of the Canadian constituency). The IMF executive 
board comprises twenty-four members. Most are elected by countries 
regrouped into constituencies. The largest five countries (by quota size)—
the United States, Japan, Germany, France, and the United Kingdom—
appointed their own executive director until the implementation of a 
quota reform in 2016. The privilege perpetuated the perception of Euro-
pean overrepresentation. The euro identity progressively materialized in 
the IMF as well as other international forums. The euro area has its own 
Article 4 surveillance procedure (a sort of regular economic health check) 
that progressively took more importance and drew more administrative 
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resources than those of member countries. Inside the G20, euro countries 
tried to appear as a bloc, resisting any discussion of the external position 
and current account of individual countries (which suited Germany well 
as its surplus was diluted in the overall balance of the euro area).

When the Greek fiscal crisis first erupted after the October 2009 elec-
tion, all policy makers assumed that they could find a European solution. 
For some time, the IMF contemplated a European program rather than a 
specific Greek action, but legally there was no way of doing this, as neither 
the EU nor the euro area were members of the Fund (and hence ineligible 
to conclude Fund programs or draw Fund resources). In December 2009, 
the Greek government committed to a stability program with the Euro-
pean Commission that was submitted in January 2010. The official line in 
Brussels was that financial assistance from the Fund was not “appropriate 
or welcome.”13 This was echoed by major policy makers such as Axel 
Weber, the Bundesbank president, quoted by the Financial Times on 
December 9 as saying, “Within the stability and growth pact there is no 
role for the IMF—rightly.”14 A few days earlier, the Greek minister of 
finance had declared that it was “out of the question” that Greece would 
turn to the IMF. He later recalled that Sarkozy had said very emphatically 
that “I will never allow the IMF in Europe.”15

That stance became harder to keep as market pressure intensified, 
financing conditions deteriorated, doubts surfaced over the reliability of 
Greek public finance data, and the necessity of ample external support 
became apparent. The first German response—coming from Finance Min-
ister Wolfgang Schäuble—was to call for a European Monetary Fund. 
Angela Merkel shifted her position in part because she thought that the 
IMF would come from the outside and be a tough cop, imposing strict 
conditions that the Europeans on their own might not be able to agree. 
“Europe in and of itself is not in a position to solve such a problem,” 
according to Merkel. “The IMF simply has more experience.”16 In addi-
tion, involving the IMF provided a bolster against a possible challenge to 
the Greek rescue in the German Constitutional Court.17

Initially, France and the ECB resisted the German call for IMF involve-
ment. Greece, on the other hand, seemed to be happy. Petros Christodou-
lou, the head of Greece’s public-debt authority, argued that the involvement 
of the IMF “eliminates the default risk and the refinancing risk and defi-
nitely raises the credibility of the government’s austerity package.”18 In 
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fact, as the IMF’s MD Strauss-Kahn later revealed, the Greek prime minis-
ter had been talking to him in secret about involving the IMF since Novem-
ber or December 2009, and Strauss-Kahn had a team briefing the Greeks 
on how to deal with Europe: “All that because the Greeks themselves 
wished an intervention of the IMF even if [Prime Minister George] Papan-
dreou for political reasons would not say that.”19

Strauss-Kahn had obviously wanted to get involved. He had strong ideas 
about what was needed to save Europe, and he also wanted to show how 
active the IMF could be and how he was presiding over a “new IMF.” At a 
policy speech at the Brookings Institution, where he laid out his vision for a 
new IMF, he began by quoting Keynes: “At the end of his magnum opus, The 
General Theory, Keynes stated the following: ‘The outstanding faults of the 
economic society in which we live are its failure to provide for full employ-
ment and its arbitrary and inequitable distribution of wealth and incomes.’” 
He went on to conclude that “employment and equity are building blocks of 
economic stability and prosperity, of political stability and peace.”20 Strauss-
Kahn wanted the IMF to be in the loop and indeed at the center of any dis-
cussion of the world economy. He consistently pushed for significant support 
for Greece and was very confident in his ability to influence Germany.

The Fund program for Greece turned out to be absolutely extraordi-
nary. Although the IMF was providing only 30 percent of the financing, or 
€30 billion, that amounted to 3,212 percent of Greek quota, the largest 
Fund program ever in relation to quota (by comparison, the largest 
Asian program in 1998 for Korea, the previous record holder, had been 
under 2,000%).

The Fund circumvented its own requirement of debt sustainability, a 
framework that had been imposed in 2003 in the aftermath of the East 
Asian and Argentine programs, when a widespread criticism held that the 
Fund had exceeded its mandate. Taking into account the special circum-
stance that Greece was part of a monetary union, the IMF introduced a 
systemic exemption (a code word for the risk of contagion inside the euro 
area) that in reality waived any condition related to debt. Thus, as 
requested by European authorities, the first Greek program did not com-
prise any debt reduction. This exemption was very hard to accept by the 
board and the membership. It was the first time that the Fund dramati-
cally changed a key element of its lending framework without prior delib-
eration and to fit the specific constraint of a program.
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When the IMF executive board discussed the program on May 9, 2010, 
all the representatives of emerging markets (as well as Switzerland) voiced 
severe reservations. As the subsequently leaked minutes revealed,

The exceptionally high risks of the program were recognized by staff 
itself, in particular in its assessment of debt sustainability. . . . Several 
chairs (Argentina, Brazil, India, Russia, and Switzerland) lamented 
that the program has a missing element: it should have included 
debt restructuring and Private Sector Involvement (PSI) to avoid, 
according to the Brazilian Executive Director (ED), “a bailout of 
Greece’s private sector bondholders, mainly European financial 
institutions.” The Argentine ED was very critical at the program, as 
it seems to replicate the mistakes (i.e., unsustainable fiscal tighten-
ing) made in the run up to the Argentina’s crisis of 2001. Much to the 
“surprise” of the other European EDs, the Swiss ED forcefully 
echoed the above concerns about the lack of debt restructuring in 
the program, and pointed to the need for resuming the discussions 
on a Sovereign Debt Restructuring Mechanism. The Swiss ED (sup-
ported by Australia, Brazil, Iran) noted that staff had “silently” 
changed in the paper (i.e., without a prior approval by the board) the 
criterion No. 2 of the exceptional access policy, by extending it to 
cases where there is a “high risk of international systemic spillover 
effects.”21

But at the time, there was substantial pressure from the management, and 
from the United States as well as the big European governments, to agree. 
The first deputy managing director, the American John Lipsky, bullied the 
meeting with the words, “Let me be clear on a couple of things. There is no 
Plan B. There is Plan A, and a determination to make Plan A succeed, and 
this is it.”22

As noted by the IMF Independent Evaluation Office in 2012, the sys-
temic exception seems to have continued to be justified at each review, 
although the risks of contagion declined somewhat as more Greek govern-
ment debt shifted to official hands.23

Obviously, the systemic exception stemmed from the absolute opposi-
tion of European authorities—especially the ECB—to consider any form of 
debt restructuring. In the eyes of many of the Fund staff, it considerably 
undermined the program’s credibility. That skepticism leaked immediately 
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after the board’s decision, contributing to a further loss of confidence and 
negative market dynamics.

The IMF had to share the definition of conditionality with other Euro-
pean actors that did not pursue the same objectives and did not possess 
the appropriate expertise to the same degree. The Fund’s finances and rep-
utation were engaged while it had only partial control over the programs, 
and that made failure, when it came, more difficult to accept and absorb.

The IMF and the Troika

From the start, it was agreed that country programs would be constructed 
in a partnership between the European Commission and the IMF, with 
contributions from the ECB. The troika was born from this cooperation. 
Bureaucratic tensions inevitably arose between the three but did not con-
stitute the main source of difficulty. The formal troika arrangements 
worked reasonably well. They obviously introduced an additional layer of 
complexity: positions had to be agreed upon between troika members 
before being presented to program countries. There was also an asymme-
try of expertise: the IMF was very experienced in adjustment programs 
and conditionality, but the European Commission was on a steep learning 
curve. Even when visions were not significantly different (such as struc-
tural reform), overlap of competences caused complications. To quote 
from a later IMF staff report on the Greek program, “From the Fund’s 
perspective, the EC, with the focus of its reforms more on compliance with 
EU norms than on growth impact, was not able to contribute much to 
identifying growth-enhancing structural reforms. In the financial sector, 
the ECB had an obvious claim to take the lead, but was not expert in bank 
supervision where the Fund had specialist knowledge.”24

That sentence points to the real source of difficulty: the three members 
of the troika had fundamentally different mandates and objectives. The 
IMF, concerned with restoring viability and growth, wanted to take a 
rather pragmatic view, whereas the Commission was bound in its approach 
by specific rules. Moreover, in its financing activities (not in surveillance), 
the IMF is “genetically” oriented toward saving one particular country 
and may not be inclined to internalize the needs of the broader system. 
This was exactly the opposite from the ECB, whose only concern was to 
preserve the euro area from an irresistible—and lethal—systemic shock.
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Strauss-Kahn always also knew that although he would like to push the 
Fund into the leadership position on European issues, it needed to take a 
backseat in the troika and provide only one-third of the funding. He told 
Commission president Barroso, “I want to be the leader myself. I cannot, 
because for political and logical reasons, I cannot take over the ECB. We 
will give technical assistance, and some financial resources, but you are 
leading.”25 As a consequence of its need to play down its leadership, inside 
the troika, the IMF faced three big fights: fiscal policy, banking, and the 
question of debt reduction.

First Fight within the Troika: Structural Conditionality
The first tussle with the European Commission occurred over fiscal pol-
icy and, to a lesser extent, over the character of structural conditionality. 
On fiscal policy, the IMF was more progressive in its approach to consol-
idation and was perceived as being softer in the program countries. IMF 
staff members enjoyed being heroes rather than villains of a reform 
drama. The European Commission was mainly preoccupied with the 
application of its fiscal rules (and the negotiation of delays to reach the 
3% deficit target). The ECB was even tougher: personal factors may have 
played a role here, as the ECB’s chief economist, the hardline German 
Jürgen Stark, was mainly in charge of this aspect of policy. The IMF could 
not efficiently make its case because it was mired in an academic debate 
between researchers on the level of fiscal multipliers (the IMF argued 
that they were higher than expected, so fiscal consolidation should be 
more moderate and stimulus might prove more efficient). The fiscal 
debate provoked German anger, and a clear policy framework did not 
emerge. That clash followed another IMF “transgression” when its 
Research Department, and in particular the IMF’s chief economist Oliv-
ier Blanchard, pushed for a 4 percent inflation target as a way of giving 
monetary policy more leverage. This was another move that was very 
poorly received in Germany, where inflation worries are a major part of 
the political consensus.

Structural policy was also a problem, as the IMF and the European 
Commission did not have the same priorities. The IMF took a hard line on 
structural reforms, and the ECB liked its toughness. The conciliation of the 
different positions of the troika resulted in numerous requirements—a 
shopping list—most of which could not be met.
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Second Fight within the Troika: The Banking Sector
A second fight for the IMF, on the banking sector, was fought against all 
the EU institutions. The IMF was systematically more pessimistic—and 
vocal—about the situation of the euro banking sector. Its attitude was 
judged irresponsible in Europe, particularly during the summer of 2011 
when there were market pressures on the banking sector, especially on 
French banks. There was a substantial European pushback in response to 
the IMF’s call for a substantial recapitalization of banks seeking private 
resources first and, if necessary, also public funds.26 Overall, the IMF was 
seen in Frankfurt as amateurish, stirring market volatility, and very much 
under US influence. Most of the IMF’s dire predictions on the euro bank-
ing sector, especially in Spain, did not immediately materialize. There was 
a dilemma: it was true that European banks were not in a good shape, but 
the IMF continually pointed to that fact without having the authority to fix 
it. This stance on the part of the IMF could in consequence be perceived as 
heightening uncertainty and pessimism, and thus holding back the possi-
bility for growing out of the situation.

The IMF relationship with the ECB was fraught with ambiguity. The 
IMF customarily builds programs around a fiscal and monetary policy 
mix. Here, it had no control over any aspect of monetary policy. Neverthe-
less, both the IMF and the ECB shared the same philosophy and approach 
to conditionality. The ECB proved ready to fill ex post any financing gap 
resulting from program failures, through relaxation of collateral policies 
and growth in Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA). In effect, the gaps 
were financed through an expansion of TARGET2 balances, which the 
ECB argued served monetary policy and not financing purposes, a posi-
tion that triggered a ferocious debate in Germany. But, ex ante, the ECB 
fiercely resisted any attempt to get its collateral and other policies involved 
in discussions or monitoring by the IMF.

Third Fight within the Troika: Treatment of Debt
The biggest fight in the troika was over the treatment of debt. The ECB 
permanently resisted any attempt by the IMF to promote sovereign debt 
restructuring. From the beginning, there were strong tensions within the 
IMF, as the European Department, under the former Polish prime minister 
Marek Belka, was close to its “client” and ruled out debt restructuring, 
while the counsel general, Sean Hagan, who had extensive involvement in 
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the saga of Argentine debt, and above all the influential Strategy Policy 
and Review Department under Reza Moghadem pressed that bondhold-
ers should be bailed in. IMF staff were also concerned that if there were to 
be a debt restructuring, a very large firewall would be needed for the rest 
of Europe as a protection against the financial damage following debt 
write-off. Extraordinarily, just a few days after the IMF executive board 
approved the Greek program, Strauss-Kahn called in the alternate execu-
tive director from Greece, Panagotis Roumeliotis, and told him that there 
was indeed an urgent need for debt restructuring, perhaps as early as Sep-
tember 2010.27 By July 2011, the IMF staff paper on euro-area policies in 
effect warned that the debt level was unsustainable and that the reform 
policies were not working:

The focus should be on strong program implementation, with suffi-
cient proceeds from privatization, adequate financing from other 
official sources on terms supporting debt sustainability, and private 
sector based solutions to banking problems (such as cross-border 
takeovers). This strategy, however, might be difficult to reach given 
the scale of the targeted adjustment, its possible social repercussions, 
as well as unfavorable financial market circumstances.28

Conflict also arose on bank debt, in discussions of the Irish program, and, 
more specifically, on the treatment of unsecured senior creditors who held 
around €19 billion. Compared to the volume of the program (€85 billion), 
the amounts were not decisive. But the debate was very fierce and public 
up to the emergency summit on July 21, 2011, pitting the ECB against the 
IMF. After the summit the ECB accepted the political decision that had 
been in favor of debt restructuring in Greece.

The IMF increasingly and openly urged the European Union to use the 
bailout fund (the ESM) to reduce the large bank debt that the government 
had assumed in the course of the blanket bank guarantee given—almost 
certainly unwisely—by the Irish government in September 2008. The 
guarantee covered all bank loans, deposits, bonds, and other liabilities. At 
the time, the Irish press commented that senior bank executives must have 
been “rubbing their hands with glee.”29 A few years later, tapes of the dra-
matic and expletive-ridden conversations of the leading bankers were 
revealed, with the chief executive of Anglo-Irish Bank David Drumm 
explaining the negotiating strategy with the central bank to his senior 
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colleague John Bowe: “Get into the f**king simple speak: ‘We need the 
moolah, you have it, so you’re going to give it to us and when would that 
be?’ We’ll start there.”30 The Dublin government had to pay €31 billion 
over ten years to cover the cost of the promissory notes issued to cover the 
cost of winding up the Anglo-Irish Bank. In September 2012, the IMF 
announced in its review of the Irish program that “Material investments 
in Irish banks by the ESM (European Stability Mechanism) could trans-
form the public debt outlook, cut the bank-sovereign link, and cement a 
needed win for Europe.”31 That was not to be. Ultimately, the ECB won as 
the US Treasury reportedly changed its position and stopped supporting 
the IMF.

The IMF position on Greek debt, which looked unsustainable by all 
calculations in the later stages of the crisis, evolved slowly. In April 2011, 
when the German finance minister dropped hints that Greek debt should 
be restructured, Strauss-Kahn denied in public that this was needed: “I 
understand how painful it is for the Greek people but I think Greece will 
make it.”32 On May 6, 2011, European finance ministers and Trichet dis-
cussed the idea of a debt restructuring in a secret meeting in Senningen 
Castle in Luxembourg, but both the ECB and the IMF were officially 
opposed. Strauss-Kahn privately had developed a completely different 
view at this point and was preparing to push for restructuring, but then a 
completely unanticipated event altered the course of Fund negotiations.

A Change in the IMF’s Leadership

The negotiations for a second Greek IMF agreement became more com-
plex because of the arrest of Strauss-Kahn in a New York airport on a 
charge of sexual assault. He was about to fly to Europe to convince 
Chancellor Merkel to move on the debt issue. In the Brussels negotia-
tions over the Greek program, the IMF was represented by a new and 
very young deputy managing director, Nemat Shafik, who had only 
been in office for a few weeks. The first deputy managing director John 
Lipsky stayed in Washington but found it much harder than Strauss-
Kahn had to bring the executive board into line. He insisted that the IMF 
could not agree to a new program before Europe reached an agreement. 
Herman Van Rompuy complained of “a lack of leadership in solving the 
Greek crisis.”33 In his first interview after he had resigned and returned 
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in disgrace to France in September 2011, Strauss-Kahn said that euro 
countries should have “cut their losses” and rescued Greece early in the 
process.34

If Strauss-Kahn was enthusiastic about the prospect of helping Europe, 
a considerable part of the IMF board was not. Well before the crisis, 
Europe’s role and place in the IMF had been a matter of difficulties and 
conflict. Strauss-Kahn had only been appointed in November 2007 after a 
near rebellion by emerging markets economies’ representatives, who 
argued forcefully for the appointment of a very popular former first dep-
uty managing director, Stanley Fischer, who had been born in Zambia 
(although he was a US and Israeli citizen). The atmosphere was poisoned 
by the discussion on quotas and the composition of the board. Europe’s 
quotas (the EU countries had 32% of the votes in the Fund) were judged 
excessive, and all the quota negotiations occurring during the global 
financial crisis were implicitly aimed at reducing Europe’s share. There 
was outrage at the number of chairs held by Europe in the executive board 
(in earlier discussions, the United States had threatened not to allow a 
“routine” expansion of the board from twenty-two to twenty-four chairs 
to extract a commitment by Europe to reduce its number of chairs by two). 
On both grounds, Europe was seen as overrepresented and blocking the 
emerging world from taking its legitimate place. On this question, there 
was a remarkable convergence between the staff (which wanted to regain 
credibility in Asia), the United States, and the big emerging markets econ-
omies. An agreement on new quota shares was painfully achieved in the 
G20 in 2009–2010, but its ratification by the United States was delayed by 
congressional politics.

The large emerging markets economies (EMEs) and some advanced 
countries could not understand why the second-richest and most inte-
grated area in the world needed to go to the IMF for support. This was the 
“old world,” defending its past position but still very rich in comparison to 
most of the members, showing an inability to deal with an internal crisis 
and coming for help. The IMF involvement in Europe was even more dif-
ficult to stomach for EMEs when it became clear that significant amounts 
would be drawn by Greece, in violation of the principle of equality of treat-
ment that, formally at least, was supposed to inspire the Fund’s actions.

Europe’s ability to still defend its hegemonic position was vividly illus-
trated by the election of a new managing director in June 2011, on the eve 
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of the conclusion of the second Greek program. Europe’s arguments were 
intellectually indefensible. For sixty years, it had claimed the top job as the 
major contributor to the IMF’s resources. Now, reversing that logic, Euro-
peans let it be said that they must head the Fund because they were bene-
ficiaries of the biggest IMF program ever. EMEs could not exploit the 
inherent intellectual weakness of the European case, however, as they 
proved unable to rally behind a single candidate. Agustin Carstens, the 
Mexican central bank governor and former IMF deputy managing direc-
tor, did not elicit support from Latin American countries because he was 
perceived as too close to the United States. China seemed uninterested in 
putting up an Asian candidate. By contrast, all Europeans (including the 
United Kingdom) were able to rally behind French finance minister Chris-
tine Lagarde in less than a week in a rare and very efficient show of unity 
(even though there was a shadow of possible judicial proceedings in rela-
tion to a French corruption scandal hanging over her). US support, accord-
ing to the informal power-sharing arrangement with Europe, was enough 
to ensure election, and Lagarde quickly also garnered the votes of China 
and Russia. However, in private, she was still quite skeptical about the 
second Greek program and predicted that within three years the IMF 
would have to put up more money.35

Loss of Credibility: Muddling Through, Delayed Greek PSI

Looking back on the successive IMF programs for Greece, the Fund’s staff 
reached a devastating conclusion in June 2013: “Market confidence was 
not restored, the banking system lost 30% of its deposits and the economy 
encountered a much deeper than expected recession with exceptionally 
high unemployment.”36 The fundamental problem, according to this diag-
nosis, was that there had been insufficient country ownership: the Greeks 
had not been convinced that they needed to take the necessary reforms, 
and such a conviction could only have emerged on the basis of a realistic 
approach to debt reduction. The Fund now implied that it had champi-
oned that course from the beginning, a position that was immediately 
rejected by the European Commission. The EU economic and monetary 
affairs commissioner Olli Rehn again emphasized how disastrous a debt 
reduction would have been at the outset of the crisis (“Europe’s Lehman 
moment,” as Rehn put it). He also acidly commented, “I don’t recall the 
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IMF’s managing director Dominique Strauss-Kahn proposing early debt 
restructuring, but I do recall that Christine Lagarde was opposed to it.”37

The IMF was thus forced to muddle through in its successive debt- 
sustainability assessments and lost credibility in the process.  PSI for 
Greece—which Angela Merkel and Nicolas Sarkozy agreed upon during 
their walk in Deauville in October 2010—was only accepted by the Euro-
pean authorities, especially the ECB, in July 2011 as part of the second €130 
billion package, after significant delays. Private creditors were able to sig-
nificantly reduce their exposure, and there was a large-scale substitution 
from privately held to publicly held debt. To compensate, the Fund took 
an increasingly tougher approach and pressured the governments into 
numerous concessions on their  official loans.

Each program review led to either new official commitments from euro 
countries or softening of existing loans (through interest rate reduction 
and lengthening of maturities). The governments that had originally 
insisted on IMF involvement found themselves piling up huge official 
claims and other commitments to Greece. Germany alone had given €116 
billion in fiscal credit to peripheral Europe and to Greece. But, in addition, 
there were the large claims that had accumulated in the ECB as a result of 
TARGET2. German officials were stunned when confronted with the 
amounts of official money necessary to enhance the Greek debt exchange 
in 2012.

Other initiatives to draw the IMF into a solution of the European crisis 
faltered. At Cannes in November 2011, France suggested that the central 
banks in the Eurosystem might pawn their total foreign exchange reserves 
of 50–60 billion euros to the trust of the European crisis fund in the form 
of special drawing rights (SDRs) at the IMF. The Bundesbank issued a 
terse statement: “We know this plan and we reject it.”38 In a letter to 
Merkel, Bundesbank president Jens Weidmann had argued that using for-
eign reserves would be financial trickery and would only make markets 
more nervous. The Bundesbank controlled Germany’s reserves, including 
the SDRs, and could not allow a bad precedent to be set. Merkel only 
found out about the Bundesbank letter at Cannes, and she felt cornered by 
the other European leaders and by US President Obama. According to 
some news reports, this confrontation produced the moment when she 
broke into tears. Obama laid on the pressure: “Germany has one-fourth of 
all [euro-area] SDR allocations. . . . If you have all the EU countries together 
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but not Germany , . . .  it starts losing credibility.” To this, Merkel responded, 
“That is not fair. I cannot decide in lieu of the Bundesbank. I cannot do 
that.” And then she added, “I am not going to commit suicide.”39 There 
would be no use of the IMF.

The IMF programs—particularly for Greece—left an unpleasant after-
math and discredited the Fund. The results for Ireland and Portugal might 
be seen as more satisfactory, in that the countries regained market access. 
In the case of Portugal, this may have been due more to the general world 
environment of low interest rates and the aftermath of Draghi’s “whatever 
it takes” speech.

It was clear early in the implementation that most of the assumptions 
about growth and debt sustainability were overly optimistic and that 
targets would be missed by significant margins. In a few weeks, Greece’s 
situation deteriorated, with capital outflows, deteriorating growth, debt 
scenarios losing any credibility, and constant revisions in the program 
and debt-sustainability assessments. Figure 14.1 shows the way the IMF 
staff recalculated downward the projected development of the Greek 
economy in the original package (standby arrangement in IMF terminol-
ogy or SBA) whenever it came up for review and compares the projec-
tions with the actual dismal outcome. The problem was one that the IMF 
staff gradually began to think was at the heart of the difficulties: to 
regain competitiveness, Greece needed some deflation to reduce costs, 
but deflation raised the real value of debt and made debt levels increas-
ingly unsustainable—the “Devaluation Dilemma” we described in 
chapter 6. Several IMF officials began to draw parallels with the debt 
deflation that Irving Fisher, in 1933, had found to be at the root of the 
Great Depression.40 The implication was that the IMF should have been 
more straightforward about the need for debt restructuring in 2010 and 
that it had lost an opportunity to have a positive influence on European 
developments.

For Europeans, the lesson of Greece was clear. For the creditor coun-
tries, the IMF had at first appeared as a way of exerting increased lever-
age. The large European governments tried to use the international 
institution to strengthen their own approach to crisis management. Ger-
many had originally turned to the IMF because it wanted to be sure that 
discipline was enforced with sufficient rigor, but the IMF started to push 
for a different approach to the debt crisis. At a later stage, France proposed 
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to use the IMF as a vehicle to “leverage” the EFSF: first, by developing 
bilateral contributions to increase IMF resources, and, second, by trying to 
use the SDR to directly increase the EFSF lending capacity. The initiative 
failed as the Bundesbank held a position on the IMF governing body that 
could block the SDR proposal.
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For the debtor countries, turning to the IMF came to represent an import-
ant downgrading for the country. The catalytic effect turned out to be 
absent or, rather, strongly negative. As a consequence, Spain consistently 
refused to consider a precautionary arrangement. The reform programs for 
Italy and Spain in 2011 were negotiated directly by the Commission and 
ECB, with no IMF involvement at all, and there was in consequence no 
formal ESM/EFSF program. In November 2011, the IMF instituted a Pre-
cautionary and Liquidity Line (PLL) facility, as a way of tackling the stigma 
issue, but this did not succeed in making the idea of the use of Fund 
resources attractive to potentially crisis-hit countries. On the contrary, it 
looked as if the experience was simply repeating an earlier experiment on 
similar lines, the Flexible Credit Line (FCL), which was introduced in simi-
lar circumstances in 1999 and which remained almost entirely unused.

The idea that the IMF’s initial strategy had been mistaken and that it 
should have insisted on debt reduction as a condition dominated the 
Fund’s approach to the need to negotiate a third Greek package in 2015, in 
the aftermath of the Syriza election victory. The problem was now that 
three incompatible demands framed the negotiations. Germany insisted 
that without IMF consent a new plan would be incomplete and hence 
impossible; at the same time, Germany demanded that there should be no 
official sector debt cancellation (though it seemed open to some discus-
sion of extending maturities and reducing interest rates that in practice 
amounted to a debt cancellation); and, finally, the IMF emphasized that it 
would only agree if the program was “realistic,” in other words, requiring 
some debt write down for official sector (European government) debt, 
though not for its own claims on Greece. At the end of June 2015, Greece 
defaulted on its debt payment to the IMF, though eventually it was paid.

The IMF tried to cut through this Gordian knot by releasing an analysis 
on July 2, 2015, as the negotiations were entering a critical phase, which 
elaborately documented the case that Greek debt was not sustainable. The 
message was cast in terms of a presentation of Greek reform failures: there 
had not been enough structural reform to spur growth; not enough assets 
had been privatized to pay off outstanding government debt; and the 
Greek government was unable to undertake sufficient fiscal austerity. The 
European governments tried to suppress the report, but the Fund staff 
worked hard to convince Christine Lagarde that she should stand up to the 
German pressure to agree to a program without (official sector) debt relief.41
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At the beginning of 2016, the IMF formally ended the systemic exemp-
tion that had been the basis of the Greek program. The Fund staff had been 
unhappy with the process that seemed to allow for Fund programs in cir-
cumstances when excessive debt made for a failure of the program. But 
some countries had resisted, as they did not want to rock the boat and let 
the IMF leave Europe. The resolution of the clash came from a political 
process, as a result of negotiations in the US Congress, where the Republi-
can majority was persuaded by some US economists, in particular by 
Stanford’s John Taylor, to insert this measure (rather than some domestic 
content, such as ending Obamacare) into the legislative package that 
increased the IMF quotas in response to the global financial crisis. Taylor 
had first floated the idea as a Wall Street Journal article.42

The IMF was not sorry to see the end of the exemption. In a devastating 
retrospective judgment, it acknowledged that the bending of the usual 
and traditional IMF rules had delayed “remedial measures risks impair-
ing the member’s prospects for success and undermining safeguards for 
the Fund’s resources.”43 It also increased private sector risk by subordinat-
ing private claims to Fund credit, and it had thus not achieved its stated 
goal of minimizing contagion. In announcing the end of the exemption, 
the IMF also acknowledged the difficulty of making the calculation of 
debt sustainability and allowed for a new fudging of the issue: it exam-
ined the conditions that might arise “when a member’s debt is assessed to 
be sustainable but not with high probability, requiring a definitive debt 
restructuring could incur unnecessary costs.”44 There might be a need for 
reprofiling the debt: maturity debt would be put on a standstill and not 
repaid until a sustainable path is figured out. In an ungainly sentence, the 
IMF set out a roadmap for such a situation, in which other public sector 
institutions (i.e., the European Union or the member states) would need to 
bear a higher part of the risk: “In such situations, it would be appropriate 
for the Fund to grant exceptional access so long as the member also 
receives financing from other sources during the program on a scale and 
terms such that the policies implemented with program support and asso-
ciated financing, although they may not restore projected debt sustainabil-
ity with a high probability, improve debt sustainability and sufficiently 
enhance the safeguards for Fund resources.”45 By 2016 the Fund was out-
raging not only the creditor governments but also the debtor government. 
Tsipras responded to a leaked discussion of the possibility of an 
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IMF-induced bankruptcy with the accusation that the IMF was planning 
to “politically destabilize Europe.”46

Why did the Fund look to push for confrontation with the European 
governments in 2015 and 2016? It could, of course, be a case of a victory of 
solid economic reasoning; but there was also a sense of growing frustra-
tion stemming from the increasingly vocal non-European membership of 
the Fund, especially Asia and particularly China. In 2015, relations with 
China looked more and more critical as the Chinese economy slowed 
down and financial turbulence hit. The experience of the euro crisis rein-
forced the criticism that this was an excessively Europe-focused institu-
tion that had not successfully or completely adapted to the major structural 
changes of the world economy. The prospect that as official credit replaced 
private credit and as the discussion turned more and more to debt write-
offs, pressure would develop to haircut IMF as well as European govern-
ment support credits and threaten the whole underlying concept of the 
Fund as a credit cooperative, whose claims had absolute seniority. The 
aftermath of the euro discussion accelerated the move of large emerging 
market economies to look for alternatives to the Bretton Woods institu-
tions, such as the New Development Bank (NDB) (popularly called the 
BRICS bank) to finance infrastructure and sustainable development proj-
ects, as an alternative to the World Bank, and a $100 billion Contingent 
Reserve Arrangement (CRA) to tide over members in financial difficulties, 
as an alternative to the IMF. By the time the institutions came to mark their 
seventieth birthday in 2014, no one thought it an anniversary worth cele-
brating anymore. The Fund had been born in the last stages of a great 
European war, and it looked as if another European quasi war (this time a 
war of ideas) was threatening its effectiveness and its influence.
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European Central Bank (ECB)

When Mario Draghi rose to give a speech at the Global Investment 
Conference in London on July 26, 2012, his audience did not really 

expect any surprises. Market tension was extreme, with capital and 
deposit flights from Spain and Italy threatening at panic levels. His rather 
anodyne prepared remarks contained nothing new. But then, reading 
from hand-written notes, Draghi uttered the two famous sentences: 
“Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve 
the euro. And believe me, it will be enough.”1

Draghi’s two sentences proved a game changer for the markets, the 
politics, and the dynamics of the crisis. No specific measures were 
announced at that time, and even later in the year when the ECB unveiled 
its Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) program to buy bonds of Euro-
pean countries with a reform program in place, no OMT measures were 
actually carried out. It looked like an illusion, but it was stunningly effec-
tive. Within weeks of Draghi’s remarks, Italian and Spanish spreads had 
fallen dramatically, and the OMT program was seen as marking the end 
of the euro crisis. A few weeks after the July conference, a number of ana-
lysts and politicians, somewhat prematurely, proclaimed that the crisis 
was over. This turn in sentiment provided an obvious illustration of the 
ECB's power and its unique ability to shape events. Political leaders had 
repeatedly said that they would do everything to save the euro, but the 
markets knew that they couldn’t, and any positive market impact evapo-
rated within days—or in some cases hours. But when a central banker 
said exactly the same words, the markets knew that the promise was 
credible.
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Central banks had in fact become the stars of the global financial crisis. 
They knew they needed to respond decisively and innovatively to prob-
lems that could not easily be tackled by governments, finance ministries, 
and politicians. In the aftermath of the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 
September 2008, the US administration and the Congress were paralyzed 
by the upcoming presidential election, and consequently the government 
lacked the possibility to act. But the Federal Reserve System could be very 
decisive. It injected liquidity into the banking system. The New York Fed 
intervened in a very unorthodox way to prop up a systemically vital 
financial institution whose collapse would have destroyed the global 
financial system: it lent AIG $85 billion in return for 80 percent of its stock 
as well as providing $20.9 billion in the commercial credit program and a 
$38 billion facility providing liquidity for the company’s securities. Fed-
eral Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke was explicit about how a historical 
lesson drove the policy response. As he put it, “History teaches us that 
government engagement in times of severe financial crisis often arrives 
late, usually at a point at which most financial institutions are insolvent or 
nearly so.”2 The theoretical point is that monetary policy can shift expec-
tations about future and, hence, current asset values. That affects the ques-
tion of the solvency or insolvency of agents. In a world of multiple 
equilibria, the central bank can in the short term bring agents back into a 
good equilibrium. Monetary policy appears as very powerful mechanisms 
to restore short-run growth prospects. In the longer run, the extent to 
which they can affect overall growth rates is more restricted.

In the course of the crisis, the ECB remade itself as an institution. To 
emphasize this change better, this chapter starts by describing the ECB 
before the crisis: its institutional design, its philosophy, and its mechanics. 
The following section then describes the ECB at the onset of the crisis: its 
reaction to the 2008 financial crisis and the political pressures (notably at 
Deauville) that shaped the euro crisis. These developments brought a 
political involvement for the ECB via the so-called troika, and the third 
section of the chapter examines the new problems posed by policy 
conditionality.

The ECB also changed—because it needed to change—its approach to 
monetary policy, lending (or issuing money) against a much wider range 
of securities through numerous asset purchase and lending programs. In 
a sense, it changed the European definition of money. This chapter thus 
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also covers the debates about the implementation of new bond- purchasing 
programs. In particular, it looks at how monetary policy was influenced 
by the old differences in national approaches outlined earlier in the book, 
in which Germans were worried about conducting a quasi-fiscal policy 
through monetary means, and the French were inclined to think that that 
was just what was needed—just what the doctor prescribed. It also exam-
ines the move of the ECB into a completely new area of banking supervi-
sion, a function that before the crisis had been managed by some (but not 
all) central banks and where again there was a substantial initial German- 
French disagreement about the appropriateness of that function.

This chapter examines the following questions:

•	How did the ECB’s institutional structure and economic philoso-
phy affect its decision-making capacity? Did it evolve or adjust to 
answer the complexity of the crisis?

•	How did the ECB’s approach to monetary policy change with the 
euro crisis, notably in light of the German-French dichotomy?

•	Which tools did the ECB develop to implement its decisions during 
the euro crisis? Was the ECB forced into developing these new 
tools? Which debates did their creation spur?

•	The ECB was soon forced into banking supervision. How import-
ant was such a move? Who pushed it, and who opposed it? What 
were the reasons?

The ECB before the Crisis: Institutional  
Design and Philosophy

The ECB as an Institution
The ECB is an unusual central bank in that, unlike the Fed, the Bank of 
Japan, or the Bundesbank, it does not have a single government as a coun-
terpart. Indeed, until the new EU Lisbon Treaty came into force in October 
2010, in the middle of the financial crisis, it was not even, legally speaking, 
an institution of the European Union. However, like other modern central 
banks, it used operations with government securities (issued by euro- 
member countries) as a standard tool of monetary operations.

The ECB is, arguably, the most powerful central bank in the world. Its 
independence is not simply a result of a domestic law but is enshrined in 
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an international treaty. The bank is managed, on a day-to-day basis, by an 
executive board of six persons (including a president and a vice presi-
dent), all appointed by the European Council for a single eight-year term. 
The executive board, together with the governors of all the national cen-
tral banks of the euro area, forms the governing council, which makes the 
policy decisions and meets twice a month. Although appointed, directly 
or indirectly, by national governments, members participate as individu-
als, not as representatives of specific countries. At its first meeting, the 
head of the German Bundesbank, Hans Tietmeyer, a sturdily built man 
with a somewhat bullying manner, made the point of insisting that mem-
bers sit in the alphabetical order of their names, rather than of the coun-
tries whose central banks they headed. The council members are legally 
prohibited from accepting instructions from any political authority (and 
Trichet had built a reputation rejecting any attempt by the French presi-
dent to influence ECB decisions). All members of the council are equal. 
Except for so-called patrimonial matters, affecting the distribution of prof-
its and losses, decisions are taken with a simple majority on the basis of 
“one man one vote.”3 In practice, in the early and successful years, there 
were few votes, and decision making operated by a process of consensus, 
largely built by the president.

Economic Philosophy
The ECB entered the euro crisis basking in the glory of stability and suc-
cess. The euro's tenth anniversary had been celebrated in Frankfurt with 
appropriate restraint and modesty but also with a sense of pride and 
accomplishment. Even some of its strongest critics saluted the single cur-
rency as a remarkable success. The ECB’s representatives—and at the fore 
its president Jean-Claude Trichet—were most proud of their record in 
delivering an inflation performance superior to even the historic legacy of 
the stability-focused German Bundesbank.

Perfectly in line with the ECB’s primary mandate of price stability, infla-
tion had averaged 1.97 percent during the euro’s first decade. This illus-
trates a defining factor of the ECB’s economic principles: its primary 
objective, as written in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union, is to maintain price stability. This contrasts with the US Fed, for 
example, which has a dual mandate of both price and economic stability. 
This focus on price stability is a clear heritage from the Bundesbank, which 
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adopted a hawkish position after the previous historical inflation episodes 
that Germans had experienced. Hence, historically at least, the ECB hasn’t 
been built around the principle of stabilizing the economy beyond prices: 
yet, as we will see, the crisis forced the ECB toward a move in that direction. 
In that sense, the development of the ECB represented a compromise—a 
necessary one—with the most simple version of the German vision.

Another important defining factor of the ECB’s economic principles is 
that by design it necessarily sees the euro area as one unit. Indeed, even 
this success at maintaining a 2 percent figure contained something of a 
problem: the figure is an average, with substantially higher rates in South-
ern Europe and lower rates in the North, as figure 15.1 illustrates.

These imbalances were not only reflected in prices but also in trade bal-
ances: while Germany, for example, ran large surpluses, southern coun-
tries often imported beyond their means—with the consequences that we 
know now. These heterogeneity issues were not ignored by the ECB. 
Almost any single policy statement issued by the governing council called 
for greater convergence in nominal wages and inflation rates, pointing to 
the increasing gap in competitiveness between core and peripheral coun-
tries. Trichet himself would regularly produce graphs highlighting the 
divergences in unit labor costs and growing internal imbalances. But 
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financial markets were working well, deficits were financed, and those 
calls were met with polite indifference by markets and policy makers alike.

The ECB’s strategy was to extend the Bundesbank’s excellent reputa-
tion as an inflation fighter to the ECB.4 At the beginning, in 1998 the ECB 
set out a simple objective of price stability that was implicitly defined as a 
range between 0 and 2 percent. Later Otmar Issing, the first chief econo-
mist of the ECB, came from the Bundesbank and was instrumental in set-
ting up the ECB’s monetary strategy, including the two-pillar monetary 
policy approach. The first pillar, called monetary analysis, followed the 
approach of the Bundesbank by assigning a prominent role to money 
aggregates and their evolution, as compared to nominal income. While the 
Bundesbank had an explicit target for money growth, the ECB used a ref-
erence value that was less directly binding on policy decisions. The reason 
was that, with many heterogeneous countries, the relationship between 
income and money (the money demand) was less stable and harder to 
predict. The second pillar looked more like the approach followed by other 
major central banks. It consisted of an economic analysis largely based on 
a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) model, a large-scale 
model with price rigidity assumptions that allowed the governing council 
to look through a whole range of data sets to assess the short- and medi-
um-term prospects for inflation. This data does contain monetary aggre-
gates. Although, they never admitted it, and actually resisted any 
suggestion to that effect, ECB policy makers were following an inflation- 
targeting framework inside the second pillar. Also, they thought that 
proper attention of the first pillar to monetary developments in medium- 
term price movements would provide an antidote against the pitfalls of 
exceedingly forward-looking rules that are part of inflation (forecast) 
targeting.5 The objective of targeting money growth was to ensure price 
stability in the short and medium term, building on the premise that in 
the long term the quantity theory of money holds. The reference value of 
the first pillar was money growth—in particular the growth of M3 (money 
supply, widely defined as including time and savings deposits as well as 
money market mutual funds). That was a series that the US Fed stopped 
publishing in 2006, given its preference for a focus on DSGE models.

In the 2000s, M3 growth consistently overshot projections, and, as a 
consequence, the prominent role of money growth in the ECB’s monetary 
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policy framework resulted in serious communication challenges. After a 
review of the ECB’s monetary policy framework in 2003, the ECB decided 
on an important revision.

First, the hierarchy between the two pillars was inverted: the economic 
analysis became the first pillar and monetary analysis came second. Also, 
and more importantly, the publication of a reference value for the growth 
of money was abandoned. The monetary analysis was demoted to a 
cross-checking role. The ECB relied on the monetary analysis to extract 
long-run inflationary signals from monetary aggregates to cross-check the 
information from the economic pillar. The emphasis shifted first to credit 
growth, which was also seen as an early-warning indicator of financial 
imbalances, and then to a broad range of monetary and financial vari-
ables.6 The search for a new approach became evident in a high-level con-
ference organized in 2006.7

Finally, the ECB restated its definition of price stability. When the euro 
was created, the ECB had taken the initiative of quantifying its definition 
of price stability, which the Maastricht Treaty left to the ECB’s Governing 
Council. It thus “took control” over that definition, whereas, for instance, 
in the United Kingdom that power belongs to the executive (the chancel-
lor of the exchequer). The ECB initially decided that price stability would 
be achieved if inflation was below 2 percent. It was immediately con-
fronted with a barrage of questions by economists and market partici-
pants. Did the definition imply that any number below 2 percent was 
acceptable? Was zero inflation consistent with price stability (the discus-
sion of the harmonized index of consumer prices simply assumed that 
there would be some increase)? There was some embarrassment in Frank-
furt, and for some years the ECB avoided the question. Underlying the 
whole debate was one fundamental issue: was the inflation objective sym-
metric or not? Or, put differently, would the ECB react with equal force if 
inflation was too low rather than too high?

Many major central banks—including the Bank of England—had 
adopted another definition: they referred to a range around a midpoint. 
For the Bank of England, it was (and still is) 2 percent with a band of 1 
percent on either side. The objective was clearly symmetric, all the more so 
as the governor is obliged to write a letter to the chancellor if inflation rises 
over 3 percent or falls below 1 percent. In 2003, therefore, the ECB decided 
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to move to more symmetry and redefined price stability as below but close 
to 2 percent. That formulation clearly indicated that very low inflation 
would not be acceptable. On the other hand, it sounded somehow awk-
ward initially, so many self-appointed ECB watchers started to speculate 
on whether the (unannounced) objective was 1.8 percent or 1.9 percent. The 
debate progressively disappeared until 2012, when the ECB was vindicated 
when the Federal Reserve adopted, for the first time, a quantified definition 
of price stability that coincided with the 2003 ECB formulation.

An unspoken part of the ECB’s philosophy became apparent during 
the crisis. As the only truly federal institution in the euro area, the ECB felt 
an ultimate, if never explicit, responsibility for keeping the monetary 
union intact and working. In the minds of most of its governors and its 
two presidents, that responsibility allows the ECB to take all necessary 
actions to preserve the euro as long as the primary objective of price sta-
bility is achieved. That broad interpretation of the mandate is consistent 
with the treaty. And, whenever they had to take exceptional and some-
times controversial actions, ECB policy makers took great care to mention 
they were acting “in line with our mandate.” (Draghi’s famous pronounce-
ment on July 26, 2012, opened with that phrase.) This philosophy also 
inspired Trichet, who deeply believed that the ECB’s price stability man-
date included securing “monetary transmission,” and that financial insta-
bility would destroy that mechanism by disrupting government debt 
markets.8 Avoiding default, or even the possibility of government default, 
was essential in his view to ensure the cohesion of the euro area and pre-
vent disruptive contagion. Draghi had exactly the same concern: his initia-
tives were bolder, although he would not justify them with the same 
visionary zeal as his predecessor.

For the sake of preserving the euro, both presidents embarked on very 
contentious programs of government bond purchases that were strongly 
opposed by their main shareholder, the Bundesbank. Both Trichet and 
Draghi felt they were perfectly in line with their mandate, which allowed 
them to do whatever it took to preserve the euro as long as price stability 
was maintained. But, of course, this was not exactly the German vision, 
which implicitly defined price stability in a broader context, a culture of 
stability that avoided any action posing future (if remote) risks to the 
integrity of policy making. Clearly, purchasing government debt fell into 
that category and should not be envisaged. That difference in the meaning 
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of stability was the source of many misunderstandings, divergences, and 
conflicts during the course of the crisis.

The Inner Workings of the Eurosystem
The ECB is part of the Eurosystem, a network that includes the national 
central banks (NCBs) of member countries. Those NCBs are responsible 
for implementing monetary policy, and all banks still have their accounts 
with the Eurosystem in their home countries.

The Eurosystem is a complex structure. Although well designed, it 
came under strong pressure during the crisis. Some technical features and 
elements, up to then viewed as benign and commonplace, came to play a 
crucial political role and have triggered very contentious debates. Nobody 
had heard about “collateral eligibility” or “TARGET2 balances” before 
2010. Both have been at the center of intense public discussions and diffi-
cult decisions inside the Eurosystem in 2010–2012. This section explains 
why and how this could happen.

One can start with the banks. Banks hold liquidity in the form of reserves 
deposited at the ECB in order to make payments to other banks or to face cash 
withdrawals. If they need more reserves, they can borrow from other banks 
in the interbank market. Alternatively, they can borrow from the ECB. This is 
called refinancing. In technical terms, refinancing is done through an opera-
tion called a repo. Economically speaking, a repo transaction is just a loan by 
the ECB to a bank (for a certain period of time, normally between one day and 
three months) against a security. The security is called collateral. When the 
repo expires, the bank pays back its loan and repossesses the collateral.

Two important points should be noted here. First, the ECB does not own 
the collateral. It does not purchase it. And, second, the ECB strictly limits its 
risk in the operation because if the bank fails to pay back its loan, the ECB 
keeps the collateral and sells it. To reduce the probability that losses will be 
incurred in the process, the ECB asks for a higher (sometimes much higher) 
value of collateral than the liquidity it provides. For instance, it may require 
a collateral valued at €150 to provide an amount of €100 in liquidity. The 
difference (in that case €50) is called a haircut. Government bonds, because 
they are deemed safe, are the most valued and frequently used collateral. 
So, in ordinary times, haircuts on government debt are minimal.

But these were not ordinary times, and, in many occasions, government 
debt in peripheral (and some core) countries came to be downgraded by 
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rating agencies. So government bonds could not be considered as safe any-
more. Technical parameters such as haircuts became vehicles for extremely 
important policy decisions. By deciding on which collateral it would 
accept—and with which haircut—the governing council could, in effect, 
cut off banks or, for that matter, entire countries, from access to liquidity 
and external finance. This was an extraordinarily powerful weapon that 
could only be used with great care. But choices could not be avoided. In 
effect, the ECB had to develop its own doctrine and framework to decide 
on collateral policy and its conditions. Collateral became one central sup-
port for conditionality, and, as will become clear in later sections, that con-
ditionality was exercised with great force to the point that, at least in two 
cases, it led to a change of government in member countries.

When rating agencies started to downgrade many of the assets in the 
wake of the Lehman crisis, eligible collateral for some banks became scarce. 
The first response of the ECB was to lower the collateral requirements and 
broaden the set of possible collateral assets. For example, in the month after 
the Lehman failure, the rating requirement for collateral was reduced from 
A– to BBB–. An analogous crisis-driven radical extension of the range of secu-
rities acceptable as collateral occurred in the case of other central banks, 
including the Federal Reserve, and the Bank of England. In May 2010, the 
ECB removed any minimum standard for Greek government paper and 
then, in March 2011, carried this exemption over to Irish and, in July 2011, to 
Portuguese government debt. Instead of relying on agencies’ ratings, the ECB 
accepted bonds from crisis countries as long as they were compliant with the 
troika assistance program. As the crisis continued, German commentators 
became increasingly critical of the softening of collateral standards.9

Banks in a country whose collateral was not eligible could no be refi-
nanced directly from the ECB. They still had, however, an ultimate 
recourse. They could obtain emergency liquidity assistance (ELA) from 
their own central bank. Technically, ELA is, like refinancing, a repo. There 
are three differences. First, low-quality collateral can be accepted in ELA 
but not in refinancing. Second, as a consequence, the risk of ELA not being 
reimbursed stays with the national central banks (whereas losses coming 
from refinancing operations are mutualized inside the Eurosystem). And 
third, ELA funding is often more expensive for banks.

Still, ELA creates liquidity and could, therefore, interfere with the 
implementation of monetary policy. For that reason, the ECB’s governing 
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council can cap a national central bank’s ELA provisioning with a two-
thirds majority. Again, conditions had to be defined, and ELA became, for 
distressed banks and countries, an extremely powerful tool for imple-
menting conditionality. During the most acute phase of the 2015 Greek 
crisis, ELA was approved on a daily basis. The ECB managed very subtly 
to provide the necessary liquidity to Greek banks and still keep the pres-
sure to get an agreement on a program while studiously avoiding interfer-
ence with the content of the program itself.

When implementing monetary policy, the Eurosystem is a single entity. 
It is composed, however, of many elements, and its architecture can be best 
described as a network where different entities—the ECB and the NCBs—
constantly interact according to predetermined processes and rules.

The financial relationship between the ECB and national central banks 
is the backbone and the lifeblood of the euro. Cross-border payments 
between countries are ultimately settled between central banks under the 
TARGET2 multilateral payments system (in 2007 TARGET2 replaced the 
similar TARGET system).

Prior to the crisis, large sums of cross-border capital flows were chan-
neled through the interbank market. Many banks in the periphery of 
Europe, such as Spain, refinanced the loans they granted short term in the 
interbank market, for example from a German bank. When the interbank 
market dried up, that source of credit dried up as well, and the Spanish 
bank borrowed from the Spanish central bank, the Banco d’España, 
instead. The German bank on the other side of the transaction parked its 
excess savings with the German Bundesbank. To balance the system, the 
Banco d’España had a liability in the settlement system (TARGET2) to the 
German Bundesbank.

TARGET2 claims also rise when, for example, a Greek depositor closes 
his account at a Greek bank and transfers the sum to a German bank. The 
Greek bank has to borrow from the Bank of Greece to replace the missing 
demand deposits, and the Bank of Greece takes a debit in the clearing sys-
tem; the German bank deposits the new money with the Bundesbank, 
which has a clearing claim.

TARGET2 measured the extent to which the European System of Cen-
tral Banks (ESCB), that is, the ECB working with the national central banks, 
stepped in as an intermediary. A similar buildup of central bank imbal-
ances as with TARGET2 occurred in the United States in the interdistrict 
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settlement account (ISA) of the Federal Reserve System after 2008, with 
large liabilities of the San Francisco and Richmond banks and large asset 
balances in New York. They are comparable to European TARGET2 imbal-
ances in that they arose from very large movements of funds out of some 
commercial banks that operate across the whole of the United States but 
have their headquarters (and thus their financial home) in a particular 
place within one of the twelve Federal Reserve districts.

The development of the TARGET2 imbalances has been subject to 
quite varied interpretations. On the simplest level, they are a substitution 
of official (central bank) claims for claims that would normally be built 
up in the private system. Private claims always have an element of uncer-
tainty and are subject to creditors agreeing to hold the debt of an agent 
who may or may not repay it, whereas the modern monetary system is 
built on the ability of the central bank to create absolutely secure claims. 
In a sense, absent any exchange rate movements, the TARGET2 imbal-
ances took on a similar role within the euro area as the swap-line arrange-
ment across central banks did for the international monetary system.

The accumulation of TARGET2 imbalances (see figure 15.2) would have 
no consequences if the Eurosystem returned to normal operations, and 
indeed, in the US system, the ISA balances started to decline after 2011. 
Importantly, however, they represented a substantial blackmail potential 

Figure 15.2. TARGET2 Balances (Source: ECB)
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in that, if the system were to break up, they would impose major costs on 
the participants. It was that blackmail potential that was at the heart of the 
concerns of a former Bundesbank president, Helmut Schlesinger, which 
he then communicated to the contemporary leadership of the Bundes-
bank. In a series of articles published in early 2011, Hans-Werner Sinn 
drew public and popular attention to the previously ignored phenome-
non.10 For Sinn, the large creditor position of the Bundesbank and the 
debtor position of Southern central banks was a sign that something had 
gone deeply wrong and that Germany was vulnerable.11 He presented the 
growth of the imbalances as measuring net payments orders, in other 
words, the part of the current account imbalance that was not financed by 
the private capital market. In that sense, in his view, the claims under this 
system were functionally the equivalent to an unconditional and publicly 
funded balance of payment financing. Even dramatic improvements in 
the sense of reductions of TARGET2 deficits, such as that which occurred 
in Spain after mid-2012, were interpreted not as a return of confidence to 
the banking sector and an increase in private deposits but as a conse-
quence of payments made through the official bank rescue packages, that 
is, another form of public sector financing.12

At the end of 2015, the issue of national central banks purchasing large 
quantities of assets (outside the ECB’s balance sheet) attracted attention, 
especially in Germany. The Banque de France increased its holdings of 
euro-denominated securities issued by euro-area residents (including by 
the national government) from under €10 billion in 2012 to €90 billion in 
2014 and the Banca d’Italia from €35 billion in 2006 to €80 billion by 2014. 
These portfolios, operating under the Agreement on Net Financial Assets 
(ANFA), are part of a standard process of market management, but they 
could also be presented as offering NCBs a way of providing regionally 
limited stimulus packages.

The ECB’s Early Successes and Defeats

ECB’s Early Glory
When the world financial crisis erupted, the ECB was quick to act, 
famously allocating an exceptional €95 billion liquidity provision on 
August 8, 2007, at a time when the Bank of England was more hesitant and 
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worried about moral hazard issues. The ECB followed up with a succes-
sion of increasingly bolder moves, culminating, in October 2008, in a shift 
to an unlimited liquidity-provision regime. That is, funds were not auc-
tioned off to the banks that offered the best rates but granted unlimited at 
a fixed rate subject to collateral constraints. This extremely proactive crisis 
management was intended to dispel the perception of the ECB as a slow 
and rigid institution (as compared with the supposedly more flexible Fed). 
Allusions to the ECB being behind the curve, which flourished in market 
analyses for its first years of existence, initially faded after 2007. The ECB’s 
approach to monetary policy indeed looked more innovative and capable 
of responding to the crisis than that of the Fed. The Fed faced the problem 
that the discount window, by which banks had access to emergency funds, 
seemed to carry a stigma, and banks were unwilling to declare themselves 
weak and in need of central bank support. By contrast, the European sys-
tem extended support to banks quietly, and the support operations for 
individual banks were not revealed to the public. Moreover, before the 
crisis the Europeans worked through auctioning off liquidity potentially 
to 9,000 banks, while Fed operations needed to be channeled through a 
handful of banks, referred to as primary dealers.

But there was a wrinkle to the ECB’s policy performance. In the summer 
of 2008, financial conditions on international markets seemed to be improv-
ing and the threat to financial stability receding. There was also a surge in 
commodity prices, including oil. Some commentators argued that the com-
modity boom was fueled by cheap central bank credit. In these circum-
stances, a rate increase in July 2008 looked fully justified. But it was 
criticized very severely in retrospect, after September 2008 and the Leh-
man crisis prompted everyone to rethink their views on financial stability.

The ECB’s next rate increase in April 2011 was like a déjà vu moment of 
the 2008 rate increase. The measure also came in response to signs of eco-
nomic recovery and to a continued surge of commodity prices, but it was 
heavily criticized in retrospect as it seemed to accentuate the divergence of 
government bond yields. However, at that time it came in part as a reac-
tion to the German criticism of the ECB. The debate about the 2011 hike 
eventually resulted in a major rethinking about the way inflation expecta-
tions should be inferred by the central bank.

The euro area had of course not been immune from the effects of the 
global crisis after the Lehman collapse, and the major economies (especially 
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Germany as the world’s largest exporter) suffered from dramatic output 
contractions in 2008–2009. Overall, however, in the early phase of the world 
crisis, Europe and the euro area had shown great resilience, and its banking 
sector’s fragility seemed, at that stage, to be manageable.

ECB Opposition to IMF Involvement in February 2010
By January 2010, it became apparent that Greece might need financial 
help. Were Greece to request assistance, euro members knew they would 
be confronted with a major difficulty: there was no financial instrument 
available. As noted earlier, the no-bailout clause of the Maastricht Treaty 
prevented euro members from directly supporting each other. The treaty 
also prohibited any financial help from the EU budget to a euro country. 
This was ironic as non-euro members could obtain balance of payment 
support from the European Union. Later on, in June, a way was found 
around this legal restriction, allowing the EU budget to issue guarantees 
for borrowing up to €60 billion. But at the beginning of the Greek discus-
sions, this legal constraint was considered absolutely binding.

Euro-area governments and their leaders were thus faced with an 
unpleasant choice in which some sort of innovation was required: either 
they reneged on the no-bailout clause, or they created new instruments, 
or they called for external support, which could only come from the IMF. 
But there was considerable opposition to the latter, most strikingly in 
France (see chapter 14) but also initially in Germany, until Chancellor 
Merkel changed her mind.

No one was more determined to avoid the IMF than ECB president 
Trichet. He had big ambitions for Europe. He would frequently mention, in 
public speeches as well as in private, the size of the euro area and its weight 
in the world. He always insisted that it should be treated and considered as 
a single entity within institutions such as the G7 and G20 and saw the ECB 
as an institution with a global governance role. As he put it in July 2010, 
“Beyond our role as guardians of the euro, we also have to deliver on our 
responsibilities as part of European and global economic governance.”13 
He also knew that he was by far the euro-area policy maker most experi-
enced in problems of international finance. As president of the Paris Club, 
he had personally dealt with, and solved, numerous debt crises in poor 
countries. He mastered perfectly the technique of program negotiations 
and knew how best to balance, in difficult circumstances, the needs for 
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adjustment and financing. He had constantly fought with non-European 
governments to push them toward stronger adjustment. There was no 
doubt in his mind that the euro area could, and should, deal with its own 
problems and that it did not need an external monitor or enforcer.

Consequently, Trichet resisted the German initiative to bring in the IMF 
until the last moment. On March 4, 2010, using the regular ECB press con-
ference, he told journalists that he did “not trust that it would be appropri-
ate to have the introduction of the IMF as a supplier of help.”14 He still 
thought it possible, at that time, to limit the IMF in a role of a technical 
adviser for constructing programs and defining conditionality. On March 
26, on the eve of one decisive meeting of government leaders, he declared to 
French public radio that calling for help outside the euro area would be 
“very, very bad.”15

Despite its initial opposition, the ECB energetically threw itself into the 
negotiations of the Greek program, including its fiscal and structural com-
ponents. The package, as agreed at the May 9, 2010, Ecofin Council, 
involved three elements: a two-part European Stabilization Mechanism 
that consisted of the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) with €440 
billion raised on the basis of joint and mutual government guarantees allo-
cated on the basis of shares in the ECB capital as well as a smaller €60 bil-
lion facility run by the European Commission, the EFSM; IMF support; and 
the engagement of the ECB through an innovative program to provide 
liquidity to stop crisis contagion. The EFSF would borrow on the capital 
markets and lend the proceeds to countries that agreed on a reform pro-
gram. It could also intervene in the primary and secondary bond markets, 
act on the basis of a precautionary program, and finance recapitalizations 
of financial institutions in nonprogram countries through loans to 
governments.

This became institutionalized as the troika of Commission, IMF, and 
ECB, a term originally coined by Greek journalists but then widely used by 
all participants. 

ECB’s Opposition to Deauville
The second shock to the ECB’s vision of how the world should operate 
was more devastating. When Sarkozy and Merkel met in Deauville on 
October 18, 2010, they conjured private sector involvement (PSI) out of 
their magician’s hat. They thought they had produced a beautifully 
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simple solution: by asking creditors, especially banks, to potentially take 
losses on government debts, they would kill several birds with one stone. 
They would instill a sense of responsibility among lenders and limit 
excessive risk-taking. They would also react to a public opinion that was 
growing increasingly hostile to the idea of bailing out the banks. And, 
finally, they would protect their own taxpayers from the costs of such 
bailouts.

Trichet could easily see the likely response of the market. When the 
result of the Deauville walk on the beach became known, the ECB presi-
dent was deeply shocked. He expressed in private his strong opposition to 
PSI, which he believed would destroy financial stability in the euro area. 
At the following European summit, he passionately tried to persuade the 
politicians to reverse course and give up PSI. Trichet had multiple reasons 
for considering PSI to be highly dangerous. First, he thought that the Greek 
case could be resolved with the traditional mix of financing and adjust-
ment that he had practiced and seen practiced over several decades with 
emerging economies with income levels much lower than that of Greece.

Second, and most important, there was a matter of principle and integ-
rity of debt markets. Only totally distressed (and second grade) countries 
would consider reneging on their sovereign obligations. Advanced coun-
tries should never create any doubts about their willingness to pay. It was 
a huge loss of status and a source of enormous dangers. He would often 
say in private “contracts must be honored” and would lament the fact 
that, once PSI had become official policy, sovereign CDSs for Spain were 
higher than Egypt or Pakistan. That development to him seemed to prove 
the absurdity of the Merkel-Sarkozy decision.

Finally, the ECB president was strongly influenced by his long experi-
ence in dealing with debt problems as chairman of the Paris Club. The 
standard practice was rescheduling the debt together with implementing 
a strong adjustment program with concessionality and conditionality 
imbedded in an IMF program. Debt reduction was only accepted as a pos-
sible solution very late in the existence of the club and was considered as 
a very last resort remedy reserved for countries that had lost market 
access, which they would not recover for many years.

Trichet was immediately and vigorously rebuffed at Deauville by the 
French president, Sarkozy, who was reported as telling him that technical 
officials should not criticize elected leaders and that “It was us, the heads 
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of state and government, who took the vital decisions.” In other words, 
the political leaders felt estranged from the ECB, which was now seen as 
part of the banking world, and they now wanted to punish the bankers for 
their excesses.16 The rebuff by President Sarkozy to the ECB president 
made clear that the French side did not anticipate the consequences that 
PSI would bring for sovereign euro-debt markets. At the time of Deau-
ville, it seemed to offer an easy way out of the request for stronger budget 
discipline. It was also intended to facilitate the financing of the Greek pro-
gram, which was becoming more and more difficult every day.

Trichet's gloomy predictions proved correct. Soon after PSI was decided 
in principle, and even before it became official policy, spreads started to 
increase for peripheral countries’ debt (as well as sovereign credit default 
swaps) and the gap between long-term interest rates inside the euro area 
widened. This was especially spectacular for Ireland, Spain, and Italy. 
Before Deauville, those countries could still be considered immune from 
the crisis (although a small divergence in interest rates had appeared). 
After Deauville, the spreads started to diverge from Germany, France, and 
other core countries.

The aftermath of Deauville was intense confrontation between the ECB 
and many euro-area governments on the possibility of a Greek default. 
Default, in any form, was opposed by the ECB, which explicitly threatened, 
on many occasions, to cut off financing to Greece by not accepting Greek 
collateral in the event of a default. Such a step would have forced the Euro-
pean governments to take over the totality of Greece’s financing needs.

There were plenty of analogies for such a process from the history of 
emerging market debt crises: in 1982, in the Latin American debt crisis, 
Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil did not formally default, but payment 
terms were stretched out. The first two of these countries never defaulted; 
only Brazil went into a formal default, but in 1987, five years after the out-
break of the crisis.

The ECB’s refusal to contemplate any kind of default obliged the gov-
ernments to negotiate a voluntary restructuring with private creditor 
banks (represented by the Institute for International Finance, chaired by 
Josef Ackermann of Deutsche Bank). Long and painful interactions took 
place through the second quarter of 2011. The negotiations were compli-
cated by technicalities and ambiguities about rating agencies’ qualifica-
tion of different possible scenarios. It took some time for participants to 
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agree that a voluntary restructuring would lead to a selective default (SD), 
a misnomer in the sense that it was not a credit event but the ultimate step 
of a downgrading.

Finally, a compromise on the Greek issue was reached at the July 21, 
2011, EU Summit in Brussels. As usual, the summit meeting was antici-
pated in a bilateral Franco-German meeting on July 20. At the same time, 
the ECB governing council was meeting in Frankfurt (July 21). While 
chairing the governing council, the ECB president received an invitation 
to join the political leaders in Brussels. It was clear there were serious dis-
agreements between Berlin and Paris, especially on PSI. President Sarkozy 
took the initiative in inviting the ECB president with the hope that he 
could act as a referee. The request was discussed in the ECB governing 
council, after which the president decided to immediately go to Brussels 
on the basis of a precise mandate: to eliminate PSI.

The summit decision appeared as a mixed success for the Trichet prin-
ciple. The summit declaration stated: “We reaffirm our commitment to the 
euro and to do whatever is needed to ensure the financial stability of the 
euro area as a whole and its Member States.”17 For Greece, PSI was to be 
implemented through a voluntary restructuring, and the ECB accepted 
the idea of a selective default. The ECB obtained some additional protec-
tion with the governments pledging €35 billion (in the form of EFSF notes) 
as a guarantee toward its exposure to Greece. Trichet managed to ensure 
the insertion of a statement in the communiqué to the effect that Greece 
was an exceptional case. For all other countries, their governments com-
mitted to fully respecting their signatures: in other words, there would be 
no further PSI.

Overall, the PSI agreed upon by the heads of state during the summit 
was favorable to creditors. For this reason, it was modified considerably 
by the troika before it was finally implemented in March 2012 amounting 
to a 79 cent per euro haircut of original principal. Even after that modifica-
tion the Greek debt level still was not sustainable.18

The ECB and Conditionality

Since the outbreak of the global crisis in 2008, banks have had unlimited 
access to ECB liquidity. There was one condition: they had to provide ade-
quate collateral, and the ECB ultimately decided what “adequate” meant. 
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In normal times, this is not an issue. Good quality collateral is abundant, 
principally in the form of highly rated government debt. But the old 
guides to central banking emphasize how monetary policy in crises needs 
to be made with unusual assets: Bagehot quotes a director of the Bank of 
England in 1825 as saying, “we were not on some occasions over-nice.”19 
Not being over-nice in the glare of politics and public opinion is, however, 
a tough job.

Starting in 2010, rating agencies had embarked on a cycle of constant 
downgrading of peripheral countries’ government debts (and bank debt 
as well). Very soon, the statutory limits enshrined in the ECB rules were 
reached. Collateral was not adequate anymore. Strict implementation of 
the rules would lead to interruption in the financing of banks and, by con-
sequence, their economies and their governments. The governing council 
had to take over and discretionally decide what collateral would be 
acceptable. Did the ECB take more risk upon itself because of its collateral 
changes as well as the much larger lending during the crisis? The answer 
to this question is an obvious yes, if one takes the risk management 
approach of a private institution, which must regard prices and general 
market conditions as exogenous to its action. The answer is most likely no, 
if one takes into account that, unlike a private institution (think of the 
small country assumption in international economics), market equilib-
rium is endogenous to central bank action.20

These considerations highlight that, after the ECB played the role of 
lender of last resort for banks when the financial crisis emerged, the Euro-
pean debt crisis forced it to think about its role as a lender of last resort for 
governments. As the Maastricht Treaty technically prevented the ECB 
from monetary financing—printing money to support government 
debt—it was forced to find its own way in the policy sphere. Large debates 
emerged about the exact role the ECB ought to have regarding fiscal pol-
icy, most notably, to what extent should it be involved in the decision 
whether a country is solvent? This section aims at surveying these 
debates.

Sovereigns and Liquidity Risk Revisited
Government debt should normally not be subject to liquidity risk, as any 
temporary shortfall of funds can be made up by its central bank. In other 
words, the central bank can smooth out funding needs. However, 
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countries in the euro area did not have their own central bank, and hence 
their debt was essentially subsovereign debt. Therefore, they were subject 
to liquidity and run risk (as we discussed in detail in chapter 7), and as a 
consequence peripheral sovereign debt carried an extra liquidity-risk 
premium.

As risk premia rose in 2011–2012, a debate emerged about whether the 
ECB should become a lender of last resort, freely purchasing government 
debt of various membership countries.21 The Dutch economist Willem 
Buiter, in a series of papers, even proposed that the ECB should become a 
market maker of last resort, as the ECB was de facto already fulfilling this 
duty through indirect asset purchases of sovereign debt (to be discussed 
in the next section of this chapter) and through financial regulation 
designed at requiring banks to hold more sovereign debt, particularly 
from peripheral countries. Making the duty official would only increase 
its effectiveness, he advocated.

Yet, beyond breaking the treaties, purchasing government debt exposes 
the ECB to default risk should a government not fully pay back its debt. 
The risk would be even larger if the sovereigns did not conduct politically 
unpopular but necessary structural reforms. ECB intervention that lowers 
interest rates has indeed two effects: First, the lower interest cost increases 
the sustainability of debt. Second, the removal of the pressure for govern-
ments to implement reforms reduces the debt sustainability—a classic 
moral hazard issue. Losses incurred by the ECB would then be monetary 
financing of government deficits, which would surely exceed the ECB’s 
original purposes. The Germans, in particular, were intent on avoiding the 
use of their taxpayers’ money potentially paying for the reluctance of the 
South to undertake reforms.

Game of Chicken and Conditionality
In essence, the ECB and the governments were playing a classic game of 
chicken (see chapter 5 for details): if the ECB did not intervene in buying 
government debts, the governments would have more incentives to enact 
structural reforms to save the country, but if the ECB intervened and the 
governments did nothing (fiscal dominance), the default risk would not 
decline despite the ECB’s intervention. With government bonds on its bal-
ance sheet after an intervention, the ECB is exposed to default risk that 
constitutes monetary financing. The game was even more complicated as 
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the ECB faced not one but eighteen (and after the inclusion of Lithuania 
nineteen) governments, with often conflicting views on adjustment. They 
wanted to save the euro, but they did not want to pay the price for it by 
either providing financial help (the creditors) or carrying out macroeco-
nomic adjustments (the debtor countries).

So how could the ECB provide liquidity support and yet ensure that 
governments do their part to reduce default risk? The route it took has 
been labeled “conditionality.” In essence, conditionality involved the pro-
vision of liquidity conditional on reform measures being undertaken, and 
the ECB became a quasi-fiscal player in the European crisis.

Given the inaction of governments, the ECB had no choice but to 
become deeply involved in the management of policy conditionality. Early 
on, it took partial responsibility for devising the first Greek adjustment 
program. That function became permanent and institutionalized as the 
ECB, together with the Commission and the IMF, became part of the troika 
defining and monitoring conditionality in program countries inside the 
euro area. Trichet was naturally at ease with this configuration, which 
seemed to him like a logical extension of his Paris Club work, and saw a 
possibility of coordinating with the Ecofin in devising and implementing 
conditionality for program countries. Not all members of the governing 
council were fully comfortable with a role in implementing conditionality, 
even if it would allow for a better protection of the institution’s financial 
interests.

Italian Tensions: ECB’s Conditionality in Action
The ECB pushed the application of conditionality to the extreme, in the 
case of Italy, which now took center stage in this phase of the European 
crisis. The Deauville decision had affected Italian and Spanish yields. As 
the cost of financing debt increased because the euro area no longer had a 
single interest rate for government debt, it looked as if Italy needed a new 
approach to its budget. Italy had a very large stock of debt stemming from 
large-scale government borrowing before the introduction of the euro. 
Unlike Greece or Spain or Ireland, there had been no spectacular property 
boom in the 2000s, and indeed growth was very low. The government was 
operating a primary surplus: that is, the cost of government except for 
debt service was more than met by revenue. But it was extremely sensitive 
to an increase in borrowing costs.
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Tensions rose between the Italian prime minister, Silvio Berlusconi, and 
the finance minister, Giulio Tremonti, in the summer of 2011, who insisted 
on the need for budget cuts. The spat was overshadowed by a backdrop of 
judicial inquiries: Italian magistrates had charged Berlusconi with tax 
offenses as well as with involvement with underage prostitutes, and Trem-
onti was investigated for living in a rent-free apartment. But the clash 
between the two men also indicated the problems of running democratic 
regimes in a Europe of austerity and budgetary orthodoxy. Berlusconi 
seemed to reject Tremonti’s plans and stated that he needed to think about 
winning elections. As the crisis escalated, Tremonti raised the stakes by 
asserting, “If I fall, Italy falls. And if Italy falls, then the euro falls.”22

The ECB inserted itself into this debate in 2011, with a demand for 
greater budgetary austerity as part of the conditionality of the extension of 
the Securities Markets Program (SMP) to Italy (and Spain). The letter was 
signed by Trichet as well as the governor of the Banca d’Italia, Mario Dra-
ghi, who had also been nominated as Trichet’s successor. Draghi was in a 
difficult position. Originally, there had been substantial opposition to his 
candidacy for the presidency of the ECB. There was French opposition 
because he had worked for some time at Goldman Sachs, which was 
regarded as the ultimate incarnation of Anglo-Saxon finance and Wall 
Street greed and evil. Populists in Germany, on the other hand, pointed to 
the fact that he was Italian, and the German tabloid Bild Zeitung screamed 
“Mamma Mia,” adding that inflation belonged to Italy as surely as tomato 
sauce to spaghetti.23 (The Bild later made amends and presented Draghi 
with an honorary Pickelhaube, the Prussian spiked helmet, as a sign of his 
commitment to the principles of austere Prussian rectitude.)

Market analysts had known about the ECB letter after a few days, but 
its content was kept secret. Berlusconi refused repeated calls to make it 
public. A full text was finally leaked and published in English by the Cor-
riere Della Serra on September 29, 2011. The political backlash was immedi-
ate and strong. Umberto Bossi, the leader of the populist Northern League, 
a coalition partner of the Berlusconi party, lambasted the ECB's letter as 
“an attempt to overthrow the government.”24 In a clear reference to Dra-
ghi, he added, “I fear that this letter was done in Rome. He’s gone from 
here into Europe, but he’s always in Rome.” Bossi also refused to support 
many of the measures included in the letter, especially pension cuts. From 
that moment, the coalition government was probably doomed.
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An analogous letter by the ECB, and countersigned by the governor of 
the Bank of Spain, addressed to the Spanish government also laid out the 
details of a reform program. Unlike the Italian letter, it received no public-
ity at the time, and its existence was only revealed a few years later in the 
memoirs of Spain’s then prime minister Zapatero. Berlusconi had clearly 
made himself more vulnerable than his Spanish counterpart.

On November 4, 2011, Berlusconi went to the G20 summit in Cannes 
and had a private joint meeting with Merkel and Sarkozy, during which 
he was strongly urged to act decisively. Berlusconi saw the meeting as a 
public humiliation, especially as Merkel and Sarkozy seemed to grin or 
smirk at a press reference about him. In Parliament, Berlusconi had lost 
his majority and would not survive a vote of confidence. But the manner 
and mechanism of his fall gave rise to the suspicion that Germany was 
imposing its demands and its choices on Italy. Chancellor Merkel talked 
on the telephone with the president of the republic, Giorgio Napolitano 
(whose office was mainly symbolic but played a considerable role at 
moments of governmental instability), on November 7, 2011. The next day, 
November 8, Berlusconi announced his resignation, just days after the fall 
of Greek prime minister Papandreou in Greece. His successor, Mario 
Monti, was an academic and a devout Catholic with a personally blame-
less life that contrasted with the morass of fiscal and sexual scandal that 
emanated from Berlusconi, but he was also someone who as a highly suc-
cessful former EU commissioner with responsibility for competition pol-
icy had the confidence of Europe’s elites.

The ECB’s conditionality policy also played a major role in Greece, 
eventually contributing to the dismissal of Papandreou in November 
2011. As in Italy, a technocrat became the new prime minister. In the case 
of Greece, the former vice president of the ECB, Lucas Papademos, became 
prime minister of Greece on November 11, 2011, for six months.

ELAs in Ireland, Cyprus, and Greece
Already in the early phase of the crisis, the interbank market, where banks 
normally lend funding surpluses and meet their borrowing needs, froze 
up as banks no longer trusted each other and wanted to deal only with the 
central bank as a counterparty. Many European banks thus became heav-
ily dependent on the ECB and the NCBs for meeting their funding needs. 
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As good quality collateral ran out, banks primarily relied on emergency 
liquidity assistance (ELA) from their own NCBs, which could employ 
more lax collateral standards. ELA provides support at a penalty rate after 
a vote of the ECB council to “prevent or mitigate potential systemic effects 
on financial institutions, including repercussions for market infrastructure 
such as the disruption of payment and settlement systems.” The risk from 
these credits was retained by the NCB and ultimately by its government. 
However, Article 32.4 of the ECB statute implied de facto that a two-thirds 
majority in the ECB general council could impose a cap on a single NCB’s 
emergency liquidity assistance. For all practical purposes, the country 
would in effect be excluded from the euro.

Although apparently technical, those decisions had vital consequences 
for the member countries. With private capital flows all but interrupted, 
in effect, the ECB took full control over financial inflows in peripheral 
countries. Circumstances had placed the ECB as the ultimate manager of 
financial stability in the euro area. It became the referee on individual 
countries’ financial viability. And beyond, it had the last word on the 
survival of the euro. A decision by the ECB to stop financing banks from 
one specific country would shut off its financial system from the rest of 
the euro area. Deprived of liquidity, its banks could no longer transfer 
funds.

This mechanism played a major role during the crisis, most notably in 
Ireland, Cyprus, and Greece. We now turn to these three cases.

Ireland
After years of sustained economic growth, Ireland was severely hit by the 
financial crisis. As Patrick Honohan, the governor of the Central Bank of 
Ireland, put it, “The Irish banking system was, in effect, on a life-support 
system since September 2008. Complacency resulted in the banks fueling 
the late stage of an obvious construction bubble with massive foreign bor-
rowing, leaving them exposed to solvency and liquidity risks which in 
past times would have been inconceivable.”25 Although many had warned 
that the banking sector might prove insolvent in the face of a downturn in 
housing prices, this eventuality was not adequately forecasted by relevant 
economic actors. On top of that, debt overhang prevented the recovery of 
growth, and as Jörg Asmussen (then a member of the executive board of 
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the ECB) pointed out in a speech given in Dublin, the Celtic Tiger also 
suffered from a serious lack of competitiveness.26

The Irish government stepped in to save the financial sector: it decided 
on September 30, 2008, to guarantee (for two years) bank liabilities and 
later committed to large recapitalization programs. These unilaterally 
taken decisions were not approved by the ECB, which expressed its disap-
proval in two published opinions in October 2008. It particularly worried 
about the negative externalities caused by the guarantees that the banks 
were given, that a diabolic loop between sovereigns and banks would take 
place, and pointed out the lack of coordination with European partners 
and institutions, notably the ECB. The negotiations on Ireland produced a 
substantial amount of tension and animosity. Many European countries 
resented the long-standing Irish low-tax regime, and they thought that the 
blanket guarantee given by the Irish government to bank deposits in the 
wake of the Lehman failure was a hostile competitive act that would suck 
deposits out of other euro-area countries. In March 2010, the Irish govern-
ment had to issue a promissory note of €30.6 billion to fund the bailout of 
the Anglo-Irish Bank and the Irish Nationwide Building Society, a move 
that pushed up the debt and the financing needs of the Irish government. 
At one point in the discussion, France insisted (unsuccessfully) that Ire-
land increase the very low rate of corporate taxation (12.5%), which it saw 
as a race to the bottom.

As the bank guarantee was set to expire in 2010, interest rates in Ireland 
started to spike and diverge from the euro-area average rate. Ireland and 
its banks soon lost market access. The Irish bank problems then forced the 
ECB to step in significantly: its liquidity provisions (including ELAs) 
amounted to €90 billion in January 2010 and €140 billion in November 
2010—85 percent of the Irish GDP at that time and a quarter of the total 
ECB lending.27 This represented at that time the largest exposure to a sin-
gle country the ECB had ever taken.

Trichet and the vice president of the ECB, Vitor Constâncio, implied that 
Irish banks, which depended very heavily on the ECB, could no longer rely 
forever on funding from the Eurosystem.28 At first, the Irish response was 
that no external help was needed, but the banks began to suffer from a 
rapid withdrawal of deposits. By November 18, 2010, the governor of the 
Irish Central Bank, Patrick Honohan, said that his government was “defi-
nitely likely” to ask for a support operation, and the official demand came 
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on the weekend of November 20–21, 2010.29 In Ireland, extending the bank 
guarantee was controversial. When the final rescue package of €85 billion 
was worked out on November 27–28, it produced a new controversy. The 
fact that German and French banks were substantial creditors of the Irish 
banking system, and that the ECB was pressing against any haircut for 
senior bank bondholders, was interpreted as evidence less of a theoreti-
cally coherent position on PSI than as a sign that the ECB had been cap-
tured by the German and French governments and their banks.

In an infamous exchange of letters between Jean-Claude Trichet and 
Brian Lenihan (then minister of finance) recently declassified by the ECB, 
the former recalled that the ECB’s support for Ireland was not unlimited 
and subject to specific rules. In particular, the second letter (dated Novem-
ber 19, 2010) described conditions under which the provisions of liquidity, 
ELAs in particular, would be continued.30

1) The Irish government shall send a request for financial support to 
the Eurogroup;

2) The request shall include the commitment to undertake decisive 
actions in the areas of fiscal consolidation, structural reforms and 
financial sector restructuring, in agreement with the European Com-
mission, the International Monetary Fund and the ECB;

3) The plan for the restructuring of the Irish financial sector shall 
include the provision of the necessary capital to those Irish banks 
needing it and will be funded by the financial resources provided at 
the European and international level to the Irish government as well 
as by financial means currently available to the Irish government, 
including existing cash reserves of the Irish government;

4) The repayment of the funds provided in the form of ELA shall be 
fully guaranteed by the Irish government, which would ensure the 
payment of immediate compensation to the Central Bank of Ireland 
in the event of missed payments on the side of the recipient 
institutions.

The provision of extra capital to Irish banks at that time helped primarily 
the ECB and the Central Bank of Ireland. The Irish Central Bank had accu-
mulated a very large exposure to the Irish banking sector as a result of an 
earlier move that allowed French and German banks as well as US money 
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market funds to reduce their Irish exposure at favorable prices. In a reply 
two days later, Lenihan agreed to meet these conditions. The ECB granted 
cheap funding through depository notes for Ireland and maintained ELA 
access, which succeeded at calming financial tensions. The ECB even par-
ticipated in the four-year economic strategy that the Irish government for-
mulated to spur economic growth. However, the involvement of the ECB 
inside the political process clearly demonstrated that the ECB had to deal 
with policy makers and impose its conditions to conduct its monetary pol-
icy successfully.

Cyprus
Cyprus is a small country with a small economy and should not have been 
capable of blowing up the whole euro area. It also looked as if it was another 
version of the overbloated expansion of a financial system that had done 
damage in small countries such as Iceland and Ireland as well as in Great 
Britain and Switzerland. Two sets of arguments converged: the belief that 
overlarge banks were dangerous and the analysis of debt dynamics that 
suggested that there were limits beyond which too much government debt 
could be dangerous and would destroy financial stability.

The growing worries about a transfer union in the Northern European 
states meshed with an acute aversion to using taxpayers’ money to poten-
tially bailout Greek, Ukrainian, and Russian oligarchs. But a full bailout, 
which would have required some €17 billion, would have raised the gov-
ernment debt to an unsustainable amount. The IMF pushed for a smaller 
sum and for a bank contribution. Using what the Icelandic government 
had done as a model, it suggested a scheme that played well with the Ger-
man government: a merger of the two large Cyprus banks and a new bank 
that would save the deposits of small depositors (with accounts under 
€100,000) and put large deposits in a bad bank.

In an initial negotiation, on the night of March 15–16, 2013, the Cyprus 
government feared that this would lead to an end of its banking model as 
Russian and other foreign depositors were severely punished. So the gov-
ernment proposed a tax (not a debt restructuring with a haircut) of 6.75 
percent on small deposits and 9.9 percent on large deposits (on the 
assumption that anything over 10% would be interpreted as punitive). But 
the measure set off violent demonstrations and was rejected by the Cyprus 
Parliament.
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It is in the next week of negotiations that the ECB largely tried to influ-
ence the plan. Although the ECB’s exposure to Cyprus was much smaller 
than to Ireland, ELAs were technically the only reason allowing the two 
banks to survive, as Wolfgang Schäuble duly acknowledged.31 But as the 
solvency of these institutions was put into question, the ECB was forced to 
act. On March 21, 2013, it issued a press release that was quite explicit:

The Governing Council of the European Central Bank decided to 
maintain the current level of Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) 
until Monday, 25 March 2013. Thereafter, Emergency Liquidity 
Assistance (ELA) could only be considered if an EU/IMF program is 
in place that would ensure the solvency of the concerned banks.32

After a week of tense negotiations, another version of the original plan 
was finally accepted by Cyprus, involving both a rescue for small savers 
and a harsher loss for the large bank deposit holders. But once again, the 
push of the ECB was instrumental in making it happen.

Greece
Greece encountered serious economic problems after the financial crisis, 
which revealed cracks in public accounting and led to a severe debt crisis 
that peaked on two occasions, in 2012 and 2015 (see figure 15.3), with a 
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debate about the possible departure of Greece from the monetary union 
(Grexit). Both of these crises were covered in the previous chapters from a 
broad European perspective, but it is informative to focus on the conten-
tious role the ECB played in 2015 in this section.

In January 2015, Greeks elected Alexis Tsipras as the new prime minis-
ter. The head of the far-left party Syriza promised to take a pro-stimulus 
stand and refused to keep the austerity that had plunged Greece into a 
severe depression. Both he and his finance minister Yanis Varoufakis 
believed that their stance might swing the whole of Europe toward anti- 
austerity. But insolvency fears for both Greek banks and the Greek gov-
ernment started to rise again, potentially threatening the financial stability 
of the country. It soon became clear that Greece would need a further bail-
out program, and harsh negotiations regarding the terms and conditions 
followed.

On February 4, 2015, the governing council of the ECB, which they state 
was “based on the fact that it is not currently possible to assume a success-
ful conclusion of the review of the European Union/International Mone-
tary Fund programme for the Hellenic Republic, and in line with existing 
Eurosystem rules,” decided to lift the waiver affecting marketable debt 
instruments issued or fully guaranteed by the Hellenic Republic.33 These 
waivers previously weakened credit rating requirements for Greek banks, 
which allowed them to obtain liquid central bank assets; their removal 
meant that Greek banks were forced to ask for ELAs. The ceiling of the 
ELA credit would have to be approved by the ECB’s governing council.

A four-month extension of an existing bailout program for Greece was 
finally adopted, but tensions soon grew again, climaxing when Tsipras 
caught Europe by surprise by calling the Greek people to directly vote on 
the acceptance of the newly negotiated bailout program.

This put the ECB in a difficult position regarding the pursuance of ELA 
financing, and the debate that it had to deal with was very much along the 
lines already explored in this book. On the one hand, stopping ELAs 
would probably trigger the collapse of the Greek financial system, possi-
bly leading to the Grexit that the ECB sought to avoid. On the other hand, 
the ECB had to protect its assets, and the large ELA provisions it had given 
to Greek banks would be lost if no fiscal bailout (and a Grexit) occurred; 
hence, providing more would only make that problem larger. Moreover, 
the ECB also had to deal with a government deemed unreliable and whose 
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ultimate objective might have been to run up TARGET2 claims. Higher 
TARGET2 claims increased the losses the rest of Europe would suffer in 
the case of Grexit and hence would improve Greece’s bargaining power.

These tensions were reflected in the behavior of the ECB before the 
referendum and also after the latter was refused. The ECB did not for-
mally threaten Greece with removal of the ELAs, but glimpses of dis-
courses from its leaders suggested that it was considering it as an option.  
Ultimately—after Greek banks were closed for a couple of days—a fiscal 
bailout program was accepted and the ELA provision maintained, but 
for some, the ECB’s behavior had once again exceeded its mandate. 
 Martin Hellwig, one of the most acclaimed German economists, notably 
stated that the ECB should not have the right to put political pressure on 
member states and argued how the provision of ELAs to Greek banks 
did not break any rules of its mandate.34 In a powerful analogy, he 
recalled the 1931 episode in Germany when the then German central 
bank, the Reichsbank (at the insistence of foreign central bank creditors, 
the Bank of England and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York), ceased 
to support German banks, triggering an economic crisis that featured a 
20 percent drop in output and pushed 2 million Germans into unemploy-
ment, contributing to the rise of the disaster that followed.35 On the other 
hand, one might also argue that the ECB had no other choice, as a gener-
ous liquidity provision to banks with insufficient collateral could have 
set a dangerous precedent of effectively helping a euro-area government 
that conducted short-sighted and non-sustainable policies with negative 
spillover effects on other countries. In sum, the ELA debate renewed the 
worry about the political character of the policy impositions of Europe’s 
central bank.

Lending and Asset Purchase Programs

As mentioned earlier, lending against collateral (in the form of repo oper-
ations) is a standard practice of central banks for implementing monetary 
policy. Those operations primarily affect short-term interest rates.

The global financial crisis created an exceptional situation that called 
for extra monetary stimulus. Central banks reacted by bringing their 
(short-term) policy rates to zero. That proved insufficient. Confronted 
with the zero lower bound, central banks had to invent new ways of 
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creating monetary accommodation. They started to implement unconven-
tional monetary policies through various means. One important approach 
was to try and bring down long-term rates by acting directly on the long-
term bond market. That could only be achieved through buying securities, 
notably long-term government bonds. Those long-term asset purchases 
are commonly known as quantitative easing.

There are two crucial differences for the ECB between refinancing oper-
ations (taking securities as collateral in a short-term repo transaction), the 
conventional way, and purchasing securities, the unconventional way.36 
First, with refinancing operations, the central bank provides liquidity to 
the banks. In contrast, when it purchases government bonds, it still directly 
provides liquidity to the banking system, but their actions mean that the 
ECB is also indirectly providing liquidity to governments. And, second, 
refinancing carries little risk in principle (if value of collateral assets is 
sufficiently high, i.e., if the haircut is large enough). Purchases, on the con-
trary, are inherently risky, as the government issuing the bonds may 
default on its debt. This would create losses for the central bank. Of course, 
in the case of the ECB, which is indirectly owned by all euro-area govern-
ments, the risk taken on by the ECB is in fact carried by all the others. And, 
as the ECB occasionally pointed out, central banks can create money and 
as a result can operate with negative equity. They are thus protected from 
insolvency.

Those two differences explain the absolute and irreducible German 
hostility to the purchase of government bonds by the ECB. Germany con-
siders any direct support by the central bank to a government as a viola-
tion of the prohibition of monetary financing. The 1924 Reichsbank Law, 
in the aftermath of the disastrous Great Inflation, and the 1953 law estab-
lishing the Bank Deutscher Länder, the predecessor of the Bundesbank, 
both contained ceilings (but not an absolute prohibition) for the purchase 
of government debt by the central bank. In addition, for Germans, such 
monetary financing exacerbates moral hazard problems as it reduces the 
incentive of governments to adjust their fiscal stance and reduce their 
debt. Finally, piling up risk in the ECB's balance sheet creates the possibil-
ity of fiscal transfers between member states, a violation of the no-bailout 
clause. The Bundesbank has shown that it is prepared to go very far to 
expand liquidity-provision programs. It never could bring itself to sup-
port and accept public debt purchases. This is the case as long as those 
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purchases take place on the (secondary) market and not directly at issu-
ance and as long as the bond-purchasing program does not discriminate 
between countries.

Asset purchases started with the Covered Bond Purchase Programme 
(CBPP), announced in July 2009, in which the ECB and the national cen-
tral banks purchased covered bonds for a total of €60 billion to stabilize 
these troubled markets and recapitalize banks indirectly. These were pur-
chases of private assets and, therefore, not contentious. Covered bonds 
are traditional bonds covered by earmarking of (usually) first-class mort-
gages or public sector loans: hence, these purchases were viewed as free 
of default risk.

The chasm between Germany and the ECB opened when the governing 
council decided to start purchasing government debt. This happened in 
May 2010, well before there was any project of quantitative easing in the 
euro area. The first ECB asset purchase program was the May 2010 Securi-
ties Markets Programme (SMP), which for the first time allowed National 
Central Banks (NCBs) to “conduct outright interventions in the euro-area 
public and private debt securities markets.”37 The ECB embarked on pur-
chases of some government debt for reasons not directly related to mone-
tary accommodation. The purposes of the first programs were different 
from quantitative easing. The stated objective was twofold: preserve 
financial stability and allow efficient implementation of monetary policy 
in all parts of the euro area.

In May 2010, the central banks of the Eurosystem were allowed for the 
first time to purchase government bonds on secondary markets on a large 
scale. This change of position, supported by ECB president Jean-Claude 
Trichet, sparked harsh discussion among German academics and policy 
makers—eventually leading to the resignation of Axel Weber, then presi-
dent of the Bundesbank. Germans saw in the SMP the shadow of indirect 
monetary financing, even though purchases of Southern public bonds 
(Greece, Portugal, etc.) were “sterilized,” that is, they were accompanied by 
operations withdrawing liquidity through offering interest bearing depos-
its to banks, thus draining money from financial markets.

The very long-term refinancing operations (VLTROs) began in 2011, a 
traditional refinancing through collateral—although with exceptional 
maturity: banks were given financing for a period of three years (instead 
of three months for LTROs, the longer-term refinancing operations). This 
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was supported by the Bundesbank, although it was somehow expected 
that banks would start to again buy long-term government debt from their 
home countries, seen, by some analysts, as implicit monetary financing.

It is with this in mind that one needs to analyze Draghi’s 2012 London 
speech and the outright monetary transactions (OMT) program that fol-
lowed. The OMT was a vast asset purchase program whose objective was 
to bring down interest rates on peripheral bonds. The increase in value of 
these government bonds, which were mostly held by peripheral banks, 
should lead to capital gains and indirectly recapitalize and reduce funding 
costs of peripheral banks. The hope was that this would also attenuate the 
segmentation of credit markets and eliminate the redenomination risk 
(discussed in chapter 11) that was appearing inside the euro-area capital 
markets. Like the SMP, the OMT was conditional.

Quantitative easing was launched in 2015. This time the conditionality 
was very limited, which ultimately only ruled out Greece. This ultimate 
stretch was accepted because the official objective was not to provide 
liquidity or funding for governments but to increase inflation expecta-
tions, which were desperately low—including in Northern countries such 
as Germany. In addition, it was targeted at the entire euro area and not to 
only a part of it, like the SMP or the OMT. The success of the program 
along this dimension is still a matter of discussion, but there is evidence 
that it provided a useful firewall against contagion during the Grexit 
threat in 2015.

The rest of this subsection lays out the details of the programs, in par-
ticular of the different actors involved in their creation, deliberation, and 
criticism.

Securities Markets Programme
The initiation of the Securities Markets Programme (SMP) in May 2010 
triggered both publicity and dissent. On May 6, Trichet stated that the ECB 
was not considering buying bonds, but just four days later, on May 10, in 
the aftermath of the May 9 Ecofin meeting, he announced the Securities 
Purchase Program. That announcement was seen as an unprecedented 
reversal and a major surprise. The policy environment had suddenly 
changed with the “flash crash” on the New York Stock Exchange that took 
place on May 6, introducing a new element of market uncertainty. The 
1,000 point fall in the Dow Jones Industrial Average was a chaotic 
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computer-generated response to a single large trade in an atmosphere of 
nervousness created by the Greek crisis.38 The ECB wanted to act promptly, 
before the Eurogroup started to debate the issue, so as not to give the 
impression they were engaged in any sort of negotiation or trade-off with 
governments. The members of the ECB council may have had the feeling, 
from previous internal conversations, that they could reach consensus on 
launching that program. They also took great care in explaining that the 
new initiative did not constitute monetary financing of governments, as 
all monetary impact would be instantly and fully sterilized.

Whatever discussions occurred prior to the ECB decision on securities 
markets purchases, there was no mention in the communication of any 
deep disagreements inside the governing council. Five members of the 
council had opposed the initiative, but only one spoke publicly about the 
issue. The president of the Bundesbank, Axel Weber, was extremely 
unhappy and said in a newspaper interview that the SMP posed “signifi-
cant stability risks.”39 This was the first time a member of the governing 
council publicly dissented from a major decision. This highlighted another 
difference between the German and French views. German central bank-
ers think that ECB council members are personally accountable for their 
decision and their sole loyalty is to the ECB's mandate, while from a 
French perspective the loyalty is to the ECB president and the governing 
council.

Meanwhile, the crisis was widening. The August ECB council was imme-
diately followed by a surge in Irish bond yields, and central bank governor 
Patrick Honohan spoke of “a setback for our hopes of a narrowing to reflect 
the fiscal credibility of the country.”40 Portugal had been downgraded by 
the rating agencies in the summer of 2010 and in September concluded an 
austerity package with tax hikes and cuts in civil service pay.

Other governors may have shared Weber’s views but kept silent in 
public. That set him apart from the rest of the group and triggered the 
chain of events that ultimately led to his withdrawal from the race for  
the ECB president. Sarkozy, in particular, was less than enthusiastic about 
the German central banker and deployed much energy in identifying 
alternative candidates. Weber was also aware that his stance on the SMP 
had estranged him from his colleagues in the governing council. As he put 
it himself, his “clear position” on major decisions had “not always been  
beneficial for my acceptance by some governments.”41 Sticking to his 
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principles, Weber informed the ECB board and the German chancellor 
that he would not consider the ECB job and also that he would resign from 
the Bundesbank presidency, effective on April 30, 2011. Weber’s with-
drawal was a blow for German influence on European monetary policy 
making, though Merkel never really believed that a German should take 
the top position at the ECB.

Yet, these asset-purchase decisions were not just a question of personal-
ities: this was a moment in which a substantial part of conservative opinion 
in Germany turned against the ECB and the monetary union. The influen-
tial leading center-right paper, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, con-
cluded, “Since a transfer union has been effectively introduced and the 
central bank is now under political command, the fate of the euro as a soft 
currency and the failure of the monetary union are certain.”42 Some of the 
German academics who in the 1990s had tried to stop the monetary union 
now emerged again with a new challenge to the constitutionality of the 
rescue package that would be decided by the German Constitutional Court.

Despite these troubles, the ECB pushed on with the SMP. A teleconfer-
ence of the governing council took place on the evening of Sunday, August 
7, 2011. A communiqué was issued later by the president stating that the 
governing council considered “fundamental that governments stand 
ready to activate the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) in the 
secondary market,” and on the basis of the above assessments that the 
ECB would actively implement its Securities Markets Programme with 
respect also to Italy and Spain, without a formal program and conse-
quently with substantially looser conditionality.43

Around that time, the Belgian economist Paul de Grauwe called atten-
tion to a destabilizing phenomenon that arises when a country with large 
amounts of sovereign debt does not have its own central bank. As dis-
cussed in chapter 7, a national central bank within a currency union can-
not simply counteract a possible liquidity squeeze or run. Hence, this 
country’s sovereign debt is subsovereign—using Charles Goodhart’s  
terminology—and its interest rate is higher as it also carries a liquidity-risk 
premium.44 De Grauwe advocated direct support to governments on the 
part of the ECB acting as “lender of last resort to governments,” a concept 
the ECB strongly resisted.

The concept found a ready echo outside the euro area. Non-euro coun-
tries were afraid that contagion could spread and affect major peripheral 
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economies: Spain and Italy. Using the G7 and G20 forums, they provided 
open and increasingly vocal policy advice on the necessity for the euro 
area to build up a strong firewall or, to use the British prime minister’s 
words (borrowed from US discussions of the appropriate response to the 
financial crisis), a “big bazooka.” The idea of the central bank as a “lender 
of last resort to governments” was quickly adopted by market analysts as 
well as some non-euro governments. Most kept their recommendations 
private, with the sole exception of United Kingdom, whose ministers 
called openly for ECB interventions.

Not surprisingly, those ideas were rejected by German authorities (the 
government and the Bundesbank) as being in contradiction with the prohi-
bition of monetary financing. There was also no support by the Eurosys-
tem, which had for many months insisted that it was the governments’ 
responsibility to ensure liquidity of the debt markets and that the EFSF and 
ESM should be adapted accordingly. There were also doubts that providing 
such a safety net at a time when solvency or willingness to pay was in doubt 
was inviting “real money” outside investors to offload their positions.

December 2011: The Three-Year VLTROs
Draghi Replaces Trichet
On November 1, 2011, Mario Draghi took office as the new president of 
the ECB. Two days later, on November 3, the governing council lowered 
interest rates by 0.25 percent to 1.25 percent, the first reduction in two 
years and coming only four months after an increase justified by height-
ened inflationary expectations. This move was followed one month later 
by another decrease of the same amount. In five weeks, two previous 
increases that occurred in 2011 had been reversed and rates were brought 
down to 1 percent. For Draghi, it was clear that the euro area was now 
confronting a new recession.

Markets were duly impressed. In just a few days, the new president 
managed to project an image of decisiveness and hint at a different style 
from his predecessor, while at the same time affirming continuity in inspi-
ration and proclaiming respect and admiration for his actions. Those 
moves aimed at communicating a new style, trying to shake off the gloom 
that had engulfed the markets and the European process and breaking 
with an endless process of mutual recrimination and paralysis. Trichet 
reveled in long deliberations, deep collective introspections, careful 
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examination of data, intense exchanges of arguments, and progressive 
emergence of consensus. Draghi hated long meetings, quickly showed 
impatience with lengthy statements, and would rather settle divergences 
and arguments in long, bilateral phone conversations.

There was however a real continuity in policies. Trichet had not shied 
away from bold and unexpected moves in the past, antagonizing in the 
process some of the ECB’s most faithful supporters in the German estab-
lishment. And the situation had changed, fully justifying a quick reversal 
of the previous tightening stance. Markets were getting paralyzed, and 
the economic situation deteriorated rapidly. Euro interest rates were the 
highest in advanced economies while growth was weak and inflation 
risks minimal. By moving fast and decisively, Draghi was no doubt 
responding to circumstances as much as seeking to create a new image for 
himself and for the ECB.

There was more to come. At the same December meeting, the ECB gov-
erning council took a major, unprecedented move. It announced two excep-
tional operations of liquidity provision to the banks for unlimited amounts 
with a three-year maturity. Those VLTROs came as a total surprise and 
solidified the reputation of the new ECB president as a bold operator.

Crucially, the governing council unanimously agreed to the VLTROs, 
with the explicit consent of its German members: the new Bundesbank 
president Jens Weidmann and chief economist Jürgen Stark—although the 
latter came to publicly criticize the measure a few months later, after he 
had resigned from the executive board, as he found it strongly at odds 
with his own philosophy. Actually, the decision was taken at the last gov-
erning council in which Stark participated, and Germany then gave up the 
position of chief economist, with Jörg Asmussen taking the responsibility 
for international and European relations on the executive board.

That the Bundesbank agreed to the VLTROs is both surprising and 
instructive. It was a surprise considering that the liquidity provided to the 
banks was widely expected to fuel the purchase of government debt in 
peripheral countries. So the ECB was indirectly encouraging some mone-
tary financing of the governments. Banks seemed wary of possible stigma 
effects. Many hesitated before subscribing to the first VLTRO auction, and 
some (including Deutsche Bank) waited for the second one.

The ECB had two major reasons for taking this exceptional step. First, as 
was obvious for everyone to see, European government bond markets were 
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still completely paralyzed. For many months, banks had been the sole buy-
ers as “real money” was fleeing peripheral countries. Now, following the 
latest wave of stress tests, they were asked to take up front a new capital 
charge, in addition to the intrinsic credit risk attached to peripheral coun-
tries. For the first time, European regulators were publicly sending a clear 
signal that buying government debt was bad. That message was in sharp 
contrast with the implicit and more discrete opposite encouragements they 
were receiving from their own national authorities. Issuances of debt met 
with increasingly low demand, and by the end of November, Italian ten-year 
bonds were yielding almost 8 percent, the highest level ever attained since 
the creation of the euro. Governments had to resort to short-term borrowing 
in the hope that long-term rates would return to more manageable levels.

The ECB could not eliminate the perception of risk attached to periph-
eral countries, nor did it wish to do so at that stage, as the fundamentals of 
fiscal policy were still hotly debated in those countries and adjustment 
was highly uncertain. But the central bank could make it more attractive 
to take those risks by providing the necessary financing on a stable and 
predictable basis.

“The Wall of Funding”
The second reason for the VLTRO was less visible but even more import-
ant. The crisis had forced all European banks into borrowing on the pri-
vate market with shorter maturity in 2009–2010. As a result, refinancing 
needs accumulated for the years 2012 to 2014. Banks had to roll over an 
unprecedented €700 billion for each of those calendar years, an almost 
impossible task in view of the doubts about their perceived resilience and 
creditworthiness. This coming “wall of funding” was already creating 
financing tensions and inhibiting credit and risk taking. With one stroke of 
a pen, the ECB wiped out all those fears and uncertainties by providing 
unlimited financing to banks for the whole critical period. In case any 
doubts persisted as to the ability of banks to take advantage of this facility, 
eligible collateral was broadened by the creation of a second category of 
private claims that could be brought to the national central banks.

The take up of VLTRO’s initial impact was very positive. Subscriptions 
were enormous; €489 billion were allotted in the first VLTRO and €529.5 
billion in the second. The ECB received bids from 523 bidders in Decem-
ber and 800 banks in February. The market impact was spectacular. The 
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yields on ten-year Italian and Spanish government bonds fell to around 
5–5.5 percent by late February. Credit default swap (CDS) spreads for 
leading euro-area banks fell by more than 150 basis points. Banks started 
to issue new bonds again, something they had been unable to do for more 
than six months. The first VLTRO alone had been sufficient to cover nearly 
70 percent of total bank debt maturing in 2012, bringing confidence and 
stability to potential investors by eliminating imminent funding risks.

However, the basis for improvements remained fragile. The VLTROs 
acted more through pure confidence effects than removing fundamental 
imbalances in government bond markets. One negative side effect was  
the reinforcement of the link between banks and their sovereigns. Banks, 
especially struggling ones, could load up on their home country’s sover-
eign debt. There was no funding risk as the ECB ensured long-term fund-
ing. Second, from a regulatory perspective, government debt was treated 
as totally risk-free, and hence no (costly) equity capital had to be put 
aside. Hence, banks had an incentive to substitute away from loans to the 
real economy toward holding government bonds—a worry that Jens 
Weidmann also expressed. In addition, an increased exposure of banks to 
government debt makes banks and the sovereign vulnerable to the dia-
bolic loop. As explained in more detail in chapter 10, an adverse shock 
drags banks and governments down together. However, if government 
bond prices were to rise, that is, interest rates were to fall, then the dia-
bolic loop would turn into a divine loop. Banks would enjoy capital gains, 
and banks would be recapitalized.

In 2014 the ECB introduced a new lending program, the Targeted LTRO 
(TLTRO), which favors banks that extend their lending to the real econ-
omy. We discuss this program after the next subsection.

The London Speech and Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT)
Widening of the Crisis
Conditions in bond markets started to deteriorate again around mid-
March 2012. Risk aversion was first fueled by uncertainty coming from 
Greece. Based on the personal credibility of the prime minister, Lucas 
Papademos, a former vice president of the ECB, other euro governments 
had agreed to significant adjustments in the program financing. Specifi-
cally, they had accepted a retroactive lowering of the interest rates of their 
bilateral loans to the Greek government. They also had agreed that some 
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revenues emanating from bond purchases by their central banks would be 
allocated to further improving the sustainability of Greece’s public debt. 
Nevertheless, the parliamentary elections in May 2012 had produced a 
stalemate, with no clear majority, and there was a fear that a new election, 
scheduled on June 17, 2012, could lead to Greece leaving the euro area.

The main driver, however, was Spain. The change of government in 
November 2011 brought a significant change in crisis management: the 
style became more adversarial, less predictable. In February 2012, the 
prime minister announced that Spain would not meet its fiscal targets and 
hinted he was not prepared to agree on binding new restrictions. The 
statement struck a tone of defiance vis-à-vis the Commission and the 
troika. In the following weeks, that communication strategy backfired and 
fueled permanent uncertainty. European officials started airing private 
complaints about the behavior of Spanish authorities, which later found 
their way into a remarkable Reuters dispatch about the prime minister’s 
radical and eccentric chief economic and European adviser.

Financial tensions were compounded by regional and banking prob-
lems. Several Spanish regions were asking for central government assis-
tance. Uncertainty also prevailed about the recapitalization process for 
Spanish banks. Rumors about possible haircuts to be demanded from 
holders of senior bank debt did not help.

Major results were achieved during the euro-area leaders’ summit on 
June 28–29, 2012, which made it much easier for Spain to access the ESM. 
In particular, loans to Spain from the ESM would not have seniority over 
debt from private creditors, and ESM would be able to directly recapital-
ize banks (with appropriate conditionality) once the single bank supervi-
sory mechanism was established. That brought a temporary improvement, 
but it was only short-lived. During that period, negative market sentiment 
was constantly fueled by a succession of rating downgrades that raised 
doubts about the ability of Spain to issue debt in the future. In turn, those 
moves increased expectations that the country would soon need a full-
fledged EU-IMF program.

The same dynamics were at work in Italy. Sovereign credit had been 
downgraded by Moody’s in view of contagion risks from Spain and 
Greece. Subsequently, thirteen Italian banks were also downgraded.

From that point on, the crisis changed in nature. Up to then, financial 
tensions mainly resulted from a sudden stop in cross-border capital flows 
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in the euro area. Southern countries could not finance their deficits, but 
there was no sign of significant capital or deposit flights, even from Greece. 
Starting in March 2012, there were signs of cross-border capital flight as 
deposits were being moved from the periphery back to the core of the  
euro area.

Redenomination or Conversion Risk
Several indicators of increased convertibility risk appeared during the 
spring of 2012: an increase in spreads; deposit flows reflected in the surge 
of TARGET2 imbalances; and divergences in benchmark indicators of 
financial conditions across countries and, more generally, of credit condi-
tions for the same borrower. Assets and liabilities were managed on a coun-
try basis by banks, and there was thus a renationalization or fragmentation 
of European banking. Many bankers tried to hedge the risk that might 
result from a possible Greek exit, which then could be followed by other 
countries (the details of redenomination risk are covered in chapter 11).

London Speech and Berlin’s Backing
Draghi’s landmark London speech of July 26, 2012, was very much his 
own initiative. It had not been preceded by deliberations with the govern-
ing council or with the German or French government. Only subsequently 
did Draghi circulate the transcript of his remarks to the ECB council, ask-
ing them to agree that the words were not at variance with the previous 
stance of the ECB. Draghi, after the speech, placed phone calls to Jens 
Weidmann, and Wolfgang Schäuble, who was vacationing. Draghi asked 
for help and a public defense of the ECB. Schäuble agreed to Draghi’s 
request, overriding finance ministry officials who advised him not to com-
ment on the decisions of the central bank. The German chancellor was 
slower in responding, but eventually agreed to issue a joint statement 
with the new French president, François Hollande, stating that the gov-
ernments were “determined to do everything to defend . . . the integrity of 
the euro area.” The member states and the European institutions should 
“fulfill their obligations to this end, each according to their prerogatives,” 
the statement continued.45 The political statement was not directly related 
to Draghi’s speech, but it helped to increase its impact.

On the morning after Draghi’s speech, the Bundesbank attacked bond 
buying as “problematic” and “not the most sensible” way to tackle the 
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crisis.46 In an innovative piece of defiance, the Bundesbank also published 
its resistance to the ECB measure in its monthly Bulletin: “The Bundesbank 
holds to the opinion that government bond purchases by the Eurosystem 
are to be seen critically and entail significant stability risks.”47 The new 
program “could be unlimited,” and decisions about potentially far greater 
sharing of solvency risks should be taken by governments or parliaments, 
not by central banks, the Bundesbank stated.

Judged by market criteria, the new Draghi initiative was brilliantly suc-
cessful. It was easy to conclude that he understood the psychology of mar-
kets more intimately than Trichet. The market psychology had pushed 
most of Wall Street and the City of London into taking large positions 
against the euro. But it was immediately obvious that in theory the central 
bank could intervene endlessly—and indeed do what it takes. As a conse-
quence, many firms realized that they could not hold on to their short 
positions and had to unwind them.

Merkel seemed to have been impressed by the abrupt change in market 
sentiment: she had become convinced that she needed independent 
advice on the behavior of markets that the bureaucratic German establish-
ment was incapable of giving. She talked instead to some non-German 
experts who were more familiar with the mentality of the City and Wall 
Street. On September 16, Merkel firmly restated her endorsement of Dra-
ghi’s plan to intervene in the euro-area sovereign bond markets—under 
strict conditions—to keep down borrowing costs for the most indebted 
member states. “The German government has made it clear it believes 
that monetary stability issues justify the ECB’s latest decisions,” the chan-
cellor declared. “If the ECB comes to the conclusion that money supply is 
difficult  .  .  .  then the central bank must take corresponding measures to 
ensure monetary stability. We don’t lay down limits for that.”48 Berlin had 
broken with the Bundesbank and provided Draghi with the cover he 
wanted. The lesson on the need for harmony between the ECB, the 
Bundesbank and the Berlin government was underlined by Jörg Asmus-
sen, a member of the ECB Governing Council who at this time provided a 
crucial link between Frankfurt and Berlin in working out the details of 
OMT: “Nobody should try to create the impression that the Bundesbank 
or its president are isolated.”49

That harmony was quite short-lived, as a fight over public opinion in 
Germany broke out. Bundesbank president Weidmann made a number of 
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high-profile statements that created the impression that he was trying to 
sway the German public against the government. Like Axel Weber in May 
2010, Jens Weidmann thought that the ECB had stretched its mandate and 
felt obliged to express his discomfort in public. In an interview with Der 
Spiegel on August 28, he broke with the taboo of commenting on internal 
ECB discussions. Weidmann defended his step stating that the ECB gov-
erning council was “not a politburo. In the US, the minutes of Federal 
Reserve sessions are even published.”50 In the past, the ECB had believed 
that minutes should not be published, in large part because that would 
mean a higher degree of politicization and would bring the danger of see-
ing policy decisions as cast in terms of conflicts between the priorities of 
different countries in the euro area.

On September 19, 2012, Weidmann seemed to compare the ECB’s 
unlimited bond-buying program to a scene from Goethe’s Faust, the play 
that more than any other defines the German national spirit and culture. 
The two-century-old play also seems to hold a fascinating modern politi-
cal parallel, as Weidmann realized. Goethe’s Mephistopheles took Faust to 
observe an emperor ruling over a polity in crumbling chaos in which crim-
inality and corruption prevail. Political parties do not function as they 
used to, politicians aren’t trusted, nobody wants to help their neighbor, 
and everyone just looks out for number one. Goethe could be describing 
most modern political orders, and all of his criticisms of the imaginary 
medieval empire apply to the European Union.

The poet himself was experiencing the moribund political order of an 
ancien régime Germany that was about to disintegrate completely. Faced 
with the long litany of complaints about inefficiency and uncompetitive-
ness, Mephistopheles leaps to a simple conclusion: there had been too 
much deflation and austerity and what was lacking was money. There is, 
he says, plenty of gold and silver beneath the earth; the emperor simply 
needs to issue pieces of paper in the form of claims against the under-
ground metallic treasure. The emperor is suspicious of the very clever 
advice and ominously remarks that Satan is always making golden chains. 
But everything in the empire improves as a consequence of the introduc-
tion of paper money. The generals are pleased because the soldiers are 
paid once more, the treasurer finds that he can pay off all the debts, tailors 
are busily making new clothes, ladies become more willing to embark on 
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well-paid romantic adventures, the property market booms, and simple-
tons can buy big houses. Loose money produces a big boom (and that kind 
of state has always worried the Bundesbank).

Weidmann’s excursion into the German literary past was interpreted 
by many commentators as an allusion to the workings of the ECB. Just two 
weeks earlier, on September 6, 2012, the governing council had formally 
agreed on the modalities of the OMT.51 Draghi made it clear that there was 
a single dissent. That move did not seem to have been expected by Weid-
mann. On October 19, Draghi invited himself to the Bundestag and spoke 
to the finance and EU committees, where around a hundred parliamentar-
ians listened to the ECB’s defense against Bundesbank criticism.

Recapitalization of Banks
Despite these disagreements, Draghi’s London speech was very effective 
in bringing the interest rate of peripheral sovereign debt down. Surpris-
ingly, this appreciation in government bond prices had already occurred 
before the details of the OMT program were made specific in September 
2012. The VLTRO in December 2011 and February 2012 and the regulatory 
framework had incentivized banks to load up on government bonds and 
turned into a stealth recapitalization of the banks. As government bond 
prices appreciated in value, banks made capital gains and their balance 
sheets improved. A “divine loop” (the opposite of the feared “diabolic 
loop”) was at work. These capital gains also made it easier for banks to 
pass subsequent stress tests.

Conditionality of OMT
The OMT was also subject to conditionality. The bond-buying program 
would only involve countries that were part of an ESM program, that is, 
the troika program countries and also Spain. Conditionality was there to 
ensure that fiscal and structural reforms would also be undertaken, with 
the aim of minimizing the risk for the ECB of a default by obtaining a sus-
tainable path, fiscally speaking. With OMT, a more efficient and explicit 
conditionality framework based on the EU financial assistance program 
was developed. Lessons learned from earlier shortcomings of the SMP 
were incorporated. Of course, another motivation was to dispel German 
concerns about monetary financing.
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German Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe
Nevertheless, the bond-buying programs of the ECB were the subject of 
constitutional challenges that were carried to the German Constitutional 
Court in Karlsruhe by opposing economists and lawyers, who conscripted 
the wider public into a general mobilization of pressure against the central 
bank. A further challenge against the OMT program was endorsed by 
some 37,000 German citizens: the organizers were trying to turn a version 
of direct democracy against the government’s assent to European rescue 
measures. The OMT challenge was already the second attempt. The first of 
these challenges was filed in 2011 and dismissed by the German Constitu-
tional Court with a ruling that stated that the actions of the ECB were 
legitimate but had reached a political limit.

The initial ruling of the court in the OMT case, the second challenge, 
was ambiguous and after long consultations was only made public in Feb-
ruary 2014. Some read it as an endorsement of the constitutional chal-
lenge—especially the critics of the ECB—in that the court stated that 
“weighty grounds” spoke for the claim that the ECB had exceeded its 
competence and that the court “was bending to the conclusion that the 
action was ultra vires.”52 But this was calculatedly not a ruling, and the 
court’s second senate that issued its decision with a 6:2 majority almost 
certainly felt that it did not want to be directly responsible for setting off a 
financial panic that might jeopardize the euro and the European Union. 
Indeed, the preamble of the German Basic Law especially committed the 
German people to seek unity in the context of European integration.

Instead, the German court asked for an opinion from the European Court 
of Justice (ECJ) as a “pre-decision” (Vorentscheidung), so the court looked as 
if it were handing over some of its law-making power to a European insti-
tution. When the ECJ produced a clear ruling that the ECB had not exceeded 
its powers “in relation to monetary policy” and that the OMT program did 
not contravene the prohibition on monetary financing, the financial com-
munity believed that Mario Draghi and the ECB were vindicated. The Ger-
man critics were furious, with the veteran Bavarian politician Peter 
Gauweiler calling this a “declaration of war against Karlsruhe” and Hans- 
Werner Sinn predicting a major constitutional crisis, as the European Court 
was interfering with German democracy, and his successor as head of the 
CESifo think tank, Clemens Fuest, more soberly stating that OMT was fiscal 
and not monetary policy.53 In the end, it looked as if, in a decision of supreme 
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political importance, German judges were not confident of being able to 
assess the economic consequences of their rulings and inevitably worried 
about a decision that might plunge Europe into turmoil.

Quantitative Easing (QE) and Extraordinary Measures
Negative Interest Rates, TLTRO, and Asset-based Securities
In 2014, it became increasingly clear that the ECB would miss its inflation 
target of below but close to 2 percent. Even inflation in Germany—an 
economy that was in full employment—fell far short of the 2 percent mark. 
The German price response mattered to Europe because it made adjust-
ment in Europe harder: to remove the competitive difference that had 
built up in the first decade of the twenty-first century, Germany needed 
some inflation and the Southern countries some deflation.

It was unclear at first what the appropriate policy response should be, 
as there were many uncertainties. Was the threat of deflation an illusion 
produced by a temporary commodity shock? Some part of the low- 
inflation outcome was the result of falling oil prices. The worry was that 
the decline in oil prices would lead to second-round effects: lower oil 
prices, lower inflation expectations, lower wage growth rate, lower infla-
tion for all products, and so on.

In June 2014, the ECB embarked on three measures: First, it ventured in 
the area of negative interest rates. The ECB cut the rate paid on bank 
deposits to a negative rate, −0.1 percent, moving later in September to −0.2 
percent. The Danish central bank had already introduced a negative rate 
in 2012, to stop capital inflows at the height of the euro crisis; and the 
Swiss National Bank made the same move in December 2014 in a vain bid 
to halt the appreciation of its currency. In February 2015, the Swedish 
Riksbank followed. The motivation of the ECB cut was primarily to avoid 
deflation and raise inflation closer to the 2 percent that constituted its 
mandate. However, many commentators quickly noted the most obvious 
effect of the move would be to lower the exchange rate of the euro. One 
way this process worked was that borrowers in other countries—largely 
emerging markets—found it attractive to borrow in a low cost and depre-
ciating currency. The carry trade lowers the value of the euro. The pros-
pect of currency wars seemed to recall the worst aspects of the 1930s Great 
Depression experience, but in fact the period of euro depreciation soon 
came to an end.
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Second, the ECB agreed to targeted longer-term refinancing operations 
(TLTROs) that were designed to prompt European banks to lend more in 
support of economic activity (rather than simply refinancing government 
debt): the four-year credits were based on the banks’ outstanding loans 
and secondly on their net lending.

Third, in the summer of 2014, the ECB also started off with the purchase 
of private assets, so-called asset-backed papers. The purchase of private 
assets was seen by some as less controversial as it is further removed from 
the danger of government funding by central banks. The ECB in particular 
wanted to use the program to affect business conditions and was worried 
that the small and medium enterprise (SME) sector that was vital to the 
economy in many European countries (especially in Northern Italy and 
Spain) had been locked out of bank lending by the effects of the bank cri-
sis. An asset-based securities purchasing program might thus be a way of 
galvanizing the European financial sector. Overall, however, the asset-
backed securities markets stayed small, and the quantitative impact of the 
program remained limited.

The Jackson Hole Speech
A decisive turn was taken by Mario Draghi at the end of August 2014, in a 
speech that he gave in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, a scenic meeting ground 
where senior central bankers from across the world meet every year. As  
in his June 2012 London speech, the ECB president inserted crucial remarks 
at the last moment that were not included in the prepared (written) text. 
With great clarity and vigor, Draghi focused the analysis on long-term 
inflation expectations.54 Central bankers know they have little influence on 
short-term movements in the inflation rate. Their main objective is to con-
trol inflation in the medium term. At this horizon, expectations are the 
major driver of inflation. If people believe that the central bank will fulfill 
its mandate, if the central bank is credible, then long-term expectations are 
stable or, in the jargon, “anchored.” That had constantly been the case for 
the ECB since its creation. Long-term inflation expectations had stayed 
close to 2 percent, the definition of price stability. But, for the first time, they 
were drifting down and getting close to 1.6 percent. This was considered 
very worrisome, and Draghi made it clear that it could be a reason to act.

Inflation expectations can be measured in many ways. They can be 
inferred from surveys of consumers and professional forecasters or they 
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can be extracted from financial market data: First, survey-based inflation 
expectations focus on households, which are typically very stable and 
mostly driven by prices of specific highly visible products such as gaso-
line, milk, or chocolate. The price increase of these products also affects 
the public’s perception of inflation and thus has a disproportionately 
large political impact. Second, there is also traded inflation that can be 
ascertained from the many financial products that allow one to infer the 
inflation expectations of traders. The ECB, as many other central banks, 
paid special attention to the “five years in five years” expectation, that is, 
the inflation rate that financial markets project from year five to year ten, 
starting from now. This specific indicator has always played an import-
ant role in internal policy deliberations. By virtue of the Jackson Hole 
speech, it has almost become an intermediate objective of ECB monetary 
policy.

QE Announcement by the ECB
In January 2015, amid continued deflationary pressures, the ECB 
announced its own large-scale QE program. The size of the program 
turned out to be larger than the market expected: €60 billion bonds per 
month were to be purchased, comprising €45 billion of sovereign debt, €5 
billion of bonds issued by institutions and agencies, and €10 billion for 
asset-backed securities and covered bonds (an extension of the previously 
existing program). The price movements during the minutes of the QE 
announcements revealed the extent to which markets perceived the 
impact of the program. The German bund (ten year) yield dropped by 0.13 
percentage points (even though the announcement was widely expected). 
More interestingly, the US Treasury (ten year) also dropped by 0.10 per-
centage points. That was a clear sign of spillovers, in which easier borrow-
ing in the euro area made it easier to finance debt elsewhere in the world.

The program started in March 2015 and was supposed to run at least 
until September 2016, so that total purchases would amount to €1.1 tril-
lion. If the inflation target was at that point not yet within reach, QE could 
be extended beyond September 2016. The purchases would be made in 
proportion to the capital that each member’s central bank contributed to 
the ECB. National central banks make 80 percent of the purchases and also 
take on any risk they carry. As a consequence, the loss sharing that the 
Germans worried about would be limited to 20 percent. The limitation of 
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loss sharing amounted to a concession to German interests, but it still 
looked as if the QE program would in effect amount to the introduction of 
a Eurobond through the backdoor. Some critics, however, noted that the 
limitation of loss sharing meant that the idea of a single monetary policy 
had taken a hit. And, critically, the QE purchases did not include Greek 
government bonds, as Greece did not satisfy some technical requirements 
(in place precisely to limit Greece’s access to the program).

Possible Transmission Mechanisms of QE
The transmission mechanism of QE is not fully understood. Bernanke 
famously claimed that “The problem with QE is it works in practice, but it 
doesn’t work in theory.”55 Many channels are at work. The most frequently 
mentioned is the portfolio rebalancing channel. When the central bank 
buys long-term debt, it gives cash to portfolio managers and creates an 
incentive for them to buy other riskier assets. In this way, long-term rates 
tend to decrease over a wide spectrum of financial asset classes. If this 
rebalancing takes place toward foreign assets, the exchange rate depreci-
ates and that would stimulate exports through the exchange rate channel. 
Interestingly, a very large fraction of bonds were purchased from foreign 
sellers allowing foreigners to sell their holdings at an enhanced price. 
Moreover, QE may have a signaling effect: by showing its determination 
to act, the central bank could directly hit long-term inflation expectations. 
Finally, there is a redistributive channel, as QE redistributes wealth 
between different sectors. If balance sheet–impaired parts of the economy 
are assisted in this way, the result should contribute to macro economic 
stabilization.

There were a number of paradoxes that this action produced. Generally, 
the IMF was supportive of QE. But the most immediate effect of the mea-
sure would be a further increase of German exports, and both the IMF and 
the United States were strongly critical of the German trade surplus, which 
they saw as the major cause of global imbalances and consequently of 
deflationary pressure on deficit countries.

But this exchange rate effect could have been what the ECB implicitly 
sought. Monetary authorities could intervene in bond markets with the 
intended or unintended effect of weakening the currency: this strategy has 
constituted the only real success of Abenomics in Japan. Europeans had 
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always suspected that it was the weaker dollar that boosted the United 
States after 2009. Moreover, the worry about the world economy would 
shift to emerging markets, where corporations could embark on a new 
carry trade and fund themselves in euros. As they did that, they would 
need to sell the euros they had borrowed to undertake local investments, 
with the effect that the exchange rate of the euro would be lowered further 
and the carry trade of borrowing in a low-interest, undervalued currency 
would become even more lucrative.56 No central bank would admit that it 
is implicitly targeting the exchange rate, the reason being that the action 
would be seen as a beggar-thy-neighbor policy, as it obviously isn’t possi-
ble for everybody to depreciate at the same time. Indeed, in late 2010, 
when the Federal Reserve Open Market Committee discussed QE, Gover-
nor Kevin Warsh stated that this policy would not be seen as politically 
correct: “I think there’s a good reason for that. I think it’s a dangerous 
policy. I think it is risky pool playing in the foreign exchange markets, 
asking them to do so much of our work when the world’s recovery is rest-
ing on this.”57

The other, more traditional channel through which QE was held to 
work was through domestic demand. If that was the case, and if the prob-
lem was lopsided low inflation or deflation within the euro area, then the 
appropriate stance would have been to buy German securities (especially 
government bonds, bunds) so as to push German demand and inflation. 
This would have made Germany less competitive and close the wage gap 
that emerged in the first decade of the twenty-first century. Such a policy 
would have led to an increase in the spreads between German and periph-
eral bonds—an outcome that the ECB wished to avoid.

The redistributive channel view emphasizes that correctly designed QE 
can redistribute wealth toward balance sheet–impaired entities in crisis 
countries. This interpretation suggests that the ECB should purchase 
assets from crisis countries only, and not from the core. As such a program 
would be clearly and openly redistributive, it would invite the objection 
that the ECB was in effect acting as a European fiscal central planner. It 
would have the effect of lowering yields and pushing up the value of 
government bonds that are held to a large extent by banks in crisis coun-
tries. Hence, QE essentially was a form of recapitalizing banks in crisis 
countries.
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German Objections to QE
As mentioned above, Germany, and the Bundesbank in particular, has 
deep-seated objections toward any kind of public asset purchase by the 
ECB. There are good reasons to think that Weidman opposed the decision 
in the governing council. German opposition was articulated in the public 
debate along several lines.

A first issue was whether inflation and inflation expectations are mea-
sured in the right way. It is not clear that inflation expectations inferred 
from financial products, such as the five year/five year inflation swap, 
should be the target. Applied to the world of 2014, the German view saw 
the problem as coming mostly from the collapse of oil (and some other 
commodity) prices. That development amounted to a real increase in 
income for oil-importing countries (including the European-crisis coun-
tries) and should correctly be thought of as a windfall gain or even as a 
stimulus package. Low oil prices were something to cheer about, not 
something to deplore.58

A second question is whether nonconventional measures are effective. 
As the interest rate was already set to its minimum level (known as the 
zero lower bound), monetary stimulus had to take a different form than 
interest rate reductions. The model was the United States, where the Fed 
implemented three rounds of quantitative easing measures involving the 
purchase of government bonds and mortgage-backed securities. The Fed’s 
approach was widely judged to have been a success that had allowed the 
US economy to recover while Europe was still stagnating. Overall, the first 
and third round of QE in the US, QE1 and QE3, largely involved purchases 
of mortgage products and, hence, propped up housing prices. This helped 
the balance sheet–impaired housing sector to recover. The success of the 
part of US QE operations that involved government debt is less obvious. 
This suggests that the redistributive channel toward balance-sheet con-
strained sectors in the economy is more effective than the signaling effect. 
In the same vein, there were also unsuccessful versions of QE in the his-
tory books. Japan had played with a version of QE back in the 1990s, but it 
was undone after some few years and, hence, not very effective. In 2013, 
quantitative and qualitative monetary easing (QQE) was implemented, 
which led to large price swings in the exchange rate and the stock market. 
Consequently, some observers interpreted the main effect of QE as being 
on the foreign exchange market.
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Third, the story of falling inflation and the risk of deflation was inter-
preted in different ways. The German position was that declining prices 
do not necessarily go hand in hand with declining consumer expenditures 
and that consumers do not necessarily delay the purchase of a good 
because it will be cheaper (or better) tomorrow. The most obvious exam-
ple is consumer electronics, such as computers or televisions. Despite 
steadily falling prices, people continued to buy electronic products.59

Finally, the position that some kinds of deflation are not inimical to 
growth is also supported by the historical record. Especially in the nine-
teenth century, there were long periods of “good” deflation, when falling 
prices reflected improved productivity and demand was sustained. In a 
recent study, the BIS examined thirty-eight economies over 140 years and 
found that low inflation did not correspond to low growth.60 The histori-
cal argument about bad or vicious deflation is based on one very dra-
matic and dangerous case, but it is a rather exceptional one: the Great 
Depression.

The counterargument rests on the point that there is real wage rigidity: 
in other words, it is hard to reduce wages as prices fall, and thus workers 
will price themselves out of jobs. There is some evidence for this effect, 
even in the alleged episodes of good deflation from the nineteenth cen-
tury.61 In Europe’s periphery, nominal wages declined while prices were 
more sticky (see chapter 6).

On the QE program in particular, the Germans believed that there was 
an inappropriate mixing or conflation of monetary with fiscal policy. QE 
helps to recapitalize, especially, peripheral banks by generating capital 
gains on their existing government bond holdings. In addition, the ECB is 
taking credit risk through the purchase of bonds from fiscally weak coun-
tries, and if these countries default, the ECB would suffer losses that in the 
end have to be borne by (German) taxpayers. So, in effect, the ECB’s QE 
policy amounts to transfers from core to periphery. German policy makers 
also feared that QE could de facto introduce Eurobonds and joint liability 
through the backdoor, and they worried that the ECB’s measures would 
weaken incentives to cut deficits and debts in the peripheral countries. In 
addition, there were specific technical issues that might mean that QE 
would not work as well as in the United States. The corporate bond mar-
ket is relatively small and illiquid (compared to the United States), so 
European interventions are much harder.
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Impact of QE on Inflation Expectations
Figure 15.4 shows the evolution of the five year/five year inflation swap 
rate. From summer 2014, and especially after Mario Draghi’s Jackson Hole 
speech, the inflation expectations declined. The evolution of the inflation 
expectations after January 2015 can be interpreted in two ways: either QE 
stops the downward trend or QE is not very effective. In any case, QE 
helped to contain potential spillover effects that might have emerged from 
the Grexit threat in the summer of 2015. This significantly lowered the bar-
gaining power of the Greek government as it could no longer threaten caus-
ing havoc to the rest of peripheral Europe. Paradoxically, even though 
Germany was opposed to QE, the measure helped Germany because Greece 
couldn’t threaten with adverse spillover effects.

In March 2016 the ECB cut its deposit interest rate further to -0.4  percent 
and expanded its QE program, amid continued subdued inflation and 
credit growth numbers. It increased the monthly QE purchases of sover-
eign bonds from €60 billion to €80 billion a month. In addition, a new 
series of four targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTRO II), 
each with a maturity of four years, would be launched, starting in June 
2016. Borrowing conditions in these operations can be as low as the nega-
tive interest rate on the deposit facility.
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Alternatives to Lending and Purchase Programs
What are potential alternatives to asset purchase programs? Recently, 
some economists began taking up Milton Friedman’s old idea of a “heli-
copter drop of money,” that is, a stimulus that would be in effect fiscal. 
The modern version of helicopter money is sometimes termed “People’s 
QE,” as it supposedly benefits everyone equally rather than banks and 
investors. The intrusion of central banks into direct redistribution, how-
ever, looks dangerous to many in the German tradition. Otmar Issing 
stated that the proposal simply reflected intellectual confusion.62

Another alternative to QE would have been a communication policy 
by the central banks targeted at influencing wage bargaining. Such a pol-
icy would directly address the competitiveness gap between peripheral 
and core countries that builds up through wage restraints in the core 
countries. While nominal wage cuts in the peripheral countries would 
also close this gap, it is problematic as debtors would not be able to repay 
their debts—the “Devaluation Dilemma” discussed in chapter 6. A wage 
rise in the core countries avoids this debt deflation. In this sense, Germa-
ny’s introduction of a minimum wage in 2015 was helpful. The German 
Bundesbank made some initial steps toward such a communication 
strategy but was not sufficiently determined and shied away from pre-
senting it as a serious alternative to QE. The Bundesbank has a long  
tradition of managing inflation expectations and through it wage bar-
gaining. The most effective help Germany can provide is to have  
strong wage growth in Germany and avoid negative second-round 
effects from the current low-inflation environment (which is partially 
due to the low oil price.) The shock of falling oil prices in 2014–2015 can 
be seen as exactly the opposite to the oil price increases of 1973–1974 and 
1979. In the 1970s the Bundesbank tried to avoid the second-round effects 
of high oil prices on wage bargaining. From 1974, when the Bundesbank 
moved to monetary targeting, its representatives also insisted that a 
major goal in setting the monetary target was to give employer and 
worker representatives a sense of how the economy was developing, and 
consequently of what would be an appropriate wage settlement. Today, 
an equivalent communications policy would nudge wages up—in an 
environment in which, in Germany at least, there is already some wage  
growth.
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Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) for European Banks

With the onset of the euro crisis, Mario Draghi saw an opening, an oppor-
tunity to establish a strong banking union within the euro area. The deci-
sion to involve the ECB in banking supervision and regulation was, next 
to the founding of the ESM, major institutional change in Europe’s finan-
cial governance. The decision was taken very fast, and only three months 
elapsed between the first discussion in 2012 and the formal agreement in 
the euro leaders’ summit. The ECB’s central role was quickly recognized, 
including by the Commission, and 1,000 new positions were created in 
Frankfurt, a significant increase in the staffing of the ECB.63 This large 
change was controversially discussed by policy makers and academics of 
euro-area countries.

Historical Background
The question of whether the ECB should be involved in banking supervi-
sion and regulation has a long history that goes back to the early days of 
thinking about the institutional logic of monetary union. The penultimate 
draft of the 1989 Delors Report, the founding document of the economic 
and monetary union, specified in paragraph 32 that the “system would 
participate in the coordination of banking supervision policies of the 
national supervisory authorities.”64 But in the final report, “national” was 
deleted, leaving the implication that the supervisory authorities would be 
European. In the original draft of the ECB statute produced by the gover-
nors’ alternates, the “tasks” of the ECB included “to support the stability 
of the financial system,” and Article 25 on “Prudential Supervision” 
included the following tasks for the ECB, which were placed in square 
brackets to indicate that they were not yet consensual:

25.2. [The ECB may formulate, interpret and implement policies 
relating to the prudential supervision of credit and other finan-
cial institutions for which it is designated as competent super-
visory authority.]

25.3. [The ECB shall be entitled to offer advice to Community bodies 
and national authorities on measures which it considers desir-
able for the purpose of maintaining the stability of the banking 
and financial systems.]
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25.4. [The ECB may itself determine policies and take measures 
within its competence necessary for the purpose of maintaining 
the stability of the banking and financial systems.]65

The Bundesbank consistently wanted to avoid references to an explicit 
role for the ECB in supervising banks, “especially in the context of main-
taining the stability of the banking and financial system and the delicate 
question of moral hazard. These two Articles could be misinterpreted as a 
lender of last-resort function.”66 As a consequence, the items in square 
brackets were in the end excised from the draft. In October 1990, when the 
alternates discussed the Banking Supervision Subcommittee’s proposals 
on draft articles for the central bank statute, Hans Tietmeyer restated the 
skeptical position of the Bundesbank, which was consistently worried 
about the moral hazard implications of central bank involvement in super-
vision. If the central bank took on the responsibility of regulating, it would 
also deliver an implicit commitment to rescue banks should there be bad 
developments that it had overlooked. Tietmeyer provided a neat encapsu-
lation of the German philosophy of regulation: “This did not mean from 
the view of the Board of the Deutsche Bundesbank that the ECB should 
not support the stability of the financial system, but that it should never be 
written down; this would be moral hazard.”67

By the time the proposal about ECB involvement in banking supervi-
sion was included in the Maastricht Treaty’s provisions on monetary pol-
icy (Article 105, section 6, now Article 127 of the Lisbon Treaty), it was 
accompanied by so many provisos that it looked as if the hurdles to effec-
tive European banking supervision could not be set higher. The intrusion 
of politics had thus resulted in a fundamental flaw in the new European 
monetary order.

Institutional Debates
A major debate regarding the creation of a euro-wide banking union was 
whether the agency responsible for this role of bank supervision would be 
under ECB management—or even part of the ECB—or a separate institu-
tion in Brussels. A main concern was the potential conflict of interest 
involved in having the central bank as the major bank supervisor. To some, 
including the Bundesbank, this could create an incentive to deflect mone-
tary policy from its main objective of price stability and make decisions 
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based on the necessity to preserve the health of the banking sector—or 
worse, enter a world of financial dominance where the central bank would 
be forced to print money to preserve the stability of the financial system. 
Moreover, mistakes in banking supervision may hurt the credibility of the 
central bank—a negative spillover.

On the other hand, positive complementarities also existed, others 
argued. Information flows are a major one. Indeed, during the crisis, the 
ECB had very little information about the value of collateral held by banks, 
for example, yet was supposed to act as a lender of last resort to them. 
(Many collateral assets were marked to model, as many loans are not 
traded.) Information sharing was very limited, and NCBs were generally 
reluctant to pass it on to the ECB, which had already taken away a hefty 
share of their former power. The positive aspect of centralizing banking 
and market supervisions can also be understood when contrasting it with 
US regulation. There, many regulators coexist with often conflicting inter-
ests; the SEC, for example, is or used to be controlled by lawyers with an 
emphasis on investor protection but not financial stability. An alphabet 
soup of regulators exists: SEC, CFTC, Fed, and so on. De facto, financial 
firms are or were able to pick their favorite regulators, resulting in moral 
hazard problems—to which the Fed is or was powerless.

Another important debate about a euro-wide banking union was the 
scope of the supervisory mechanism. While Germans insisted that the 
scope should be limited, leaving national supervisory boards some pow-
ers, notably over small banks, such as savings and loans, France also 
wanted to put small banks under European supervision. It argued that 
small banks can also be systemic, like Northern Rock in the United King-
dom. The fact that most banks in France are large banks, that is, national 
champions, may have also played a role in this position.

Another debate was whether and to what extent macroprudential reg-
ulation should be Europeanized. While the crisis regulation had previ-
ously focused on the soundness of each bank separately, after the crisis, 
the focus shifted to the soundness of the whole financial system. Micro-
prudential regulation was complemented with macroprudential regula-
tion. Macroprudential regulation is closely interlinked with monetary 
policy. Indeed, in many Asian countries, price stability is conducted with 
macroprudential instruments. For example, Hong Kong has a currency 
board with the United States, that is, the exchange rate is fixed. Hence, 
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Hong Kong cannot use the interest rate as a policy tool. Hong Kong is 
instead using macroprudential tools, such as loan-to-value ratio regula-
tion, to achieve its inflation objective. Given the close link between macro-
prudential policies and monetary policy, some observers found it natural 
to also extend the ECB’s sphere of influence to macroprudential policy.

This is especially the case because this would allow the ECB to smooth 
out regional policies and lean against national bubbles and credit imbal-
ances. Indeed, as was mentioned before, the ECB used as a main instru-
ment for its monetary policy a unique, euro-area-wide interest rate—which 
caused regional imbalances. Differential macroprudential policies are one 
way to lean against these imbalances. More generally, such an arrange-
ment could optimize a nonoptimal currency area.68

Compromises
In light of these debates, appropriate governance arrangements had to be 
negotiated. The scheme agreed upon in December 2012, which led to the 
creation of the Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM), reflected the con-
cerns of all parties. Supervision decisions would be taken by a new super-
visory board, separated from the governing council, but subordinated to 
it. The chair of the board (currently Daniele Nouy) would be independent 
from the ECB’s executive board, although the vice chair (currently Sabine 
Lautenschläger) would come from the latter—again, to facilitate informa-
tion flows while keeping linkages to a minimum to preserve the ECB’s 
reputation. A single resolution authority (the SRM) and a joint deposit 
insurance fund were also created as part of the banking union—as we 
discussed in detail in chapters 10 and 11. It is not clear that this compli-
cated governance structure will stay the same in the long run.

In terms of scope, a certain division of tasks had to be decided between 
the SSM and the corresponding national authorities. Systemic banks were to 
be supervised directly by the ECB. National authorities would take care of 
banks judged nonsystemic, but, importantly, the SSM would keep the right 
to supervise any bank it deemed to be systemically important. Moreover, 
the SSM would also have the rights to conduct on-site inspections, grant and 
withdraw banking licenses, set up capital requirements, and make some 
adjustments to banks’ balance sheets if it deemed such actions necessary. 
Another important task involved stress tests or, more generally, comprehen-
sive assessment of the health of the banking sector in the euro area.
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Overall, the SSM was granted a sizable share of power. Some actually 
discussed whether the ECB could end up with too much power and dom-
inate other institutions in the euro area, or even the European Union. 
Indeed, granting it supervisory authority would in some sense challenge 
the importance of other institutions (discussed in chapter 11) that were 
created at a European level to deal with banking issues, notably the Euro-
pean Banking Authority (EBA) and the European Systemic Risk Board 
(ESRB). This is especially so because the SSM, in terms of staffing, turns 
out to be much larger in size than the EBA and the ESRB, and nonmember 
states of the European Union have the right to enter it if they want to. As 
of now, this is still an open issue, but there definitely exists a tension 
between the euro area and the rest of the European Union—what some 
have labeled “two-speed Europe.”

Taking Stock: Where Does the ECB Stand?

The ECB appears both as a hero and a victim of the crisis—a tragic hero. It 
has been heroic in many ways: taking initiatives and risks, facing and 
resisting the pressures, and finally saving the day at a moment when all 
hope seemed to be lost. Why did it have a “good” crisis—unlike the IMF, 
whose prestige suffered? Unlike the IMF, the ECB is not directly owned by 
governments, and the possibilities for political intervention are more lim-
ited. But the major initiatives outlined were backed by the political 
authorities—including and especially Germany—and that backing made 
the initiatives credible and effective.

According to some observers, the ECB came out with its reputation 
enhanced, its independence fully intact, and near universal respect from 
both inside and outside the euro area. As an institution, however, it suf-
fered significant collateral damage. Its internal cohesion has been badly 
shaken. Trust has repeatedly been broken between its members. It was hit 
by two successive resignations from its governing council. And it has been 
bitterly attacked in Germany from one side and in peripheral countries 
from the other side.

To some extent, the controversy, the plaudits, and the blame are all just 
a consequence of the new postcrisis role of central banks: despite the 
power shift away from EU institutions (see chapter 2), the ECB is the only 
one that grew in power (in addition to the newly created ESM). The 
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enhanced influence of central banks is not confined to Europe but is really 
common in all big industrial countries. The European discussion has its 
parallels in the United States, where the Fed and especially its chairman 
were attacked by Republicans in the 2012 election. Unorthodox policies 
required choosing to buy particular assets, with a redistributional conse-
quence. There was a move from monetary policy to credit policy and, in 
effect, for the central bank to be making fiscal policy.69 This same criticism 
has been made in Europe and comes from some powerful and influential 
former policy makers. The well-regarded former ECB chief economist,  
the German Otmar Issing, for instance, responds to questions about the 
ECB by first stating that as a former ECB official, he feels that he should 
not make comments on monetary policy: but then he adds that because 
the ECB is now doing fiscal policy, he can indeed speak (and speak 
critically).

It was frequently claimed, in the context of the bitter divisions in Europe, 
that the central banks were the only grownups in the room. But it was not 
just a question of acting efficiently: it was also a matter of generating new 
approaches. The ECB was more of an effective policy laboratory during the 
euro crisis than the European Commission. It needed to reconcile concep-
tually opposite theories. Sometimes its officials liked to joke that they were 
two-handed economists, constantly saying on the one hand, on the other 
hand. When the Europe an Commission produced plans for greater fiscal 
integration, they were smiled at. But the ECB developed an approach that 
in effect amounted to greater fiscal integration and then set about thinking 
of ways in which that might be formalized. During the course of the crisis, 
the ECB became a central European institution. As outlined in this chapter, 
three major innovations changed the course of the crisis response: policy 
conditionality, the prospect of OMT, and the move toward a banking union 
(the latter two occurring in the summer of 2012).

All the initiatives needed to be justified by reference to the mandate 
created by the Maastricht Treaty. From the point of view of the ECB, mon-
etary easing was justified simply by reference to the mandate of price sta-
bility. The ECB’s policymakers did not think that their actions, effectively 
lowering borrowing costs in debtor countries, had any effect on the will-
ingness of those countries to embark on structural reforms. Many of the 
needed reforms—simplification of over-complex regulation, streamlining 
of voting procedures, labor market reforms—could not really be said to be 
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induced by the need to respond to a fiscal crisis. By contrast, creditor gov-
ernments, especially in Germany, equally firmly believed the idea that 
only crisis could induce reform in a fundamentally blocked society and 
policy, and that without crisis there would be no reform. That case was 
most clearly made in respect to pensions policy, a subject of ferocious 
political contestation particularly in Greece and Spain. So on one side, or 
on the French or southern hand, there was a belief that reform needed a 
conducive policy environment; on the German or northern hand, the 
opposed belief that reform arose out of inclement circumstances. The ECB 
tried to alleviate inclemency.

Presidents Trichet and Draghi spoke about completing the European 
Union. They—and other board members, such as Benoît Coeuré, who 
spoke of the need for a European Finance Ministry—were driven by a 
sense that the ECB had been overextended by the crisis and that it urgently 
needed to have a counterpart in strengthened EU institutions.70 But in 
becoming more powerful, the ECB also had become more vulnerable. An 
independent central bank just seemed to be making too many decisions.
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Conclusion : Black and White or Twenty-Eight 
Shades of Gray?

At the heart of this book is the story of diverging concepts of how eco-
nomics works. They have polarized and divided Europe and made 

responses to the financial crisis weaker and the crisis in consequence more 
intense. The problem of differing views of how economics works is not, of 
course, confined to Europe. The United States is famously divided between 
freshwater (Chicago, Minnesota) and saltwater (MIT, Harvard, Princeton, 
Berkeley) economics, a division that has some affinity—but not a com-
plete identity—with the political division between “red” and “blue” 
states. For a long time, the economics world in the United Kingdom was 
sharply differentiated between Cambridge and the London School of Eco-
nomics. Economists in fact often present quite different imaginative sim-
plifications of how the world works—models. Sometimes, they believe 
that their creation is a universal model, applicable in all circumstances. 
Recently, Dani Rodrik made a plea that economists should have a more 
modest view of the universalizability of their models and instead should 
proceed rather pragmatically to “carry multiple models in their heads 
simultaneously” and “build maps between specific settings and applica-
ble models.”1

In the previous chapters, we have investigated how different models, 
broadly conceived, have led to a nondialogue in Europe, especially 
between France and Germany, while politics should be all about dialogue 
and the reconciliation of views and differences. At the moment, each side 
does not understand the other. As a consequence, they misinterpret what 
the other side is arguing and impute, instead of well-intentioned and con-
structive motives, egoistical desires and sinister master plans. The old 
strategy in European debates was to paper over these differences, to 
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pretend that they weren’t really there. Meetings would produce agree-
ment about only a vague outcome, and everyone would go home thinking 
things were well and then find out in a few days or weeks that actually the 
fundamental problems were still there.

The aim of our book is to make readers—including, we hope, Europe’s 
decision makers—aware of the different ways of economic thinking. There 
needs to be a deeper understanding of the differences before there can 
really be any reconciliation of the different positions. One of the facts that 
the book has demonstrated is that these differences are not written in 
stone; they are not eternal, and they may, especially in crisis situations, be 
quite fluid.

Toward an “Economic Ideas Union”
Today, everyone is talking at a political level about “completing the Euro-
pean Union.”2 There has been progress on establishing the banking union; 
there is a debate about a capital markets union, with capital markets sub-
stituting for banks as a source of funding; the coordination of refugee pol-
icy is an urgent issue, requiring a migration union; and the coordination of 
energy policy has also and already for a long time been a focus of political 
attention. These financial and economic themes are at the core of the recent 
Five Presidents’ Report, though the report observes that “In significant pol-
icy areas, such as goods and services, as well as in areas with untapped 
potential, such as energy, digital and capital markets, the Single Market is 
still incomplete.”3

How can that incompleteness be tackled? Our answer to the European 
problem would be to have an economic ideas union.

In the examples of the United States or the United Kingdom, differ-
ences in economic views are played out in terms of attempts to influence 
national politics. Europe would need to go further and have a political 
debate union. Having the Spitzenkandidaten for the European presidency 
in 2014 was a first step. There are obvious linguistic barriers, but it is con-
ceivable that in a relatively short space of time they might be overcome by 
automatic translation. Social media with such translation enabled could 
effectively create a common European political space, a common frame-
work for analysis. China and India also have multiple languages but man-
age a shared political culture, as does Switzerland in the middle of Europe.
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At the moment, a great deal of the European debate occurs in English, 
which creates plenty of possibilities for misunderstandings. It also can 
easily contribute to two very undesirable outcomes. First, the American 
and British participants in debates may think that they are superior 
because their accents are a little bit more authentic or their grammar a lit-
tle less defective. A great deal of the interpretation of the course of the euro 
crisis was shaped by the British and American press—the Financial Times, 
the Economist, the New York Times, and the Wall Street Journal—and that 
outside vision was filtered through a sort of condescension about Europe-
ans not really getting it.

Second, the international debate in an elite language—English—has 
fostered the idea that there is a large gap between the technocracy in gov-
ernments and central banks on the one hand and ordinary people on the 
other. A large part of the response to the various European crises is thus 
increasingly driven by a populism that portrays itself as defending citizens 
against the cosmopolitan elite.

Overcoming National Thinking
The economist and political scientist Mancur Olson identified what he 
termed a logic of collective action, in which powerful sectoral groups frus-
trate attempts to find an overall collective solution that corresponds to a 
general or overarching interest. His analysis offers a helpful way to under-
stand Europe’s contemporary stasis. Obviously, the complex political con-
struction of a mechanism for integrating and coordinating the positions of 
twenty-eight national governments lends itself to blockage by particular 
interests. In modern Europe, there is really no clear way of articulating 
and politically representing the general interest of Europeans.

Some contemporary issues that have been tearing Europe apart should 
in principle not be difficult to resolve if they are seen in aggregate terms. 
The euro area as a whole has a lower public sector deficit (as a share of 
GDP) than the United States, the United Kingdom, or Japan: for 2015, the 
IMF estimates are 2.0 percent for the euro area, but 3.7 percent for the 
United States, 4.4 percent for the United Kingdom, and 5.2 percent for 
Japan.4 The net debt levels show a similar position of greater European 
sustainability: 69.4 percent of GDP for the euro area, but 80.6 percent for 
the United States, 80.7 percent for the United Kingdom, and 128.1 percent 
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for Japan. Few outsiders argue that the United States or the United King-
dom have an impossible fiscal position. Similarly, the European Union, 
with a population of over 500 million, should not have a problem integrat-
ing much larger numbers of refugees than the 160,000 that the European 
Commission is planning on distributing throughout Europe. Energy coor-
dination and the greater integration of energy markets would deal effec-
tively with an important aspect of the security threat.

However, when these same issues are treated exclusively within the 
framework of national politics, they look insuperable. When the problem 
is framed nationally, no one can produce an answer. The clashes between 
national approaches generate conflicts that threaten to tear Europe apart.

After 2008, national politics everywhere—not just in Europe—have 
become more important for two reasons: as an emotional reaction to crises 
and as a financial or fiscal reaction that then shapes the kind of response 
to the challenge that can be envisaged.

First, then, there is a new unease or uncertainty about the world as a 
whole, specifically about the consequences of globalization. National pol-
itics are sometimes presented as a way of defending local populations 
against threats that come from the outside. The state looks like a defense 
mechanism in the age of globalization.

Globalization pulls people together over long distances. But the partici-
pants do not always like the results. They find the cultures of others too 
strange: there are different cuisines, different languages, and different reli-
gions. Islam in particular looks strange to many modern Europeans, and its 
theocratic tendencies run counter to expectations of a secular or nonreligious 
state. There is as a consequence a strongly national element to the populist 
parties that have arisen in the wake of the financial crisis and the euro crisis.

Globalization inevitably exposes people to problems in faraway coun-
tries. They often respond by thinking of ways to be more self-sufficient. In 
the twentieth century, the most common form of the response was to demand 
trade protection, but that is now a more remote threat because large numbers 
of consumers are used to the idea of cheap clothing and cheap electronics.

But the story of bad reactions to globalization is not just confined to the 
trade policy response. The most obvious human side of globalization is 
the way it generates large flows of people. In some of the large emerging 
markets that are hitting the economic buffers, the political response is that 
a new or more intense authoritarianism could cure the problem of 
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dysfunctional economics. There are also more wars. As a result, many 
people are afraid in the face of substantial violence. And people who are 
afraid are even more inclined to migrate.

Second, there are more immediate financial reasons why a crisis makes 
people look more closely at the national political framework. Managing 
the aftermath of major financial crises, as opposed to trying to prevent 
them from developing, always involves the mobilization of substantial fis-
cal resources. That task remained in the hands of national governments, as 
the European Union had only a very small fiscal capacity of its own. So 
inevitably, when it comes to demands for state action, people focus on the 
national states, and these are the wrong framework for dealing with many 
of today’s problems.

Focusing on the national unit and its fiscal capacity has had further con-
sequences for the way in which people view Europe. Not all the twenty- 
eight member states are the same size; and in the course of the crisis, it has 
become clearer that many solutions are hammered out essentially between 
two countries, France and Germany—and even then Germany is substan-
tially more powerful and effective than France. So a great deal of the crisis 
turned out to be a debate about the new German question, about the extent 
of German power and whether modern Germany had the capacity or the 
willingness for leadership in Europe. Almost every sort of German leader-
ship is deeply problematic, however. Thus, the nationalist right in other 
European countries will even see the positive response to the refugee crisis 
as an egotistical attempt to exploit the cheap labor opportunities following 
increased migration. Marine Le Pen of the French National Front speaks of 
Germany creating a new empire based on slave labor. The Brexit campaign 
had a strongly Germano-critical component.

There is, in other words, a need for a mechanism for seeing the big 
picture issue, for zooming out from the obsession with the national and onto 
the aggregate, to the big picture, to Europe as a whole. But how can Europe-
ans get this larger picture, and how can it stop seeing the world primarily in 
terms of national interest, national advantage, and national egotism?

The “Rhine-Divide”: Four Key Differences
This book has described a mental world in which the policy approach on 
either side of the River Rhine is sharply differentiated by fundamentally 
contrasted outlooks. We have examined four poles along which these 
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differences lie. The first is rules versus discretion. The German tradition of 
federalism, like federalism elsewhere, requires a carefully formulated and 
legally binding system of rules. The long French tradition of a central state 
means that the ruler—the heir to the great monarchs of the ancient 
regime—has initiative and flexibility.

The second pole is liability versus solidarity. The German tradition 
requires a strong principle of liability: if you break the rules, you are 
responsible for the consequences. The French tradition, coming from the 
French Revolution, has by contrast a principle of solidarity, of sharing the 
burdens of the weaker and disadvantaged.

The third pole is solvency versus liquidity. In managing sudden crises or 
shocks, German see fundamental solvency issues when bad behavior has 
resulted in liabilities exceeding assets and there is little chance of rescue 
except through a radical alteration of behavior. On the other side of the Rhine, 
and of the English Channel, and of the Atlantic, values are subject to big fluc-
tuations and an effective and appropriate action can ensure that temporary 
liquidity issues are resolved and that there is no long-term insolvency.

And, fourth, there is a difference in the appropriate response. On the 
one side of the debate, austerity provides big incentives to improve behav-
ior, to reform, or to remove institutional imperfections. On the other side, 
austerity perpetuates and makes worse the liquidity problems and threat-
ens to really produce insolvencies, so monetary or fiscal stimulus is 
required. The first approach is emphatically not Keynesian, the second is.

This book has also examined the moments at which these differing con-
cepts have clashed most strikingly: first, in regard to the first Greek crisis 
in May 2010 and especially in the formulation of a strategy for private 
sector involvement in October 2010; second, in thinking about the appro-
priate central bank (ECB) response to the threat of euro-area disintegra-
tion in the summer of 2012; third, in respect to the general issues raised by 
the crisis in the Cyprus banking system in 2013; and, finally, in respect to 
a renewed uncertainty about the Greek program and the threat of Grexit 
in 2015, as well as to the prospect of Brexit in 2016.

The discussions, and clashes of views, were played out in different 
forums. October 2010, which we argue shaped the euro crisis, was a bilat-
eral deal between the French president and the German chancellor. There 
were many other meetings of the European Council, in which the two 
large countries played a dominant role. The European Commission 
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struggled to make effective suggestions. The IMF was brought in, despite 
enormous initial resistance in France and Germany, to bridge the incom-
patibilities, but the result strained relations between the IMF and Euro-
pean institutions and probably also damaged the reputation and 
effectiveness of the Fund. The ECB proved to be the most effective forum 
in which policy initiatives emerged, above all in July 2012 and again with 
the move to a QE program. In that sense, the ECB was engaged in an intel-
lectual endeavor to make sense of Europe’s crisis. But there are obviously 
limits to which policy initiatives, especially with large potential fiscal 
implications, can be delegated to a central bank whose mandate is primar-
ily concerned with monetary stability.

Geopolitical Threats: Ukraine-Russian Conflicts and Refugee Crisis
As the euro crisis seemed to settle into an acerbic routine, new crises erupted, 
which complicated the solution. There was a security challenge of a kind not 
imagined in the calm years after the end of the Cold War. On February 27–28, 
2014, pro-Russian gunmen seized key positions in Crimea, part of Ukraine, 
and in the middle of March, after a referendum with a massive pro-Russian 
vote, Russia declared the annexation of Crimea. There was continuing fight-
ing in Eastern Ukraine, with the involvement of Russian soldiers.

Then, in the summer of 2015, the long-standing issue of refugees from 
conflict zones and migrants seeking a better life in Europe suddenly 
became acute, with a dramatic surge of migration in August. A great num-
ber of the migrants wanted to settle in just two European countries, Ger-
many and Sweden. On August 25, the German Federal Office for Migration 
and Refugees tweeted that it was de facto (faktisch) not implementing the 
EU’s Dublin protocols, and a few days later, Chancellor Merkel’s spokes-
man said that Germany would not refuse refugees. Merkel in the subse-
quent weeks emphasized again and again that Germany was a strong and 
prosperous country, with a duty to assist the victims of war and violence, 
and that “we can do it” (Wir schaffen das). To some, this seemed an echo of 
Barack Obama’s confident election motto, “Yes, we can.”

But the German announcements antagonized many other Europeans, 
who saw them as a unilateral breach of European agreements. Especially 
in Central and Eastern Europe, there was widespread hostility to the idea 
of taking migrants. It looked as if the north-south divide created by the 
euro crisis was being supplemented by an east-west divide.
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These new problems facing Europe were interconnected. At the root of 
the refugee problem is a previous failure of foreign policy and the destabi-
lization of North Africa and the Middle East. Unsolved security issues are 
continuing to feed into the challenge for European governments. The Rus-
sian attack on anti-Assad forces in Syria has destabilized large areas of the 
country and driven more victims of violence to flee to look for shelter in 
Europe.

The security issues also became entangled with the discussion of Islamic 
terrorism. Like the Russian attack on Crimea and Ukraine, terrorism had 
the immediate effect of pulling France and Germany closer together. In 
part, this is because it is clear in the military and security spheres that there 
is an obvious bargain to be made between France and Germany: France 
has a military tradition and capacity that Germany lacks. The ties between 
Hollande and Merkel became much closer after Crimea. After the terrorist 
attack on the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo in Paris on January 7, 2015, 
Merkel rushed to demonstrate solidarity with France, and Hollande con-
tinued to support Merkel over the refugee crisis, even though his stance 
attracted the opprobrium of the French nationalist right. After the flaring 
up of the refugee crisis, Hollande and Merkel made a joint appearance 
before the European Parliament, the first such occasion since Helmut Kohl 
and François Mitterrand had spoken in the dramatic circumstances after 
the fall of the Berlin Wall. Hollande said that “more Europe” was needed. 
And Merkel explained, “We must not fall prey to an inclination to want to 
act nationally on these matters. We must, to the contrary, act together.”5

Brexit Referendum
There is an additional issue, perhaps an even more fundamental European 
crisis, that is highlighted by the polarization in French politics but also the 
Brexit vote in June 2016. All of Europe is confronting the fundamental 
issue of democratic legitimacy, which continually appears in new forms 
and in new places. Authoritarianism, left-wing populism, separatism, 
right-wing populism, fascism—all are back. For the first half of 2015, 
democracy in Greece seemed to be pitted against Europe. Later in 2015, the 
same drama was replayed in Portugal, with a notional majority in Parlia-
ment for a left coalition that included politicians deeply hostile to Europe.

The Brexit vote was also a revolt against experts, and especially against 
economists, from a middle and lower class that felt excluded. That result 
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can also be partially attributed to the European Union losing touch with 
its citizens, especially the elderly (young British people voted for Europe). 
The initial ideals of Europe had lost their power to attract—and they need 
to be reinvented and revived.

During the Brexit negotiations, which the new British government will 
strategically delay, the European Union faces a challenge. On the one 
hand, a lenient behavior toward the UK might invite moral hazard behav-
ior by other countries asking for special treatment and for Nexit, Dexit, 
Frexit, and other exit referenda. This would erode the base for a stability- 
focused rule-driven framework and might even threaten to unravel the 
whole European Union. On the other hand, an excessively harsh stand 
toward the UK might fuel further anti-European and especially anti- 
German resentment.

The Many European Crises and Monnet’s Error
There are, in short, many crises in Europe. One widely held theory argues 
that the overload of crisis is destructive because there is a limited amount 
of political capital, or psychic energy, that can be used in addressing 
Europe’s problems. In this view of the world, Europe’s capacity to respond 
to the refugee crisis is limited by the exhaustion produced by the euro 
crisis. There are simply not enough fresh ideas to solve yet another new 
problem that was unanticipated, even though the flow of refugees across 
the Mediterranean had been going on for years.

The European Union was actually built on the idea of needing crisis as an 
instrument of further cooperation and integration. Jean Monnet, Europe’s 
secular saint, repeatedly went back to the thought that Europe would be 
built by responding to new challenges. As he put it, “Europe would be built 
through crises, and […] would be the sum of their solutions.”6 But this 
approach requires that each problem—each crisis—be sufficiently small to 
be manageable. An excessive load would by contrast lead to breakdown.

In Shakespeare’s Hamlet, Claudius contemplates Ophelia’s deteriorat-
ing mental state: “When sorrows come, they come not single spies, but in 
battalions.”7 Ophelia, of course, broke down and while mad drowned her-
self. But Claudius is a murderer and a tyrant and not necessarily the font 
of all wisdom. There exists in fact a radically different approach to the 
issue of multiple crises. Problems that appear almost insoluble on their 
own can be tackled if they are seen as a giant bundle.
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Countries can calculate that they might lose out on the solution to one 
of the issues but gain on another. For instance, Germany might have to 
pay something in terms of debt relief for Southern European countries but 
also might quickly benefit from a European solution to the refugee crisis. 
The presence of migrants—some from within, some from without—raises 
the case of how social security is provided. Military integration could 
raise the effectiveness of defense while cutting costs, especially in those 
countries with a high military budget. Europe would appear as an arena 
in which trade-offs and compromises were negotiated, rather than a place 
where precious concepts of sovereignty were destroyed.

The association of many different questions is most familiar in the inter-
national arena from trade negotiations. Big breakthroughs have also been 
difficult to achieve there but have in the end resulted in generalized gains 
for all the participants. In the French language, issue linkage is known as 
globalisation: this is the kind of globalization that Europe now requires. In 
this perspective, a large-scale crisis prompts a deep need for rethinking.

In short, Europe needs to recover something of the mentality of 
1989, when large movements of people across borders—initially on the 
Hungarian-Austrian frontier—prompted reform and openness rather 
than a silo mentality. At that time, protesters who were looking for new 
freedom thought in terms both of Europe and their nations. The strength-
ening of the one was integrally associated with the legitimacy of the other.

The Ukraine-Russia conflict and then the humanitarian catastrophe of 
2015 have increased the European stakes: like 1989, when communism 
disintegrated, Europe is at a foundational moment—a moment of a poten-
tial new ordering in international affairs.8 The events of 1989 caused an 
unanticipated shock that could not have been prepared for; in 2016, we 
know that there will be many more shocks. The year 1989 delivered the 
lesson that the nation-state was a sort of psychic insurance mechanism in 
an era of turbulence; 2015 indicated the need for a much larger sort of 
insurance system that exists on a European level. Like any insurance, it 
requires careful design and a system of rules to guard against abuse.

Finding the Optimal Balance
At the end, then, we might ask whether there is a view that can break 
down, on a more comprehensive basis, the world of opposites, of black 
and white, and push Europe to live with, if not fifty, twenty-eight shades 
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of gray. Thinking of the provision of public goods such as monetary and 
fiscal stability as equivalent to an insurance contract might be a way of 
combining the demand for solidarity in a political community with global 
responsibilities—in the European Union—with a rules-based approach.

What is the optimal balance between the French and the German posi-
tions, between rules and discretion? Policy makers need to strike the right 
balance between an optimal immediate policy response and the creation 
of a robust, sustainable long-term economic framework.

A key feature of an adequate rules-based environment is the operational 
independence of monetary policy making, in other words, of central bank 
policy. However, as it emerged in the European debt crisis, this indepen-
dence will be (and should be) weakened in times of crisis, as fiscal and mon-
etary authorities necessarily work together. The most striking example of 
this cooperation was Berlin’s implicit backing of Draghi’s “whatever it takes” 
London speech at a critical moment of the crisis in the summer of 2012.

In the presence of extreme adverse events, an excessive emphasis on 
individual liability is counterproductive. In such extreme circumstances, 
the solidarity principle should dominate. The European community thus 
needs a discussion of the extent to which it is willing to assume tail risk for 
its members. A commonly acceptable cutoff needs to be identified, agreed 
upon, clearly communicated, and enforced in future crises. A common lia-
bility for extreme crisis events must then go hand in hand with some kind 
of common control. That process is already reflected in the nascent moves 
toward a more credible imposition of budget discipline in the euro area.

The existing discussion, however, is generally limited to the case where 
governments refinance themselves through debt, and when there are two 
options, either they repay or they default. In principle, it is possible to go 
beyond the limitations inherent to debt instruments and move to some-
thing more akin to government equity: GDP bonds. The basic idea is sim-
ple: GDP-linked bonds pay nothing if GDP is sufficiently depressed 
relative to some benchmark, and pay high returns when the economy is 
booming. This would make payments procyclical and ensure that bor-
rower and lender incentives are aligned.

Fiscal Policy
Many of the responses required are fiscal. There is a good case to be made 
for delaying fiscal consolidation if credibility is already strong. Intuitively, 
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the confidence arguments at the heart of the austerity case do not really 
apply to countries with a strong reputation on international financial mar-
kets. Highly indebted countries, in contrast, are faced with a dilemma. 
Immediate fiscal retrenchment may well prove to be counterproductive, 
but similarly fiscal lenience now will undermine the credibility of prom-
ises for future prudence. Without credible commitment devices for future 
consolidation, highly indebted countries are, as far as austerity now is 
concerned, “damned if they do, and damned if they don’t.” Institutional 
arrangements and credible ex ante rules might help to overcome this 
dilemma. At present, for the highly indebted countries of the euro-area 
periphery, many of the new institutional provisions designed in the course 
of the crisis are simply an unnecessary straitjacket, sacrificing growth at 
the altar of credibility.

Stimulus measures should, particularly in the current environment of 
high-debt burdens, always be designed so that they can be reversed rather 
easily. Otherwise, the credibility of long-term consolidation plans would 
be undermined. One key difference between Europe and the United States 
is that in Europe temporary stimulus measures are politically more diffi-
cult to reverse.

Moreover, it may be a good idea to combine much-needed structural 
reform with some extra government spending. Naturally, fundamental 
structural change begets uncertainty, and uncertainty weighs down con-
sumer spending (as precautionary savings rise) and investment. In the 
language of our simple Keynesian multiplier analysis, the marginal pro-
pensity to consume falls, and so output slumps even further. In such an 
environment, government spending can pick up some of the slack, push 
up demand, and so stabilize output. And if the underlying structural 
reforms are wide-ranging enough, in these particular circumstances cred-
ibility issues should not loom as large.

Monetary and Macroprudential Policy: Financial Crisis 
Management and Prevention
There are also responses needed for the financial sector crisis that has been 
at the heart of the euro area’s difficulties. How can we prevent crises or at 
least reduce their severity should they happen? This focus on the ex ante 
rules-based environment is very much in keeping with the German tradi-
tion. Redistribution toward sectors with impaired balance sheets, via 
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monetary policy intervention, the granting of monopoly rights, or outright 
bailout, can be useful immediate ex post crisis management tools, but these 
measures include a host of problems, both in the immediate term and in 
the longer run. Insolvent zombie and vampire banks are not dealt with. 
Lending to the productive real economy will contract, and aggregate out-
put could suffer for decades after the initial crisis (as in Japan from the 
1990s). Furthermore, the provision of insurance will—as time and time 
again pointed out by adherents of the German philosophy—give rise to 
standard moral hazard problems. Banks know that the monetary and fiscal 
authorities will do everything in their power to redistribute income toward 
the banking sector in times of crisis, and so banks start behaving 
imprudently.

The central bank should first act to limit the fallout from these moral 
hazard issues. Redistribution through interest rate cuts is a very blunt 
tool. Within any given distressed sector, the benefits of the policy interven-
tion accrue mostly to those firms that behaved (in comparative terms) the 
least imprudently. In other words, the insurance has embedded in it an 
extra reward for good behavior, and this can give rise to a beneficial race 
to the top. Second, the central bank could reduce its redistribution bias 
through a rigid ex ante commitment to a policy rule. Alas, the economy is 
too complicated for a rigid, fully ex ante specified rule to be optimal. 
Third, the central bank can try to build up a reputation for prudent use of 
its stabilization tools in times of crisis. If such a reputation is built up cred-
ibly, then households, the corporate sector, and above all banks will think 
twice before accumulating excessive amounts of debt and risk, and so the 
central bank may never actually come into a position where it is forced to 
use its stabilization tools. Even more so than in the case of the classical 
inflation bias, however, it is very hard to build up a reputation for such 
monetary restraint in times of crisis. Finally, and most importantly, the 
central bank can combine its insurance policies with strict rules that limit 
aggregate risk-taking. For example, strict limits on loan-to-value ratios or 
stringent haircut rules—the so-called macroprudential approach—can 
quite effectively put brakes on banks’ risk-taking behavior.

The macroprudential toolkit allows the monetary authority to provide 
more tail insurance without the associated moral hazard complications. In 
short, macroprudential tools are a perfect complement to and closely 
interwoven with conventional monetary policy. This distinguishes 
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macroprudential regulation from microprudential policy measures, which 
are often seen as quite divorced from the rest of the financial sector. Mac-
roprudential regulation of the sort we just discussed is an effective 
response to the time series dimension of systemic risk. Systemic risks typ-
ically build up below the surface in times of tranquility and then material-
ize during the crisis. Effective macroprudential regulation captures this 
buildup and acts against it. Nevertheless, macroprudential policy mea-
sures are no panacea: By their very nature, they are targeted and so invite 
regulatory arbitrage. Macroprudential measures may thus well turn out to 
be powerless or, worse yet, induce undesirable side effects.

The Maastricht Treaty did not anticipate the quick-paced moderniza-
tion and internationalization of banking, and it also underestimated the 
complexity of an unbalanced integration. Thus, it was unsurprising that 
the euro area was ill-equipped to deal with the complicated fallout of the 
global financial crisis. In particular, the threat of financial dominance—
completely ignored in the Maastricht Treaty—gave rise to a complex game 
of chicken between monetary and fiscal authorities.

European policy makers struggled to find solutions to these problems. 
In theory, most of them required further integration, but the political envi-
ronment made it fairly difficult to make progress on that aspect. Paradox-
ically, France was willing to transfer resources but not power, especially 
budgeting power, to Europe, while Germany was reluctant to transfer 
more resources to Brussels to bail out (foreign) banks. As a consequence, a 
search was made to find the minimum compromises that limit the adverse 
implications of and spillovers from banking sector crisis—de facto push-
ing responsibility to act to the ECB, at least in the short term.

Liquidity-focused short-term responses raise long-term moral hazard 
issues, so policy makers at the same time needed to have a vision for a 
future institutional structure that would effectively deal with these prob-
lems. The basic idea of an adequate institutional environment that bal-
ances both forces is to not save the few worst performers and erect a 
firewall protecting the rest with the hope of triggering a virtuous race 
away from the bottom that stabilizes the whole system. For the euro area, 
the recent move toward banking union points in this direction. However, 
as we have seen, there is as of yet no area-wide safe asset, nor is any such 
asset on the horizon—even though precisely this will be indispensable for 
smooth functioning of the banking union.
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European Banking Charter and ESBies
One bold move forward could be to establish a European banking charter 
that makes the financial sector truly European. All aspects of finance 
would be moved to the European level. In good times, tax revenue would 
accrue to a European budget, while in bad times, this taxing power could 
provide the necessary backstop to guarantee restructuring without 
adverse spillover and contagion effects. The insurance principle might 
usefully be extended to a common European old age and insurance 
scheme, but that would require some significant departure from long 
ingrained habits of thinking about existing countries as the best forum for 
the organization of insurance.

Insurance cannot function if the risks are inadequately calculated and 
the rules badly designed and if there are incentives for the insured to 
extract resources from the insurer without well-defined limits. But insur-
ance when properly designed can make the insured stable and successful. 
In general, we need a search for creative solutions that balance the provi-
sion of insurance and the German liability principle. A European bond 
structure in the form of ESBies avoids any joint liability but would still 
redirect destabilizing cross-border capital flights and reduce the diabolic 
loop between government debt risk and banking risk.

Agreed Cut-off Rule When Society Should Insure “Tail Risk”
Irrespective of the specifics of the ultimately agreed-upon optimal policy 
rule, society will in the end provide some tail insurance for extreme events 
that its leveraged sectors or individuals may face. How much tail risk  
society—or, better said, nominal claim holders—should assume is a polit-
ical question and depends very much on the underlying economic philos-
ophy of the country. One of the main points of this book is that Europe 
has, up until now, avoided giving an answer to this question. There clearly 
is no agreement among member states, with countries in the German tra-
dition very aware of the moral hazard problems, while those dominated 
by French thinking call for more insurance and aggressive intervention-
ism in times of crisis. And these calls for crisis interventionism are yet 
another source of conflict. For countries in the French tradition, emergency 
measures are part of the standard crisis-fighting toolkit; the German phi-
losophy interprets every intervention as setting a precedent, and so it cre-
ates a new, permanent rules-based environment for the euro area.
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Insurance—the pooling of risk—helps to establish predictability. That 
is an essential element in allowing the establishment of ever more com-
plex social interactions, involving more people, across longer distances, 
and with new and innovative and inherently unforeseeable technologies. 
It is in fact on this basis that the modern world, and the modern view of 
the world, has been built. One of the reasons that premodern farmers and 
artisans—and those living today in poor countries—are vulnerable is that 
they cannot insure themselves against disasters such as harvest failures, 
which posed and continue to pose a threat to their means of existence. 
Experimental psychology has produced an increasing amount of evidence 
that shows that very poor people under tight resource constraints make 
poorer quality decisions, take fewer risks, and that momentary poverty 
depresses measured intelligence levels.9 Well-being and an increased abil-
ity to make rational choices are closely connected with each other and 
with a sense of preparedness and of certainty about the future. The instinct 
to insure is linked to and derived from the instinct to organize and to 
evolve more and more complex and interlinked structures of mutual sup-
port. That support, which is central to the French tradition, can only work 
if it is credible and does not distort incentives—a point firmly made by the 
German tradition. In short, what we have characterized as the German 
view and the French view actually need each other to be sustainable.
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